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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the phenomenon of anti-intellectualism in Athens

between c.450 and c.380 BC. Existing scholarship rarely does more than touch

upon this subject and more involved studies tends to focus on individual aspects

of Athenian society while ignoring the whole. Moreover, there is often a

surprisingly uncritical approach to the sources. My object is to describe, analyse

and explain the forms and significance of anti-intellectualism coherently and

critically. This is not intellectual history but a history of social attitudes.

I examine the most prominent and interesting instances of negative

characterisation of intellectuals; the apparently deliberate avoidance of intellectual

techniques in certain genres; criticism of the intellectual process; and direct attacks,

verbal and legal, that were made against individual intellectuals. It will be found that

the ascription of certain characteristics and practices to intellectuals depends on the

recognition or imputation of traits (which may then be generalised to the whole

class), and their rationalisation in terms of common beliefs about human behaviour.

This process can produce contradictory images: intellectuals can be depicted as

avaricious and wworldly, cunning and impractical, and so on. This provides an

approach to the implicit principles that underlie Athenian social, legal and political

institutions.

Athenians' disquiet with the results of the intellectual process was persistent

but rarely vehement, extreme or sven explicit. No alternative means to truth was

articulated. This was partly due to the lack of authoritative institutions, such as

inspired prophets or a doctrinal religion, apart from the classical Greek state.

Anti-intellectual phenomena are largely an effect of the failure of a world-view,

which is convenient to call 'unsophisticated', to come to grips with the methods

and claims of new intellectual techniques. The unsophisticated mind is perfectly

able to reason but is direct, concrete, unanalytical, holistic and moralising. In this

sense, anti-intellectualism is justifiable in its own terms.
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any other degree or diploma in any university or other institution and, to
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Chapter l.l: Introduction

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

l.l - Introù4ction

When the Thirty Tyrants came to power in Athens at the end of the

Peloponnesian'War, one of the new laws that they drafted, with the ostensible

object of re-establishing the 'ancestral constitution', was one that made it illegal

'to teach the art of words'.1 This was, presumably, part of their program to

eliminate the practice of sycophancy, an abuse connected with radical

democracy2, but Xenophon claims that Kritias intended the law to be an insult

directed against Sokrates. Sokrates was brought before Kritias and Charikles and

they forbade him to hold conversation with young men, to ask questions to which

he already knew the answers, or to discuss topics involving 'cobblers, builders

and metal workers' which he was accustomed to use as illustrations when

examining subjects such as justice and holiness.3 In this incident we have an

example of the association of late-Sth century intellectual practice with'the art of

words', sycophancy, and with the notion that discussion of this kind might have

an adverse effect on those who are, as Charikles says, 'so young that they lack

wisdom'.4 These associations will be familiar to anyone who has read plato's

account of Sokrates' trial. What is particularly interesting in this case is that these

views are exhibited not by an unreflective or uneducated bigot but by one such as

Kritias. He was a regular attendee of intellectual gatherings in the last decades of

the 5th centurys and wrote a number of descriptive and analytical tracts, for

example, on the constitutions of Sparta and Thessaly. Though it may not be

strictly appropriate to count him among the sophists, as Hermann Diels does in

Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, as there is no evidence that he ever took students,

he was, nevertheless, part of the classical intellectual movement. A scholiast on

Plato describes him as "an amateur among philosophers, a philosopher among

amatews".6 Nor was he unique in this among the Thirty Tyrants: Charmides and
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Anti-Intellectualism in Classical Athens

Aristoteles also associated with Sokrates and other intellectuals (see Chapter 4.4

B3). It is this contradiction, the co-existence of high education and intellectual

refinement with hostility towards intellectuals or aspects of the intellectual

process, that inspired me to investigate the phenomenon of anti-intellectualism in

classical Athens.

This thesis will examine anti-intellectual attitudes and behaviour in Athens from

the second half of the 5th century to the early decades of the 4th century BC. It

will focus particularly on (1) the negative themes and characteristics that are

imputed to intellectuals; (2) the individuals and groups who made these attacks

and expressed these sentiments; and (3) the beliefs underpinning these

sentiments.

There is particular interest in the appearance of anti-intellectualism at this time

and place in history, the focus of the revolution and explosion in intellectualism

after its origin in 6th century lonia. This is a history of social attitudes to thought

rather than a history of ideas. The ultimate object of this thesis is to make a

contribution to the understanding of Athenian society. Its broader interest is in

the light it casts on the relations between intellectualism (which can include

education in general, refined aesthetic taste, empirical research, an inclination for

theorisation and belief in the value of logical argument) and mass culture, a

relationship that preoccupies modern societies.

To my knowledge, there is no full-length study that focuses on anti-

intellectualism as a phenomenon in its own right in this period. The works that

touch upon it tend to deal with one aspect of Greek society rather than the

whole, and many of them lack coherence or methodological rigour. These

tendencies are epitomised in the common preoccupation with the impiety trials of

prominent philosophers that are supposed to have occurred in Athens between

2



Chapter 7.1: Introduction

c.438 and 399 BC. This illustrates a focus on the religious reaction to

intellectualism while largely ignoring its other forms (see Chapter 1.4). Also, the

information for most of these trials is too unreliable to be used in any meaningful

analysis. I believe that most of them are without historical foundation and that

the sources are the products of ancient scholars' faulty historiographical methods

(see Appendix A).

Though I dismiss one doubtful extreme manifestation of a social phenomenon this

does not, however, invalidate the search for its manifestations elsewhere. This

thesis will proceed by discussing the most important and most interesting

individual instances of anti-intellectual actions and sentiments in the target period:

this is intended to make the subject matter clear and easy to control in analysis. It

will include a broad survey of the appearances of intellectuals in Old Comedy,

both particular plays that focus on intellectuals and individual intellectuals who

appear repeatedly. Following comedy is an instance of doubtful status,

Diopeithes' so-called anti-astronomy decree. Then there will be chapters

analysing anti-intellectual characters and motifs from Attic tragedy, oratory, and a

specific instance of an anti-intellectual attack in Kleon's speech in Thoukydides'

Mytilene debate. There will be descriptions of two specific actions against

individuals, the trial of Nikomachos, the legal expert, and of Sokrates, and a

reconstruction of the lost tract, Polykrates' Accusation of Sokrates. The last

section surveys some artistic evidence.

Chapter 3 examines an interesting feature of classical culture, the tendency to

assimilate traditional mythological figures into contemporary debates. Chapter 4

analyses the case studies together with some additional data from sources too

diffusely spread to warrant individual discussion in Chapter 2. The object is to

establish the substance of sentiments and actions directed against intellectuals and

intellectualism and to examine the attitudes and beliefs that underpin them.
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Anti-Intellectualism in Classícal Athens

Chapter 5 characterises and identifies individuals who attacked intellectuals or

intellectualism, and the dispositions that characterised them.

Assessment of the evidence for the supposed impiety trials will appear in

Appendix A. Appendix B will consider the nature and extent of basic education in

Athens, which will contribute to an understanding of social attitudes towards the

value of leaming in general.

I shall not be examining intellectuals' own suspicions of the abuses of leaming,

except to allude to them in Appendix B. This topic belongs to intellectual rather

than social history. For this reason also I shall not be dealing specifically with

Athens' Spartan sympathisers, such as Kritias. Spartan imitators, a different

group, are virhrally unattested in Athens after the battle of Tanagra in 457 BC.7 It

is an unfortunate necessity that limitations of space prevent an examination of

Sparta herself.

4



Chapter 1.2: Definitions

1.2 - Dqfinitionq

I shall propose 'working' definitions of intellectual' and 'anti-intellectual' for

the sake of convenience. The nature of the subject matter and the example of

existing studies suggest that these need not, nor can, be anything other than rough

guides. Frank Yatai observes the awkwardness of the situation, commentingthat,

while scholarly works on intellectuals abound, standard definitions do not.

Instead, each writer postulates a definition suitable for the purpose at hand and

makes use of earlier definitions wherever they seem useful and appropriate.s

41. What are intellectuals?

Anti-intellectualism is, obviously, a reaction against intellectuals and"/or

intellectuallsz (see below), so it seems appropriate to proceed with a definition

of these. Max'Weber provides the oldest clear attempt to describe intellectuals

(appended to an incomplete tract dealing with the concept of the 'nation'). They

are a group whose peculiar abilities give them special access to cultural values

and who therefore gain control over the cultural community.e This does not imply

that the group is in any sense cohesive - he describes them as "an unbrotherly

aristocracy".l0 Edward Shils' inverted description of what ordinary life is not

interested in leads to a definition of intellectuals as 'an inquiring minority seeking

communion with symbols more generalised than the immediate and the

particular'. This embraces the ideas of commitment to investigation, particularly

concerned with underlying meanings and matters of transcendent significance.

Intellectuals also show a propensity to 'externalise this quest' in discourse,

discussion or action.ll 'Weber's and Shils' definitions both agree on the

peculiarity of intellectuals' interests and their faculties for discerning and

communicating them. However, Weber's definition applies bestto pre-

intellectuals whose claim to authoritative access to truth rests on 'extra-rational'

grounds. These may be loosely called 'priests, prophets and poets'. This is due to

his use of a cultural criterion: according to 'Weber, intellectuals' 'special

qualifications' are any culturally sensitive faculties, deriving from their

5
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specialised study of traditions or occupancy of a traditional role - ,religious

prophets and teachers, sages and philosophers, jurists and experimental artists,

and finally the empirical scientist'.12 One difficulty with this use of this cultural

criterion is that it implies acceptance of existing cultural conditions, whereas any

person, intellcutual or not, can be dissatisfied with them. As intellectuals,

peculiarity may consist in their ability to add, reorder or reappraise accepted

modes of thought - often in quest for an underlying consistency or significance -

it is unsurprising that they may be prone or feel obliged to express dissent,

whether it be social, cultural or scientific.t' In fact, they are often characterised

by eccentric behaviour and propensity to criticise political, religious and social

norrns.

Intellectuals' overridingcharacteristic is their use of peculiarly intellectual

processes'. abstraction and definition with emphasis on consistency and

thoroughness, which leads towards identification of the significant and

transcendent meanings, and the explicit belief that argumentation and proof can

sway disputes and coerce belief.ra A cultural definition would include as

intellectuals many - 'pi'ophets, priests and poets' - who are not necessarily

associated with intellectual processes as such and, on the other hand, would

exclude those whose areas of special interest have little cultural content, such as

scientists and mathematicians, despite their involvement with what are

undeniably intellectual activities. Hence, I prefer to define intellectuals in terms

of their methods rather than their relationship to cultural conditions. They deal

with ideas and methods of thought, finding in them not just utilitarian value as

tools, which any person (the 'intelligent') might use, but consider them valuable

and significant for their own sakes or for the insights that they might provide.ls

They are inquirers who pursue meanings beyond the obvious, particularly those

that can be applied as widely as possible, and seek links between seemingly

unrelated objects, ideas and phenomena. In doing so they use and defer to the

force of rational argument and defence. They believe that problems canbe

described, understood and solved.l6 This definition could well use the term

Àóyoç that combines the notion of both words and thoughts. Taking as the

6



Chapter 1.2'. Definitions

defining characteristic of intellectuals the combination of self-conscious

abstraction and discourse, I might coin the term ì"oyoupyoî, 'word-and-

thought-workers'. By the nature of the particular faculties and capabilities

defining this group, these will be an élite in both mental aptitude and education.

For most of world history the latter has been dependent on qualifications of

wealth and birth.l7 While one of those whom I shall examine, the legal officer

Nikomachos, was not an intellectual as such, as an 'expert' he is a manifestation

of 'the man of knowledge' with whom the ordinary person was most familiar.l8

42. Intellectuals in the classical period

The emphasis on and self-consciousness about the consistency and rigorousness

of demonstration that defines intellectuals appears first in Parmenides in the first

half of the 5th century. His philosophical poem is the earliest surviving example

of sustained logical argument in which each successive point of argument follows

from its predecessor.t' The subject of his investigation is the nature of 'what is', a

process that presumes a conscious attempt to separate transcendent ('real') nature

from the pafücular, that is, to define its essence. Parmenides believed that he

must follow the course of his inquiry and adhere to its conclusion, even if this

conflicted with popular belief, his preconceptions or even the evidence of his

own senses

&¡"¡"d où tfloô' û<p' öõoù ôr(r1otoç tlpyt vóqpo
pnôé o' ä0oç æol"únerpov öõòv Kü,rd tr¡võe Btúo0trl,
vrrrp&v úoro¡ov öppo rcol fllqeooü,v &rourlv
ruì yl"ôooû,v, rfivor õè Àóyrp æoÀúôr'¡prv bl"eyXov
b( bpé0ev þq0ávtct.

"...Do not let custom, based on much experience, force you along this road,
directing unobservant eye and echoing ear and tongue; butjudge by reason

the battle-hardened proof which I have spoken..."
(fr.7 .2-6, tr. Barnes, J., Early Greek Philosophy (Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1e87)).

The explicit use of reasoning as a means to understanding and the

acknowledgement of the coerciveness of argument appear regularly in works of

1



Anli-Intellectualism in Clas sical Athens

the late 5th and 4th centuries, in, for example, Gorgias, the Hippocratic works

and Plato.20

Precise identification of intellectual' with some Greek term is unnecessary for

the purposes of this thesis and may in fact be impossible. Aristophanes' Sokrates,

says that the cloud-goddesses sponsor all manner of supposed experts:

æl"eiotouç üûrû,r póorouor ooqlorúç,
@ o u pr o ¡r úv t e r ç,'Lar, p o r êXV o,ç, o q ü,T 1ôo v D I ü, pT o K o lri î oç
rurÀicrrv rs Xopôv çopotorcapnruç, Õvõpoç

lrsrsopoqévc,ro,ç,
obôèv ðpôvra,ç póorcouo' üpyoúç, ötr tuúroç

pouooTroroÛorv.

"They nourish a great many sophists, diviners from Thurii, medical experts,
long-haired idlers with onyx signet rings, and tune bending composers of
dithyrambic choruses, men of high-flown pretension, whom they maintain
as do-nothings, because they compose music about these Clouds."
(Aristoph. Cl. 33L-4, tr. Henderson, Loeb).

This is not simply colloquial short-hand, as the Dissoi Logoi, a sophistic tract

written in c.400 BC ($ 1.8) (in Doric dialect, hence, admittedly, not Athenian), is

similarly imprecise:

[tô sbrô] ovôpòç rcol tû,ç obtûç rê.yvuç vopi(rrl Kû,rd
ÊpoXú te õúvu,o0or ðrol"áTroeü,r, Koì [rdv] û,]"ú0eruv tdlv
npayp"a^ratv bniorCI,oeü,r, roì ôrrcú(ev bniorû,oeCI,l öp0ôç, rul
ôo¡royopeiv olóv t' î¡¡rev, rol l.óycov rê,yvaç bntoto,o0q,r,
ro,Ì nepÌ <púoroç tôv ù,núvrcùv óç te äXer rol cbç byévero,
õrôúorev.

"I believe it belongs to the same man and to the same skill to be able to hold
dialogue succinctly, to understand the truth of things, to plead one's court-
cases coffectly, to be able to make popular speeches, to understand
argument-skills, and to teach about the nature of all things, how they are
and how they came to be."
(Dissoi Logoi 8.1)

The writer brackets together specialists - dialecticians, researchers, forensic and

deliberative rhetoricians, natural philosophers and teachers - which 4th century



Chapter 7.2'. Definitions

and modem language would distinguish.tt Erren less precise are the comedians

who bracket all manner of experts, including diviners and even musicians. In

spite of the passage above, Aristophanes tends to focus on philosophers and

scientists in particular, particularly in The Clouds in the person of Sokrates, an

exception to the general vagueness.t'

It may, nevertheless, be instructive to glance at some Greek words that modern

English would recognise. 'sophist' is one such term, referring to the ancient

teachers in 'higher education', especially rhetoric, though the Greek OOqtOTlç

means simply 'wise man', and includes poets whom I would not count as

intellectuals.23 Õrl,óOoqoç is widely enough understood though its meaning in

Greek is broader than the English 'philosopher', for instance, 'natural scientist'.24

MeteCOpOl"óyOç appears in the second half of the 5th century, referring to

astronomers and those who study the weather ('high' things).2s This and related

words are often derisive in tone, as this Euripidean fragment shows:

tiç túôe ì"eúoocrtv OeÒv obXl voei,

l.lsreopo¡,óyrov ô' brtÌç äPPtYev
oKo¡"tdç ünuruç; dlv on1PtÌ
y}.ôoo' e'rrcopo}"eì rcepl tôv &qovôv
obõèv yvópnç psté€oDoü.

"'Who, perceiving these things, is unconscious of God, and has cast far

away the specious lies of lrettopo]"óyOt? Whose ruinous tongues babble

about obscurities devoid of sense?"

(Eur. fr. 913 (N), tr. Olding)

Comparable to [ttttopOÀóyOt are those who investigate 'the things in the air

and beneath the earth' (td petécrlpü Kû,ì ttÌ bnò Yîç o. similar). In

Plato's Apology Sokrates gives this as the stock allegation against all

philosophers and scientists in the broadest sense. It is certainly derogatory.26

Perhaps the term lr€lscrrpoÀóYoç suggests not just 'thoughts of high things'

(indicative of the general focus and the popular view of Greek science,

9



Anti-Intellectualism in Classical Athens

apparently particularly concerned with rare and disquieting phenomena normally

ascribed to divine influence2T) but also 'high thoughts' in the sense of arrogance.

B. Anti-Intellectualism

Now that intellectuals and intellectualism have been examined, however

cursorily, it is easier to gain a perspective on anti-intellectualism. It is a reaction

against and rejection of their individual characteristics (such as their peculiar

behaviour) and defining characteristics (such as their dedication to discourse and

deference to the force of argument). Morton V/hite in his "Reflections on Anti-
intellectualism" distinguishes two threads to anti-intellectualism, which match

these two sets of characteristics. Firstly, there is the 'anti-intellectual' who

believes that there is a contrast between the intellectual and the practical man; he

is hostile to the intellectual qua intellectual. Secondly, there is the .anti-

intellectual¿'sf' who is opposed to, sees fault with, or disputes the primacy of the

intellectual process. The anti-intellectualist believes that there are other or better

means to discovering truth, perhaps 'championing the heart and hand over the

head'.28 This second group can be further divided: the 'super-rationaiists' whose

claim to access to truth rests on a particular faculty for insight (this may include

many of Weber's intellectuals as 'controllers of cultural symbols', see above). As

this faculty is inborn and incapable of being taught this group is, by definition,

exclusive. It is typical of pre-intellectual societies. The second division comprises

the 'sub-empiricists', those who operate on intuition, 'gut feeling' and 'common

sense' - by definition, this faculty is held common to all and is the antithesis of
élitism and exclusivity. This is typical of post-intellectual times, part of the

reaction against it, such as Romanticism in the 18th century.2e

It should be observed that anti-intellectualism in classical Greece or anywhere is

never anti-wisdom or anti-intelligence as such.'Wisdom is only ever good, and

intelligence is usually assessed according to its usefulness.30

10



Chapter 1.3: Chronological and Geographical Scope

1.3 - Ch.rqnologigal and Geographical Scope

This thesis examines the social history of the city-state of Athens on account of

the desirability of focusing on one political and social entity and the scarcity of

other sources. Moreover, as the available sources are overwhelmingly Athenian,

using them for the social history of other cities raises a new set of methodological

ISSUES.

The classical period is typically conceived of as beginning with the Persian Wars

and ending with the death of Alexander, neatly divided into two by either Athens'

defeat in the Peloponnesian 'War in 404 BC (for political history) or the death of

Sokrates in399 (for intellectual history). The period that I shall consider is the

mid-Sth century to the early 4th century BC, selected on the basis of the nature of

the source material and my own personal preference. Athens' defeat in 404 BC is

certainly a watershed in inter-state politics, yet the trends of internal politics,

external policy, thought and culture that existed in the 5th century were not

thereby ended. Victor Ehrenberg argues this in his work on Athenian sociology,

The People of Aristophanes. A coherent unit in social history can be found in the

seventy years from the 450s to the 380s. Athens' imperialistic phase began with

the expulsion of the Persians from the Aegean region; the same mentality is in

evidence in the first decades of the 4th century when Thrasyboulos and Konon

acted to re-establish Athens' naval power. It is the King's Peace in 386 BC that

marks a fundamental change in Greek war and politics, as foreign influence on

Greek affairs was formally recognised. In Athens' internal political development

the effective abolition of property qualifications for office and the introduction of

pay for service for certain public duties in the mid-5th century made the

constitution a radical democracy, and this constitution continued to operate into

the next century. The 380s also mark a change in the style of Athenian oratory,

the surviving manifestation of political, constitutional and legal practice, in its

relationship to the state. Speeches before c.380 BC tend to be private in nature;

this is not to say that they are without political significance but that the orators

whose works survive were generally those not directly involved in politics,

1l



Anti-Intellectualism in Classical Athens

whether by choice or compulsion.3l After the first quarter of the 4th century

trained orators attain a more self-conscious public role and could be represented

as a political class apart from ordinary citizens. For instance, Demosthenes was

able to disparage his opponent Aischines as 'aloof on account of his failure to

address the Assembly often, implying that his skills entailed public obligations.32

The new prominence of orators and the value attached to their speeches,

increasingly being considered worthy of publication, may have coincided with a

new conceptual status of rhetoric itselt'3, itself related to another change in the

380s: the establishment of philosophical and rhetorical schools of higher

learning, notably those of Plato and Isokrates.'o In other areas of cultural

expression, 450-380 includes all of Attic old Comedy and the bulk of extant

tragedy. Regular re-performance of tragedy - when plays were separated from the

conditions in which they were written - is also a feature of the 380s.3s The

coherence of this period is reflected in art as well: John Barron's examination of

Greek sculpture describes a period with these same chronological parameters,

450-380 8C.36 In political mentality and constitutional affangements there is little

or no break at the end of the 5th century; in cultural products - oratory, comedy,

tragedy, art - there is continuity until the 380s. These conditions and culturai

forms are not necessarily direct influences on intellectual history but they do

reflect a coherent social period in Athens.

The lives and literary production of a number of authors whose works contain

much information relevant to this thesis, such as Plato, Xenophon and Isokrates,

overlap this thesis' end-point of 380 BC. Their testimony is relevant and useful

where it reflects pre-380 conditions.

l2



Chapter 1.4: Literature Review

1.4 - Literature Review

This particular topic has not, to my knowledge, been dealt with as a whole

before. The studies that come closest tend to start with the intriguing series of

impiety trials of intellectuals that are supposed to have occurred in the last

decades of the 5th century. Hence, they focus on the sociology of Greek religion

and intellectual freedom rather than on anti-intellectualism itself.

A. Intellectuals in classical Athens

Few scholars deal with intellectuals as a class in classical Greek society, despite

the extensive biographical and doxographical scholarship devoted to individual

philosophers, scientists and rhetoricians and their schools. Frank Vatai's

Intellectuals in Politics in the Greek World: From Early Times to the Hellenistic

Age is one of very few works of any length that deal with intellectuals as a class,

aiming to examine the nature of their political involvement. (He concludes that,

in general, their role was limited to propagandist functions for established

political figures.37) His introduction contains a useful survey of modern

scholarship on intellectuals, to which I have already referred (see Chapter I.2).

The Pythagoreans are perhaps the only exclusive intellectual group that enjoyed

sustained influence anywhere in the Greek world before the end of the Classical

period. However, their influence was confined to southern Italy and ended in the

middle of the 5th century, so they fall outside the scope of this thesis.

Pythagoreans seem to have had little or no influence in Athens in the period of

this thesis.38

The most famous individual intellectual victim of persecution is Sokrates, whose

life and death have been examined and discussed at length on countless

occasions. The paucity of biographical information has limited and discouraged

examination of other intellectual figures: one of the relatively few examples is

Anaxøgoras and the Birth of Physics by Daniel Gershenson and Daniel
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Greenberg, a historian and a physicist. This book deserves a brief comment for
two reasons. Firstly, its subject late classical and modern authorities frequently

characterise as a quintessential intellectual: aloof, unorthodox, preoccupied with
theory instead of practical matters, and persecuted for his beliefs by the

reactionary masses and by political and religious interests. Secondly, its authors

apply rigorous criteria for selecting biographical and doxographical evidence and

draw general conclusions on the formation and validity of the traditions about

Anaxagoras (p. 329-54). One cardinal criterion by which they assess data is its

extent or degree of separation from what it purports to describe, on the grounds

that data's reproduction and introduction into new contexts inevitably introduces

e.ror.te Though this principle is important and reasonable it is, perhaps, rather

mechanically applied. They do not recognise the possibitity that early sources can

sometimes be extracted from late. For instance, writers of the Roman age, such as

Plutarch and Diogenes Laertios, identify some Classical and Hellenistic authors -

stesimbrotos of Thasos, Hermippos, Satyros and Hieronymos - as sources for

Anaxagoras' life. While these citations are isolated from their original contexts

and their authority is reduced accordingly, they do at least deserve to be placed in

their original chronological shatum with its implicit reliability. Moreover,

Gershenson and Greenberg should concede thatlate authors maybe able to draw

reasonable conclusions from earlier sources if they do not wish to invalidate their

own scholarship.

B. Literature on anti-intellectualism

Vilfredo Pareto's pioneer sociological work from the late 19th century is perhaps

the first attempt to find a place for anti-intellectual behaviour and sentiments in

social theory. His starting point is the observation that trends in different parts of
society, such as economics, politics and social phenomena, such as a sense of
liberty, seem to coincide: hence, societies arereally systems of social relations.

Pareto emphasises the non-logicality of most human behaviour, which is usually

disguised by the habit of projecting false rationalisations and explanations onto

actions and events.ao He analyses changes in society in terms of six tendencies,
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two of which are of interest here: 'Class I', the 'instinct for combinations', and

'Class II', the 'persistence of aggregates'. The first is creative and innovative and

is characterised by criticism of conventions in social affangements and modes of

thought; it tends to operate by manipulation. Class II is characterised by

pragmatism and conservatism, valuing traditional structures; it has a tendency to

resort to force.ar Since people who exhibit Class I residues identify their anti-

traditionalism with reason (if erroneously), Class II residues tend to be hostile to

reason, its practitioners and champions. 
'When 

these latter residues strengthen and

seek to assert themselves, they make reason itself a target of their attacks,

claiming that it is at odds with reality and that the claims of intellectualism as a

road to truth are inferior to those of intuition or tradition .42 Pareto includes a brief

discussion of the condition of Classical Athens in the light of his theory; he even

helpfully provides a graph of the intensity of Class II residues in the Athenian

mentality plotted against a chronological axis!43 Pareto's model is useful as a

descriptive tool in considering anti-intellectualism as a social phenomenon.

However, it provides no analytical basis, as he denies that there are causes to the

waxing and waning of residues.aa His theory does not allow social phenomena to

be either predicted or usefully explained. Any and all phenomena are consistent

with both the action and inaction of 'residues' - it is therefore impossible to

detect either their presence or absence. Furthermore, Pareto pays insufficient

attention to variations between different societies; a society's perception of

conservatism or innovation itself may depend on its attitudes to existing social

structures or beliefs.as

Otherwise, manifestations and foundations of anti-intellectualism are not treated

with any thoroughness except in modern contexts. These studies are usually

inspired by topical concerns, such as the anti-intellectual dimension of the 1950s

McCarthyist anti-Communist movement. This is clear in Richard Hofstadter's

Anti-Intellectualism in American Life, a book that is avowedly a personal and

somewhat impulsively arranged examination of aspects of American culture, for

which anti-intellectualism is the vehicle and unifring theme. As Hofstadter's

explicit concern is with his contemporary social environment, it is unsurprising
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that the subject matter deals with the development of various American

institutions, character-types and social tendencies, such as state-funded education

or the rise of charismatic non-institutional religious movements. The value of this

work consists in the guidelines it offers for selection of material and analysis.

Sociological scholarship of Classical Greece occasionally touches upon anti-

intellectualism. one of the more prominent is K.J. Dover's Greek popular

Morality in the Time of Plato and Aristotle, a source book for late-5th to 4th

century Greek morals. victor Ehrenberg's The people of Aristophanes: A

Sociology of old Attic Comedy sets out to study Athenian society through the

medium of comedy, with the justification that, of all ancient genres, it provides

the most complete and accurate reflection of its social background. L.B. Carter's

The Quiet Athenian is a discussion of an aspect of Athenian political and social

behaviour, quietism. It does not, however, set out its methodological principles in

any one place and is therefore of limited use as apracticalmodel.

There are a number of works that deal specifically with the persecution of
intellectuals in classical Athens. An early study touching on this subject is A.B.

Drachmann's Atheism in Pagan Antiquity (chicago: Ares publishers, 1977,

originally 1922), which deals with the fairly narrow topic of outright atheism.

Though emphasising the paucity of the sources, he concludes that this was a very

rare phenomenon, confined to the upper classes and philosophers, not actively

suppressed unless public and flagrant or coinciding with times of particular social

disturbance.a6 However, there is a defect in his scholarship in his willingness to

accept tradition as evidence without proper concern for its foundation. This is

most obvious in the case of Protagoras, whose persecution - late classical sources

say that the Athenians burned his books and forced him to flee in fear of his life -

Drachmann admits to be unsupported by contemporary evidence but nevertheless

takes for granted on the basis that the supposed cause - Protagoras' religious

agnosticism - is genuine. That Drachmann believes, on the one hand, that

Protagoras' philosophy offended the public suff,rciently to have him accused of
impiety but, on the other hand, that his orthodoxy in religious observance is
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confirmed by his continuing public stature as a respected philosopher, is an

extraordinary example of doublethink about Greek religious attitudes, which

seems to be motivated by a desire to preserve the integrity of apparently

contradictory sou.ces.4t

The first extended study focusing on intellectuals' persecution as a whole in the

Classical period is Eudore Derenne's Les Procès d'Impiét,é: Intentés aux

Philosophes à Athènes au Vme au IVme Siècles Avant J.-C. The introduction,

consisting of a brief discussion of the scope of the Greek concept of impiety

1üoáBeto;, indicates its parameters (p. 9-I2). Derenne focuses on gathering

evidence and making it coherent: in this he largely draws upon the work of earlier

scholars such as John Burnet and A.E. Taylor.as However, while the content of

data is often reasonably and fully appraised, he follows Drachmann - and ignores

the caveats of Burnet - in failing to appraise their contexts and general reliability.

Gershenson and Greenberg launch a powerful attack on his methods. On his

discussion of Anaxagoras' prosecution they write: "We have an excellent

instance of how a mass of fabricated and unfounded legends can create a

completely false impression, in this case that the fifth and fourth centuries were a

time when freedom of thought was constantly infringed upon at Athens".ae

Derenne is able to suggest thata colourful detail, Protagoras' death by drowning,

may have been invented to illustrate the workings of divine justice, but this

degree of criticism is atypical.5O

E.R. Dodds' work The Greeks and the lruational is a standard text on the

traditional, instinctive, non-rational foundations of Greek religion and thought. Its

object is to explore the irrational components of ancient Greek mentality,

especially relating to their religious experience, in opposition to the extreme

rationalism that scholarship hitherto ascribed to it (p. 1). As such, it is an

invaluable basis for studying the attitudes and beliefs underlying anti-

intellectualism in the Classical period. However, in his chapter on 'Rationalism

and Reaction in the Classical Age', which deals with the same period and subject

as this thesis, he commits the same error in certain details as Drachmann and
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Derenne, accepting evidence without considering its reliability. Dodds also

displays looseness in supporting his thesis. Derenne's book includes a chapter on

the atheist poet Diagoras of Melos on the basis, which is not unreasonable, that,

even if he was not a philosopher himself, his atheism caused him to be popularly

associated with that group. Dodds' belief in an Athenian anti-intellectual reaction

leads him to cite Diagoras among 'the leaders of progressive thought' in order to

increase the number of victims, as though Diagoras' personal atheism was really

the same as intellectualism.5l Moreover, Dodds' focus on religion means that

other manifestations of anti-intellectualism are virtually absent from his account.

He barely touches upon public oratory, an important source for public attitudes.

Martin ostwald's From Popular sovereignty to the sovereignty of Law: Law,

Society, and Politics in Fifth Century Athens is a comparatively recent book that

addresses this need for diverse approaches, claiming as its premise and point of
distinction from other similar works recognition of the fact that the relationship

between Athenian vópor and democracy has manifestations and repercussions

in all areas of public life (p. xix). ostwald devotes considerable space to

identifying the different social groups in which certain sets of attitudes existed,

such as the conservatism of the 'democratic establishment' but - though it is

valuable and perhaps attaining the status of a cardinal work in Athenian social,

political, legal and religious matters - he makes the familiar error of relying upon

the unsupported traditions of intellectuals'persecutions. This is not from a lack

of awareness of the nature of the evidence but, like Drachmann, he considers that

late traditions in fact constitute evidence of missing contemporary evidence.52

One of the few works to engage solidly with "the evidence for prosecution and

persecution of intellectuals. . . in the hope of reconstructing sources and traditions

underlying the statements of extant authors" is K.J. Dover's article "The Freedom

of the Intellectual in Greek Society".s3 His concern is with historiography, which

he discusses pointedly and effectively, highlighting the weaknesses in the

evidence that others books, such as I have cited, use uncritically. Robert'Wallace,

in "Private Lives and Public Enemies: Freedom of Thought in Classical Athens"
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concludes that Athenians viewed the interests of the state as overriding personal

freedom.sa This is not new (for instance, in Drachmann, above) but he reaches it

with far more critical examination of the evidence.

The standard accounts are usually (1) incautious in their use of evidence, which

undermines their factual basis or (2) focus on particular manifestations of Greek

social attitudes (particularly religious sentiment), with little consideration given

to other areas where these may appear or (3) make little attempt to examine anti-

intellectualism as such, the motivation and underlying beliefs of those who

espoused views or engaged in activities hostile to intellectuals as a whole or

individually. I approach the subject differently for two reasons. Firstly, I consider

that a significant body of evidence traditionally used to substantiate the existence

of hostility towards intellectuals is seriously misrepresented and exaggerated. A

number of the impiety trials said to have been launched against prominent

intellectuals fail to meet any reasonable standards of historical certainty and

others are so bereft of detail that, even if true, the data is worthless for

sociological or historical purposes. This is the point made by Dover and Wallace

(above). Secondly, the different areas in which anti-intellectual sentiments might

be made manifest arc rarely related directly to this topic in order to form a

coherent whole. This thesis will proceed by drawing together studies from

different areas, including modern theories relating to intellectuals and anti-

intellectualism, and to ancient Greek society, religion and politics.

C. Literature on aspects of Athenian society

As mentioned, works on the hostile treatment of intellectuals in Athens tend to

focus on ancient Greek religious sentiments, a consequence of starting with the

supposed impiety trials. Perhaps the first work to emphasise the centrality of

religion to ancient states and society was N.D. Fustel de Coulanges' La Cité

Antique (1364). Martin Nilsson is one of the outstanding scholars in the origin

and development of Greek religion, his cardinal work being Geschichte der

Griechischen Religion (A History of Greek Religion) (Munich, 196I); these make
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little or only passing reference to anti-intellectual phenomenon. E.R. Dodds, The

Greeks and the lruqtional has already been discussed. The issue of Athenians,
(in)tolerance in religious matters is significant as it relates both to allegations of
impiety that ate, as we shall see, regularly imputed to intellectuals (the existence

of allegations is not the same as persecution and indictment, of course) and to the

freedom afforded to thought and expression that facilitates intellectual activity. In
the many works that examine Athenian religious attitudes there is considerable

divergence of opinion about their concept of what constituted impiety and the

degree of tolerance afforded to unorthodoxy. David cohen,s chapter,,The

Prosecution of Impiety in Athenian Law" inhis Law, sexuality, and society; The

Enþrcement of Morals in classicar Antiquity (cambridge, 1991) contains a

useful survey of previous scholarship. Cohen aims to use religion as a control for
his other material on sexual ethics rather than to give a full discussion of impiety
legislation. His contribution is a succinct but thorough discussion of the legal and

common meanings of ooépetCI.. He argues that, while impiety trials in Athens

were exceptional, Sokrates' was not an aberration but consistent with the

intolerance of deviation characteristic of most ancient societies (p.2r1-16).

The relationship between a society's attitudes and political system has long been

the subject of study. Probably the first examination of a society in which a

substantial number of inhabitants were also effective political participants and

'makers of fashion' - as was the case in Athens - was Alexis de Tocqueville,s

study of contemporary America, De la Democracie en Amerique. Athenian

democracy has been subjected to a variety of interpretations; it is important to

this thesis that it establishes whose beliefs the political system expresses. Ronald

Syme's analysis of Roman politics, drawing on Robert Michel,s .Iron Law of
Oligarchy', has led to the ready assumption that all political systems are'really,

oligarchies of one kind of another. However, more recent scholarship has tended

to argue that the form of Athenian social and political phenomena is due to the

popular basis of their public institutions. Josiah Ober singles out the so-called

'Iron Law of oligarchy' for attackin his "public speech and the power of the

People in Democratic Athens". He emphasises the lack of acceptable
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contemporary evidence for the contention that Athens functioned as an oligarchy,

and reinforces this with observations on the practical operation of her

constitutional and legal systems.tt This article draws heavily on his full work,

Mass and Etite in Democratic Athens: Rhetoric, Ideology, and the Power of the

People (Princeton, 1989) which examines the functioning of the Athenian

political system in order to explain the position of élite leadership in relationship

to its popular constituency. Other important works along similar lines are Frank

Frost's "Pericles, Thucydides, Son of Melesias, and Athenian Politics Before the

'War" and Moses Finley's "Athenian Demagogues".56 Seager, in "Élitism and

Democracy in Classical Athens", argues that the anti-élitism of the democracy

was institutionalised and self-perpetuating.sT
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1.5 - Methodologies

A historical method will be preferred to sociological analysis. The principle that I

use to select and analyse information is based on two considerations, already

alluded to. First is the necessity of establishing the social coherence of the period.

Second is the principle that the attitudes and beliefs of any given society can be

manifested in any and all of its activities and products. However, different social

contexts will affect the meaning of material, so it is necessary to take social

structures into account when analysing beliefs, sentiments and attitudes.

A. Sources, their intention and reception

I shall consider not just the content of any given source but its significance at the

time it was produced, the intention of its producer and its meaning for its

recipients. The next section (Chapter 1.6) will provide detailed discussion of the

various sources, theirprovenance, the authors' intentions, and the audience's

expectations and influence. Histories of social attitudes and thought inevitably

focus on literary sources. In this period these include poetry (especially drama)

and prose: oratory, history, and philosophical, political and scientif,tc tracts.

While these are almost invariably produced by the educated and leisured classes,

they can provide information about the beliefs and attitudes of other groups. The

task in this section is to consider, in general terms, whose attitudes a given text

represents: is it the author's intention simply to promulgate his own opinion or

does he aim to reflect the attitudes of his audience? In the latter case, who makes

up his audience and what does the situation demand?

A text is a frozen moment in the history of thought and attitudes: if nothing else,

it indicates that a certain view could exist. An author's attempt to express a view

or to allude to some fact or concept does presuppose his belief that it is

communicable to and comprehensible by others. However, in terms of analysis, a

statement cannot be understood from its words alone without reference to its

context and, while its context can make it meaningful, it does not necessarily
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supply the author's reason for making it. Does he refer to an existing attitude to

affirm, attack, allude to or mock it, or does he propose something entirely new? A
statement's 'intended illocutionary force' needs to be considered.s8 This can be

understood in terms of its linguistic and social context, though complicated by the

author's possible use of allusion, humour, irony and his use and avoidance of
certain issues.se Authors may present or modify their attitudes depending on the

occasion's purpose and precedents, and the audience's composition and ability to
respond' Material produced for official pu{poses will tend to represent abstracted

and sharpened versions of the values of the ruling class. (In Athens this is the

general citizenry, adopting some version of traditional aristocratic standards.)
'Where 

a writer seeks to appeal to and identify himself with his audience,s beliefs,

as in popular geffes such as comedy and legal oratory, the beliefs and values

invoked and assumed will probably be those of his envisaged audience. Where he

is trying to persuade his audience, such as in polemic, political and philosophical

tracts and other forms of oratory, the values may not be the same. The effort that

an author puts into persuasion will suggest the degree to which the audience does

not accept his views.

The nature of an author's audience is the other important element. For official
and state-sanctioned geffes, such as funeral speeches, public inscriptions, drama,

speeches delivered in the Assembly and law-courts, the audience is probably

representative of the whole citizen body, present out of a desire to participate in
community events, to influence proceedings, from a sense of duty, or curiosity.

The audience's expected role (to receive passively or to make an assessment in

either a public capacity or in terms of their own enjoyment), composition (for

instance, an assembly representing the state or a private individual) and power

(such as reward in the theatre, or punishment in the law-court) are controls on a

text's conformity to beliefs other than the author's own and suggest the degree to

which the author could feel himself bound to their attitudes.60

Occasionally information on an audience's reaction to particular work exists. For

instance, it is known that the original version of Aristophanes' Clouds came third
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out of three, whereas Ameipsias' Konnos, which also included an appearance by

Sokrates, not to mention a 'Chorus of Thinkers', came second.61 A more

immediate phenomenon is OópUpOç i'tumult', 'clamour'), indicating an offence

to the sensibilities of a section or the whole body of listeners. This was a

recognised characteristic of large assemblies since the early Classical period.62

Isokrates says that anyone wishing to address the Assembly had 'to deal with the

mob and take abuse'.63 Crowd disturbance could prevent people from speaking

altogether, as happened in the Assembly during the trial of the generals after the

battle of Arginousai. Litigants would sometimes abandon a case midway, which

presupposes that they were able to know when a jury was against them'64In the

first scene of The Acharnianr Aristophanes depicts interjections and abuse as

though they were a normal part of Assembly proceedings. He also provides a

colourful picture of crowd behaviour and its effect on speakers in the proud self-

description of the comic super-juror Philokleon. V/hile the picture is obviously

exaggerated Aristophanes must have expected his audience to recognise it:

fjv yoùv ipdìC 0opuPr'¡oropev,
nã.ç :'1ç qnotv tôv noPróvtr¡v'
"olov BpovtQ tò õrrcoott1Prov,
õ Zeí Bu,orì"eù."
rúv aotpúVrrr, lro7rnÚ(ovrü,
r&yrceXóõooiv p' oI ru}"outoùvteç
ruì núvu oepvoi.
rol où õéôorrúç pe Pú¡"Àlor' obróç
vr'¡ tr)v At'¡¡rr1tpo, õéõomì"oç. byrrl õ'
&æol"oipr'¡v e't oè ôéðorrco.

"For when we are raging loud and high
In stormy, tumultuous din,
O Lord! O Zeus!say the Passers-bY,
How thunders the Court within!
The wealthy and great, when my lightnings glare,

Turn pale and sick, and mutter a,prayer'
You fear me too: I protest You do:

Yes, yes, by Demeter I vow 'tis true.

But hang me if I amafraid of You."
(Aristoph. Wasps.622-31, tr' Rogers, Loeb).
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The scripts of comedies presuppose that the audience was prone to make

interjections.65 The rhetorician Alkidamas also provides evidence of audiences'

influence. In On the Writers of Written Speeches or On the Sophists he

emphasises the speaker's need to accommodate and exploit the mood and desires

of his audience.66 Andokides , in On the Mysterles, invites intemrption from

anyone who disagrees with the facts of his speech or wants him to expand on

them ($55, 70). There is even, rather surprisingly, an instance of a published

speech of Demosthenes (albeit dating after 380 BC) recording his change in tack

on account of listeners' reactions.6T Crowd heckling is particularly tikely at

moments of high drama and crisis but, if such interjections were not in fact

normal, some evidence of actual disruption of normal procedure would be

expected. Of this there is none, with the exception of a probably apocryphal story

about Euripides' Danae. According to Seneca, the audience was so outraged at

one character's immoral statements that Euripides had to come out on stage to

calm them and assure them that the character would be punished.6s

B. The necessity of contemporaneity

In considering sources for research into the history of thought, Gershenson and

Greenberg establish two conditions for accepting information. (1) Data should

come from sources that can be regarded as well informed, such as participants,

observers, or those consciously in contact with a direct tradition. (2) The data

should be internally consistent.6e ln research into social attitudes, consistency is a

less important requirement but the first, proximity, is vital. I prefer those sources

tbat are contemporary to the attitudes and events they describe or were written

within living memory: oral information that is not formalised in some way (such

as through connexion to ritual) is rarely reliable once the line of transmission

exceeds three generations.T0 Information that appears in late sources may be true

but should not be used as sole evidence, only, perhaps, as illustration. My

reservations about the usefulness of sources written later than three generations

after the events they describe are due to two considerations. First, as will be

discussed thoroughly in a later section (Chapter 1.6 D), there is ample evidence
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for the inadequacy of ancient historiographical methods. Secondly, even if the

information that late sources provide is accurate, their representation of events

and sentiments and their meaning and force are, at best, plausible reconstructions.

A later writer's information and skills in analysis may or may not be acceptable

but, in either case, he does not have the same authority to relate and pass

judgement as does a contemporary. A good example of this is the oratorical style

of Gorgias; though he was an outstandingly successful speaker in his own time,

critics as close to his time as Aristotle, not to mention those of the Roman age

and modern day, denigrate his style.7l While atract can provide information on

its social and intellectual, political andhistorical background, the difficulty is

always that it can only be properly understood in relation to this background.T2

No text can be freed from its cultural, social and chronological milieu for any

meaningful social analysis.

C. Cultural milieu

As understanding the social context of any given source is important, it is useful

to bear in mind the general character of this society. Philip Esler discusses the

Mediterranean 'common culture' pithily in "Reading the Mediterranean Social

Script" in The First Christians in Their Social Worlds: Social-Scientific

Approaches to New Testament Interpretation. Though considerable variation is to

be expected across geographical and chronological fields, there are certain

common features. The primary social unit in ancient Mediterranean society is the

kinship group in which an individual finds his identity and to which he owes his

loyalty.T3 The primacy of social entities beyond the individual is also evident in

the operation of the foremost social value, honour, an index of worth that

functions in terms of public approval or disapproval. Honour can come passively

through ascription (for instance, from birth) or be gained actively from outside

one's kinship group in almost any kind of social interaction. This means that

relations are basically evaluative and competitive. The conception, typical of pre-

industrial societies, that goods, including honour, exist only in finite quantities
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enhances the sense of competition. One person's gain is, necessarily, another's

loss.Ta
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1.6 - The Natury qf the Sources

This section will consider in more detail the relevant sources and the conditions

of their production that will affect their interpretation. The governing issues are

(1) the officialness of the forum, (2) the intention of the author, and (3) the

expectations and influence of the recipients. Naturally, the objectivity of data is

most secure when it does not relate to the writer's argument, so he has no reason

to exaggerate, diminish or misrepresent it. This is clearest where the data is not

stated at all but is assumed or supplied inadvertently: "when a source answers our

questions without intending to do so".75

A. Official genres

Official geffes are those that the state deliberately produces or sanctions, such as

laws, decrees, treaties and ostracisms. These represent the will of a sizeable

proportion of citizens but, as they are manifested in forums that heighten

awareness of civic and political responsibility, the views they represent are not

simply individual will writ large.

The most solemn and formularised of the state's cultural products is the funeral

speech (bnrtúrproç). Six of these survive: these are by PeriklesT6,Gorgias7T,

Lysias, Plato through the mouth of Sokrates in Menexenos, Demosthenes and

Hypereides. Perikles' is a part of Thoukydides' history; Gorgias', Lysias' and

Plato's probably should be considered forms of rhetorical and/or philosophical

epidexeis.T8 All six presumably adhere to the accepted form and so are legitimate

sources from which to discuss the genre. Thoukydides describes the manner in

which they were delivered:

bnerõdv ôè rpúryorol Tfi, ûvtìp f¡pq¡révoç bæò ti¡ç æóÀecrlç öç
ûv yvó¡,r1l rs õorf¡ ¡rrj û(úveroç elvCI,t Küì o(róoer npoiK1l,
)uêya brc' obtoìç ärcorvov ròv lrpêItov'c,a.

"But when the remains have been laid away in the earth [in the Athenian
public cemetery], aman chosen by the state, who is regarded as best
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endowed with wisdom and is foremost in public esteem, delivers over them
an appropriate eulogy."
(Thuc. 2.34.6, tr. Forster Smith, Loeb).

It is clear that they served to represent the state at its most self-aware and

abstracted level. The speaker represents the statc (sclcctcd by thc BouleTe), not

himself or his own programme. The audience is not judging, as the speech is not

competing with othersso, nor it is a passive recipient but is emotionally and

socially involved, even in its own actions, when it is invited to give laments and

is then dismissed.sl The speech is a rite, the traditional structure and content

comprising moral and patriotic exhortation. Indeed, speakers emphasise their

obligations and adherence to traditional forms.82 The Athenians were aware that

this institution was unique in Greece, which doubtless increased their patriotic

feeling and sense of selÊreference. In fact, praise of the city regularly

accompanies or even exceeds praise of the fallen.83 The sentiments invoked in

funeral speeches are rarefied versions of Athenian popular attitudes. There is,

however, some scope for variation in tone and subject and speakers could make

political points, such as Perikles' attack on quietism and Gorgias' implicit

criticism of wars between Greeks.8a

Military orations are similar to funeral speeches, a production by a representative

of the state in a circumstance that is, by def,rnition, patriotic, often exhorting their

listeners with generalised references to their supposed national values and

characteristics, heightened by a contrast with their enemies. Of course, as these

exist exclusively in history writing, they should be treated in terms of their

contexts. For instance, Demosthenes' exhortation to his troops at Pylos, telling

them not to be too clever in calculating the odds against them, should be

understood in terms of the Athenians' military position, not their patriotic

principles (see Chapter 5 n. 54). official decisions and funeral and military

speeches are useful for understanding the explicit and abstracted forms of

Athenian public values, the things that Athenians believed that they believed in.
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B. Semi-official public geffes

81. Tragedy and comedy

Tragic theatre is the main source for understanding intellectual development and

conditions in 5th century Athens and the main vehicle for their introduction into

the public sphere; comic theatre is the main source for social and political

concerns.t5 Athenian drama is a semi-official geffe in the sense that it was

produced in a forum that was largely official or ceremonial and was regarded as

an intrinsic part and expression of the state. Public officials selected the

playwrights who were almost always Athenian citizens, and chorus-members

who were Athenian-born by law. The costs were furnished by the city, both

directly and through wealthy citizens' liturgies.86 By c.410 BC the state Theoric

fund enabled poor citizens to attend, apractice that the Iate 4th century orator

Demades described as 'the glue of the democracy'.87 The prominence of drama in

Athenian social, political and cultural life is suggested by a number of incidents.

Phrynichos' The Sack of Miletos was banned as too distressing a reminder of a

recent disasterss; Sokrates contends, apparently seriously, that comedians were

partly to blame for his reputation as a specious sophistse; and Sophokles was

selected for a number of responsible public positions, such as general and

imperial treasurer, though in the opinion of his peers, including Perikles and Ion

of Chios, he was without military or administrative ability.eO

As a source for social attitudes, drama requires particular treatment. Direct

reference to historical subject matters in tragedy is rare, the usual method being

to employ mythological subject matter and an elevated and allusive style. The

identification of allusions to real figures or situations can only be speculative.el

Comedy, on the other hand, is especially sensitive to and representative of

popular attitudes. To be relevant, comedians must deal with matters in the

audience's common experience. Their mockery of prominent and influential

figures þraise is confined to dead paragons in particular fields, such as poets in
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Aristophanes' Frogs) means that they mustbe especially well qualified to

represent the public interest. This kind of humour, based on the psychological

need to denigrate the powerful, presupposes the perspective of ,the ordinary

man' .e2 That this capability to attack any- and every-one with impunity took

place in a state-sanctioned forum underlines the principles of fieedom of speech

and accountability of the mightiest to the ordinary man, which are important, if
not necessary, components of the democratic state.e3

Though popular opinion was, in all likelihood, the major factor in the allocation

of choruses to playwrights and of the prizes in competition (comedians reprove

the audience, not the judges, for their failuresea), drama need not be a simple

reflection of popular attitudes. Poets were regarded (or, at least, regarded

themselves) as specially qualified to criticise and lead opinion on public matters.

It is the premise of Aristophanes' Frogs in which Dionysos ventures into the

underworld in order to bring back Euripides to advise the Athenians. The term

'tragedian-teachers' (tpuycpõoôtõúorol"oÇ) is used by 5th century comedians

(possibly satirically) and 4th century prose writers (clearly seriously).es

A particular sentiment can be interpreted as representing the playwright,s own

interest if it is explicitly represented as such - as happens in comedy, especially in

the parabaszs, the core of the pluy'u - or if it is unconnected to the dramatic

situation, or if it recurs and is developed in a number of the playwright,s works

over a period of time.eT Otherwise, deriving social attitudes from the utterances

made in plays, like interpreting statements from any individual, can only be

understood in terms of the speaker's predicament, character and emotional

condition.es In tragedy most characters are heroic and therefore 'writ large',

which may distort the values they express. For instance, Aias' suicide is an

extreme but intelligible reaction to the Greek fear of dishonour,n'The sifuation

on the stage cannot be used as evidence for historic al reality but the underlying

picture necessary to make it coherent can.too This is particularly clear in comedy

as it relies on the observers' recognition of something familiar. Humour can

come from exaggerating conventional behaviour and beliefs, like the pious self-
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importance of Aristophanes' jurymen in The llasps (e.g. 373ff.), or by defying or

perverting them, displaying lust, cowardliness, self-indulgence and self-interest

in place of accepted virhres.10l Comic remarks about a real individual or

particular views must have enough relevance to popularly held views of that

person to be, at least, comprehensible, even if audience members disagreed or

had no opinion. Inconsistency is only to be expected and will not contradict

anything previously uttered. Neither comedy's dramatic requirements nor use of

invective place any value on logic.

B2. Oratory

Like drama, legal and political oratory have official occasions, a part and product

of Athenian institutions of law and government. The surviving examples of

oratory from the 450-380 BC period come from Antiphonl02, Lysias, Andokides,

Isokrates and Isaios, though the last two worked mainly later.103 These speeches

mostly belong to legal cases. Apart from the speeches that historians provide, the

only examples of deliberative oratory in this period are Andokides' On the Peace

(opus 3) and Lysias' Against the Subversion of the Ancestral Constitution (opus

34). The second of these may not actually have been delivered but Dionysios of

Halikamassos, albeit writing in the 1st century BC, describes it as a good

specimen of Lysias' deliberative style and designed for use in arealdebate.l0a

Andokides' On tlte Return is a legal speech though it was delivered before the

Assembly.

Popular audiences acting in a self-consciously official capacity assess both

forensic and deliberative oratory. The speaker has powerful incentives to

conform to and espouse the values of his audience. He is competing with other

speakers on the same occasion and concerning the same subject: he will always

be conscious of the need to sway more people than his opponents.lOs He also

perceives the audience's reaction directly and is awafe that this may have

enorrnous and personal ramifications on his reputation, influence, wealth or even

life. These controls may not be as skong for political as legal speeches, as the
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former may aim to lead popular opinion, the decision of the Assembly need not

affect the speaker as profoundly as the decision of a court, and the decision's

meaning may not be as clear-cut: a proposal can be well-regarded even if it is not

accepted, or successful in a way not intended. For example, Nikias' attempt to

dissuade the demos from launching the Sicilian Expedition succeeded in further

encouraging it.tou In general, however, no-one delivering a political or legal

speech would ignore or offend his listeners' sensibilities, and it can be assumed

that speakers, especially litigants, would pay lip service, at least, to common

values.107 Some intellectual writers in the 4th century criticise the democratic

process for this teason.tot The necessity for public approval is illustrated by the

known failure of speeches with an anogant and unconciliatory tone. In particular,

Xenophon's avowed object in writing a version of Sokrates' defence speech is to

explain his surprising peyû,Ànyopio (' arrogance' or'boastfulness'). r0e

A speaker's chance of success naturally improves if he can appeal to popularly

accepted values and beliefs. Firstly, he can attempt to invoke such beliefs in

support of his argument. Secondly, he can attempt to identify himself with these

ideals or some other likable quality and to portray his opponent as representing

their antithesis. This projection of character is called fi0oruoriu."o A particularly

notable instance of this is Kleon's speech in the Mytilene debate, as supplied by

Thoukydides: Kleon identifies himself with self-evident proofs, patriotism and

traditional morality and implies that his intellectual opponents epitomise the

opposite (see Chapter 2.5).

Given that the audiences of official geffes were generally the same as the citizens

who sanction them, one would expect them to reflect popular values and beliefs.

Some of these genres do, however, exhibit higher levels of abstraction,

sophistication and artifrciality than others; this difference is particularly notable

in comparing political and epideictic oratory with forensic.lll The degree of

competition and 'officialness' may be important factors in this. A speaker in an

advisory role or a non-competitive situation may feel greater freedom to lead

opinion rather than to follow it. High-mindedness, such as occurs in moments of
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patriotic self-congratulation, will encourage the expression of sentiments that

may be at odds with everyday attitudes or belied by actual behaviour. One

example of this is the relationship between public and private morality: in

Perikles' funeral speech, a military oration by Nikias and a speech delivered to

the Assembly by Alkiabides tolerance of private behaviour is championed as a

characteristic virtue of Athenians. However, in combative oratory the two tend to

be identified, private behaviour represented as evidence for public morals.l12 In

addition, official and public geffes are quite often witnessed by non-citizens:

foreigners could read inscriptions and attend dramatic festivals and state funerals.

These geffes will, therefore, have a high degree of self-consciousness; they

comprise 'the official line' with a view not only to the beliefs of their own

citizens but with an eye on outsiders.

C. Private geffes

Genres not produced for formal or ceremonial occasions include political,

philosophical, scientific, historical and biographical tracts, and some poetry. The

interest of both the author and the audience is personal: a desire for intellectual

stimulation; exploration or justification of political or philosophical views;

aesthetic appreciation or simple entertainment. Generally speaking, the author

has more control than he would for public geffes: he is less constrained by

conventional modes of presentation and by his audience's approval or

disapproval. It is the mode of personal expression, so it is characterised by a

considerable degree of self-assertion; polemicism and partisanship are common.

It is subject to conditions different from public works and is subject to different

methods of analysis: the most important factor is the authorial intent.

C1. Authorial intent

Classical Greek political, scientific, philosophical and biographical works exist m

diverse forms: dialogues, biographies, open letters, fictional speeches and tracts.

They instruct, persuade and justify through exposition and praise, balanced with
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attacks on opponents, with the object of propagating particular views. This means

that such tracts are not necessarily concerned with the legitimacy of data or

validity of interpretation. For instance, while Xenophon's Memorabilia defends

Sokrates by giving an account of his life, it includes at least some 'illustrative

fiction'. The most obvious of these is Sokrates' discussion with the younger

Perikles that assumes the military situation of the 370s.113 The extension of this

practice is that a subject, whether an individual, a group, or a principle, can

become an unreal and formalised image, a super-conformist to ideals of

behaviour and a super-representative of 'correct' beliefs. Partisan writers may,

therefore, not deal with questions of true or false facts but with 'higher' truths,

the potential rather than the actual.lla

Biographical and scientific tracts may seem unusual inclusions in this category

but, in practice, they almost invariably have some polemic function. The earliest

discrete prose biographies (from the 390s) are Plato's and Isokrates' apologia

and encomiø, usually embodying certain principles of behaviour or thought.lls

The method of biographical writing is selective andpartial. The object is, if not to

deliver praise or blame, then at least to illuminate an individual character.116

Scientific tracts can be non-polemical, summarising a researcher's work, but

some of them seem to be written not to discuss data and theories disinterestedly

but to assert the writer's thesis while attacking others'. A Hippokraticwriting, On

Regimen in Acute Diseases (flspl ðiotttlç ö(écov;, explicitly responds to

another tract, the Knidian Sentences. Another gives advice to its listeners:

Tq,ûr' bv0u¡r10évrü, õlüqul"úooerv ôeì bv toìor l,óyotorv' ö
tr ûv ôá trç roúrrrlv apoptúv¡ fl l"éyrrlv fl bpcrltôv fl
ùnorcptvópevoç... rü,úrn <pul"úooovrCI, õdì bnrri0eoOor bv tf¡
&vtrÀoyi¡.

"'When you have considered these questions, you must pay carcful attcntion
in discussions, and when someone makes an effor in one of these points in
his assertions, questions, or answers... then you must catch him there and
attackhim in your rebuttal."
(ps.-Hipp. On Disease I I,tr. Potter, Loeb).
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others envisage questions being posed by 'my opponent' 1ö tûvc,vtiu
l,éyrrlv). Such phrases suggest that they were delivered in a competitive

atmosphere before substantial audiences.l17 Scientific works provide evidence for
the conditions under which intellectual practices proceeded in ancient Athens.

Medicine, at least, was a respectable interest for cultivated men, such as

Sokrates' doctor associates Eryximachos and his father Akoumenos, and its form

of speech was well enough known to be parodied on the comic stage.118

History is descriptive rather than polemic but the authorial intent - the historians'

view of the function of history - will affect the interpretation of their material.

Herodotos' chief interest seems to be that of the storyteller. He does not

emphasise causes in his analysis of events but prefers to focus on describing the

tendencies of human experience. His moral, political and religious views are all

conventional. For instance, there is the commonplace of Greek thought that

excess in one direction is likely to swing suddenly to its opposite, which

Herodotos refers to in the story of how Amasis, the king of Egypt, broke an

amicable alliance with the Samian tyrant Polykrates because he seemed to be too

successful.l1e

Thoukydides' object can be seen in the emphasis that he gives to providing an

account that is both useful and timeless. He emphasises his efforts to provide

accounts that are full and accurate, especially apparentin his digression to supply

the 'real' story of Athens' tyrannicide heroes.120

Er ôè tôv e'rpr1pévcrtv reKplpirrlv öpcoç ro1ü,ùrû, û,v trç
vopî(rrlv púl"roro ü õrr1î.0ov ob1 &¡raptúvol, KCI,l oúte öç
ftolnrCI,l bpvrlrool ?Tspl sbrôv bæl tò pdi(ov Koopoùvrsç
¡rûÀl"ov ,rloæúov, oúæ öç l"oyoypúgor (uvéOeoov bnì rô
fipooüyalTór€pov rf¡ orpodosr t oÀr1Oéotepov, övrü,
ûve(éÀeyKrc, Ko,ì rtÌ æoÀÀrÌ bnò 1póvou CI,brôv dniortr,ç
bæl rò puOôõeç brvevrrqróto,... rd ô' äpya, tôv
npa6gêvxov bv rQ æol"épe obK br toû rlüporD1óvtoç
fiDveüvópevoç fi(icrloo ypú<perv obô' rrtç bpol bõórcer, il)")",
olç te abtòç æupflv rcol noprÌ tôv ü)"}"cùv öoov ôuvoròv
ürprpeig rrepì brúorou bne(eÀOóv... öoor õè poul,rloovrCI,l
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rôv re ysvoþrévalv rò ooqèç oKoTrdlv rcol tôv pel"l"óvttrrv
Trorè aôOrç Kord tò &vOpólrlvov rotoúrrrlv Kü,ì.

fiüpülr¡,noirrlv äoeoOq,t, rb<pál"tpo Kpiv€tv abtd &proúvtroç
ä(er. rrî¡pú te bç o'rel p&)"ì,ov fl ûyóvto¡ro bç tò
nopaXpflpo &rcoúerv (úyrce1r0,1.

"However, I do not think that one will be far wrong in accepting the
conclusions I have reached from the evidence which I have put forward. It
is better evidence than that of the poets, who exaggerate the importance of
their themes, or of the prose chroniclers, who are less interested in telling
the truth than in catching the attention of their public, whose authorities
cannot be checked, and whose subject matter, owing to the passage of time,
is mostly lost in the unreliable streams of mythology...And with regard to
the factual reporting of the events of the war I have made it a principle not
to write down the first story that came my way, and not even to be guided
by my own general impressions; either I was present myself at the events

which I have described or else I heard of them from eye-witnesses whose
reports I have checked with as much thoroughness as possible... It will be

enough for me, however, if these words of mine are judged useful by those

who want to understand the events which happened in the past and which
(human nature being what it is) will, at some time or other and in much the
same ways, be repeated in the future. My work is not a piece of writing
done to meet the taste of an immediate public, but was done to last for
evgr."
(Thuc. | .2I .I, 22.2, 22.4, tr. Warner, Penguin)

Thoukydides' thesis is that human and political behaviour function according to

certain universal psychological principles. This inclines him to use generalised

statements of individual and national psychology to interpret events.l2l There are

many examples of this that are important in this thesis, especially his portrait of

Kleon in the Mytilene speech.

Xenophon's interest in history seems to be mainly in its value as a source for

moral explication. He frequently refers or alludes to the principle that one's

moral behaviour will be repaid in concrete terms, for instance, memorably

ascribing the decline in Sparta's fortunes in the 4th century to divine retribution

on account of their impious seizure of the citadel of Thebes, 'as though some

daimonion were leading them orr' .122 He also shows particular interest in

individual characters - Sokrates, Agesilaos, Kyros the Great, Kyros the usurper,

and the pen-portraits of the leaders of the Ten Thousand in the Anabasis - as
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though personal qualities were intrinsically important and influential in the

formation of events.l22 This has the consequence that his material should be

selected for its moral illustrative value rather than its objective importance.l2a

C2. Audiences and their influence

An audience's influence comes from the author's dependence on its approval.

The authors of private or semi-private genres were probably less dependent than

were those of official and public geffes but would, nevertheless, not ignore their

sentiments. These sentiments may have varied according to their composition.

Intellectuals may have delivered such tracts as public lectures to the Athenian

general public. This may have been a form of publication or useful for them to

establish their credentials, to attractpatrons and students, and to attack

intellectual and professional rivals. The rhetorician Alkidamas clearly delivered

speeches with the object of advertising his oratorical ability.l2s Some medical

tracts, dating to c.400 BC, seem to have had a lay audienc er26 andKleon in his

Mytilene speech describes those in the Assembly as 'regular lecture-goets,t27 ,

though this comment may be exaggerated as it favours his argument. 'Whatever

the freedom of ordinary citizens to attend such occasions, their presence would

depend on their personal interest and leisure, factors related to their standard of
education and wealth. The leisured class was doubtless over-represented. Most of
the evidence for intellectual forums reveals that they comprised small select

groups, friends and guests, often meeting at a private house. The Sokratics, at

least, regarded group learning as desirable, gathering together to read books and

listen to speakers.t" In 5th century vase paintings book scrolls are almost always

depicted in social situations, explicit or implied (see figs. 2 e, Ð though, of
course, social interaction is a characteristic of this gente.t'n Such gatherings

could tackle even lengthy works, as Isokrates suggests when, in the text of his

Antidosis , he recommends that it be read in stages ($ 12). This kind of audience

could not reward and punish those who addressed them, as jurors and Assembly-

goers could, but it is clear that speakers would make some effort to accommodate
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them. In Plato's Phaidros the title character says that Lysias gladly went over his

speech with him several times and finally lent it to him. In the Parmenides Zeno

gives a reading from his book in the house of his host Pythodoros, and then

engages in a discussion with those present. The 'Eleatic guest' of The Sophist

Fig. 2: A group of youths with scrolls (cup, Berlin, Staatliche
Mus. F 2549; reproduced from Beck, F.A.G., Album of

Greek Education, pl. 15, no.79).

Fig. 3: A youth reading from a scroll to another (chous, London,
British Museum 8525; reproduced from Beck, F.A.G.,

Album of Greek Education, pl. 15, no. 80).

--. "t
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volunteers to expound his views either in a speech 'as though an epidexis, or

through discussion. I 30 Thoukydides criticises contemporary chroniclers

(Àoyoypú{pot) precisely for their preoccupation with crowd-pleasing, whether

he means the general public or small groups of aristocrats.l3l such private

readings presumably saw authors 'bounce' ideas off friendly audiences with a
view to improvement, as Isokrates describes himself doing with his

Panathenaikos in the second half of the 4th century ($200-65). The resultant

published tract would doubtless reflect their tastes and attitudes to some extent.

D. Late literary sources

As mentioned above, the basic methodological principle of this thesis is to prefer

material written within three generations - that is, one generation of living

memory - of the subject described. Unformalised information is rarely reliable

over more than three generations (see Chapter 1.5 B). However, much relevant

material only appears in works from later periods. The habits of ancient scholars

need to be taken into account when interpreting their writings.

The first determinant of a late datum's reliability is the question of its ultimate

origin. Where this is unclear the datum should be accepted only with caution. To

ascribe it to 'tradition' still begs the question as to its reliability. Ancient writers

do not normally name their sources and, when they do, it is usually with the

intention of distancing themselves from the information.l32

Many ancient writers use their sources without appreciation of their nature and

context. This can occur within only a few generations of the original publication.

Biographical information on literary figures can be fancifully derived from their

own writings: for instance, Hermippos' statement that Thoukydides was related

to the Peisistratids may be an inference from the historian's debunking of the

tyrant-slayers' heroism.133 A common form of misuse is to interpret comic

references as though they are unambiguously related to historical events. For

example, the mid-late 4th century historian Ephoros uses Aristophanes
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uncritically to supplement his account of the causes of the Peloponnesian War.13a

A fragment of Theopompos, Ephoros' contemporary, describes Kleon appearing

before the Assembly long after he was due, wearing garlands, and then

dismissing it so that he could entertain some guests, the Assembly then

tlispersing amicl laughter. Plutarch inadvertently exposes this as a scene taken

from comedy when he gives the direct quote that preserves the metre of Kleon's

words.r3s Euripides' popularity as atargetof comic invective is reflected in later

authors, such as the 3rd century BC Satyros who records that the women of

Athens conspired to kill him, clearly imaginingthat Aristophanes'

Thesmophoriazousai was based on fact.136

Scholarly mechanics, in particular, the use of editions of excerpts as well as or in

place of original texts, may have caused or encouraged the uncritical tendencies

of ancient scholarship. Collections of certain types of material came into use

before the end of the Classical period. For instance, Spartans' characteristically

pithy sayings were a recognised genre by the early 4th century and, as their

historical contexts virtually end c.300 BC, they probably existed in literary

collections by then.137 Plutarch mentions that he made collections of illustrative

material on topics that interested him.138 Apart from literary taste, physical

considerations doubtless encouraged excerption: the awkwardness of scrolls may

have led ancient scholars to have important passages noted as they came across

them and copied out into separate editions for ease of reference. It is not known

how widespread excerpted editions were but their use could affect the reliability

of the information that ancient writers reproduce. The principle of the original

selection will clearly affect the nature of material available. To use excerpted

material for reference without the original text freshly in mind, even if the reader

and the editor are the same, means that it is, by definition, decontextualised,

which can obscure and confuse the point of the information. Significant and

incidental items presented, when side by side, may appear to have equal weight.

Moreover, editors may have been tempted to add supplementary material without

distinguishing it from the original item.13e
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Ancient writers also show a tendency to misrepresent data and 'enhance' it with
f,rctional elements in order to make it meet their requirements, conscious or

unconscious. The desire to engage the reader's interest is obvious. Examples of
the alteration of material to increase its interest or illustrative value can be seen in
miniature the collections of apophthegms in plutarch's corpus. A remark

originally attributed to one historical figure may appear in the mouth of another

or lose its context altogether; an anonymous remark may be supplied with
'improved' context for better effect. For instance, the Spartan Dienekes,

comment before the Battle of Thermopylai that if "the Medes' alïows blot out the

sun we will be able to fight in the shade" is transferred to the more famous

Leonidas.laO Another phenomenon is the tendency to view behaviour and events

as conforming to certain patterns. This is particularly obvious in biographical

writing: famous individuals are regularly connected to other famous individuals;

strange and memorable incidents illustrate individuals' characteristic convictions;

similar individuals have similar experiences; and strange and ironic deaths are the

norm.14l The existence of such motifs suggests thatlatewriters were prone to

filter and arraîge information according to their presuppositions: the regularity

with which philosophers are said to have been persecuted for impiety is an

instance of this patterning that is of particular relevance to this thesis.la2 The last

tendency that is important in understanding authors' use of material is their

intellectual need to identify causes and meanings. In their discussion of the

tradition of Anaxagoras' trial Gershenson and Greenberg describe the typical

analytical methods of ancient historiography. This consists in the identification

and description of an event's (1) plausible explanation, (2) 'deeper' explanation,

usually revolving around political or personal motives, and (3) ensuing events. In

other words, ancient scholars show a tendency to supply missing information on

the basis of 'historical probability' in order to produce a historical account that is

comprehensive and plausible. This means that comprehensive detail is no

guarantee of authenticity. In fact, when later and later authors provide more and

more detail for some incident (as is the case for data about Protagoras' supposed

persecution) or accounts that differ markedly from one another (as is the case for

Anaxagoras' supposed trial) it may be that none of them had much or any definite
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information to start with.143 Of course, the tendencies I have outlined here exist

for all writing but the danger to objectivity and historical accuracy is increased

when the author is separated from the original historical context and is faced with

a dearth of information.

E. Reproduction of original form

In the case of genres whose original production was for a live audience, such as

oratory and drama, it is worth pausing to consider the accuracy with which

published manuscripts reproduce the original. That alteration could and did occur

is clear. There is one known instance of a play being rewritten, Aristophanes'

Clouds.laa The only two political speeches that canbe checked against one

another, Aischines' On the Embassy and Demosthenes' On the False Embassy,

exhibit considerable discrepancies. Aischines replies to comments not found in

Demosthenesl45, and corresponding comments are scrambled.la6 Notwithstanding

Thoukydides' famous assertion of his effort to reproduce speeches accuratelyt4l,

which it is rather perverse to reject, and the general principle that particular items

in history writing need to be interpreted in their contextla8, the only instance

where a speech in a history can actually be checked against its official form

(Tacitus' version of Claudius' address to the Senate, which was published on a

tablet at Lyons) shows that it is only an extremely loose paraphrase. Even though

an official published copy was available and the event was hardly out of living

memory, Tacitus evidently had little intention of or interest in recording the

speech in anything other than its basic outline.lae This may be indicative of the

quality of material reproduced by ancient historians in general.

For a writer to alter a speech or play after its presentation would not be seen as

damaging his reputation. The degree and kind of alteration depend on the

intention in publication. It might be for re-performance outside Athens (in the

case of plays)1s0, for the writer's own satisfaction, to advertise his skills, as a

model for others' use, for political or philosophical persuasion and

encouragement, or for connoisseurs of the geffe. From the perspective of social
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history, changes are more likely to increase a work's level of conformity to
popular attitudes than decrease it.lsl As it happens, things that we might expect to

disappear in rewriting for publication - such as drama,s topical and local

references (which would not interest non-Athenians) or oratory's false arguments

- abound in surviving works. This implies that, generally, the extent of alteration

was not great.ts2

F. Physical evidence

Physical evidence will have a small role to play in this thesis, for instance in
portrayals of intellectuals in art (chapter 2.9).It is subject to the same

interpretative considerations as literary evidence: the context, the author,s intent

and the audience's influence and interpretation. There are, of course, different

components to context, such as the physical relationship of inscriptions and art to

civic and governmental sites; the material from which objects are made (bronze is

an enduring and distinctive medium reserved for a few types of notices, such as

conviction for treachery, presumably thought to be of particular official

concern)153; and expense (only the state or the wealthy can have commissioned

statues whereas vases were cheap enough for their paintings to be subject to

popular taste).

Artistic association can suggest the signif,rcance ascribed to portrayed figures,

institutions and activities. For instance, in a mural in the Kerameikos Theseus

was depicted with personifications of Demos and Democracy, emphasising his

status as supposed founder and guardian of popular political power.15a These

depictions can also suggest the popularity of these beliefs or institutions. The

sudden increase in vase paintings of Theseus in the late 6th century, coinciding

with Kleisthenes' democratic reforms, suggests that his identification as an

Athenian national hero representing the new (or reinvented) political order may

bepartof a deliberate policy.lss Another example from the same time is the

increase in the depiction of writing, writing materials and schoolroom scenes

-these things may also have been associated with the democratic constitution.ls6
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It is doubtless significant that vase paintings' subjects frequently refer to

aristocratic society, particularly athletic, equestrian and symposium scenes.

Initiatives in art probably came mainly from the wealthy who would have the

greatest ability to commission special works that could establish new standard

forms. However, this influence was not exclusive and the decline in the number

of commissioned works implies that the strength of the connexion decreased over

time.lsT Pottery is widespread and cheap and therefore fairly responsive to a

popular market. Many new scenes on vases seem to be inspired by topical and

public events, such as the performance of new poems and plays.ls8
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CHAPTER 2: CASE STUDIES

2.1 - Attic Old Comedy

Intellectuals as individuals and a class are no more or less subject to mockery and

abuse from Athenian comedians than are other groups. This section will, firstly,

survey the plays that featured intellectuals or had intellectualism as a prominent

theme. Secondly, the characteristics that comedy ascribed to intellectuals will be

analysed. This characterisation will reveal how comedians and audiences regarded

intellectuals and will suggest the basis and 'logic' of anti-intellectual sentiments

and their strength in the Athenian population. Comic poets were doubtless all

firm believers in the importance of poetry in civic life and for understanding the

nature of things but this is not to say that they necessarily objected to

intellectuals' own claims to discovering truth. Aristophanes may be the only true

anti-intellectualist, who viewed the intellectual process as having limited

comprehension and being, therefore, potentially dangerous.

A. The comedies

41. Comedies featuring intellectuals

The only complete example of a comedy revolving around intellectualism and a

particular intellectual is Aristophanes' Clouds. It was originally produced in

42413 BC. Following its poor reception, it was rewritten between 420 and 4I7

but there is no evidence that this version was ever performed.l To avoid having to

pay the debts incurred by his horse-mad son Pheidippides, the aging rustic

Strepsiades decides that his salvation lies in the ''Worse Argument' (Iïttrrlv

Aóyoç; which is able to override all other arguments. This is taught in the

Thinktank (@povttoriplov) of Sokrates and Chairephon. Pheidippides
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refuses to enter the Thinktank, fearing that its asceticism will be incompatible

with his upper-class lifestyle. Strepsiades himself applies but, though Sokrates

introduces him to the divine Clouds, the patrons of thinkers, seers and bad poets,

he is unable to grasp Sokrates' teachings - touching on such diverse subjects as

astronomy, geometry, cartography, analysis of poetic structures, etymology,

meteorology and cosmology (he argues thatZeus does not exist and has been

replaced by the Vortex (dtvoç)). Strepsiades returns to Pheidippides, this time

persuading him to enter the Thinktank, and Sokrates presents him with a contest

between the two modes of education, the prudish and boy-obsessed Better

Argument who advocates traditional poetry and gymnastics, and the sophistic,

hedonistic and amoral Worse Argument.2 The latter wins the contest and takes

Pheidippides away as a student. This so transports Strepsiades that he beats off

two creditors himself with a mishmash of Sokrates' dialectic and theories.

However, the newly intellectualised Pheidippides has lost his deference to his

father. He 'proves' that father beating is moral and goes on to threaten to beat his

mother. At this Strepsiades revolts; calling Sokrates and his associates atheists,

he sets fire to the Thinktank; the inmates either flee in terror or perish in the

flames.3 In the person of Sokrates is represented every kind of rhetorician,

scientist, astronomer and etymologist and he displays the characteristics of self-

neglect, greed, speciousness, affogance, uselessness and atheism.

Given that the text of The Clouds was extensively revised from its original

performance, it is appropriate to describe briefly the changes, particularly as

these relate to its reception. (1) It is possible that Strepsiades' education in the

Thinktank was completed. (a) After Pheidippides' initial point-blank refusal to

enter the Thinktank - andthe Hypothes¿s makes no suggestion that the play's

beginning is substantially different - his reintroduction and the relative ease with

which he is persuaded to become a student are awkward.o (b) In the surviving

version Strepsiades does actually seem to advance somewhat under Sokrates'
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teaching and (c) even after Pheidippides' education, it is Strepsiades who sends

the creditors packing - these could be relics from the original. (d) While Plato's

Sokrates blames Aristophanes for his reputation as a busybody, for being a

specious cosmologist and for enabling the weaker argument to defeat the stronger,

he does not blame him for originating the charge of comrpting the young.s A

further reason for thinkingthat Strepsiades was educated is connected to the

original ending: (2) The burning of the Thinktank is certainly new, though it is not

clear whether or not the original included any act of violence against the

philosophers.6 Aristophanes' style typically has the comic hero's scheme

succeed and finishes with an exaggerated and spectacular triumph. Strepsiades'

disposal of his creditors fulfîls the first half of this; perhaps the climax was for

him to use his new powers in argument to trounce Sokrates. The motif of

students of rhetoric refusing to pay their teachers and daring them to sue is a

standard of later Classical times.T (3) Chairephon's role in the original is

uncertain; some references to him in the surviving version imply that he is a

prominent character, even Sokrates' equal, but he nowhere appears'8

The earliest comedy known to have featured intellectuals or intellectualism is

Kratinos' lost OI flovóntot ('The See-Alls'), possibly dating to 435-32BC.e

It apparently depicted the natural philosopher Hippon describing the sky as an

oven, on account of which he was called impious.l0 The 'See-Alls' are

presumably Hippon's disciples or associates: they were described as having

"h¡¿o heads at once and eyes past computation" and being "holders of others'

opinions, memory aids that forget".ll Other details are unknown.

Ameipsias' KóVvOç was producedin423 BC, winning second prize in the

Dionysia after Kratinos' II flutivtl ('The V/ine-flask') and beating

Aristophanes' Clouds.12 The title character is the Olympic prize-winning singer

and lyre-player who was sufficiently prominent to be abused by comedians as
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clapped-out and dissipated.13 'Konnos-minded' (rovvó<ppootv) means foolish;

the 'vote of Konnos'refers to something worthless.la The subject of the play is

unknown but it included intellectuals in some central role: there was a 'Chorus of

Thinkers' (qpovrlorüi) (though this word may not actually have been used

and other non-intellectual experts of various kinds were at least mentioned in the

play).ls Athenaios' comment that Protagoras was absent from the chorus implies

that it was made up of other intellectuals who were mentioned by name.16 One of

these is Sokrates whom Ameipsias mocked for his pride and beggarly appearaîce

(fr 9). Sokrates did, in fact, attend Konnos' classes.lT The object may have been

to satirise Konnos as a sophistic poet, as Euripides frequently was (see

especially D1 below).

Eupolis' lost OI Kóì"areç ('The Flatterers') satirised the exploitation of

Kallias the son of Hipponikos. It was victorious in the competition of 421BC.18

Plato's image of Kallias' house in the Protagoras may be drawn from this play.

Eupolis described Chairephon as a toady and Protagoras giving a physiological

justification for drinking (Eupolis fr. 180, 157, 158). However, while Sokratic

literature makes Kallias notorious for his addiction to sophistsle, Eupolis'

flatterers, who comprise the chorus20, arc characterised by insincerity,

talkativeness and greed, not their intellectual pretensions. This is shown

particularly in the following lengthy fragment fromthe parabasis, probably

encapsulating the play's central point:

"But now we will tell the manner of life which flatterers (rcól"oreç) lead;

listen then, for we are clever gentlemen (ropyoì övôpeç) in all

emergencies. In the first place, another man's slave is our attendant usually,

but he's mine for a little while. Then I have these two nice coats which I
interchange continually, the one for the other, when I go out to the market.

And when I spy a simpleton who is rich, I fasten upon him at once. And if
the rich blighter chances to say anything, I loudly praise him and express

my amazement, pretending delight in his words. Then we go to dinner, one
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of us in one direction, another in another - all to get a barley-cake not our
own. There the flatterer must at once begin his witty chatter (XopievtO
fioÀ¡,d... l"éyetvl or be chucked out at the door. I know thattha:
happened to the blackguard Acestor; for he uttered an outrageous jest, and

the slave led him out the door - with a collar on - and handed him over to
Oeneus."
(fr. fi 2, tr. Gulick, Athenaeus :' The Deipnosophis ts', 23 6e-237a, Loeb)2 1

The intellectuals mentioned may not have had a significant role, as the fragments,

which are reasonably extensive, only mention them in passing and in the third

person. This implies that they were not differentiated from the other flatterers,

which included the tragedians Akestor and Melanthios.22 Aristophanes' (Zput

('Seasons') mentioned both Chairephon and Kallias but in separate fragments (fr.

583, 584). Like Eupolis, he makes Kallias' parasities prostitutes and flatterers

rather than intellectuals specifically.

Kratinos the younger, though normally counted as a playwright of Middle

Comedy, must have started his career before the end of the 5th century, as the

title character of one of his plays, Theramenes, died in 40413. According to

Diogenes Laertios he satirised Pythagoreans at least twice, in II

flu0oyopt(oÚou ('The Pythagorean'Women', though the title varies slightly

in different sources) and OI Topovtivol ('The Tarentines').In the second of

these, he describes their rhetorical subtleties:

ä0oç botlv abtoìç, ü,v rlv"rðrótr1v noOèv
l,úpoorv e'toe¡"0óvrü,, ôtû,nttpópevov
tî¡ç tôv l"óyrov Þópnç "'apaxterv Kol KUK&v
toìç ûvtrOétorç, toìç æépCI,ot, roìç fioploópü,olv,
toìç orcoæ}"úvorç, toìç peyé0eotv, voDpDorlrôç.

"They test their novices' vocabulary
By trying to pose and puzzle the unwary
V/ith brainfuls of these ends, antitheses,

Digressions, balances, and sublimities."
(fr.7, tr. Edmonds FAC II)
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There are some other comedies that may have featured intellectuals but too little

remains of them to be useful. One is Strattis' Zon'6poç lleprruopévoç

('The Burning of Zopyros'), written c.396 8C.23 The title character could be one

of two contemporary intellectuals. One is a physiognomist, subject of the story

(doubtless apocryphal) that he analysed Sokrates' character from the features of

a bust.2a The second is Zopyros of Herakleia, aPythagorean poet and war

engineer. He may have had a hand in anti-Athenian operations in both Magna

Graecia and Miletos in the later part of the Peloponnesian'War, so it is possible

that he was familiar to the Athenian public whom Strattis addressed.2s

Another play is Theopompos' Tstoo,ptsvóç. The title character is probably the

same as the influential legal officer who proposed the decree for the revision of

Athens' laws in 403 8C.26 In The Acharnians, twenty-four years earlier,

Aristophanes had linked this name with Phainippos (Teroû,pevoqütvififioç)

- perhaps the same as the secretary to the Boule in 423 BC - abusing them as

young men who evade responsibility and waste public pay while in Thrace (on

military service?).27 The scholiast says that Teisamenos was abused as a foreigner

and a contemptible slave, standard attacks against those in responsible

positions.2s Legal officers are administrative specialists. They are occasionally

ridiculed in comedies as an odious influence: a statute-seller (b

VnqtopüTollóÀnç) is among the parasites that come to Cloud-Cuckoo Land

and, in The Frogs,Hades invites Nikomachos the legal secretary (ö

ovaypotpeÚç) to commit suicide.2e

42. Comedies with intellectualism as a theme

Aristophanes' Frogs (405 BC) has Dionysos coming to the underworld to bring

back Euripides to advise Athens in the last period of the Peloponnesian War. It
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features an extended contest between Aischylos and Euripides, representing the

old and new styles of poetry - and everything else. Euripides is securely

identified with the 'new education', as he produces instruments to measure

verses, and is blamed for making Athenians chattering, litigious and amoral.

Aristophanes' Ekklesiazousai (c.392 BC) sees a woman, Praxagora, install a

gynaecocracy at Athens and establish a utopian society, including communal

meals and the abolition of private property and exclusive marriage. This new

state strikingly resembles the one described in Plato's Republic, even though this

is unlikely to have been published until several years afterwards.3o Though

Aristophanes nowhere even alludes to any specific individuals or proposals, it is

hard to imagine that he was not parodying contemporary social and political

theories. For instance, the chorus calls Praxagoras' proposals <prl"óoo<poç, a

word whose inconvenience to the metre suggests that it was used quite

deliberately.3l

A number of lost plays had education as their theme, such as Aristophanes' OI

Auttal,dìç ('The Banqueters'), in which a modest son ()órpprDv) is

contrasted to a profligate son (KotonÚyoV), who is lazy and indulgent and has

picked up the fashionable new speech ofthe sophists but does not know

Homer.32 Kallias' tI f pupportKi @errlpiu, or Tpoyçõio 1'the

Grammatical Play' or 'Tragedy') had a song in which the alphabet and

systematically arranged syllables sung.33 Nothing else is known about this play -
perhaps it was used as a teaching aid in schools or, if a performed comedy, an

equivalent to Monty Python's Galaxy Song. The title of Kratinos'OI

Xeipoveç ('The Cheirons') also suggests that it involved education, though the

fragments revolve around Perikles and Aspasia. A fragment of Plato's A't

)o<protol 1'The Sophists') (before c.403 BC) expresses a sentiment that is
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optimistic and confident in the capacity of reason, typical of the 5th century

intellectual movement: "For Promethean [foresightful] is the mind of man"

(flpoptl0toç yúp botrv ù,v0pónorç ö voùç) (fr 145). However, its

remains do not mention philosophers, sophists or scientists and its 'wise men'

include the flautist Bakchylides.3a

Even though the fragmentary condition of Attic comedy makes broad conclusions

difficult, it is striking how few comedies seem to make any substantial mention of

intellectuals. It will also be noticed that many of these do not seem to distinguish

between intellectuals and other kinds of experts (Chapter I n. 22).

B. Characteristics of intellectuals

81. Beggarliness

Sokrates and those attached to him are depicted as though they live like beggars.

Sokrates and his companions in Aristophanes' Thinktank are ill fed (Aristoph.

Cl.175,416),wear threadbare cloaks and go about without shoes (103,363,118,

858). Their living conditions are filthy and insect-ridden (694ff.). They avoid

exposure to open air (198-9), forego wine and exercise (417) and never shave,

bathe or use ointment (836-7). 'l'hey are frequently described as dirty.35 ln The

Birds laconisers are described as 'socratifying' (ocorcpa,táúJ), the context clearly

referring to their toughness, unwashed appearance and rejection of comfort

(1282). This view of Sokrates is not unique to Aristophanes. Ameipsias' Konnos

gives a colourful description of these characteristics:

A' )órporeç ûvõpôv pál"ttot' öl.iycrlv, æol"Àôv ôè
pû,rü,1órü,0', flrerç

rsÌ où npòç tpôç; KopreptKòç y' eì, nó0ev ûv oor XÀuìvo
yávorto;
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Tourl tò ru,ròv rôv oKDrorópú)v Ko,r' bnrlperc,v
ysyévî10r.

B' oûtoç ¡rávtor fiervôv oútcrlç obnónot' brLrl
rol"q,reûoor.

"A: Sokrates, with a few men you are wisest but among many the most
foolish, do you come before us? You are indeed hardy - where can you get a
decent cloak? fYour bare feet] aÍe an insult to cobblers.

B: At any rate he goes h*gry rather than endure to flatter."
(fr. 9, tr. Olding)36

In addition to their dirtiness and meagre lifestyle, they are also distinguished by

pale skin and a sickly complexion. Paleness is normally associated with women

an indoor lifestyle (the 'cobblers' that Praxagora's \ryomen in disguise are

mistaken for) and poor health.37 ltmay also refer to being covered in dust from

the practice of drawing diagrams on the ground.38 In The Birds, when

Peisthetairos drives Meton, the town planner, engineer and astronomer, out of

Cloud-Cuckoo Land, the verb he uses to threaten violence is oæoôeìv, which

also has the meaning 'to beat dust off (Aristoph. Birds 1016). Aristophanes

refers to philosophers as 'nightmares' or 'fevers' (f1nial,ot, fiDpetoí.) on

account of their bad colour and, in The Cloud.s the inmates of the Thinktank have

a distinctive pallor.3e Indeed, Pheidippides' skin becomes pale as a consequence

of his education.ao Chairephon is almost proverbial for his bad complexion, a

'box-wood' yellow, as well as being thin and weak, half-dead (flpt0vt1ç¡, a 'child

of night' (vurtòç nctìç), a bat (vurct€pîç) and a blood-drinker, presumably

also alluding to an ugly or anaemic appearance.al It is significant that all these

references to beggarly and sickly intellectuals are confined to Sokrates and his

immediate associates, Chairephon or the inmates of the fictional Thinktank. This

indicates that the image was specific but sufficiently powerful for Aristophanes,

at least, to use it to characterise the whole philosophic tribe and to imply that it

was a result of intellectual practices, the neglect of material concems.
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82. Luxury and aristocratic elegance

A co-existing and contrasting image is that of the aristocratic intellectual, elegant

and affected in appearance. This is a standard image of 4th century comedy,

doubtless coinciding with the appearance of more organised schools of

philosophy with their upper class students and patrons, but it is less common

before then.a2 When, in Aristophanes' V[/asps, Bdelykleon drills his father in

behaviour appropriate for a symposium of upper class sophisticates (oorpoi)

(1196), the party he ends up at includes Antiphon, presumably the sophist and

speechwriter (1301). The Clouds' dependents include 'Iazy-long-haired-onyx-

signet-ring-wearers' (orpoytõovu1û,pYoKol.lîToç). Long hair signifies

laconism and the affected dandyism of Athens' aristocratic youth.a3 A different

effect of intellectualisation is to make people, especially the young, prone to

sensual indulgence. An example is the Profligate Son of Aristophanes' Banqueters

who claims that his education in rhetoric is appropriate for a gentleman

(rcol,orayo0eìv). At school he leams to eat and drink expensively but 'to keep

pleasant and polite'.aa Self-indulgence and pretentiousness are, of course, stock

comic criticisms.

83. Laziness

The beggarliness of intellectuals may reflect their neglect of material concerns and

normal social values but it is also related to the belief that their researches and

debates are a function of their disinclination to do proper work. Those whom the

Clouds protect include idlers.a5 There are a number of references to the time-

wasting of Sokrates and his friends in idle and pretentious talk. Eupolis explicitly

contrasts intellectual activities with self-support:
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ptoô ðè rol [tòv] )corpútr'¡v, ròv ?Trrrl1òv &õo].áoXr1v,
öç rúÀÀu pèv neqpóvtrrev,
önó0ev õè raì qoydiv ä1¡ roútoD Ko,rnpéÀr'¡rev.

"And Socrates, the impecunious babbler, him I hate,

The man who studies everything save how to fill his plate."
(Eupolis fr. 386)

In Aristophanes' Frogs the chorus criticises Euripides' sophistic poetry as

resulting from his wasting time in over-subtle discussion:

Xüpîsv obv ¡rr1 )olrcpúter
7r0,püKüerlpevov Ào,l"eìv,
&æopol"óvrCI, pouolKnv
tu re ¡ráyroro 7rü,püÀlfióvrü
rÎ¡ç tpoyrpôrrî¡ç tá1vqç.
rò õ' bnl oepvoìorv Àóyoror
Kû,ì. oKu,prrpr'¡opoìor l,{prov
ôrotprBr'¡v ùpyòv æoreio0o,r,
7rüpuqpovoùvtoç ovôpóç.

"So it isn't stylish to sit
beside Sokrates and blabber away,
discarding artistry
and ignoring the most important things
about the tragedian's craft.
To spend one's time fecklessly
on pretentious talk
and nit-picking humbug
is to act like a lunatic."
(Aristoph. Fr. I49l-8, tr. Sommerstein, Aris & Phillips)

84. Instruments, books and theories

Much fun is made of the tools, objects and methods of intellectuals' practices.

Instruments and books are part of their comic paraphernalia. Sokrates' Thinktank

is full of scientific devices, for astronomy, geometry and land measuring

(Aristoph. Cl. 20Iff.). Meton comes to Cloud-Cuckoo Land proposing to plan
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out the city with his 'air-rods' (KCI,vóveç frépoç¡.46 The most 'modern' of the

tragic poets, Euripides, Aristophanes also depicts as having a predilection for

devices and instruments; in his competition with Aischylos in The Frogs,

Euripides produces compasses and scales with which to measure verses. He (and

also Agathon) are depicted swinging or rolling onto stage on pieces of machinery,

which may suggest a preoccupation with ostentatious mechanicaltheatricality. T

Books are aî item associated not with intellectuals themselves but with those

who use specialist knowledge for their o,wn purposes. Euripides is especially

associated with them: his plays and verses are their 'concentrated essence'; they

do not have weight compared to Aischylos'.48 Several of the parasites who come

to Cloud-Cuckoo Land, including an obfuscating oracle-monger, a commissioner

and a statute-seller, carry books and introduce themselves reading from them or

use them as props to their self-interested claims. Peisthetairos, Cloud-Cuckoo

Land's founder, greets the last parasite with: "What new wicked book's this?!"

(toutÌ ti botrv aô roróv, Tò prÞl"iov;).ae This fragment shows how a

book could be viewed as representing intellectualism at its worst:

roÛrov tòv ü,vðp' fl BtBÀiov ðráq0opev

fl flpóôtrcoç f, rôv ùõol"eo1ôv e1ç yé trç

"A book's spoiled him, or Prodicus, or if not,
some-otre at any rate of the chattering lot."
(Aristoph. fr. 506)

Books appear to be fairly widely available in Athens towards the end of the 5th

century. Their novelty value may not be sufficient to explain comic references to

them. Rather, they mark out pompous people, representing and emphasising, if

only humorously, their peculiar knowledge and self-interested activities.s0

Intellectuals' theories are also used for comic effect. It is, in fact, possible to
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identify, at least in Aristophanes, specific doctrines and interests of particular

intellectuals, such as the 'primary element' of Diogenes of Apollonia and the

double arguments of Protagoras. The scene with Pheidippides and the Better and

Worse Arguments resembles Prodikos' Choice of Herakles.sl The Vortex

lfivoç¡ with which Sokrates replaces Zeus in The Clouds is a term that was

widespread in contemporary cosmological theory. It was certainly known outside

scientific circles, indicated by a joke - similar to The Clouds but in a non-

intellectual context - in The Wasps, and possibly by Euripides' use of the term in

a prayer in the Alkestis.52 Aristophanes' Birds explicitly refer to Prodikos'

cosmology when they are seeking their own foundation myth for Cloud-Cuckoo

Land.53 K¡atinos' 'See-Alls' are mocked for their techniques for perception,

analysis, reasoning and mental skills, which, the fragments emphasise, are

expected to fail.sa

There is some element of parody in these references, for instance, Sokrates'

students in the Thinktank are introduced bent over to 'search the darkness below

Tartaros' while simultaneously studying astronomy with their arseholes

(Aristoph. CL l92ff.) while Sokrates himself measures flea's feet (144ff.),

theorises about the humming of gnats' intestines (156ff.) and investigates the

heavens while suspended in a basket (I7I,2l8ff.). Parody of the metaphors used

in cosmological theory is probably the point of Aristophanes' and Kratinos'

depictions of Sokrates, Meton and Hippon describing the heavens as an oven

(nvtyeÚç). Pherekrates has a god, referring to the manner in which sacrifices

reach heaven, comparing the sþ to a chimney (rconvoõóXn).tt However, it is

more common for intellectual theories and techniques to be decontextualised and

reduced to jargon. The presumption seems to be that they are inherently silly,

implying that ordinary people found them incomprehensible, implausible and

useless56 and intellectuals' solemn faith in their value stupid, pretentious and

laughable.
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85. Neologisms, verbosity and skill in argument

Philosophy and new sciences in all areas naturally develop new terminology.

Many intellectuals worked on the study of language itself. Prodikos' particular

interest is in distinguishing near-synonyms. In Plato's Hippias Major, Sokrates

assumes that his interlocutor Hippias is likely to lecture on the components of

speech and, in the Kratylos, that language studies are the field of 'the clever' (oI

ôervoi¡.s7 Aristophanes parodies such linguistic studies in Sokrates' discussion

about correct genders (Aristoph. C/. 658ff.) and mocks new coinages and pseudo-

technical words through incongruous or excessive usage. For instance,

ðuotorcécrr, 'to have difficulty in child-birth' ,largely confined to Hippokratic

works, Aristophanes uses metaphorically to describe the Athenians' difficulties

over the Alkibiades question.5s Innovation in general, and rhetorical affectation

and philosophical speech in particular, he parodies by adding the ending -Koç to

colloquial words to create mock technical-sounding adjectives. Sokrates uses this

form, for instance, asking Strepsiades "Do you have good mnemonic

(pvq¡rovtrcóç)?" (Aristoph. Cl.476). Strepsiades avoids it (using Llvnpov -

$484) until he is inspired by Sokrates' teaching: "I've got a fraudacious

(ünooæepnrtKóç) scheme for dodging interest!".se

In addition to their use of technical jargon, intellectuals are distinguished by their

verbosity. Pejorative terms for empty and pointless talk are regularly attached to

them. They speak and teach 'babble' (Ào¡,io) and 'empty talk' (aõol,eoXiu),

for instance, Sokrates, his'Worse Argument, Prodikos and intellectuals in general

(Aristoph. Cl.93l,1485, Fr. 1492, fr. 506). One of Eupolis' characters says,

"Take him in hand, philosopher, and teach him how to babble" ([&,]"]"']

üõol"eo1dìv obtòv brcôîõo(ov, ô oo<prorú) (fr. 38s). 'Babbling'was a
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general characteristic ascribed to intellectuals. A term for a spurious claimant to

knowledge is ü,À,ct(óv, meaning 'blusterer', 'boaster' or 'imposter'. This (and

other forms of the same word) is used throughout The Clouds (e.g. $ I02, 449,

1492) and is applied to Meton when he arrives in Cloud-Cuckoo Land, proposing

to measure the air, square the circle, and to plan out the city in the air (Aristoph.

Birds 1016), and to Protagoras who 'plays the charlatan with the heavens'

(Eupolis fr. 157).60 'Tongue' (yl"ôttu) is almost an epithet for intellectuals. It

seems to refer to both their verbosity and rhetorical skills. This is one of the gods

that Sokrates and Euripides swear by.6r Sophists, specifically Gorgias and his

'son' Philip, are called 'tongue-bellies' (yl"rorloYüorópsç), gathering vast

quantities of food through their skill in speaking.62

Intellectuals' most widely identified skill and vocation is in rhetoric. They can be

depicted as experts in near-irresistible argument. It this ability, to make the

'Worse Argument defeat the Better, that Strepsiades seeks from Sokrates and that

the Clouds offer to teach. 'When the two Arguments contest, the'Worse in fact

succeeds in converting the Better. The intellectualised Pheidippides 'almost

convinces' his father that father-beating is moral (Aristoph. CL 1437-9)' The

Clouds also provides parodies of various methods of argument. Sokrates' denial

of Zeus' existence has a lengthy 'proof that includes naturalistic explanations of

meteorological phenomena and arguments from analogy, for instance, asserting

that thunder originates in the Clouds when they are sodden, like indigestion

(Aristoph. Cl.367ff.). Strepsiades himself provides an etymological argument,

pointing out the 'similarity' of ppovtrl ('thunder') and nopõt1 ('fart') (394).

Kratinos the younger describes Pythagoreans testing the laymen with

technicalities of argument (fr. 7).

Again, Aristophanes dominates the sources but it is clear that intellectuals were

identified with verbosity and techniques of persuasion. By themselves these were
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regarded as peculiar and amusing but also potentially dangerous, argument

considered a method for promoting self-interest rather than discovering truth.

86. Immorality

There are various forms of immorality that comic intellectuals practice, facilitate

or induce in others. These tend to form a standard list of fairly specific abuses:

impiety, greed, justification of self-interest and self-indulgence, physical

debilitation and sexual comrption.

In The Clouds Sokrates practises petty theft.63 This is only one instance of the

theme that intellectuals are greedy and grasping. This is the point of Eupolis'

charge:

ôe(úpevoç ðè )ror putrlÇ, trlv bniôsr(rv t6ÉøCl
)t4or1ópoD npòç trlv l"úpov o'ro1ór1v ärl,eyev.

"Sokrates now received the lyre, and like a school boy ranter,
Scuttled through his Stesichoros - and nabbed the whole decanter."
(Eupolis fr. 395)

The 'tongue-bellies' Gorgias and Philip, have already been mentioned. Greed may

be implicitly connected to intellectuals' laziness but it is also a stock charge

levelled against any- and everyone. Eupolis'OI Kól,oKtÇ shows the greed and

indulgence of the race of flatterers, at least some of whom are intellectuals,

Protagoras and Chairephon (fr. 180). Intellectuals can also be mercenary in selling

their skills: Aristophanes' Sokrates accepts payment and Antiphon was criticised

for greed and for writing legal speeches without regard for the case.64

Comedians repeatedly associate intellectuals with religious unorthodoxy. The

earliest reference to an intellectual in comedy is Kratinos' allegation that Hippon

was impious (fr. 167). In The Clouds Sokrates makes his first appearance
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suspended from the ctarre) the normal means by which gods appear in plays. He

constantly rejects normal gods and worships Chaos, the Clouds, Tongue,

Respiration and Air.6s Strepsiades at one point refers to Sokrates as 'the Melian',

presumably a reference to Diagoras of Melos, the infamous atheist - after the

date of The Clouds' revision he was forced to flee Athens after mocking the

Eleusinian Mysteries.66 Strepsiades justifies his arson of the Thinktank by saying

that the philosophers 'most of all, have done injustice to the gods' (púl,totu õ'

e'tõalç Toùç Oeoùç crlç flôirouv).67 In Aristophanes' Birds there is a

sarcastic reference to Sokrates 'spirit-leading' (yuXoToydiv), which introduces

a parody of Odysseus' sacrifice in the underworld (1555). As the preceding scene

has Prometheus, an open god-hater, telling Peisthetairos how to usurp Zeus, the

reference may imply that Sokrates is provocatively impious.68 In O'r KóÀo,rceç

Eupolis says of Protagoras:

öç û,l.o(ovrútÍCI,l pèv ù,l.ttnptoç
æepì tôv p€reóprrtv, rd ôè Xo¡r&Oev bo0ier.

"'With heavenly things he plays the charlatan,

Yet eats the things of the earth, the wicked mar."
(Eupolis fr. 157)

It seems that Protagoras is both arrogant in pontificating about the heavens and

wicked for, in part, his disregard for the conventional practice of leaving crumbs

that fall to the floor to heroes and the departed.6e This may also allude to his

greed, being unable to resist picking up fallen food. Aristophanes represents

Euripides' plays as notorious for their religious unorthodoxy, which are assumed,

at least humorously, to represent his own view.7O He associates Euripides and

Agathon with emblems of intellectualism and represents them swearing by

strange and sophistic gods: Aither, the Rolling Tongue (T¡"óttnç otpóqlyq),

and by Intelligence and Sharp-Scenting Nostrils (ruì (Úveor Küì þ[DKTîptç

öoqpovulplot).7r
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Intellectuals' facilitation of immoral behaviour is the starting point of The Clouds,

Strepsiades' belief that learning the Wrong Argument can help him escape his

creditors. It is a common use of rhetorical skills to make specious arguments to

cover up and justify theft (Aristoph. Cl. 177-9,498) and every excess (1043-82),

to escape prosecution (434-5) and invalidate old laws and justice on the grounds

that they are inconsistent with 'natural' principles (1039-42,1421-9). Adultery

can be justified by analogy to Zeus' behaviour (1080-2 cf . 904-6). The climax of

The Clouds is the father-beating episode (1320ff., 1391ff., l43l-9), which

Aristophanes represents as characteristic of the New Education: the Better

Argument reviles the Worse as a 'parricide' even before their contest.T2 An

unknown speaker from another Aristophanes play identifies comrption with

books or some intellectual, as though they and their influence are all the same (fr.

506, see above).

Aristophanes suggests that one effect of intellectualism is that it reduces physical

strength, resilience and resistance to sensual pleasures. He represents

intellectualised youths as being sensitive to heat and cold, demanding warrn

clothes, f,rne food and being addicted to hot baths (Aristoph. C/. 987,991 cf.

1073;82 above). Intellectualism is associated with effeminacy and sexual

abnormality. The pale complexion associated with intellectualism, apparently

associated with an indoor lifestyle, poor health and a lack of physical resilience, is

also characteristic of women.73 It may therefore also suggest effeminacy. One of

Aristophanes' 'assembly women' claims that womanish men become the best

speakers (Aristoph. Eccl. II2-3).In Kratinos' OI flovóntAt some one 'has

become a paederast' (fr. 163), which, given the theme of the play, may be due to

intellectual influences. Sokrates' Better Argument claims that his opponent will

induce' Antimachos' faggotry' (r O,t ulUuToOÚV n) in Pheidippides (Aristoph.

Ct. 1022-3) and the student in the Thinktank describes Sokrates as 'picking up a
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õtupt'¡tt1ç from the palaistra and robbing him' - õropr'¡tqç has the double

meaning of 'compass' and 'homosexual'. The point of the joke is that Sokrates

disguises his thievery by his interest in research, so it need not reflect entirely on

his supposed proclivities.Ta

It seems that intellectualism, in fact, encourages self-indulgence and self-interest.

As such, intellectualism is regarded as potentially dangerous. The strength of

hostility to intellectuals is also enhanced by a sense that they are hypocritical, as

they are believed to claim to be high-minded and above material concerns.

87. Arrogance and exclusivity

Self-importance, pomposity, aloofness, affogance and disdain - like greed - are

imputed to practically everyone in comedy and intellectuals are no exception.

'When Meton arrives in Cloud-Cuckoo Land he is shocked that he is not

immediately recognised.Ts Sokrates is pompous and condescending (as well as

ineligious) addressing Strepsiades as 'mortal' (ô 'qnpepe). He is described as

wearing a 'holy expression' (oepvonpoorrl?Tsiç) and using 'holy words'

(oepvoì Àóyor).76

Intellectuals also form an exclusive group. Strepsiades' initiation into the

Thinktank, parodying the prayers and rites of mystery cults, suggests this, even

apart from any implication of irreverence. Strepsiades says that he feels as

though he was entering the oracular cave of Trophonios. The studies carried out

by Sokrates and his pupils are 'mysteries'.17
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C. Anti-intellectuals in comedy

comedy functions in part by exploiting popular images for the sake of humour.
'We 

can see this being applied to anti-intellectuals as much as to intellectuals.

Strepsiades is a character cast entirely in terms of an antithesis of intellectuals.

He displays an innate inability to comprehend the Thinktank's objects or

methods of research and persistently interprets everything in the most

unsophisticated, archaic and literal (and usually obscene) way possible. V/hen he

is shown a map he conceives of it not as a representation but concrete reality:

when Athens is pointed out to him he looks for the jurors; when Sparta, he is

alarmed at its nearness (Aristoph. C\.207-I7). On being told that Zeus does not

exist he demands to know who is responsible for the phenomena ascribed to him

and he understands Sokrates' answer, vortex (Ntvoç), to be a divine usurper

(365ff., 826-8). Later he identifies a pot (aho õìvoç) with rhis same god (t473-

4)' It is clear that Aristophanes intends him to be an object of laughter as much as

Sokrates. It is not clear that he is especially representative of the elderly or the

peasant class: he is quite exceptionally uncomprehending.Ts He may not be the

only representative of unreflective anti-intellectualism to be satirised. The

fragmentary remark that someone's moral comrption is due to 'a book or

Prodikos or some other chatterer' (Aristoph. fr. 506, see above) is so vague and

undefined that it may be intended to be ludicrous, mocking compulsive and

simplistic prejudices against learning on the assumption that it musthavebad,

effects.

Pheidippides is a young man, perhaps 18-20 years old. Despite his father's rustic

origin, he fully identifies himself with upper class young bloods, devoted to sport

and other aristocratic social activities. His initial refusal to have anything to do

with the Thinktank is because he believes that it is incompatible with his

lifestyle: it will ruin his complexion and destroy his standing amongst his peers.Te
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Aristophanes presents other representatives of aristocratic - or, at least,

traditional - virtues as opponents of intellectualism, the Better Argument in The

Clouds and Aischylos in The Frogs. None of these are exempt from mockery

themselves: they are aîunreflective, boy-obsessed prude on the one hand and an

irascible bombast on the other. In fact, neither of them has any real response to

intellectual methods and arguments. The Better Argument cannot refute his

opponent's arguments for self-interested immorality. Aischylos affects to be

above trading debating points with Euripides but does respond to his criticisms in

kind (Fr. 1006ff.); his victory is simply due to Dionysos' whim. In both cases,

the debate on the merits and demerits of intellectualism are subordinated to the

comic value of the scenes.so

Peisthetairos is a conventional comic hero, an ordinary Athenian citizen, critical

of the flagrant self-interest and litigiousness of contemporary Athens, content

with democnacy and traditional virtues but ready to exploit a situation to his own

advantage.sl His hostility to Meton is directed against his pomposity (he is

identified with charlatans (ûl,o(óveç; (Birds 1016)) and, if he is viewed as part

of the succession of visitors to the new city, his desire to profiteer from others'

credulity.

D. Conclusion

Intellectuals named most frequently in comedy or represented on the comic stage

are native Athenians, Sokrates, his friend Chairephon, and the astronomer Meton.

Prominent foreign intellectual figures like Protagoras, Hippon, Prodikos and

Gorgias are only mentioned occasionally and it is not certain that any of them

were ever actually depicted on the stage. This presumably reflects the audience's

familiarity with them. However, even foreign intellectuals who resided more or

less permanently in Athens, such as Anaxagoras82 and Lysias, are never
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mentioned. An intellectual's suitability for comic caricature seems to be partly a

function of his (potential) influence and integration in the off,rcial life of the city.

D1. The ascription of intellectual characteristics

The tendency to identify a full set of behavioural patterns and beliefs with

particular characteristics accounts for comedians' readiness to bestow intellectual

characteristics on unlikely candidates, the tragic poets Euripides and, to a lesser

extent, Agathon. The depiction of them using devices, instruments and books and

swearing 'by Tongue' has already been mentioned. Their poetic style was

decribed as 'babbling'.83 Euripides uses subtle, technical and sophistic language

and indulges in pseudo-scientific cosmological theorising8a and he is often

connected to Sokrates who, it is alleged, provided him with his clever and

babbling tragedies and made him pretentious.ss

A' ti ôr1 où oepvn Koì qpovdìç oilto pêya;
Ebprniõr'¡ç öç yDVú' ä(eotr ydp pot' )orcpútqç Ydp

o"rtroç.

"''Why this great solemnity and disdain?'

Euripides (as a woman): 'It is appropriate for me: Sokrates is the reason."'

(Kallias fr. 15, tr. Olding)86

Euripides also spreads the negative qualities of intellectualism: the central charge

made against him in The Frogs is that he encouraged chatter, criticism, lack of

deference to authority and immoral behaviour Qa9ff.). His plays supposedly

spread atheism (Aristoph. Th. 450-2). Euripides' Hippolytos' justification for

oath breaking - "My tongue Swore, not my heart" - is represented as a sentiment

that Euripides seriously subscribed to. Aristophanes twice throws it against

him.87 His most enthusiastic supporters are the intellectualised Pheidippides and,

in the underworld, robbers, rascals and parricides.ss
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D2. Comedians as anti-intellectuals

Aristophanes' assertion that The Clouds breaks neÌv ground (534ff.) may, in fact,

have some substance, as it is the only comedy that certainly made an individual

intellectual or intellectualism its central theme. References to intellectuals from

other comedians are comparatively rare, which is striking as we might expect

Hellenistic collections of information from comedies (rccrtprpôoúpevof) and

interest in philosophers' lives to preserve a reasonably representative sample. As

mentioned above, it is possible to identify some specific theories of certain

intellectuals in Aristophanes' plays. Overall, this strongly suggests that his

interest in intellectuals as individuals was atypical.se

Many characteristics that Aristophanes identifies in common with other

comedians - laziness, greed, self-interestedness and self-importance - are stock

imputations that are made against all comic targets. This suggests that

intellectuals were generally conceived to exist in the same category as other

distinct groups and socially odious influences. Aristophanes picks up certain

points that other comedians appear to ignore, such as identifying intellectuals

with scientific devices, books and neologisms and teaching rhetoric.eO Curiously,

although other comedians associate intellectuals with impiety and arrogance,

Aristophanes seems to be the only one to express concern about intellectualism's

capacity for moral comrption. Intellectual studies encourage a sense of

superiority and bestows skills in argumentation that facilitate the pursuit of gross

self-interest. This does not mean that Aristophanes denied the ability of the

intellectual process to investigate matters usefully but that he thought that it was

prone to abuse and that its rejection of meaningful things, such as physical

development, poetic truth, and religious convention, was dangerous.
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D3. Comic audiences as anti-intellectuals

The comparative rareness with which intellectuals appeared in comedy and the

lack of depth of their characterisation suggests that the Athenian audience was

relatively uninformed and uninterested in 'modern' intellecfualism. They are not

strongly distinguished from other kinds of experts and their nuisance value is

conceived in much the same terms as other socially odious groups: arogance,

greed and so on. Irreligion is, perhaps, their only characteristic feature. The

audience's lack of familiarity with intellectual may explain The Clouds' lack of

success.el As the Hypothesis indicates that the ending of the play is new, it is

also possible that the audience regarded it as being in poor taste - the original

perhaps showed Strepsiades' comic triumph over morality and even religion (see

A1 above). The succes s of The Frogs, by contrast , frày have been due to its

patriotism, nostalgia and satire of the familiar.
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2.2 - Qiopeitl:lqs' Decree

Kol Vlgtolrü, Atoæei0r'¡ç äypoyev e'toq,Tyé1"ì"eo0ar roùç rd
Ofro pr'¡ vopi(ovro.ç n l"óyouç nepl tôv petc,polrrlv
ôrôúorovrüç, û,7Tsperôópevoç s'tç fleptrl"áu ôt' Avo,(uyópou
tflv bnóvotü,v.

"And Diopeithes brought in a bill providing for the public impeachment of
such as did not believe in gods, or who taught doctrines regarding the
heavens, directing suspicion against Pericles by means of Anaxagoras."
(Plut. Per.32.2, tr. Perrin, Loeb)

Diopeithes' decree, apparently part of a concerted attack upon Perikles, is a

striking instance of anti-intellectual sentiment and action. It forms the centerpiece

of many discussions of the attitudes of Greek religion and towards intellectuals.

A number of scholars consider that it is the basis of most, if not all, Athenian

impiety trials.e2 There are, however, reasons for doubting that the 'decree' is

what it purports to be. I contend that it is probably not a decree but, nevertheless,

some remnant from the late-Sth or early-4th century. Its status will clearly affect

its significance.

Plutarch is our only source.e3 The lack of any other references is surprising in

view of the interest in Anaxagoras' trial shown by ancient authors, the Hellenistic

Satyros, Sotion, Hermippos, Hieronymos and Diodoros.ea It could be that

Plutarch erred in connecting the decree to Anaxagoras' triale5 but, even so, there

is no mention of it in references to Diopeithes either. All we know for certain is

that Plutarch had access to some datum that he thought reasonably credible. It is

worth noting that he both begins and ends his account of the trials of Perikles'

associates with expressions of uncertainty.n6

The connexion of Diopeithes' name to the decree suggests that it was linked to a

man of this name from the outset. The name is uncommon within the forty years

either side of the start of the Peloponnesian War so the most likely candidate is

the oracle-monger who is mentioned several times in Old Comedy.

Misattribution seems unlikely in view of his comparative lack of prominence.nT
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The comedians refer to Diopeithes' oracle-mongering and his mad and frantic fits

of anger.es Scholiasts call him a'rhetor' and 'bribe-taker', which suggests that he

was active politically.ee There are, infact, decrees proposed by a Diopeithes

datable to the first years of the Peloponnesian'War. One is the 'Methone decree',

the other requires that anyone f'ound in the Piraeus after a certain time of night be

executed.100 These figures' public profiles, activities (converging on the 420s),

and reporters' failure to distinguish them imply thatthey are the same man. Their

general characteristics are also consistent with a proposer of Plutarch's anti-

astronomy 'decree'. He sounds like a religious fanatic and political opportunist.

The problem with accepting Diopeithes' decree atface value rests with its

phrasing. The expression ttÌ peTúpolo is unique in Plutarch's usageiol, so it is

probable that he is reproducing the language of his source. 
'What, then, is the

identity of his source? It is often assumed that Diopeithes' decree was preserved

in the Hellenistic Krateros' Collection of Decrees (Vqqto¡rútr.':v

)uvoyrrlyi).to'However, psrúpoloÇ is an Ionic and poetic word, unattested

in Attic prose before Theophrastos (c.300 BC); ttÌ psréo:pü is usual.103

Plutarch's source is, therefore, unlikely to be the text of a decree. It could be a

post-Classical paraphrase of a genuine decree. This, however, introduces the

imponderable factors of the accuracy of reproduction of both its phrasing and its

context - the propensity of commentators and excerptors to introduce errors and

of ancient scholars to draw unwarranted conclusions has already been canvassed

(Chapter 1.6 D).

A solution can be found in the term [rerúpotoç. As indicated above (n. 103),

while unattested in 5th century Attic prose, it is not unusual in poetry. This

suggests that Diopeithes' decree's ultimate source may be a comedy. It has

already been noted that the comedians refer to Diopeithes several times and that

ancient writers, including Plutarch, are capable of incautious use of comedy as a

historical source.tOo A playwright could have selected Diopeithes as the

moutþiece for a 'decree' on account of his personality and profession or, indeed,

for the sake of a joke on his name, which means 'Zeus-truster'.105 It is, moreover,
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possible that Plutarch has misidentified two different Diopeithes, the oracle-

monger for the mid-century comedian.lou Of course, if the 'decree' did appear in

a comedy we might expect to find a reference to it in the comic scholia on

Diopeithes, at least two of which derive their information from

KopeôoÚptvot.107 Another possibility is that Diopeithes the seer composed

the 'decree' himself as an anti-astronomer ditty or mock decree.

In summary, as the wording of Diopeithes' decree is unlikely to be Plutarch's

own paraphrase, it probably reproduces the language of his source - but this is

unlikely to be a Classical Attic decree, which would not use the expression. The

'decree' either came to Plutarch in a paraphrase, or was in poetic form from the

start. Given the known appearance of Diopeithes in comedy and the known

scholarly habits of ancient writers, a source in Attic Old Comedy is plausible.

The 'decree' cannot be taken as evidence of strong anti-intellectual sentiment

spread across the whole citizen body as it could were it a genuine decree. As it

may well be a sentiment put into the mouth of the comic Diopeithes or expressed

by Diopeithes himself, it is evidence for the existence of dislike of

intellectualism, specifically astronomy, on the grounds that it rejects traditional

religious beliefs. This sentiment also assumes that the issue comes within the

city's jurisdiction. It can be taken as the genuine opinion of an individual seer

with a penchant for self-advertisement and/or a parody of his attitude that a

popular audience was expected to recognise.
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2.3 - Tragedt¿

As one of the most impressive presentations of the anti-intellectual theme,

Aischylos' Prometheus Bound, falls outside the chronological scope of this

thesis, I shall be focusing on the plays of Euripides. Euripides' connexion with

contemporary intellectuals is part of his traditional biography and may be

exaggerated (Chapter 2 n.82 & 86). Attempts to identify references to particular

historical incidents are disprovable more often than they are provable.

Nevertheless, his undoubted interest in intellectual novelties makes it likely that

he was sensitive to views towards intellectualism in general, positive and

negative. His plays provide evidence for what he expected his audience to find

comprehensible as criticism of intellectuals.

Euripides' plays sometimes have characters that seem to be deliberately cast in

the roles of contemporary intellectuals. Most notable are Palamedes and

Amphion from the Palamedes andAntiope (which are lost, so my comments

depend on a large measure of conjecture), and perhaps also the title character of

the Medeia. He depicts these figures being subjected to various forms and

degrees of hostility. In addition Euripides' characters will sometimes comment

on aspects of new methods of thought and new beliefs. It can be assumed that

views expressed in plays are at least, comprehensible to the audience. Sentiments

which (a) are irrelevant to the character and situation or (b) appear in a number of

different plays over a period of time can be assumed to be those with which the

playwright himself had particular concem (Chapter 1.6 B1).

A. Attacks on intellectuals

A1. Palamedes

Palamedes is a Greek culture hero, regularly described as oo{póç, proverbial for

his wisdom and inventiveness. He is traditionally credited with a series of

innovations and improvements, including the alphabet, arithmetic, military
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logistics, beacons, astronomy and gaming with dice.108 Euripides produced his

play Palamedes in 415 BC, along with The Trojan V[/omen and the lost Alexander

and Sisyphos, the tetralogy taking the second prize.In the Palamedes he seems

deliberately to categorise the title character with contemporary sophists. A

tiagment has Palamedes listing his innovations, using the terms d,<pcrrva and

q(ÐVnsVT0, to describe his contributions to literacy (fr. 578 (N)). These terms

are probably quite technical, as they do not appear againuntil Plato and

Aristotle.loe

Versions of Palamedes' death show considerable variation. The constant theme is

that he is a wise man and a technical innovator who was killed unjustly, the

murder committed or contrived by Odysseus, motivated by some sort of grudge.

Euripides seems to have had Odysseus forging a letter that purported to show that

Palamedes was conspiring with the Trojans. Odysseus acted as prosecutor and

Agamemnon and the whole Greek army found Palamedes guilty and executed

him.l10 Apart from any actual evidence produced, Odysseus' case against

Palamedes consists in blackening his character with allegations of deviousness,

speciousness, greed and self-interest.

A fragment, probably spoken by Odysseus attempting to overcome

Agamemnon's initial resistance to the possibility that Palamedes could be a

traitorlll, alleges that superior abilities, such as Palamedes', will naturally be

turned towards selÊinterest. The implication is that this may be dangerous to

others. In this case, Palamedes' increased ambition has apparently led him to

commit treachery.

Ayúpepvov, ûvOpónoror ruû,orv c,I tú1ot
I,lopqnv äXouot, oDvrpáXsr ô' e'rç äv tóôe'
roúroD õè núvteç, o"1 re ¡roDotrcî¡ç qiÀot
öoor r€ Xrrlpìç (ôot, Xpnþrúrov únep
poxeoÛolv, öç ô' ûv nÀdìot' ä1¡ ooqótüroç.
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"Agamemnon, to all men fortunes
have a shape, and it converges in this one thing:
for the sake of this allmen, both lovers of the arts
and those who live without such things, toil
for money, and whoever has most is wisest."
(Eur. fr. 580 (N), tr. Olding & D.A. Hester)

Palamedes' pride in his intellectual skills may have led him to damage his own

case in the eyes of his judges. His claim that he discovered vowels and

consonants, which has already been cited, is only part of a longer list that focuses

on the many benefits that have come from his invention of writing (fr. 578 (N)).

Though an appeal. to one's character, abilities and benefactions is a conventional

tactic of defence, it can also indicate affogance. The following could be an

example of this:

orpû,rn¡.úrrr,l rû,v pDpiol ysvotpteo,
ooqóç ô' û,v elç trç f, õú' bv purcpQ Xpóve.

"Ten thousand of us could become generals but only one or two wise in a
long time."
(Eur. fr. 581 (N), tr. Olding)

On the basis of the surviving fragments, Palamedes seems to be entirely innocent

of the charges and insinuations made against him; his worst offence is

tactlessness and an inclination towards self-importance. Odysseus is motivated by

a desire for petty revenge and is quite exceptionally unscrupulous, villainous and

self-serving, even beyond the amoral pragmatism that is typical of his character

in other tragedies, such as Sophokles' Philoktetes and Euripides' Hekabe.l1zIt

does not appear that Euripides expected or intended his audience to sympathise

with Odysseus or to rejoice at Palamedes' death. The play is not an instance of

anti-intellectualism but it provides examples of the kinds of accusations that

could be made against an intellectual figure (arrogance and an exaggerated

capacíty to pursue self-interest). Evidently, Odysseus was able to exploit pre-

existing suspicion and resentment of Palamedes' creativity and virtuosity. The

Greek chiefs' implication in Palamedes' death (Eur. fr. 588 (N) indicates that the

case against him was persuasive. Even if the forcefulness of Odysseus'
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personality and his rhetorical skills were important factors, the accusations must

have been at least superficially plausible.l13

The other aspect of anti-intellectualism that appears in the Pqlamedes is the

contrast that is implied to exist between wisdom and inventiveness on the one

hand and cunning on the other. Palamedes' cultivated intellectual skills failed to

anticipate danger or to protect him from Odysseus' deviousness. In fact, he was

unable even to realise the potential for abuse that existed in his own invention,

writing, Odysseus' forgery proving decisive in his conviction and death.lla

Ã2. Zethos and Amphion

Euripides' lost play Antiope was produced in c.409 BC along with The

Phoenician Maidens and the lost Hypsipyle.tls Hyginus, who explicitly cites

Euripides as his source, provides a basis for reconstructing it.l16 The story

revolves around the twin brothers Zethos and Amphion, their rescue of their

mother Antiope and punishment of her persecutors, Lykos, the usurper king of

Thebes, and his consort Dirke. The chief interest for the purpose of this thesis lies

in the difference between the two brothers' lifestyles and interests. Though

Amphion is mentioned in the earliest Greek poetry, and a fragment of Hesiod

specifically refers to the magical powers of his lyre-playing - charming stones to

move of their own accord to fortify Thebesl17 - Euripides is the first writer known

to identiff him as an contemplative inquirer. He is also apparently the first to

suggest a contrast and tension between Amphion's lifestyle and Zethos'

physicality and belief in conventional virtues. This debate seems to have become

famous as it is alluded to by a number of later authors, for instance, Horace (Ep. I

t8.40-44).

Amphion seems to have arrived on the stage after the first choral ode, before

Zethos,to sing a cosmogenic hymn. This probably included the fragment, "I sing

of Air and Earth, the mother of all".l18 As with Palamedes' use of technical

language, this quasi-scientific cosmology has the effect of introducing Amphion
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as representative of sophistic and scientific thought. Later in the play Amphion

hears Antiope's tale of Zeus' transmogrification and assault but rejects it on

rationalistic grounds (fr. 210). This scepticism about accepted mythical beliefs is

another hallmark of contemporary intellectualism.lle A reference to 'double

arguments' (ôroooì ì"óyor), whatever its context, also alludes to this.120

After Amphion has sung his hymn Zethos arrives on stage. According to Horace

he is on his way to go hunting:

nec tua laudabis studia aut aliena reprendes,
nec, cum venari volet ille, poemata panges.
gratia sic fratrum geminorum, Amphionis atque
Zethi, dissiluit, donec suspecta severo
Conticuit lyra. Fraternis cessisse putatur
moribus Amphion...

"Again, you will neither praise your own tastes, nor find fault with those of
others, nor when your friend would go a-hunting, will you be penning
poems. 'Twas so that the brotherly bond between the twins Amphion and

Zethus parted asunder, till the lyre, on which the stern one looked askance,
was hushed. Amphion, 'tis thought, yielded to his brother's mood..."
(Hor. Ep. I18.39-44, tr. H.R. Fairclough, Loeb)

As the fragments of the play actually focus on mundane agrarian activities (fr.

188), it is possible that Horace differed from Euripides in giving Zethos an

aristocratic pastime. In any case, it is the obvious contrast between their

respective occupations that provokes Zethos to open the famous debate. His

attack in the first place seems to be directed against Amphion's music (fr. 184,

187) but is basically against the contemplative life. 'Music' refers to intellectual

and aesthetic cultivation in general.

Zethos criticises Amphion's reflective and cultured occupations as being

physically debilitating:

...û¡rel"ftç drv ¡oe qpovri(etv bXpÎ¡v'l

VDXîç gúorv tfdpl ôôe yevvuîuv []"olcrrvl
TuvorKopipç ôton pêneq popgólrort...
Koúr'ûv &oæiõoç Kútet
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tKoÀôçl öpr),r]oerCI,ç oór' öl.l,r¡v úæep
veCI,vrKòv poÚî,eu¡ra pouÀeúooró [r1].

"You are neglecting what you should not;
the gods bestowed on you a noble nature,
yet you make yourself conspicuous in a womanish shape.

...You could not take your place in battle with the hollow shield,
Nor offer vigorous counsels on behalf of others."
(Eur. fr. 185, tr. Carter,L.B., The Quiet Athenian,p. 165)

[Amphionresponds:]rò õ' ooOevéç poD Ko,l tò 0Î¡]"u oóporoç
KoKôç bpÉprpOr1ç...

"You reproach me for weakness and an effeminate appearance..."
(Eur. fr. I99,tr.Carter,p. 168)

That is, Zethos alleges that Amphion's lifestyle is physically debilitating; he may

connect intellectual inquiry to self-indulgence. Babble (),o,l,io), which, we have

seen, is a derogatory byword for discourse and argument in comedy, is one kind

of this pleasurable idleness.

róo¡roç õè otyr'¡ orsyû,vòç &võpòç ob roroÛ'
rò ô' brÀoloùv toÛO' tõovllç pèv ú,nreto,r,
Kü,Kòv õ' öpiî,qp', û,oOevèç õè rol æól,er.

"A decent reticence shows well in a man of worth.
This idle prattling is all pleasure;
it is a bad companion, and the city is weakened by it."
(Eur. fr. 219 (N), tr. Carter, p. 166)

KoKd)v Koróp1etç trlvôe poùoov e'roúytrlv
ûpyrìv qil"orvov Xpnpúrcrlv ütr1pel.i¡.

"It is the beginning of evil if you introduce this Muse that is lazy,wine-
loving, and careless about money."
(Eur. fr. 184 (N3), tr. Snell, 8., Scenes from Greek Drama,p. 82)

üvrlp ytÌp öotrç eÙ Biov KsKrrìpévoç
rrÌ pèv Kû,r' olKouç &pt^,iq æopeìç bQ,

poÀrcoior ô' f1oOelç roùr &el 0qpeú€rü,l,
û,pyòç ¡rèv o"rrcotç KoÌ nolu* TtvÍoeto,t,
qiÀoror õ' oi-rôeîç' fl <púotç ytÌp ol1etur,
öta,v yl"urceioç 'flõovÎ¡ç fiootrrv î1ç fl.
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"Any man of substance and property
who neglects the affairs of his house,
running after the pleasures of music and dance,
will be useless to both his house and his city,
and no good to his friends. It ruins his
nature when he gives way to pleasure."
(Eur. fr. 187 (N), fi. Cafte4p. rca)

Zethos specifically attacks Amphion's 'wisdom' as inducing comrption of men's

nature

nôç ydp ooqòv roùr' äottv, f,trç ebrpuô
l"aBoûoo táXvr'¡ qôt' ä0r1re Xsipovü;

"How can something be wise, an artthat takes a man with a noble nature
and make him worse?"
(Eur. fr. 186 (N), tr. Olding)

Zethos repeatedly emphasises that Amphion possesses a noble nature (<pÚorç,

Yevvoìoç) (fr. 185, 186, 187). The Athenian audience, though mostly non-

aristocratic in birth themselves, would certainly identify this with worthy

qualities and behaviour. These qualities are physical and political; proper

occupations are reasonable self-interest to sustain oneself and one's family, and

devotion to the welfare of one's city (fr. 187).

ûIÀ' b¡"roì nrOoÛ'
fio,ùoot pel"cpõôv, nol,éprov ô' ebpouotüv
ü,oKer' ro1o,ôr' üerõe ruì õó(etç qpovdìv,
oKúrcrcrrv, &pôv yÎ¡v, rcorpviotç bætoto,tôv,
öl.l,orç td ropytÌ tu,Ût' o<peìç ooqtopû,ro,,
b€ ôv Ksvolotv bytcotorr{oetç ôópotç.

"Be persuaded by me,
cease singing, and adorn the art
of war; you will seem to be wise if you sing of such things,
digging, tilling the land, tending the flocks;
leave to others these affected subtleties,
which will cause you to live in a destitute house."
(Eur. fr. 188 (N), tr. Olding)
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Zethos is an apologist for traditional aristocratic interests: hunting, concern with

lineage, physical development, decent ambition and expectations of public

service. He also assumes that men are responsible for their own preservation and

prosperity: this requires them to have the ability to eam a living and to defend

themselves from threats from nature and from human enemies, withrn and

without one's own city.l21

To babble and be silly, idle and poor may be ridiculous and contemptible but

really only affects the individual. However, Zethos' thought is preoccupied with

the individual's (especially if he is distinguished by birth) responsibility to the

state (especially fr. 187 ,2I9).In this regard, indulging in idle pleasures and

failing to maintain physical fitness are not simply the individual's concern but

have moral and civic dimensions. He identifies military training and agriculture

as appropriate pastimes. Amphion states thatZethos is 'praising dangers' (ttÌ

KlvuôtÚpotü ü'tvdìt'), which he connects to political leadership (fr.I94

(N)). This further indicates that Zethos is advocating zealous involvement in

public affairs, perhaps even in the encouragement of personal ambition as a

means to serve the state. Amphion's defence of specialised cultivation of one's

particular interests suggests that Zethos had attacked this as amounting to

irresponsible self-indulgence :

Àopnpóç 0' ärcs,oroç rc&æl roûr' 'eneîyemn
vé¡rrov tò nÀdrotov f1¡rápoç roúre [répoç,
"rv' ubtòç ubroù ruT1úvst Kpúrloroç óv.

"Each shines in and pursues that, and gives the greatest part of the day to that
in which he is best."
(Eur. fr. 183 (N), tr. Olding cf. Hor. Ep.I18.39)

roróoðs Ovr1tôv rôv toÀot7rópov gioç'
oúr' ebruXeì tÒ n(Í$nav oúte ôuoruXdì.

febôurpovdì te roÙ0rç obr ebõutpovtt.]
ri ôî¡t' bv öl,Bç pr1 ouqdr peprlróteç
ob (ôpev öç r1õrotü pn Àunoúpevot;
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"Such is the life of the wretching, struggling mortals:
Not always fortunate, neither unfortunate;
Sometimes prosperous, then again out of luck.
'When life is so fuIl of uncertainties,
Why should we not get as much enjoyment as

We can, and avoid misery?"
(Eur. fr. 196 (N), Ir. Carter,p.167)

Aristotle cites the first of these two fragments in the context of selfishness - if
this is what Zethos had asserted that specialisation of interests amounts to, then

this again suggests his belief in the primacy of the interest of the state and the

desirability of a physically and politically active life.r22 He views intellectual

pastimes as pleasures that distract from public obligations. They deprive the

individual of the experience necessary for active participation in public decision-

making. Physical and moral debilitation also deprive the individual of the energy

for 'vigorous debate' (veavrróv poúl"eupCI,) central to political life (fr. 1S5).

This vigour consists in energy and determination but also a certain vehemence, a

non-aristocratic quality but one that is necessary for participation in democratic

debate, particularly as the Athenian audience would imagine it.123

If Horace followed the Antiope, it seems that Zethos won the debate, Amphion

acquiescing for the sake of îratemal. harmony. Euripides' object in this is at least

partly technical: the story of the brothers' rescue of Antiope and their vengeance

on Dirke and Lykos cannot be advanced if disunity persisted.l2a However, it is

Amphion who appears in the better light in the long run. When Antiope appears,

having escaped from Lykos and Dirke , Zethos refuses to receive her, believing

her simply to be a runaway slave. Amphion, by contrast, reserves judgement.l25

In the final confrontation with Lykos it is Amphion who speaks, implying that,

by that stage, he is the brothers' spokesman."u \tmay be that Amphion's

deference to Zethos in itself shows the superiority of his cultivation: he knows

when to suppress pride for the sake of higher interests. His technical ability is

also ultimately vindicated, receiving the gods' sanction when Hermes appears at

the end of the play and prophesises, in accord with the standard tradition, that

Amphion will build the walls of Thebes by moving stones with the music of his
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lyre.r27 Euripides' Antiope seems to give a more positive assessment to

intellectual (or, at least, cultivated non-physical) skills than does the Palamedes

Its importance lies in its identif,rcation of a contrast between intellectualism on

the one hand and certain qualities and activities traditionally assumed to be

desirable, either in their own right or as a component of wider public

responsibilities.

43. Medeia

Medeia is usually depicted in ancient sources as a witch with great magical

ability. For instance, one of her earliest citations, in the Epic Cycle, refers to her

rejuvenation magic.l28 Euripides, however, in his play of 431 BC, significantly

downplays this aspect. She does not allude to magic when she gleefully refers to

its most infamous (ab)use, Pelias' death, and the means that she considers for

committing murder are the conventional ones, fire, sword or poison.l2e Instead,

her main skill is in her cunning. Euripides has characters repeatedly describe her

as 'wise' (ooqTl, sometimes the masculine oorpóç). Aigeus refers to her mind

and her being wise (<ppevóç, oo<póç) as positive qualities, and Jason to her

'subtle intelligence' (voùç }"enróç). After Medeia has murdered Kreon and his

daughter a messenger criticises the abuses of 'those of mortals who seem to be

wise and crafters of polished speeches' (toùç ooqoùç Bpotôv õorcoùvtaç

elvor Kol psplpvnrdç l,óycrlv), terms that also invoke the qualities of

contemporary intellectuals.l30 It is not true that Euripides makes Medeia their

representative but it is significantthathe prefers to emphasise her mental skills

over her traditional abilities in magic.

Medeia delivers a famous speech in which she bemoans the suspicions held

against those with a reputation for intelligence. Some scholars have conjectured

that this refers to Anaxagoras' supposed exile from Athens, on account of

Euripides' supposed connexion with him and the play's date in the 430s.13r

However, the speech's presence is explicable simply in dramatic terms as

Medeia's rhetorical tactic designed to extract a concession from King Kreon who
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has just explicitly voiced his fear of her as a wise woman (ooqTl) (2S5). Medeia

says as much after he has gone (368-9). The speech is significant as a list of

imputations that could be made to intellectuals:

rpeÛ qeù.
ob vî-rv Lls fipôrov ùÀ¡,d noÀ}.úruç, Kpáov,
äpl"uye ôó(u peyú¡.o t' ú"pyuoro,l Ko,Kú.

Xpn ô' oúæo0' öotrç üptigprov né<purc' üvlp
noìõaç Treptooôç brcôrôúorceoOar oogoúç'
XrrlpÌç yrÌp ó1.ì.nç tç älouorv tpyluç
gOóvov npòç ûotôv &l.<púvouot ðuopevÎ¡.
oKCI,loìot ¡rèv ytÌp rorvd npoorpépcrlv oo<ptÌ

õó[erç &1pdioç rob oo<pòç nequrévur'
tôv õ' oö õoroúvrov e'rõévar tr norril.ov
rpeioocrrv voproOeìç bv no)"a l"uæpòç qovfi.
byrrr õè robrrl tî¡oôe Kotvrrlvô rúXnç'
ooqn ydp oöoo,, toìç pèv e'rp' bniq0ovoç,
ttdrç õ' f1ou1o1o, tdrç 8è Outápou tpónou,
toìç ô' crö æpooúvrnç...1

"Ah me!
Not now for the first time, Kteon, but often
my reputation has wrought great wickedness to harm me.

The man who is intelligent should never have
his children taught to be cleverer than others.
For they will have idle knowledge,
and will earn the spite and jealousy of others.
If you bring new knowledge to fools,
you will be thought to be useless and not wise:
and if your fame exceeds those formerly
thought intelligent, you will be wretched in the city.
I share in this lot.
For since I am wise, I seem odious to them,
or spiritless or having strange manners,
or am an obstacle..."
(Ew. Med.294-305, tr. Olding)

Medeia describes the public suspicion and odium that come from providing

radical advice, affronting traditional authorities, having strange behaviour and

interests, and possessing knowledge without obvious practical benefit. She

presumes that 'most people' are anti-intellectuals. Their dislike is founded on the

identification of 'the wise' as a distinct group whose habits are strange and
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therefore suspect and whose authoritative statements are felt to challenge the

status quo. They do not propose any alternative means of discovering truth but

doubt the usefulness of intellectualism. This attitude amounts to anti-

intellectualismbut of an implicit and unarticulated kind. The fact that Medeia

sways Kreon indicates that her complaint about the treatment of intellectuals was

superficially plausible. However, the audience members are unlikely to have

sympathised with her on this account in view of her deviousness, murderousness

and the extremity of her revenge. They would regard it as an instance of a skill

being turned towards self-interest.

44. The Bacchants

Euripides' The Bacchae (40716 BC), though composed in Macedonia, was

doubtless intended for an Athenian audience.l32 The most prominent theme of the

play is the difference between kinds of wisdom. 'Wisdom 
is nowhere criticised;

on the contrary, it is frequently praised.l33 The issue is, rather,the correctness of
thought. Danger comes not so much from errors in reasoning but from misplaced

conf,rdence in intellectual acuteness. Pentheus' downfall (his psychological

problems notwithstanding) is due to his failure to comprehend the truth of the

new religion. He is not an intellectual but his thought is characterised by

exceedingly unimaginative rationalism. He understands the cult as a purely social

phenomenon. He regards Bacchic worship as a simple pretext for licentious

behaviour (e.g.218,224) and assumes that the Maenads must be motivated by

hope of some gain (257 , 473). He focuses on the importance of charismatic

leadership even before meeting Dionysos (233ff.,352ff.). When he interrogates

Dionysos he ignores the possibility that the cult might have mystical aspects,

preferring to concentrate on reductionist questions about its origin, nature and

intent (465ff.). For Pentheus (as for Amphion in the Antiope), the story of

Dionysos' birth from Zeus'thigh is ludicrous, even doing violence (úBpetç

bBpi(erv¡ to his understanding of the gods.r3a Dionysos and his followers

repeatedly observe that Pentheus' comprehension is limited and his self-

confidence is misplaced.r3s They link his ignorance to impiety (490,502f1., 890).
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The chorus of Bacchants makes explicit the contrast between true wisdom on the

one hand and arrogant irrationality that is blind and destructive to divine things

on the other. Their ideal is the 'life of quiet contemplation' (ö õè tû,ç

f'¡ou1iuç Biotoç Kol rò qpovdìv...) (389-90), which they contrast with

'unbridled mouths and lawless folly', its 'end-result is misfortune' (û1oÀivrrlv

oropúrrrlv û,vó¡rou r' ûqpooÚvüç tò téÀoç õuotuXia) (336-7). They

assert that:

tò oorpòv õ' ob ooqiü,,
¡o re pr'¡ Ovr1td gpovdìv
ÞpoXùç oróv' bnl toútç
ôè riç ûv peyúÀa õtórr¡v
td nopóvt' oblì gápot; pot-

vopévrov o"tõe tpófiot KCI,l

roropoúì"rrlv æo,p' ä¡rorye qotôv.

"Wit is not wisdom
and thinking non-mortal thoughts
sees a short life. In this case,

who would pursue great things
while losing what is near to hand?
The ways of such men l call mad
and evil-thinking."
(Enr. Bac.395-402, tr. Olding).

After Pentheus has fallen under Dionysos' control they comment:

ûneuOúver õè ppotôv
roùç t' &yvcrr¡rooúvCI,v rtpôv-

t0ç Kül pl ttÌ Oeôv uä(ov-
r0ç oùv pû,tvopávq ôóEq.

"And it [the divine] strictly corrects of mortals,
those, who honouring senselessness

and not exalting the divine,
with a mad notion."
(Ew. Bac. 884-7, tr. Olding).

Dionysos fuither shows this contrast:
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þoõirrlç ytÌp ubtòv oLorrt, rû,v nvécov äÀ0¡ l+êyu.
rrpòç oogoù ydp &võpòç üordiv oógpov' ebopyrloic,v.)

"With ease will I endure him, even if he comes breathing arrogance. For
what a wise man does is to exercise self-controlled gentleness of temper."
(Eur. Bac. 640-I, tr. Seaford, Aris & Phillips)

The wisdom that the Bacchants pursue is that which is appropri ate to mortals, in

contrast to the presumptuous wisdom of the rash and arrogant.l36 For the

Bacchants wisdom consists in knowing the god:

tò oo<pÒv oi,t <p0óvrp

Xalpuo 0qpeÚouoo,
Td õ' ätepc, peya?,"a quv€pú t' övt' û,e1,

bnl td roì.rÌ piov

îpop e'rç vúrtCI, r' sbCI,yoùvr'
eboeBdìv, rd, õ' ä(ro vópr¡ro ôiroç brpul"óv-
rû, rtpû,v oeoÚç.

"I do not hunt for cleverness jealously, but for these other things, great and
manifest, enduring always, that lead life towards the fine things, to be
reverent by day and into night, and to honour the gods, casting out customs
that are unjust."
(Eur. Bac. 1005-10, tr. Olding)

The danger to be had from succumbing to intellectual arrogance is in rejecting

beliefs about religion. Both Teiresias and the chorus say that subjecting

traditional beliefs and customs to intellectual analysis and rationalisation is

tantamount to attacking them:

obðèv ooqt(óps0o toìot õoi¡roorv.
Trorpiouç rropüôo1Ú"ç, Ú"ç 0' öpt]ÀtKoç 1póve
KeKrnpre', obôeÌç ubttÌ Koropo¡"eì Àóyoç,
obõ' e'l ôt' ürpov rò ooqòv r1úpqtar qpsvôv

"We do not exercise cleverness in the eyes of the gods.

Ancestral traditions, and those which we have obtained as old as time,
no argument will throw them down,
not even if wisdom is found through utmost thought."
(Eur. Bac.200-3, tr. Seaford, Aris & Phillips).
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Kotu,Ba)"û IZOZ¡ may allude to the destructive agnostic logic of sophistic

literature in general, perhaps to Protagoras' Refutations (KutuBol"l,óvrsÇ) in

particular.l'7 On the contrary, knowledge is traditional and universally available.

oi)
ydp rpeiooóv Tlore tôv vó¡rcrtv
yryvóoKelv Xprl rcoì ¡rel"et&v.
Koúqo ydp õoæúvo, vopi-
(erv 'ro1ùv róô' ä1etv,
ö tr not' &pu tò õut¡róvlov,
rò t' bv Xpóvrp püKpC)
vóprpov ùeì rpúoet te ne<puróç.

"For things greater than our customs
we should not know and be concerned about.
For it takes little effort to realise
that whatever is divine has strength
and that what has been law for a great time
is eternal and has been founded on nature."
(Ew. Bac. 890-7,tr. Olding)l38

ooqdv õ' üná1ew npunTõu <ppévo te
æp1ooôv lrüpd qolôv'
rò æ1,î¡0oç ö tò qaul"ótepov bvóproe Xpî-

rü,ì æ, tóô' ôv ôe1oi¡,tov.

"But it is wise ffor a man] to hold his heart and mind apart from
those presuming to be more than mortal.
What the humble masses

believe and adopt, I would accept."
(Ew. Bac. 428-31, tr. Olding).

B. Euripides' criticisms of intellectualism

Criticisms of intellectuals revolve around their laziness, uselessness, affogance,

apatby and (conversely) political interference. These are encapsulated in

Medeia's complaint but also appear in the other plays cited.

There is no criticism of wisdom and intelligence as such. These things tend to be

represented in positive terms as a kind of prudence, related to the restraint that is
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at the centre of Greek morality. Everyone can possess this quality of restraint, the

humble as well as the clever and powerful. Intellectualism, the ability to analyse,

calculate and argue, is usually represented negatively. It is often portrayed as

inadequate in its inability to come to grips with the real world (including the

divine) and over-confidence in one's intellectual powers induces an anogant

refusal to accept reality and to ignore correction. Medeia's chorus of Korinthian

women, when they hear about the murder of Jason's bride and Kreon, highlight

this contrast between wisdom as prudence on the one hand and wisdom as

increased capacity for destructiveness on the other:

obô' ôv îpéooç elnorpr roùç ooqoùç Bpotôv
ôorcoûvtq,ç elvar Kû,ì peprpvqrdç l.óyrov
roúrouç peyiorrìv popiov ö<p).torúvrlv.

"...And I would say without any fear that those mortals who seem to be
clever and crafters of polished speeches are guilty of the greatest folly."
(Ew. Med. 1225-7, tr. Kovacs, Loeb).

The difference between intellectually based skill and morality is also asserted in

general terms in Sophokles' Ode to Man:'possessing resourceful skill, man

moves now to evil, now to good' (Ant.365ff.). In particular, the excessively

intelligent have an increased ability to pursue their self-interest. This allegation is

made against Palamedes (Eur. fr. 580) and is the natural conclusion to be drawn

from Medeia's cunning.

The uselessness of intellectual theories for practical purposes is a theme that

appears regularly. The downfalls of Palamedes and Pentheus show the failure of

wisdom and rationalism in the face of unexpected events and unscrupulous

attacks.l3e It is a widespread assumption, not just in Euripide antragedy,that, in

practical situations, clever speakers can and will argue to make the untrue

convincing and only the passing of time can distinguish between the sincere and

the self-interested.la0 Hence, intelligence and eloquence do not necessarily help

to discover the truth. This sentiment is a commonplace but it is worth noting that
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it appears especially in plays that arc concerned with the nature of wisdom, such

as The Bacchae, Palamedes and Antiope.ral

Intellectual insight is also not useful for assessing men's worth. Orestes, after

considering the noble character of Elektra's peasant husband and observing that

achievements in particular areas are not accurate indices of men's characters,

criticises 'the foolish who wander around fuIl of empty opinions (rcevôv

ôofcto¡tútúJv)' (Eur. El.3S3-5). This is the only occasion in the play in which

the idea of assessing charucter according to assumptions about nature or nurture

is raised. It may well represent Euripides' own editorial comment on the

inaccuracy and futility of theories compared to practical observation.

A number of Euripides' plays, notably Herakles, Hekabe and Hippolylos, depict

characters brought down by innate irrational impulses; they sometimes claim that

irrational elements have more influence over their behaviour than reason.l42

Individual characters often assert that virtue cannot be learned. Early in the

Hippolytos the title character says that prudence (tò oolrppovfiv) comes from

nature (rpÚotç), that is, not from teaching (79-80). Later, Theseus complains that

human inventiveness has yet to find a means to induce virtue:

@H>. ô æó1.1.' ùpa,ptúvovrsç övOprrlnot púrnv,
ri ôrl xêXvaç ¡rèv pupiaç õrôúoKtrt
rcuì núvto tln1üvû,o0e r&(eupioKtrt,
èv õ' obrc bniotCI,oe' obõ' b0qpúoao0á ætrt,

qpovdìv ôtõúorcerv olotv obrc äveot1 voùç;
IIIII. ôervòv ooqtortlv elæuç, öotrç eÙ <ppoveìv

roùç pn qpovoùvtoç ôuvutóç bot' û,vuYKúoool.

Thes: "O foolish mankind, so often missing the mark, why do you teach

crafts numberless and contrive and invent all things when there is one

thing you do not understand and have not hunted after, how to teach

the senseless to be sensible!"
Hipp: "That is a formidable expert you mention, who is able to force

insensate fools to show sense..."
(Eur. Hipp.916-22, tr. Kovacs, Loeb)
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Most famous of these instances are Medeia and Phaidra. Medeia before killing

her children speaks of her conflict:

...vrKôput KüKoiç.
rcoì ¡luvOúvro pèv ola tol"¡rqoro ro,rú,
Ou¡ròç ôè rcpeiooov rôv b¡rôv poul"eupúrcùv,
öoæep ps1îoîov ottroç Ko,Kôv Bpotoìç.

"I am overcome by evil. Now, I learn what wickedness I am steeling myself
to do: but passion is more powerful than my reason; passion which is the
cause of the greatest evil to mortals."
(Eur. Med. 1077-80, tr. Olding cf. 1056-7)

This is the earliest explicit distinction between sense and passion.la3 Phaidra, in

her famous speech, observes that, for most people, acting on one's judgment is

obstructed by indolence and more immediate pleasures.laa

. tiõn nox' &)'"?'"crlç vDKròç bv ¡rorptþ Xpóvqo
Ovqrôv brppóvtro' f¡ õrérp0oprü,l Êioç.
Kû,Ì po1 õoroÛorv ob rcotd yvópnç qúorv
llpúooerv rcúrtov' äou ydp ro y' et qpovdìv
æoÀÀoìorv' û,1"ÀtÌ tf¡ô' ùOpnréov tóõe'
ö Xpr1ot' bærotúpeoOs rq,l ylyvóoKerv
obr brcæovoùpev, oI pèv ûpyioç úæo,
oI õ' f¡ôovr'¡v fipoeévæç &vtl toÛ rol,oõ
ü},),qv rtv'. e'tol ô' f'¡ôovol rcoÀÀul piou,
porpoi æ )"ê,oyal Küì o1ol"n, tepævòv rû,rcóv,
otðóç te. õrooq,l ô' e'toiv, rl pèv ob ra,rt1,
fl ô' ü10oç o"lKr,'rv. e't ô' ö rorpòç fiv ocrqrlç,
obrc ûv ôú' fiorr1v rü,lir' ä1ovte ypap"lJcxa.

"...I have pondered before now in other circumstances in the night's long
watches how it is that the lives of mortals have been ruined. I think that it is
not owing to the nature of their wits that they fare badly, since many people
possess good sense. Rather, one must look at it this way: what we know and
understand to be noble we fail to carry out, some from laziness, others
because they give precedence to some other pleasure than honor. Life's
pleasures are many, long talks and leisure, a pleasant bane, and modest
restraint. Yet they are of two sorts, one pleasure being no bad thing, another
a burden upon houses. If propriety were clear, there would not be two things
designated by the same letters."
(Eur. Hipp. 375-87, tr. Kovacs, Loeb)
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Characters sometimes complain that their intelligence is not useful as a guide to

happiness and may even enhance their suffering. Orestes, preparing himself to

hear of disasters, says that the perceptive suffer more than others because they are

more sensitive (Eur. 8i.292-4). A fragment from the Antiope - Antiope herself

may be the speaker - is an ironic reflection of Amphion's dedication to the

cultivated arts:

qpovô õ' ö æúo1trr, KCI,l tóõ' ob oprKpòv KoKóv
tò pl e'tôévor ydp fr'¡õovt1v é1et rtvd
voooÛvrü,, rápôoç ô' bv KCI,Koìç û,yvrrloiu.

"I am aware of what I suffer, and this is no small evil:
for not knowing has a certain diseased pleasure,
and ignorance is an advantage among evils."
(Eur. fr. 205 (N), tr. Olding)

This kind of knowledge allows one to recognise misfortune but not to avoid or

alleviate it.r45 It should be noticed that this complaint is made by those who are in

the midst of suffering and are therefore - rather self-indulgently - inclined to view

any realisation as bad.

Euripides portrays the view that intellectualism is not useful in understanding the

gods. The Bacchants advocate simple acceptance of divine experience without

attempting to subject it to intellectual scrutiny, claimingthat this is true wisdom

(e.9. Bac. 425-32,890-6). They expectthat an 'unquestioning adherence to the

gods' demands' will give them an untroubled life (1001-2). Both Teiresias and

the Chorus of Bacchants associate attempts to subject the divine to too close

analysis with attacks upon it (20I-3,890-7). Intellectual analysis in fact distracts

from gaining true understanding (395ff.). A fragment, though unfortunately

neither the speaker, play nor context are known, displays the attitude that things

of divine origin are beyond intellectual description and analysis, and to attempt to

do so is futile, foolish and somehow destructive:
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tiç túôe Àeúooov Oeòv obXì vo€ì,
psrsopo¡.óyrov õ' brdç bppryev
oKo¡"tdç ünwuç; ôv û,tr1pd
yl"ôoo' e'tropol,eì nepl tôv &rpovôv
obõèv TVópnç peté1ouoa.

"'Who, perceiving these things, is unconscious of God,
and has cast far away astronomers'
specious lies? Whose ruinous
tongue, devoid of sense, babbles about obscurities."
(Eur. fr. 913 (N), tr. Olding)

A notion to which Euripides' plays often return is that the divine is not

susceptible to mortal comprehension. Hippolytos' hunting companion expresses

the hope, but not the certainty, that 'gods ought to be wiser than men'.tou In Th"

Bacchae Agaue complains that 'gods ought not to be like men in tlreir anger'.14j

Euripides' characters' statements of their beliefs are frequently qualified as pious

hopes, often precisely to underline the apparent failure of the universe or the gods

to meet mortal expectations.tat Many of Euripides' plays seem to be based on the

assumption that the universe has no rational order that can be understood by

human inquiry. This is not the same as religious conservatism, as he sometimes

also shows traditional belief to be inadequate, most notably in regard to faith in

the gods' concern for morality.l4e

C. Conclusion

Euripides' plays often refer to the negative aspects of intelligence and intellectual

inquiry: contemplation is useless; over-confidence in one's mental powers can

mask dangers and induce destructive affogance. The criticisms of intellectualism

that he reproduces tend to occur when it has been separated from moral restraint

and modesty. These themes may have appealed to him for their dramatic

usefulness but their persistence in his plays suggests that they were a personal

conviction. Intellectuals themselves he tends to represent sympathetically,

especially Amphion and Palamedes. Even Medeia's complaint to Kreon is

supposed to be plausible and so must have some justification to it. It seems that
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Euripides had little time for anti-intellectual attitttdes but was inclined towards

anti-intellectualism.It is not clear, however, that he had any articulated

alternative to intellectualism in mind. As a basis for determining personal

behaviour he often draws a contrast between the humble (<poù),ot) and the

intelligent (oo<poi) where he emphasises the former's superiority in social

virtues, such as honesty, hard work, orderliness and resolve.tto This returns to the

centrality of modesty and restraint in moral behaviour.

The Athenian audience presumably found Euripides' criticisms of intellectuals

and intellectualism plausible but the fact that they rarely rewarded his plays.

Insofar as it is possible to infer one play's reception from the performance of the

whole tetralogy, it may be significant that Medeia's tetralogy came last in its

competition (see its Hypothesis). This suggests that the Athenians were not

overly sympathetic to Euripides' portrayal of intellectual characters and themes,

whether or not his plays endorsed, condemned, or reserved judgement about

them. The issue must have been been too unfamiliar, too intellectually daunting

or too distasteful for the Athenian audience. Instead, their interpretation of

Euripides' depiction of intellectual themes operated at the most basic level, as

though it was a statement of his own personal commitment. His supposed

association with contemporary intellectuals and their practices appears

throughout comedy, especially in Aristophanes' Frogs, and in his legal contest

with Hygiainon.tsl
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2.4 - Anti-Intellectual Moti-{s in Orøtory

Attic oratory shows a tendency to avoid characteristics associated with

intellectualism, such as the use of itemised data, knowledge that is obviously

derived from critical research, the use ofextended chains ofreasoning and

abstractions. Evidence is almost invariably concrete, not abstract, complete in

itself, and its meaning is generally assumed to be self-evident. It is apparent that

speechwriters are disinclined to present information and arguments in forms that

might seem to be above the listeners' heads. Moreover, they often attempt to cast

themselves in the charactq of ordinary, private citizens who are unskilled and

inexperienced in speech. These tendencies are especially pronounced in legal

oratory; political oratory is somewhat more abstract and epideictic oratory even

more so (Chapter 1.682).

A. Disavowal of preparation and skill in speaking

Something as simple as a prepared speech is regularly the subject of attack in

debates. Along with skill in speaking, preparation is assumed to be unfair and

indicative of innate deviousness, meddlesomeness and litigiousness.

Kül ôdì þrs, Trepì ôv oÛtoç bnrpepoul"eurrrlç iirer, ú¡r' b¡íìv
toìç ôroyvrrloopévotç ?Tepì toù æpúypoloç oroúoovro Kül
æepl tÎ¡ç Trorpiôoç roì nepì tÎ¡ç oboioç oYoviooo0or.

"So I am obliged, on a charge which this man has carefully planned against

me before coming here, and which I have only heard at the same moment as

you who are to decide the case, to defend myself against the loss of my

native land and my possessions."

(Lys. 7.3, tr. Lamb, Loeb)

ol ¡rèv ytÌp br æol"l,oÛ Xpóvou brcrBouÀeÚou,vteç rcoì

oDveávrsç...
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"For they [the prosecution] have schemed and contrived over much time..."
(And. l.6,tr. Olding)

Speakers seem to go to some effort to use a style that mimics spontaneity. This

habit is evident even in Isokrates, the greatest exponent of highly worked oratory,

who occasionally includes expressions of hesitation and uncertainty in his

work.152 In Plato's Phaidros Sokrates comments on the haphazard,arrangement of

'Lysias" wtitten paignion.rs3 speeches that are prepared are even condemned:

Alkidamas, in support of his argument for the superiority of extempore speaking,

comments that many speeches that have been elaborately prepared before

delivery, are, in fact, composed in order not to appear artif,rcial (Soph. 13). A

fragment of a rhetorical treatise, tentatively dated to the early 4th century, in fact

recommends the use of phrases of common speech in preference to those that are

obviously written.l54In Aristophanes' Knighls 'Paphlagon' (representing the

demagogue Kleon) attacks those who practice their speeches for days and fancy

themselves as 'mighty speakers' (348-50). However, particular terms describing

those with cultivated skill in oratory or professional speech-writers, þt1ttrtp and

l,oyoypú<poÇ, are rarely used with negative tones before the appearance of the

'professional' orator-politician after the period of this thesis.lss

In legal oratory speakers regularly call their opponents interfering men

(nol"unpúypov), in particular, alleging that they are clever (õetvóç), powerful

(ôuvatóç), and prepared (nopuoreur¡) speakers, terms almost invariably

negative in tone.ls6 The corollary is that the speaker presents himself as private

(tðtótt'¡ç¡, quiet (t'¡ouloç), inexperienced (önerpoÇ), unskilled (&õúvotoç)

and uninterfering (ûæpúypov). For instance:

EBouÀópnv pév, ô üvôpeç, trlv ôúvo¡rtv roô l"áyerv Kol
tr1v b¡rnetpio,v rôv æpuypúrov b( 1o'ou þro1 Küesorúvc,r tf¡
re oulrgopQ raì toìç roroiç toìç yryevnpávo1ç... oÛ ôé pe
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ôei ocoOi¡vû,l perd tÎ¡ç fol.q0eioç eInóvru, rd yevó¡revu, bv
roúr(Ð ¡re Bl"úntet fi toù }"éyerv &õuvctoiu. noÀl"ol pèv ytÌp
'fjôr'¡ tôv ob õuvapévcrrv l"éyerv, ü,nrotot yevópevor toìç
ü}"qOéorv, obtdrç toútotç ùnól"ovto, oi-l õuvtÍptevor
ôr11,ôo'or abtú...

"I could have wished, gentlemen, that my powers of speech and my
experience of the world were as great as the misfortune and the severities

with which I have been visited... 'While now that my life depends on my
giving a truthful account of the facts, my case is prejudiced by my inability
to speak. Poor speakers have often before now been disbelieved because

they spoke the truth, and the truth itself has been their undoing because

they could not make it convincing..."
(Ant. 5. I-3, tr. Maidment, Loeb)157

Sokrates in Plato's Apology also subscribes to lhis topos. He defends himself

against the allegation of being an accomplished speaker, associating his unadorned

and unprepared manner with plain speaking.

ob ¡rávtot pd Aiq,, d) övôpeç A0qvdtot, KtKû,¡.l.renr1pévouç
ye l.óyouç, óonep o1 toútcrtv, þtlpooi te ro,l övópcrotv,
obõè KeKoolrnpévouç, o¡"Àd û,roúoeo0e e'rrcf¡ l,eyópevo toiç
bnrtuloùotv övópCI,otv' Trtot€úcù ytÌp õiruto, elvüt ü ),áycrt,

rol pr1ôeìç bpôv TrpooõoKnoúro ül"l"roç...

"Not, [by Zeus], however, men of Athens, speeches finely tricked out with
words and phrases, as theirs are, nor carefully arcanged, but you will hear

things said at random with the words that just happen to occur to me. For I
trust that what I say is just; and let none of you expect anything else."

(Pl. Ap. I7b-c, tr. Fowler, Loeb)

Ptjpoto, with which he identifies practiced speech, can particularly signify

words and phrases that are trite or insubstantial.lss Accusations of skilled speech

were so predictable that a speaker could even anticipate and rebut them (for

instance, Lys.7.12). Similarly, claims to be 'quiet', to 'mind one's own business'

and to be inexperienced in speaking could also be anticipated and derided as

hackneyed defences.lse However, it is uncommon for the fiction of speakers' lack
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of skill to be broken. References to speechwriters do not appear in oratory until

after the 380s and then only rarely.160

To take on the persona of inoffensiveness and inexperience is a function of

ethopoiia. Ethos is 'the totality of characteristic traits'; the practical use of

ethopoiiø is as a tool of persuasion in making the speaker plausible to and

accepted by his audience, for instance, by seeming to be wise and prudent, having

good character, or epitomising their values and interests.l6l The acknowledged

master of this technique was Lysias, though all professional speechwriters

employ it to some extent.162 The practice of adoptin g a character for public

speaking was well enough known to be satirised: in Aristophanes' Acharnians,

when Dikaiopolis has to defend himself, he dresses up in rags (383ff.). Speakers

regularly purport to be 'ordinary men' who are speaking from necessity, not

preference, and say that any skill they show is due to their native eloquence and

the simple, sincere conviction of truth. Speakers apologise for having prepared

arguments and engaged expert help or, more often, they deny it outright. These

claims are unlikely to have fooled anyone and are, occasionally, quite incongruous

and disingenuous. In On the Mysteri¿s Andokides professes uncertainty about

how to proceed ($8) though he had already delivered at least one speech in his

defence, On the Return. Lysias, when prosecuting Erastosthenes, claimed to lack

experience (&netpio) and never to have taken anyone to court either himself or

on another's behalf (Lys. 12.3). That is to say, the audience not only accepted a

dramatic fiction that concealed expert participation in rhetoric but participated in

it.163

B. Avoidance of the appearance of special knowledge or research

Information that is obviously the result of special research is not unknown in

oratory. In order to disprove Agoratos' claim to have been involved in the
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assassination of the oligarch Phrynichos Lysias cites decrees several years old;

Andokides' argument for the completeness of Athens' revision of laws in 403 BC

includes evidence from several decrees and laws.16a However, these instances are

exceptional. Arguments that could make use of specific research usually fail to do

so. Discussion of particular laws tends to focus on suppositions about their

encapsulation of community standards or'the lawgiver's' or'your' intentions.

Though speakers often refer to Solon's reform of Athenian law, its nature is not

discussed, rather their purpose is to assert that he was the best of lawgivers.l6s

When they do provide evidence the authority they invoke is their listeners' own

knowledge or a respected traditional source such as 'our fathers'. For instance,

when Lysias wanted to emphasise the probability that his client's wealth had

been exaggerated, he named five people who were commonly thought to be rich

but turned out not to be. The examples are not supported by evidence of their

wealth but are introduced with the statement that"I have been told by my father

andotherelderlypeople that..." (&rf¡roo ytÌp éycrlys Kt[Ì toÛ æotpóç

ral &l"l"cov ftpeopDtépcrrv...). There are many other examples of a speaker

calling upon the listeners' collective memory for his evidence.166

References to historical events are framed in terms of the listeners' own

knowledge. They are almost invariably to familiar subjects and usually allusive.

Isokrates refuses to 'waste time relating disasters from other states', preferring

instances fresh in the audience's mind, that is, Athens' two oligarchic revolutions

(Isoc. 20.10). The Sicilian Expedition is 'the disaster' in which Nikias was

involved; Athens' defeat at Aigospotamoi is 'the disaster', 'when your ships

were destroyed' and 'the flrnal battle'.167 The use of the familiar can be seen also

in the exploitation of rumour as evidence: the pseudo-AndokideanAgainst

Alkibiadest6s claims that the cause of Kimon's ostracism was not the discrediting

of his pro-Spartan policies or his lack of enthusiasm for the democracy but

outrage at his incestuous relations with his sister (4.33). This scandal's
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persistence in the public memory is shown by a comic reference to it almost

thirty years after Kimon's death.l6e Where historical evidence is provided the

detail is usually greatly compressed and abbreviated. Orators are aware of this

and usually explain that detail is unnecessary, too much work, or likely to bore

the listeners. For example, Andokides abbreviates his description of the state of

the Athenian empire during the Peace of Nikias:

...Kül Xeppóvqoóv te elXo¡.rev Kül Nú6ov Kü,Ì EbBoioç
nl"éov f, trÌ ôúo ¡répr1' ruÇ r,e ü)uLaç û,æorr1o,ç ru,O,
äru,orov ðrr1yeìoOul pü,Kpòç ûv eiq l"óyoç.

"...'W'e held the Chersonese, Naxos and more than two parts of Euboia
while to mention the other settlements individually would take a long
speech."
(And. 3.9,tr. Olding)

Explicit abbreviation is frequent: Lysias mentions Nikias' achievements but is

disinclined to itemise them, or the individual names and qualities of the victims of

the Thirty Tyrants.lT0 Otherwise, historical evidence that is explicated is often

extremely simplified. Andokides conflates the beginning and end of the Persian

Wars (1.107-8). Both Alkibiades' apologists and denigrators massively simplify

his and his family's involvement in the religious scandals of 415 BC. r7l

References to Persia's relations with Greece are confined to platitudes about

Greece's unity in times of overt danger and Persia's attempts to promote

disunity.lT2 Perhaps the only instance of serious historiographical research in legal

oratory comes from the mid-4th century, where Apollodoros, prosecuting Neaira,

uses Thoukydides for background on the traditions and laws concerning Athenian

citizenship. Even so, the source is hidden.lT3 The overwhelming tendency is for

debates that could be aided by historical research to ignore it.r7a

Although the Oxyrhynchos rhetoricaltract sanctions the use of poetic quotes and

allusions - at least, the text itself includes quotes from Homer, Sophokles and
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Euripides - and these do occasionally appeùr in non-legal or reconstructed

speeches, they do not occur in real legal speeches until after c.380 BC.l7s After

this speakers do use poetic quotes for the purpose of emphasis, illustration or

evidence but instances are still rare and are usually apologised for, framed in terms

of the audience's own knowledge or accompanied by emphasis on the poet's

traditional high status and value. Speakers seem to be cautious about appearing

élitist, over-educated or snobbish. For example, Demosthenes derides Aischines

for having 'obviously looked up' a poetic quote instead of using one he would

have known anyway.rT6

The habit of speakers to cite the familiar in preference to the unfamiliar, to avoid

showing signs of special research, to simplify detail and to invoke the audience as

witness to their assertions, implies an assumption that the audience is, in fact,

akeady familiar with the details of the matters under discussion. What the

audience apparently 'knows' - with the provision of no evidence or evidence that

is compressed or allusive - includes the obscure, such as the outcome of a

particular private ftial171 , a private citizen's characterr7s, or details of events

decades earlier. In On the Murder of Herodes it suits Antiphon's argument to

establish that false accusations and unsolved crimes are common: he cites the

assassination of Ephialtes, an attempted murder of a man by his child-slave who

was identified only by chance, and the false charges of embezzlement brought

against the hellenotamiai. This survey is completed with the comment:

tuù0' b¡rôv obtôv bycrt olpal pspvto0ot toùç
fipsopDrápoDç, toùç ôè veotápouç fiDveúvto0or óoæep bpá.

"I imagine that the older men among you remember these things yourselves,

and the younger to have heard of them, as I have."

(Ant. 5.71, tr. Olding)
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The attack by the slave Antiphon describes as 'recent' but the other two

incidents are some time ago. The details of the hellenotamiai scandalare unknown

but Antiphon's phrasing implies that the incident was known as a story rather

than though the jury's personal experience: it happened .once, (notê), and .they

say' (tpc,oiv) that one of those involved had the name Sosias (Ant. 5.69-70). The

murder of Ephialtes occurred about forty-f,rve years before Antiphon's speech.

Though Aristotle names the assassin as Aristodikos of Tanagra,uncertainty

clearly existed which enabled Antiphon to attempt to involve the jurors as

witnesses.lTe Moreover, speakers provide information with the assertion that to

do so is unnecessary: in a legal speech Isokrates intemrpts his lengthy narrative

of Athenian history and Alkibiades' actions with the disingenuous statement that

'there is no need to speak at length' about Alkibiades and his opponents (Isoc.

16.8). These examples show that speakers' habits of abbreviation, simplification

and invoking popular memory as witness - even in the same breath as supplying

the relevant information - àre a conscious oratorical technique intended to frame

evidence in terms of the audience's own experience. Failure to do so, skipping

over information without flattering one's listeners that they know it anyway,

appears to have been poorly received. At least, Andokides does this in his On the

Return (e.g. $21), which was unsuccessful.

C. Absence of abstract reasoning from oratory

Having noted speechwriters' reluctance to show signs of research and cite

evidence in systematic form, it is unsurprising that public speeches rarely use

generalised principles - such as psychological generalisations on human behaviour

in a given situation - or abstract reasoning. By contrast, fictional and

reconstructed speeches often contain these. Antiphon's Tetralogies, for instance,

contain the generalised statements that it is diffîcult to detect a crime committed

by a clever man, and that excessive behaviour is characteristic of youth and
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restraint of maturity (in this case cited in order to be denied).I80 Euripides' and

Thoukydides' speeches use generalisations and theorisations widely, but their

incidence may be exaggerated by dramatic requirements, compression and the

authors' intellectual interests.l8l Fictional and reconstructed speeches are

doubtless often written precisely to provide examples and explore abstract ideas.

In real legal speeches generalisations and arguments from the abstract are very

rare. The few instances tend to be confined to cases with an admitted dearth of

actual evidence.l82 Antiphon is unusual in the frequency with which he uses

generalisations in his legal speeches, for instance, 'it is desirable to avoid danger

but, if it cannot be avoided, a clear conscience is the next best thing'183; 'crimes

are normally planned secretly and the victim, being ignorant until too late, would

naturally use his last breaths to accuse them'l8a; the political generalisation that

'stable laws are best'18s; and 'to act with swift anger denies judgement', a

sentiment that finds company in the fictional and reconstructed speeches of

Gorgias, Thoukydides and Plato.186 Speeches that contain generalisations are, in

fact, conspicuous by their failure. Antiphon's (failed) defence against a charge of

treason includes the argument that a speechwriter such as he would have gteater

interest in supporting democracy than oligarchy.r8T Andokides' (failed) On the

Return employs several generalised principles to advise his listeners how they

should regardhim: 'men suffer both good and bad forhrne and errors are almost

inevitable'; 'to risk one's life and property for the public benefit is more

deserving of recognition than normal public service'; and the remarkable sophism

that 'men's bodies should not be penalised for the effors of their opinions'.188 In

his speech On the Mysteries ten years later, which did succeed, he avoids

generalisations even where they might be useful.l8e In Plato's version of Sokrates'

Apology, a famous example of a speech that did not sway its listeners, he says

that he expects his explication of the beliefs underlying his behaviour to make

little impression on the jury and so - patronisingly - he proposes to give them
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concrete examples of his conduct, which they 'honour more' (ö b¡rdiç Tl[rû,re,

äpyo¡.teoelthough each of these cases certainly involved wider issues than the

style of the defendant, it can be concluded that Athenian juries did not favour

arguments that used non-concrete evidence. le I

Denigration of the intellectual qualities that value word-use, explicit methods of

argumentation, generalisation, calculation and technical terms is rare in real

oratory. 'Where it does appear it is part of a speaker's protestation of

inexperience and lack of skill in speaking. For instance:

ob yrÌp ôirorov otit' äpyrp ùpuptóvto õtù þtlpato
oorOflvor, oi5t' äpyç öp0ôç æpú(ovtu ôttÌ þf¡roto
üæol"éo0u1' rò pèv ytÌp þnpu ti¡ç yl.óoonç ùpúptqpú
bott, rò ô' bpyov tr'¡ç yvópqç.

"For it is not right that a man who has erred in his action be saved by

words, nor that a man who has acted properly be destroyed by words; for a

word is the sin of the tongue but the act [is the sin] of one's understanding."

(Ant. 5.5, tr. Olding; cf. Thuc. 4.86.6)

This suggests that Athenian jurors and Assembly-goers were not interested in

examination of the theoretical aspects of gaining and communicating knowledge.

Criticism of these things is almost entirely confined to fictional and reported

speeches, whose audiences probably comprised the educated classes. For

instance, in Antiphon's Tetralogies an apology is made for a subtle argument and

blame is passed to his opponent for making it necessary.le2

D. Conclusion

Attic oratory contains little or no evidence of criticism of intellectuals as such but

it does show a distinct preference for ordinary and patriotic values and for the
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systematic avoidance of certain characteristics of sophisticated techniques of

argument.

The Athenian public's rejection of intellectualism is most evident in the existence

of the motif of the quiet, ordinary man and unsophisticated speaker. This persona

is partly a rhetorical technique that enables a speaker to place himself on the level

of his audience, to avoid the appearance of superiority, litigiousness, or

deviousness. It is inconceivable that listeners were completely credulous and

unaware of the existence of speechwriters and their methods, so this persona is a

fiction that audiences supported in order to make the mode of public discourse

conform to and reflect their ideals. Chief among these ideals is the principle of

egalitarianism that underpins the administration ofjustice and the democratic

state.

On a psychological level, this persona presupposes the existence of the belief that

ordinary Athenians regarded speech that is direct and unadorned as evidence of

sincere personal conviction and anuninterfering nature, but also that truth ought

to be simple, straightforward, concrete and self-evident. Intellectual techniques

that can contribute to debate include the systematic presentation of evidence, the

use of generalisations and abstract reasoning, and complex argument such as the

use of subsidiary proofs as components of a wider proof. However, while these

appeàr in speeches for non-popular audiences (Chapter 1.6 B2), speeches

delivered to mass audiences show a marked tendency to avoid them. Instead, they

employ evidence that is concrete, conventionalised and exists in the domain of

popular knowledge, or is presented as though it does. For example, available

historiography is ignored in favour of versions that are dramatic, engaging and

agreeable to the listeners.le3 The strategy that speakers commonly employ seems

to involve the audience as witnesses and to flatter their knowledge. They seem to

be wary of appearing to have superior knowledge, as would happen with
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arguments and evidence that are not 'known by everyone'. The 'you all know'

motif, which orators employ widely, is inclusive, obviates the need to support

assertions with evidence and is fundamentally egalitarian. The conclusion is that

Athenian audiences believed that an argument that required a detailed and complex

proof was inherently specious - the association of äp|o with truth and concrete

actions, and Àóyor with specious words is a pervasive commonplace of Greek

popular thoughtlea - and that they resented the use of intellectual techniques, as

though it amounted to a claim to superiority.
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2.5 - Kleon's Mvtilene S?eech

In 427 BC, the fifth year of the Peloponnesian'war, Athens' ally Mytilene

revolted, carryiîgmost of Lesbos'with her. 'When the revolt had been suppressed

the Athenian Assembly voted a harsh punishment on Mytilene, the execution of

the entire male population and enslavement the women and children. Afterwards,

regret set in and the issue was reopened the next day. Thoukydides provides two

speeches purportedly from the second debate, the first by Kleon, the most

influential figure in Athens at the time (3.36.6), the second by an otherwise

unknown figure, Diodotos, the son of Eukrates. Kleon urged that the Athenians

uphold their original decision; in the course of his argument he makes a notable

attackon intellectuals and their methods, and he criticises the very process of

deliberation. The factthatDiodotos spends a third of his speech justifying his

right to speak and clearing the eloquent from suspicion before addressing the

matter at hand indicates the strength of Kleon's attack.le5 From these speeches

some conclusions can be drawn about the form, basis and extent of anti-

intellectual and anti-intellectualist attitudes in Athens in the public sphere.

Kleon identifies his opponents as 'the clever', 'the cleverest' and 'those who

speak well', using terms such as ôe[ótqç, [uvetcrltépoç, ooqófspoÇ and

toÛ ruÀ.ôç e'rnóvtoÇ. One of Thoukydides'threeuses of þt1tcÙp appears

in Kleon's mouth.le6 Later he refers to intellectuals explicitly, comparing the

Assembly's attitude in listening to these clever speakers to that when they listen

to the displays of sophists, Thoukydides' only direct reference to this class.le7 He

reinforces his opponents' status as clever intellectualised speakers by contrasting

them with ordinary men and implying that their values conflict. His own

argument is, he claims, grounded in statements of conventional principles

concerning human behaviour.

rcúvtcrrv ôè õervótû,tov e'r péÞorov tprv pqðèv ruQeott'¡(et
ôv ûv ô vooópteo ött Xelpool vóprotç

&rrvr1to ç Kptiootrrv borìv fl roì"ôç
älouorv rs P€rd orllqpovoÚvnç
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cb<pel,rprórspov fl ôe(rótr1ç perd ûrcoÀaoioç, oî rr
qoD).órspol rd)v ovOpóærov lrpòç roùç (uvetaltépoDç rbç bnl
tò nÀéov ü,pervov o'rroûor tdç nóÀetç.)

"But quite the most alarming thing is if nothing we have resolved upon shall
be settled once for all, and if we shall refuse to recognize that a state which
has inferior laws that are inviolable is stronger than one whose laws are good
but without authority; that ignorance combined with self-restraint is morè
serviceable than cleverness combined with recklessness, and that simpler
people for the most part make better citizens than the shrewd.',
(Thuc. 3.37.3, tr. Forster Smith, Loeb)

His statement that 'bad laws that are stable are better than good laws without

authority' is a maxim developed from the widely accepted notion that old and

stable laws are best (see below) and that consistency, even in error, is better than

inconsistency in pursuit of perfection. That 'ignorance in combination with

prudence is better than cleverness in combination with recklessness' derives from

the assertion, which is self-evident, that prudence is superior to recklessness; and

that 'the ordinary are better citizens than the clever' is not much different. His

proof that the Mytileneans have committed injustices and do not deserve

compassion depends on further commonly accepted generalisations: justice

consists in doing good to one's friends and harm to enemies (3.40.3) and that

excessive prosperity provokes insolence.les Such statements are what 4th century

rhetorical manuals call 'maxims' (yvópot), 'expressions of an individual

opinion about general matters of human conduct'. These are particularly

convincing when they are ävôo(or, that is, when they do not require

supplementary proof: they are self-evident, conforming to the listeners' pre-

existing beliefs.lee All of Thoukydides' speakers employ maxims but Kleon

particularly uses those that express conventional thought. Kleon's argument

therefore accords with accepted moral principles or, at least, it has this

appearance.'oo More particularly, he expresses personal conviction in and close

identification with these principles. This means that his public character

(ethopoiia) harmonises with and even epitomises generally accepted notions.

Kleon is not just defending a particular policy, the punishment of the
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Mytileneans, but identifies himself as the embodiment of ordinary people's

beliefs, and represents intellectual speakers as their antithesis.2Ol

Kleon's protest against reopening yesterday's debate is that overturning the

decision will reduce the authority of Athens' laws (vópOt;. The Mytilenean

decision was a decree, not a law, but his language suggests that he views, or

seeks to imply, that all VópOt - institutions and customs - afe under threat.

Moreover, this alludes to the contemporary intellectual debate over the

relationship between vó¡roç and <púOtç. Kleon's phrasing implies that he views

an issue Iarger than a single decree is at stake and that his opponents are the same

as the intellectuals, rhetoricians and philosophers who dissect and criticise

VópOf atwhim.202 That unchanging laws are good and necessary for a city to

prosper is a commonplace of Greek thought. Public speeches, both real and

invented, assume that traditional laws and practices are best, a platitude at which

speakers presumably expected their audiences to nod sagely.2O3 Comedians joked

that Athenians changed their laws recklessly: the comedian Plato says that

because of this no-one knows what city they are in, and one of Aristophanes'

.Assembly women' says that the Assembly 'legislates as though drunk'.204

Aristocratic writers such as Plato express discomfort with the 'rapid comrption of

written laws and customs'.205 This desire to examine, criticise and tamper with

established laws Kleon explicitly associates with his opponents and their desire to

prove their own cleverness:

oI ¡rèv yrÌp tôv 6 vól'r(Dv ooQórspor poúl.ovtgr <poiveooo,r

tôv te u'reì l"eyo¡rávolv bç tò Kotvòv T¡tplyîyvtoeCI,t, cbç bv

öl.l.orç pei(oorv obr û,v õr1}.óoovteç rnv Yvópnv, ral br
roù totoútou ttÌ æol,l"tÌ oqúl.l"ouot ttÌç æóÀetç' oI ô'

oæroroùvreç rî b( boutôv (uvéoer ü¡ro0éorspor pèv tôv
vóprov o(toùoiv elvu,t, ûôuvutórspol ôè tòv toÛ rcoÀôç

eInóvtoç ¡rápyoo0ot l.óyov, Kptrü,ì. ôè övteç ùnò toÙ 'ioou

¡.rúÀl,ov 
-fl 

olrrlvror0ì öpooùvror td æÀeicrl. cbç oöv 1pr1 roì
np&ç Tlotoùvroç pn ôervótqtr rol (uvéotoç &yôvr
bnorpopávoDç Ttopd ôó(ov tQ bpetápq nl"ieel nopüvftv'
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"The latter [the more shrewd] always want to show that they are wiser than
the laws, and to dominate all public discussions, as if there could never be
weightier questions on which to declare their opinions, and as a
consequence of such conduct they generally bring their states to ruin; the
former [the more humble], on the contrary, mistrusting their own insight,
are content to be less enlightened than the laws and less competent than
others to criticise the words of an able speaker, but being impartial judges
rather than interested contestants they generally prosper. Thus, then, we
ought to act and not be so excited by eloquence and combat of wits as to
advise the Athenian people contrary to our own judgment."
(Thuc. 3.37.4-5, tr. Forster Smith, Loeb)

The attitude that interference in established laws is bad and is a particular habit of

the clever has the corollary that the best citizens are those who defer to the laws.

Kleon calls this quality û¡ro0iu, not so much ignorance as intellectual

diffidence.206 He emphasises its value by saying that when it is combined with

orrlqpooÚvn it is better than õe[tótqç combined with &roÀctoia - implying

that apu0io is øssociated withocrlqpooúvl and õe(tótqç wittr

ù,rol,ooio.to7 The contrast is thereby formed between the intelligent, whose

affogance makes them inclined to interfere recklessly, and ordinary men who

uphold the state by prudently defening to its established institutions.

Kleon suggests that intellectual speakers could only want to speak from motives

of self-gratification and selfish advantage (eî-l a,vtrl"lì{ovrc,t is a

metaphorical reward). It is the city, not they, that will have to endure the

consequences of their bad advice. These the most fundamental (and hackneyed)

charges that can be brought against a politician.20s

... rcépôer bnotpópevoç îò ebtpenèç toÛ Àóyou brcæovrlooç
TropúTstv nüpaolxol. t ôè nóÀrç brc tôv rotôvôe ûyóvrrlv
trÌ pèv &01.u bréporç ô1ðonv, obtr'¡ ôè toùç KrvõúvoDq
ùvogápet.

"[He,] incited by gain, will by an elaborate display of specious oratory
attempt to mislead you. But in contests of that kind the city bestows the
prizes upon others, while she herself undergoes all the risks."
(Thuc. 3.38.2-3, tr. Forster Smith, Loeb)
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byrrr ¡rèv o0v rol rote ftpôtov roì vùv ôropúXo¡rot pn
psrü,yvôvor bpûç td npoõeôoypávu, pnõè rptol roìç
û(u¡r<poporúrotç ttt &pXÎt, oirtç rol flôovf¡ ì.óyrrrv rul
bnrerreiq, &poptúvtlv... of te tépæovteç Ióyç þqtopeç
ä(ouor rul bv ö1")"orç bl,úooootv ü,yôvo, tcul pi bv 0 ft
¡rèv æóì"rç ppuláu lo0eìoo peyúl"o (r1¡nóoetor, oi-rtol õè

br toõ et e'rrcfiv tò ruu0drv et uvttl,r'¡yovtor...

"Therefore, I still protest, as I have from the first, that you should not
reverse your former decision or be led into error by pity, delight in
eloquence, or clemency, the three influences most prejudicial to a ruling
state... As to the orators who charm by their eloquence, they will have

other opportunities of display in matters of less importance, and not where
the city for a brief pleasure will pay aheavy penalty while they themselves
get a fine fee for fine speaking."
(3.40.2-3, tr. Forster Smith, Loeb)

An accusation that is more specific to clever speakers' rhetorical expertise is their

addiction to the sound of their own voices. They cannot resist speaking at any

and every opportunity; they are concemed only with opportunities for display and

therefore treat serious occasions frivolously. This attacks not only the motives

and techniques of Kleon's intellectual opponents but also the validity of debate,

as the Assembly is, in his view, equally addicted. He describes Assembly-goers

as'holding a festival of oratory'(ayrovo0etoùvteç), being'watchers of words

andhearers of deeds'(o"rtrveç e'róOate 0eutoÌ pèv tôv l,óyrov

yiyveoOor, û,rpourol õè tôv äpyov) and admiring speakers as though

they were at an exhibition of sophists. Clever speeches make people judge

important matters on purely aesthetic grounds, which distract from the actual

with the possible and impede accurate and sensible judgement.20e

Kleon argues that intellectual reasoning is an impediment to action. He explicitly

contrasts the necessity of action with the 'excitement of eloquence and combats

of wits' (3 .37 .5). The phrase just cited, 'you are watchers of words and hearers of

deeds', throws l,óyor into a contrast with äpyu. As Àóyot have just been

associated with deception (tò ebtpenèç toÛ l"ó1ou) (3.38.2), this

emphasises that their contrast with äpyo is between the doubtful and specious on
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the one hand and the certain and factual on the other. This invokes an antithesis

that is a commonplace of Greek popular thought.21O It also has an impact upon

the interests ofjustice. In his evocation of moral principles Kleon argues that,

since retribution is a vehicle for justice, delay for deliberation and reconsideration

produces injustice by lessening one's anger at injury and therefore reducing the

strength of one's vengeful reaction.2ll

The danger that comes from allowing the clever to speak on serious matters is not

confined to their frivolity and inaction. Their desire to prove their cleverness

means that they are inevitably drawn to argue against the immediately apparent.

Whereas Kleon's beliefs are grounded in self-evident and conventional beliefs,

he anticipates that his rivals will argue against them. For instance, he asserts that

anyone opposing him will have to argue that the Mytileneans' injuries are, in

fact, beneficial to Athens.2l2 The ambiguous phrases he uses to describe their

arguments express his belief in intellectual discussion's perversity. They argue

7[Opd õó(u, meaning both 'against what seems best' and 'against expectation'

(3.37.5), and against tò núvu ôorcoÛv, both 'altogether our view' and 'the

universal opinion of men' (3.38.2). Kleon believes that clever speakers'

interference will affect not just an individual decree but matters that are concrete,

universal and self-evidently true.2l3

The general theme of Kleon's speech is that intellectual speakers are inherently

irresponsible and dangerous to the state. Their desire to display their skills

induces them to participate in every occasion for public speaking, though it may

not be appropriate. Their urge for inquiry leads them to examine and criticise

everything. Their need to prove their cleverness leads them to argue against the

accepted. Anti-intellectuals view these urges as potentially damaging to the

stability and authority of the state's instiflrtions and its ability to make effective

policy. Instead, they believe that traditional moral and political institutions should

be deferred to and should be above scrutiny and criticism. They believe that

intellectual analysis confuses the meaning of observed facts and the dictates of
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accepted opinion. This view of understanding is separate from reasoning and

214cllscusslon.

The exigencies of defending the previous day's decision required Kleon to

provide a rationale for it, to restore the anger under which the Athenians had

acted (3.36 .2), andto justify the policy of deterrence based on revenge.2ls His

case would also be strengthened if he could ascribe the reopening of the debate to

someone'S self-interest and lack of patriotic fervour. However, it was not

necessary for him to categorise these people as intellectualised clever speakers.

Either he genuinely believed that their methods, interests and view of the world

were fundamentally at odds with those of ordinary citizens and the state, or he

was trying to exploit suspicions about them that already existed latently in the

minds of the Assembly-goers. His use of conventional notions ofjustice, political

stability and patterns of human behaviour suggests that he believes that his

conclusion is the extension of the sentiments of ordinary people. The fact that

they had not reached it yet themselves he ascribes to their weakness, failure to

come to grips with their own interests, and their addiction to oratorical displays.

The final vote in the debate was naffow, so it is likely that Kleon's attack on

intellectual methods did, in fact, strike a chord with the listeners (3.49.1).

The first three chapters of Diodotos' speech reply to Kleon's attack on debate and

the supposed characteristics of clever speakers. This indicates the force and

plausibility of his argument, though Diodotos focuses on the damage done to the

democratic process rather than the validity of the intellectual approach (3.42-44).

Kleon's and Diodotos' speeches not the only ones that were made in the Mytilene

debate (3.36.6). The fact thatit is these that Thoukydides provides must be

deliberate and advised. He introduces Kleon with a personal comment, which is

atypical of his method, saying that he was, at that time, both the most forceful (or

'violent') and persuasive of the citizens.2l6 Thoukydides gives no other Athenian

demagogue (a non-aristocratic politician) such a detailed portrait or even, for that

matter, a speech.2l1 Itmay be that he intends Kleon to be the exemplar and
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representative of all demagogues and to imply that his anti-intellectualism is

typical of that class.218

Kleon also represents a change in Athenian political vision. It has long been

recognised that Kleon's speech contains echoes of Perikles.2lt Whereas Perikles'

speeches represent the unity of reason and emotional dynamism of Athens at her

height, the Mytilene debate shows the bifurcation of these qualities. Diodotos is

explicitly concerned with calculating self-interest (3.44.1-2). Kleon is violently

emotional and reactive. Kleon highlights the negative aspects of Perikles' quality

of reason: submission to the seductiveness of l"óyol, accepting this in place of

bpyu, and irresponsible enjoyment of the aesthetic over the practical.22o Th.

Mytilene debate is an illustration of the condition of Athens' political leadership

and public decision-making. One aspect of this was based upon unreflective

reaction to the immediate and concrete and the acceptance of traditional views, in

this case the bald fact that Athens has been wronged and was entitled to exact

retribution (3.38.1, 39.I-6,44.2-4), and suspicion of methods that rejected or

modified these things.
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2.6 - The Trial of Nikomqchos

Nikomachos \ryas brought to trial in 4001399 BC, the same year as Sokrates and

Andokides .221 Aprosecution speech written by Lysias survives, in fact the only

source for the triaI.222 The specif,rc charge seems to be embezzlement (t<l,On{):

Lysias says that many other men have already been executed for this crime and

that a conviction will deter others from thieving public funds (Lys. 30.23,25).

Another possibility is malfeasance (&ôirrov), depriving the state of income.

This would add force to Lysias' criticisms of Nikomachos' delays and having

compiled the wrong documents.223 However, the speech proceeds by vilifîcation

and insinuation, so the actual charges are unclear. Much of this invective is

standard but it tends to revolve around his abuse of his position as an

üvoypurp eDç"4, a legal secretary involved in the transcription and revision of

Athens' laws and calendar of sacrifices from 410 BC, of which a number of

marble fragments have been discovered."t The exact function and powers of the

û,VAypU<peiç are uncertain but, at very least, they sought out and collected laws,

'writing them up' in public andlor transcribing them for Athens' central archive,

the Metroön, which was established in the last decade of the 5th century. This

implies that they were also able to discriminate between laws that conflicted with

one another or overlapp"d."u Nikomachos' function makes him a publicly

recognised technical expert who used analytic techniques according to the

application of certain underlying principles. This means that he can intelligibly

be considered to be a representative of intellectualism, if not an intellectual in his

own right. The imputations that Lysias makes against him are useful evidence for

the nature of anti-intellectualism.

Nikomachos was not the only ûvû,ypCI,qeÚç but it appears that he had a certain

prominenc e."7 lflris tenure was exceptionally long, from 410 to 399, including a

reappointment after the removal of the Thirfy Tyrants.22g His prosecutor viewed

him as solely responsible for the transcription of laws and sacrifices, and does not

mention any other reason for acting against him, though speakers often cite

personal animosity in order to avoid being called sycophants."n A.istophanes
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mentions him in The Frogs,produced early in 405 BC. Towards the end of the
play Pluto, as he sees Dionysos and Aischylos off, asks them to invite
Nikomachos, along with several others, to join him by committing suicide ( 1504_

14). Most of those mentioned at the same time occupied prominent political,
military or administrative posir.ions. Kleophon was one of Athens' most
influential democratic politicians in the last years of the peloporuresian War.
Adeimantos was an associate of Alkibiades and possibly related to him; though
he had been disgraced in the religious scandals of 415 BC, at the time of
performance he held a senior military command. The æoprorCI,i were public
officials in charge of tribute.2'o That Nikomachos was associated with these
figures suggests his prominence in the public eye.

whatever the formal charge, Lysias' imputations amount to, first, disdain of the
principle of public accountability and, second, impiety. He alleged that
Nikomachos exercised more power than he was entitled to, his first commission
taking six years when the demos 'decree allowed four months, his second four
years when he was allocated one month (ç2, 4,29). He has refused to submit to
the official scrutiny (eö0uvar) required of all public officers (g3-5). His

treatment of the laws is reckless, giving different laws to plaintiffs appearing in
the same cases ($3). The most infamous example was at the end of the
Peloponnesian War when he supplied the oligarchic partisans on the Boulewith a

law that enabled rhem to dispose of Kleophon by stacking his trial (g11_13).

Lysias falls short of accusing Nikomachos of conspiracy but says that he wished
to please the oligarchs.23r He alleges that Nikomachos, as an c,vu,ypogsúç,
inscribed and erased laws at whim ($2, 5), ignoring his directions and assuming

supreme authority over the whole law code (oùtòv ùnúvtr¡v rcúprov

bnoirlooto) ($4). He comrpted the laws of Solon and assumed the position of
lawgivcrhimself ($2,26,28).In short, he treated the foundations of the state

according to his own whim and the limitations on his power with contempt. This
is reinforced by the insinuations that he belonged to a shadowy andexploitative
clique (ç25-27,31-35), having doubtful citizenship, which, if true, would mean
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that the integrity of government was usurped ($2, 5-6, 27,29), and by his

suppo s ed financial irresponsibility ( $ 19 -22)

Nikomachos' alleged anti-democratic attitudes and behaviours are effects of

affogance, based upon a sense of intellectual superiority. In fact, the allegation

that Nikomachos took bribes and embezzled funds is probably an attempt to

provide a plausible explanation for his alleged activities (ç2,26 cf.27).It is hard

to believe the statement that Nikomachos was able to refuse to submit to

eil0uvü,r for the six years after his original appointment in 410 ($5), and even

harder to believe that he could then be re-appointed in 403. His long term of

office without official scrutiny is more likely to be a consequence of the demos'

expectation that the work of recodifying the laws and the sacrificial calendar

would not take long. The officials undertaking the work were probably appointed

on the assumption that they would be examined when they finish ed.232If so, the

criticism of this aspect of Nikomachos' behaviour is, therefore, based on a

deliberate misrepresentation of or a failure to understand the nature of his work.

The prosecutor's afiitude towards Nikomachos' work on the schedule of

sacrifices reveals more clearly the tendency to hold experts responsible for the

unwanted results of their methods. Lysias insinuates that Nikomachos has

attacked traditional sacrifltces ($18-19) and been impious ($17 cf. 25), even

calling him a 'temple-robber' (repóoDl.oç) ($21).

æôç ô' ûv trç eboepáotepoç Távolto b¡roù, öotrq ûErô
npôtov pèv rutd rù nútptc, 0Úerv, 'êne:ru ù pû,l,l"ov
oupqépet tf¡ nól.er, ätr ôè ü ö ôfr¡¡roç byrl<pioolo Küì
ôuvr1oópeOu õanovâ,v br tôv npootóvrcùv Xpnlrúrov;

"And how could a man show greater piety than mine, when I demand, first
that our sacrifices be performed according to our ancient rules, and second

that they be those which tend to promote most the interests of the state, and

finally those which the people have decreed and which we shall be able to

afford out of the public revenue?"
(Lys. 30. 1 9, tr. Lamb, Loeb)
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Lysias emphasises that the sacrif,ices that Nikomachos has altered or rejected are

those sanctioned by the demos and tradition. However, he implies that these

sacrifices have a hierarchy: the ancestral, the expedient, and those that are

popular and financially viable. The sacrifices that he is particularly concerned to

defend are the ancestral ones, recorded on the oldest tablets (rúpBetç) and stelai

($ 18, 20, 2I). He refers to these in terms that emphasise their antiquity and co-

existence with the country, for instance br tôv Tryevnpévrrlv (918 cf. 17,

21,25). This allegation may not be mere oratorical embroidery as it is consistent

with the restoration of the surviving inscription of sacrifîces.233

The prosecutor's emphasis on the regulations' antiquity and his insistence that

proper observance is necessary to ensure the prosperity ofthe state ($18-19 cf.

25,30) reveals a traditionalist attitude towards religion. The work on sacrificial

regulations can hardly have avoided some systemisation of practices as the

anagraphe¿s found them: selecting, rejecting and altering sacrifices, on the basis

of their views about the rites' underlying meaning, object, and conformity to

standard forms. It is just Nikomachos' disregard for antiquity and accepted

practice that, in the prosecutor's view, disqualified him from making these kinds

of decisions:

Kû,irol, ô &vôpeç ômootoi, Trepl eboeBeioç ob lrüpd
Ntro¡rú1ou Xpn poveúv€tv, ü,¡.1,' br tôv ysysvrlpévrrlv
oKofi€lv.

"But of course, gentlemen of the jury, we are not to be instructed in piety
by Nicomachus, but are rather to be guided by the ways of the past."
(Lys. 30.18, tr. Lamb, Loeb)

The outcome of the trial is unknown but the condition of the inscription

associated with Nikomachos' work gives a hint. An extensive area of the

inscription was erased and re-inscribed. Lysias does not mention any such

wholesale erasure, though it would have supported his case to do so ($2, 5 etc.)

Indeed, as the contents of the surviving inscription are consistent with the

prosecutor's stated preference for the information from the ancient tablets and
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regulations (çI7 ,2I), it is likely that the erasure and rewriting took place after

the trial.23a This implies that Nikomachos was condemned - whatever the formal

charge was - and his codification work was reversed. He is, in fact, not heard of

agaln.

If the prosecution was successful, it illustrates the strength of the suspicion that

could exist towards a technical expert and his methods. (There may well have

been a political aspect to the trial ($31 cf. 7-8) but this is not relevant for current

purposes.) Nikomachos' alleged recklessness while in authority may have been

thought to come from a sense of intellectual or technical superiority but there is

no blatant anti-intellectual imagery used in the speech. Lysias does not identify

Nikomachos with intellectuals, though he does suggest that he and his cronies

who prey upon the state are 'powerful speakers' (tôv ôuvopápevrrlv

l,éyetv) ($24), an imputation perhaps comparable to Kleon's association of his

'clever speaker' opponents with intellectualism. However, the hostility towards

his apparent interference in laws and religious procedures is probably the

prosecutor's and jury's interpretation of the results of his codification work,

which is an intellectual process. Although this was commissioned by the demos

in the f,rrst place and there is no evidence that Nikomachos would have attempted

to defy any direct order ($21), his work may have provoked disquiet in the

Athenian community. The necessity of repealing old laws that conflicted with or

duplicated new laws would expose changes in Athenian institutions - hitherto

thought to be ancient and immutable - and thereby make the state seem

discontinuous and unstable. It may be significant that the most trenchant

assertions of the value of stable laws and the evil of legislative change appear in

the 4th century, after this realisation of the existence and extent of change (and

the psychological shock of the abuses of the oligarchic governments in 411 and

40413 BC)."t The rejection of some sacrifices, especially ancient ones, for

whatever reason - in this case, probably intellectual consistency - would conflict

with conventional ideas about human relationships with the gods. These

intellectual practices could be easily interpreted as causing recklessness, the

presumption of superiority over ordinary citizens and the institutions of the state,
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and criminal disregard for the religious integrity and safety of the state. The

allegations presuppose that tampering with state practices and institutions on the

basis of intellectual scrutiny is to undermine them, and that the authority of
religious observances consists in their antiquity and form rather than any other

quality that intellechral scrutiny might be able to identify.
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2.7 - The Trial of Sokrates

In 399 BC Sokrates was indicted on charges of impiety and comrpting the young;

the jury found him guilty and voted for his execution. This incident is the most

famous attack on an intellectual figure in classical history. The issues of

importance for this study are the form that the attack took, its meaning for

negative views of intellectuals or the intellectual process, and the nature of the

Athenians' involvement.

The information available on Sokrates' trial amounts to the indictment, the

identity of the three prosecutors, Meletos, Anytos and Lykon, and the charges to

which Plato and Xenophon refer explicitly or implicitly. Of additional interest is

the speechwriter Polykrates' Accusation of Sokrates, probably written within ten

years of the trial; it will be treated as a separate item of evidence in the next

section.236

A. The formal charges

rúõe bypúyoto Koì üvtropóooro Mál.nroç Mel,tltou
flrt0eùç )rorpúret )rrl<ppovlorou Al.rrlneri¡0ev' üõrrfl
Xrrrrpúrr1ç, oùç pèv t nóÌurç vopi(sl Oeoùç ob vo¡ti(cov,
ärepo ôè rurvd õorpóvtu, e'ror1yoúpevoç' &õtreì õè rul
roùç váouç õto<pOeipov. ri¡lnpo 0úvoroç.

"This indictment and affidavit are sworn by Meletus, the son of Meletus of
Pitthos, against Socrates, the son of Sophroniscus of the deme Alopece:

Socrates is guilty of refusing to recognize the gods recognized by the state,

and of introducing other new divinities. He is also gtillty of comrpting the

youth. The penalty demanded is death."

(D.L.2.40,tr. R.D. Hicks, Loeb)

Diogenes names his source as the 2nd century AD collector Favorinus who

claimed to have found the document in the Metroön in Athens. This is not
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implausible. The wording is almost identical to Xenophon's in the Memorabilia
and practically identical to that inhis Apotogl,t. plato does not claim to quote the

charge exactly.237It is significant that the apologists do not deny the legitimacy of
any ofthe charges.

41. Religious charges: refusing to acknowledge the gods of the city

Exactly what the charge of 'refusing to acknowledge the gods of the city' consists

in is somewhat obscured by the wide range of meaning of vopi(etV. Essentially,

it means 'to recognise by customary practice', including .to worship, and .to

believe'.238 Sokrates' prosecutors apparently believed that his offence consisted

in unbelief. This is clearly the meaning of the exchange between Sokrates and

Meletos that Plato depicts as taking place in the trial.

bycrt yrÌp oil_ ôúvo¡rCI,l poO€îv, æótepov l.éyerç ôrðúorerv
pe vo¡ri(erv elvq,i .îlvCI,ç Oeoúç, rol obrò C ú"pu- vopi(rrr
*:ot^ 0eoúç, rol obr eþl rò 

-napunuv 
üéeoç obðè ,äOr¡

&ðrrô, ob ¡révror oúonep ys fì nó)"tç, û1,¡,d btépouç, roi
roùt' éo'v. ö. por byral"eìç, ötl btéþouç. fi nuvrunooi pe
rpflç oóte ubròv vo¡ri(erv Oeoùç toúç re-üÀ¡,ouç roûtu 

r--

õtôúorerv.
Toûto Àéyro,_ g! rò nupunav ob vopi(erç 0eoúç.0 0ouptÍore Mé)"qre, îvc, ri tuûtq, Xlirré; obôè fl.rov

gírqè oeÀr1vr1v öpa vopi(rrr Oeoùç elvo,r, öonep oI üÀl.or
üv0pcorcor;

Md, Ai, ô üvðpeç ôrrootoi, blcel tòv pèv rll,rov ÀiOov
pr¡òrv elvCI,r, tr1v ôè oel.rlvrlv yqv.

Avo(oyópou 
^oler rotr.¡yopeìv, ô rpiÀe MéÀqte, rû,ì, oútro

Korügpovdiç rdrvôe raì o"rer obtoùç ûneipoDç Tpop¡rúrcrrv
el,vCI,r, óore obr< e'rõévq,r, ö' rrÌ Avâ(oyóþou'Brpi"io roû
Kl"a(o¡revlou yé¡.rer toúrorv tôv Àóyr,tv; rol ôr,¡ ral oI
véor tuûr o Top' bpoû ¡rovOúvouorv, û, ä(eotrv bvtore, et
æúvu noÀÀoû, ôpoXpîç brc tî¡ç öp^¡r1oquç npw¡tê,volç
)rrlrpútoDç Koroye¡.û,v, brÌv npooæori¡rur-bøuroù eìvár,
úi"l,a4 te rol oútroç üronu övru,. û,ÀÀ,, ô npòç Aróç,
oÍ-rtrrloi oor õorô obðévo vo¡ri(erv Oeòv eìvor;
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Ob ¡révtot Lrd Aio obõ' öær¡ottoùv

Sok: 'For I am unable to understand whether you say that I teach that
there are some gods, and myself then believe that there are some gods, and

am not altogether godless and am not a wrongdoer in that way, that these,

however, are not the gods whom the state believes in, but others, and this is
what you accuse me for, that I believe in others; or you say that I do not
myself believe in gods at all and that I teach this unbelief to other people.'

Mel: 'That is what I say, that you do not believe in gods at all.'
Sok: 'You amaze me, Meletus! Why do you say this? Do I not even

believe that the sun or yet the moon are gods, as the rest of mankind do?'
Mel: 'No, by Zeus,judges, since he says that the sun is a stone and the

moon earth.'

Sok: 'Do you think you are accusing Anaxagoras, ffiy dear Meletus, and

do you so despise these gentlemen and think they are so unversed in letters

as not to know, that the books of Anaxagoras the Clazomeniaî ane full of
such utterances? And forsooth the youth learn these doctrines from me,

which they can buy sometimes (if the price is high) for a drachma in the

orchestra and laugh at Socrates, if he pretends they are his own, especially

when they are so absurd! But, for heaven's sake, do you think this of me,

that I do not believe there is any god?'

Mel: 'No, by Zeus, you don't, not in the least."'
(PI. Ap.26c-e, tr. Fowler, Loeb cf. Euthph.3b)

Sokrates' apologists do not deny that disbelief in the gods was an offence, nor do

they deny Meletos' contention that naturalistic rationalisation of phenomena

traditionally thought to be divine was irreligious. Rather, they dispute that

Sokrates indulged in these practices or held these beliefs. It seems that such

speculation indeed was generally considered to be impious.23e Plato's Sokrates

comments that studying 'the things in the air and the things beneath the earth'

and 'not believing in the gods' (ött ttÌ pslécrrpq, ruT ttÌ itæò yÎ¡ç, roì

Oeoùç pt¡ vopi(stV) was an allegation commonly (and therefore plausibly)

made against philosophers.2aO Aristophanes made the same connexion in The

Clouds decades earlier. Indeed, Plato names him specifically as one of Sokrates'

'original accusers' who had for years been disseminating false impressions of him

through malice, ignorance or irresponsibility.2al Diopeithes' 'decree' and a

fragment from an unknown Euripides play similarly assume that astronomy is
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connected to atheism, affirming that the association was, at least, intell igible.2a2

Meletos clearly considered - or believed that the jury considered - that

astronomy and naturalistic rationalisation of divine phenomena were activities

characteristic of intellectuals, and that these things were evidence of or led to

atheism.

Sokrates' apologists and his detractors - the comedians and the rhetorician

Polykrates - indicate that Sokrates was famous for criticising traditional stories

and being prepared to discard those that failed to meet certain criteria. His

apologists emphasise that his overriding criterion was belief in the morality of the

gods themselves. When Plato's Euthyphro justified the indictment of his own

father by citing the precedent of Zeus' punishment of Kronos, sokrates

comments that Meletos' accusation of impiety is due to his rejection ofjust such

immoral stories.2a3 Athenians may have interpreted such a sceptical attitude

towards myths as tantamount to rejecting the gods, as though it was a denial of
their diviniry.244

While there is no reason to think that failure to participate in public worship was

a crime at Athens2a5, popular understanding about the condition of Sokrates'

belief would have been based on perceptions of his religious activity. His

apologists repeatedly emphasise his piety, his punctiliousness in religious

observance and the fact that this was demonstrated in publi c view.246 A fragment

from a Hypereides speech, dating to the second half of the 4th century, says,

"our ancestors punished Sokrates for his words. ..¡;.247 The context is unknown

but it implies that he was punished for what he believed or advocated, not for any

particular act or omission. Plato depicts Sokrates asking Meletos to specify

whether he was supposed to deny some or all gods - this is a dangerously leading

question if there were in lact any that might leap to the listener's or reader,s

mind.2a8It is therefore hard to believe that he did, in fact, fallto make sacrifices or
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conspicuously ignore any god.24e However, even if he was punctilious in his

observances, the chargethathe failed to acknowledge the gods could be an

interpretation of his expressed beliefs about the nature of sacrifices or the manner

in which he made them. Xenophon's story that Sokrates asked the Delphic oracle

how he should best honour the gods indicates that he did not accept tradition as

sufficient basis for practice.250 He also departed from accepted belief when he

asserted that a sacrificer's moral state (eboápetu; was more important to the

gods than his generosity in sacrifice, that ascribing good fortune to luck is

atheistic, and that sacrifices in themselves may not be of any interest or use to the

gods.2s1 Sokrates' 'refusal to acknowledge the gods of the city' could therefore

refer to unorthodox beliefs about religious practice and unconventional modes of

observance as much as to his professed belief.2s2If this were the case, it is not

surprising that Sokrates' apologists do not highlight it. The prosecutors and

jurors identified belief in the gods with acknowledgement of them: uncritically

accepting divine phenomena, such as the planets, and the traditional stories told

by the poets, and adhering to traditional observances. They may also have

identified the various forms of acknowledgement, so that unorthodox behaviour in

one aspect was assumed to be tantamount to rejecting all aspects.

42. Religious charges: intoducing new gods

Plato and Xenophon assume, in both their own voices and through the mouths of

others, that Sokrates' daimonion is the central basis for the accusation of

'introducing new gods'.

Koi lrot \uêye, ti roì fiotoùvrú oá qrlot õru<p0eipttv 1oùç
váouç;

Å.rono., ô Ooupúott, cbç oütc¡ y' oroùoot. qqoì Ydp pe

fiorrlrnv elvar Oeôv, ruì öç Kü,1voùç Trotoùvtü,ç 0eoÚç,
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Joùç õ' _oploio,ç ob vopi(ovru, bypúyCI,ro roúrrov qbtôv
äverc,, óç grlorv.

Mqv0úvro, ô Xórporeç. öu õl où rò ðarpóvrov gnç
ogri,î, brúorote yiyveoOc,r. cbç oûv rq,rvotoûvtóç oou'nepì
It 9gìo yé,ypuntar ra,útr.¡v trlv ypu<prlv, rc,l öç énpoÀôv
ôr) äpleror e'rq tò ôrra,orr.¡prov, eiOolç'ötr. etrôrúÊol"ä td
totoùro fipòç toùç noÀÀoúç.

Euthph.: "...Now tell me, what does he [Meletos] say you do that
comrpts the young?"

Sok: "Absurd things, my friend, at first hearing. For he says I am a maker
of gods; and because I make new gods and do not believe in the old ones, he
indicated me for the sake of these old ones, as he says.,'

Euthph.: "I understand, socrates; it is because you say the divine monitor
keeps coming to you. So he has brought the indictment against you for
making innovations in religion, and he is going to court to slander you,
knowing that slanders on such subjects are readily accepted by the people.,'
(Pl. Euthph.3a-b, tr. Fowler, Loeb)

toúrou õè olriov bonv ö bpeiç b¡roù óate
nol.l"uXoû Àéyovtoç, ött por Oeìóv tr
yiyver,ut, ö ôTì rcol bv tn ypoqn bæm oç
bypúyuto' b¡rol õè roût' éotrv br nu,rõòç &p[ú¡revov gcovrl

Trç ylyvopávrl, fl ötov yév4tor, ûel unor pênrr pe toùco ö 
'

öv páÀÀro npar,r,cw, nporpêner ðè oónote...

sok: "But the reason for this [lack of participation in the state], as you have
heard me say atmany times and places, is that something divine and
spiritual comes to me, the very thing which Meletus ridiculed in his
indictment. I have had this from my childhood; it is a sort of voice that
comes to me, and when it comes it always holds me back from what I am
thinking of doing, but never urges me forward.,,
(Pl. Ap.3lc-d, tr. Fowler, Loeb)

Ioryú ys pTìv ða,rpóvro ndtç ûv bycrl ero<peporpl Àáyrov ötr
Oeoû ¡ror qcr:vl <puiveta,r orlpc,ivouoq, ö ln'XpT\ nordru;

sok: "As for 'introducing new divinities,' how could I be guilty of that
merely in asserting that a voice of God is made manifest to me indicating
my duty?"
(Xen. Ap. 12, tr. Todd, Loeb)
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ôrete0púl"to ydp, rbç tpoirl )crlrpútr1ç 1Ö õorpóvrov boutQ
onpü1vslv' öOev ôr) roì ¡rúì.rotú pot ôoKoÛorv ubtòv
q,'rrrúooo0u,r rarvd õutpóvru e'totpépetv.

Xen.: "Indeed, it had become notorious that Socrates claimed to be guided

by 'the deity': it was out of this claim, I think, that the charge of bringing in

strange deities [most] arose."

(Xen. Mem. 1.I.2, tr. E.C. Marchant, Loeb)

Sokrates' daimonion may have been popularly understood as an aspect of

intellectual irreligion. Meletos' mention of it in his prosecution speech and

Sokrates' lengthy descriptions, both in his defence and elsewhere in his

apologists' works, imply that it was fairly widely known but little understood.

Plato's Sokrates acknowledges that the 'divine voice' was an unusual, even

unique, phenomenon.253 Xenophon insists that it was no different from - even

superior to - accepted 'signs' and other forms of divine contact, which also

implies that there was something unconventional about its form.25a However,

Xenophon was not present at the trial; his speculation that the daimonion was

most likely the basis of the charge indicates that he did not really know how the

prosecutors supported the accusation and believed that there may have been

other reasons.255 The use of the plural (0SO1, õUfpóVfA) in the indictment

indicates that Meletos believed or sought to imply that there was more to the

accusation than the daimonion alone.256 The phrase KütVd õAt¡róVfU,

probably means 'new divine things' as much or more than'new gods', which

accords with the view that Sokrates' offence consisted in his supposed religious

attitudes and practices in general rather than worshipping new gods as such.

Sokrates' apologists speak as though it refers to both the peculiar form of his

divine contact, his daimonion andto 'new gods'.2s7

ln The Clouds Aristophanes depicts Sokrates as denying the existence of

conventional gods, instead swearing by emblems of science and rhetoric - Chaos,

Tongue, Air, Respiration and the Clouds (Chapter 2.1B6). Strepsiades' literal-
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mindedness causes him to suppose that denyin g zgos means that he has been

overthrown by vortex, as Zeus overthrew Kronos (3g0-1, g26-g,1474). This is a

parody of the simplistic personification of the naturalistic theories with which

intellectuals replaced gods as the causes of various phenomena. Sokrates,

prosecutors may have suspected or sought to imply that this was true, that his

denial of conventional gods was 'proved' by the existence of at least one

replacement, his daimonion.

Sokrates' prosecutors' and jurors' belief that he was impious is based on a

popular interpretation of intellectuals' proverbial activities, that the adoption of
naturalistic explanations for divine phenomena left no room for traditional gods.

Sokrates is the only intellectual accused of introducing new gods, but it may

represent a view that science is really a substitute religion that the destruction of
real religion makes necessary, as Aristophanes had implied. This also highlights

the belief that religious innovation and/or private religion could be offensive and

even dangerous. Athenian religious experience was usually public and communal

and cults' maintenance and mediation was a state responsibility."r Sokrates' talk

about the daimonion and giving his friends advice on the basis of its authority

may have had the appearance of proselytising a non-traditional cult.25e Suspicion

about Sokrates' religious condition may have been furthered by his association

with some individuals who were guilty of flagrantly irreligious acts. Alkibiades

and Kritias were implicated in the impiety scandals of 415 BC; less famously,

Aristodemos 'the dwarf refused to make sacrifices, pray or use divination.260

There is, however, no clear evidence that this issue was raised in the trial.

B. Comrpting the young

common usage of the phrase 'comrption' indicates that it includes impiety,

violence, sensuality, immodesty, dishonesty, disrespect for elders and so on - in
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general, a lack of restraint of desires and passions.26l According to Plato, Meletos

alleged that Sokrates' irreligion, which itself came from his astronomy and

naturalistic speculation, caused the comrption of the young:

fl ðî¡l,ov õrj ötr Kü,rd rtlv ypognv, f,v bypúyrrl, Oeoùç
õrôúorovro ¡,ul vopi(rlv oùç ft æóÀrç vopi(er, ätepo õè
ðurpóvra Kû,tvú; ob raùtu, l"áyerç, ötr ôrôúorrov ôrarp0eipcrl;

IIúvu ¡.rèv otv orpóôpo taôro Àáycrt.

Sok: "'Or is it evident, according to the indictment you brought, that it is
by teaching them not to believe in the gods the state believes in, but in other
new spiritual beings? Do you not say that it is by teaching this that I
comrpt them?'

Mel: 'Very decidedly that is what I say."'
(Pl. Ap.26b,tr. Fowler, Loeb, and Pl. Euthph.3a-b, quoted in A2 above cf.
Pl. Ap.24c-27e)

Xenophon also reproduces an exchange in which Sokrates scores some points off

Meletos on the issue of his alleged influence on the young (Ap. 19-21). However,

Plato's version barely addresses the corruption charge and seems to have the

object of (a) making Meletos contradict himself on the religious issue and (b)

showing that he had not given thought to what 'comrption of the young' really

meant. Both points would substantiate the general Sokratic contention that few

people really know what they profess to know. It may be Plato's intention to

combine this point with a rebuttal of what, in his view, was the central aspect of

the comrption allegation, Sokrates' supposed impiety.262 However, the charge of

comrption is not, indeed, dependent on irreligion. The two points are indeed

separated (te... roÌ) at Pl. Ap. 24b-c.It is more acctrate to say that the

comrption charge revolved around the issue of political and social inculcation,

education to 'make the young better'.263 Xenophon's account of the trial indicates

that he viewed comrption as consisting in the destruction of one's moral

disposition (of which piety is only a part) and resistance to physical pleasures

(see n. 261 above). Apart from physical and practical education, such as basic
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literacy and numeracy, education in the wider sense, the inculcation of moral and

social virtues, was traditionally viewed as coming from learning traditional poetry

and from involvement in the political and social life of the city. This is the

attitude of Sokrates' prosecutors. 'When invited to indicate those responsible for

bettering the young, Plato's Meletos says that it is the laws; when pressed to

name individuals he says that the jurors, the senators and the Assembly-goers are

all beneficial'264 The implication is that he believed that Sokrates interfered in this

process' Xenophon reinforces this interpretation, depicting Meletos as saying

that the comrpted are 'those who prefer to obey Sokrates rather than their

parents'.265 In the Gorgias (c.390 BC) plato has Sokrates speculating that the

charge of comrption might be brought against him:

obôév' cäote "rorrlç, ö tr öv túXcrr, roùro ftsloopû,l.

"...[I]f anyone alleges that I either comrpt the younger men by reducing
them to perplexity, or revile the older with bitter expressions whether in
private or in public, I shall be unable either to tell the truth and say - ,,It is
on just grounds that I say all this, and it is your interest that I serve
thereby, gentlemen of the jury" - or to say anything else; and so I daresay
any sort of thing, as luck may have it, \ /ill befall me.',
(Pl. Gorg. 522b-c,tr. Lamb, Loeb).

Sokrates readily admits that he examined poets, artisans and politicians, exposing

the lack of depth and consistency in their knowledge. This implicitly criticised

their ability to educate the young. He also denied that the young's most

immediate and personal influences, their own fathers, relatives and acquaintances,

were qualified either.266 Rather, he advocated that the young should be taught by

experts. The most memorable example of this is Xenophon's story that Anytos'
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grudge against Sokrates rwas due to his suggestion that Anytos' son should receive

an education not restricted to the family business of tanning.267

The prosecutors suspected that the education that Sokrates offered the young

induced comrption also on account of its method and content.268 Plato depicts

Sokrates shortly before his trial commenting on the hostility that existed towards

novel intellectual teaching:

A0¡vuiolç Tdp ro1, cbç bpol õorfr, ob o<póôpc, pél.er, û,v
rtvCI, ðervòv oiorvtur etvCI,t, prj pávtor ôrõuorcuÀrrcòv ti¡ç
obroù ooqiüç' öv õ' öv rol {iÀÀouç o1rrrvrCI,l fioæìv
rotoÛroDç, OupoùvraL, ú^c' oöv <pOóvqo, rbç où l"éyerç, {we
ðr' úl"l,o tr.

"For the Athenians, I fancy, are not much concerned, if they think a man is
clever, provided he does not impart his clever notions to others; but when
they think he makes others to be like himself, they are angry with him,
either through jealousy, as you say, or for some other reason."
(Pl. Euthph. 3c-d, tr. Fowler, Loeb)

Anytos repeated this view in his speech: ". . . [Anytos said] that if I were

acquitted your sons would all be utterly ruined by practising what I teach.

Sokrates thinks that his 'first accusers' comlption charge consists in 'teaching

others the things' that he was supposed to practice and believe in: naturalistic

speculation, atheism and deviousness in speech.27o He introduced his associates

to intellectual interests and methods and encouraged them to scrutinise accepted

beliefs critically. His associates therefore became less inclined to defer to these

beliefs, \ryere encouraged to challenge them themselves and were equipped with

the intellectual tools necessary to do so. Sokrates alluded to this last point in his

reference to the behaviour of the rich young men who adopted his method of

cross-examining traditional authorities for their own entertainment:
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flpòç õè roúrorç ol véo1 po_r bnq,rcoÀouOoôvreç, oìç
púl,rotc, oXolr] borrv, oI tô' nÀouorroro¡¡a.v, aor-óporor
lo,ipouorv ùroúovteç b(etu(opévrrlv rôv ûv0póæúrv, rq,Ì
nbrol-æoî,Àúrrç b¡rè prpoûvrur, dl¡u ent¡erpóùorv Õl"i"ouç
ä(etú(erv. rü,nertq,, olpc,r, eùpiorouor æoÀIr,¡v û<pOoviav
oïo¡révov pèv e'rôévû,r tr &v0pónrrlv, eIôótrrlv õè öl"iya fl
obôáv.

"And in addition to these things, the young men who have the most leisure,
the sons of the richest men, accompany me of their own accord, find
pleasure in hearing people being examined, and often imitate me themselves,
and then they undertake to examine others; and then, I fancy, they find a
great plenty of people who think they know something, but know little or
nothing."
(Pl. Ap.23c,tr. Fowler, Loeb cf. 2Ic-22d,33b-c).

Meletos insisted that Sokrates' comrption of youth was deliberate though it is

not clear what his motives were supposed to be.27t sokrates' apologists

repeatedly insist that he did not accept payment.272 This is something that the

prosecutors did not even allege, certainly not holding back on account of shame,

as Sokrates implies (Pl. Ap.31c), but probably because they viewed it as

irrelevant to the issue of his responsibility.

In summary, it was alleged that sokrates comrpted the young by undermining

their respect for their fathers and other traditional authorities and by replacing

traditional education with a process of intellectualisation that destroyed moral

certainty and enhanced individuals' abilities to practice destructive argumentation

and to realise gross self-interest.

C.Informal charges

C1. Rhetoric

Sokrates' accusers warned the jurors to beware of sokrates' 'clever speech':
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púl"rotu õè obrdrv èv b0oú¡rüoü rôv nol.l"ôv ôv
byeúoovro, roùro, bv ô él,eyov rbç Xpi bpû,ç ebl"oBfro0or,
prì bæ' bpoù b[onotr1Oî¡te, rbç õetvoû övtoç ]"áyerv.

"But I was most amazed by one of the many lies that they told - when
they said that you must be on your guard not to be deceived by me, because

I was a clever speaker."
(Pl. Ap. 17a,tr. Fowler, Loeb).

It is the premise of Aristophanes' Clouds that Sokrates teaches devious skills in

rhetoric that could be used to evade justice. Sokrates argues that 'making the

weaker argument stronger' was an easy allegation to make against philosophers,

so it was clearly a popular supposition.2T3 This is not a baseless imputation but a

reasonable interpretation of the negative dialectic that Sokrates (and some of his

associates) used, demanding that their interlocutors' statements withstand

thorough intellectual scrutiny and often reducing them to nonsense.2Ta Even in his

defence speech Sokrates employs some conspicuously subtle arguments. He

refutes Meletos' assertion that he comrpts the young knowingly on the basis that

this would be against his own best interests, and then the accusation that he

induces comrption by arguing that, if he believed in divine things (which Meletos

admits in his allegation that he introduced new gods) then he cannot be an atheist

and, therefore, cannot comrpt on account of ineligion.275 This style of argument,

eschewing concrete examples and using generalisations and theorisations, inverts

the practice of real legal oratory (Chapter 2.4 C).

C2. Political issues

Plato and Xenophon record that the prosecutors were unable to provide instances

of 'comrpted youth' to substantiate their allegation, though they did produce

witnesses of some kind.276 However, when they insist that Sokrates should not,

in any case, be held responsible for anyone, as he never contracted to teach, they
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tacitly admit that he did have associates who could be considered comrpt.277

Indeed, Xenophon provides a lengthy refutation of Sokrates' responsibility for

Kritias, the oligarchic tyrant, and Alkibiades, the impious egomaniac.278 This

indicates that their association with Sokrates was genuine and could damage his

reputation. Their place in the case against sokrates is connected to the

involvement of political issues. The prosecutors could easily have alleged that

Sokrates attacked the democratic constitution. It is known that he criticised the

democratic practice of sortition on the eminently élitist ground that it excludes

those best qualified to rule.27e Kritias and Alkibiades could have furnished

examples of the political effects of Sokrates' teaching, the arrogance, violence and

immorality that it could induce. There was no procedural bar to material outside

the specific charges at least being cited, not even the amnesty of 401 8C.280

Sokrates did not himself participate in public business beyond that directly

required, military service and service on the Boule.28r Xenophon emphasises that

Sokrates and his closest associates were not interested in success in the Assembly

or the courts precisely to differentiate them from Kritias and Alkibiades.2s2

Sokrates could, therefore, perhaps have been accused of making men reluctant to

involve themselves in civic affairs, contrary to democratic ideology (see n. 159

above).

It is, however, not certain that any of these political issues were raised at the trial.

The evidence comes entirely from Xenophon's Memorabilia,whichseems to

respond to Polykrates' Accusation of Sokrates rather than to the speeches that

were actually made (see Chapter 2.8). Isokrates is able to deny polykrates'

association of Sokrates and Alkibiades outright.283
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D. Conclusion

The prosecutors claimed that Sokrates was odious or even dangerous to the state

for reasons deriving from his intellectual qualities. They either believed this

themselves or thought that the jurors were receptive to the notion. Impiety was

the major component of the prosecution. Plato's Sokrates' remark that Meletos

would not have got a fifth of the votes without Anytos' and Lykon's support is

not evidence that the religious charges were trivial; elsewhere, in fact, Plato uses

'impiety' as shorthand for the whole prosecution.2sa Sokrates was thought to be

irreligious on account of his supposed naturalistic speculations about heavenly

bodies and perhaps also for his scepticism about traditional stories and

unorthodox religious beliefs and practices. Teaching astronomy was presented as

a cause of his 'corruption of the young' (see section B above). Another was in

making young men inquiring and sceptical and equipping them with sophisticated

methods of argument that they could then use to ridicule and insult traditional

authorities and ordinary people (see section C above). The prosecutors may also

have used points that Sokrates' apologists avoid or only allude to. For instance, it

is known that Sokrates rejected the egalitarian premise of the democratic

constitution on account of his belief in the necessity of superior intellectual

training. His own comments in his trial may also have forced the jury to conclude

that, whatever his intentions, he was criminally reckless in disavowing

responsibility and showed a complete lack of concern for the abuse of his

methods by 'comrpted youth'.285

The voting in the trial is recorded, which allows an estimate of the degree to

which the jury found the sentiments invoked by the prosecutors convincing. The

guilty vote had afairly narrow majority: 281 to 220,56yo of the tota1.28ó

Moreover, this came after Sokrates' famously unconciliatory speech.
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Xenophon's Apology was written precisely to explain Sokrates' psro¡"nyopio
($ 1). In Plato's Apolog,, Sokrates refers to the jurors not by the conventional term

ðrrootat, which he reseryes for those who voted for his acquittal and the

judges in the underworld, but by the phrase ô úvðpeç A0rlvuior. This is a

subtle but pointed belittlement that reflects on their ability to make a

judgement.287 The jurors' disturbances (admittedly, supplied by Sokrates,

apologists) also usually come in response to his more arogant and trenchant

comments.288 lArrogance, as the sections on other genres have shown, is itself a

characteristic regularly ascribed to intellectuals on account of the sense of
superiority that their cultivated skills gives them.) The prosecutors' focus on the

negative characteristics of intellectuals and intellectualism2se - such as the

'obvious' connexion between astronomy and atheism and devious rhetorical skill

- shows that they believed that these motifs existed in the public mind. It was

not sufficient for them, however, to identifli Sokrates as an intellectual: his

offence lay in the actualisation of his beliefs and techniques. The bare success of
the prosecution (with, it must be said, considerable help from the defendant)

indicates that, while the average Athenian juror may have recognised anti-

intellectual motifs he was not dominated by them.
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2.8 - Pehtkrates'Accusation of Solcrate.s

polykrates was an Athenian who turned to professional speech writing after being

left impoverished after the Peloponnesian 
'War.2eo His Arcutation of Sokrates

iKq,tqyopia )corpútouç) seems to have been published as apaignion or for

the purpose of advertising his rhetorical skill (essentially the same thing;'2er Its

date of composition falls between 393 BC, as it referred to the rebuilding of

Athens' waIls2ez, and before c.390 BC, the date of Isokrates' Bousiris, which

refers to it. The place of composition may have been outside Athens; indeed, if he

fled when the Thirty Tyrants came to power, he was absent at the time that

Sokrates was tried.2n' The.e is no particular reason to suppose that the Accusation

reproduces any of the actual speeches made at the trial. If anything, Polykrates

would have aimed to 'improve' on them by introducing new material and more

sophisticated and plausible arguments. The Accusation must have been

sufficiently influential and creditable for Isokrates (in the Bousiris) and probably

Xenophon (in the Memorabilia), andpossibly other Sokratics as well, to believe

that it deserved a response. As Polykrates was himself Athenian and either

published the tract at Athens or did so intending to return there, the tract can be

considered to be a reflection of Athenian attitudes.

Polykrates' tract must have been in the form of a speech, as some later writers

mistook it for one that was actually delivered at the ttial.2ea The moutþiece is

often assumed to be Anytos, to whom Libanios addresses himself in his Apology

of Sokrates - at least some ancient writers thought that Anytos, in fact, composed

it.2es However, others refer to Polykrates as the speechwriter for Meletos or both

Meletos and Anytos.2e6 This uncertainty probably means that a speaker was not

actually specified.

There are a few direct references to the Accusation, found in Isokrates' Bousiris

and the scholia on Aelius Aristides' For the Four. However, reconstructing it

largely depends on inferences drawn from Xenophon's Memorabilia and

Libanios' Apotog1,, of Sokrates. Though Sokrates had three prosecutors Xenophon
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refers to 'accuser' in the singular, so it seems that he was referring to one
exemplar as representing them all. Moreover, Xenophon responds to items that
definitely appeared in Polykrates' tract: the example of Alkibiades as sokrates,
student and the quote from The lliad.2e7 Libanios has enough similarities to both
the Memorabilia andwhat is knowu of Polykrates to make it fäirly certain that he
referred to it. Naturally, the caveats in using Libanios as a source are the same as
for using any non-contemporary writer. Data he provides may be his own
inference and elaboration rather than something that he knows. Despite his
known antiquarian interests, he must be assumed to be writing with the outlook
of his own time. For example, the concerns he expresses about freedom of speech
and conscience are probably due to the events of the 4th century AD, possibly a
veiled defence of Julian.2es Moreover, as it is contrary to his attested habits as a
writer to adhere rigidly to one tract, he may invent charges to respond to.
However, it is admissible to suppose that Libanios is referring to polykrates
where he responds to a specific point as though it was laid out before him;
sometimes he mentions 'Anytos' or 'the accuser' specifically.2ee

The 'contract' that Libanios makes early in his speech looks like a deliberate
mirroring of the general charges made against Sokrates:

ð , $l A04vc,ìor, raì u.bròç óoæep rol oûtoçP [ð.,] bnrõei(ro Ìor pú.rqv obôevl ntirnoreð vópevov o6r'ûôir
oúre Iepooul.ioç oäte bnrop
ùnepoyio,ç rôv vó¡rov oót'e

rql ôrrCI,
rol yeye
1.

"Like Anytus, men of Athens, r too should like to make a stipulation. If I
demonstrate that socrates never taught anybody theft or cleceit or sacrilege
or perjury or idleness or contempt of the úws ór subversion of the
democracy, but always was and still is a leader i" t"-p.."".e and justice,
and of all men the most loyal friend to yourselves, then tell Anytus to hide
his head in shame."
(Lib. Ap.Soc. 13, tr. Russell, Libanius; Imaginary Speeches).
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The last of these charges seems to be Polykrates' chief accusation against

Sokrates, that he attacked the institutions of Athens' democratic constitution and

the political equality of ordinary citizens:

A¡,¡.d vr1 Aiu, ö ru,clyopoç äqrì, bæepopû,v bnoiet tôv
rcoOeotórrrlv vópov roùç oDvóvtû,ç l.é1cov, öç ¡rôpov t'in
roùç pèv tflç nóÀerrlç öplovtuç üæò ruúpou Koetotúvü,l,
rupepvrltn õè ¡rr1ôávu b0ál"erv XpÎ¡o0or Ku-olreulô pnôÈ

réKrovt'pr1õ' obl"Itfl pnõ' bt' ül"l"u tolo,õtCI,, ù æol"ÀQ

b},úttovoç 91,úFoç opoptovó¡revu lrotdl tôv rcepÌ tqv
nó}.rv ùpoptuvopávov' toùç õè totoútoDç ¡"óYouç bnuiperv
ärpq toùç váouç Ku,roqpovdrv tî¡ç rcuOeotóor1ç æol.tteio,ç
rul rcorfiv Bruiouç.

"But, said his accuser, he taught his companions to despise the established

laws by insisting on the folly of appointing public officials by lot, when

none would choose a pilot or builder or flautist by lot, nor any other

craftsmen for work in which mistakes are far less disastrous than statecraft.

Such sayings, he argued, led the young to despise the established

constitution and made them violent."
(Xen. Mem. 1.2.9, tr. Marchant, Loeb)

ploóônpoç, gnoiv, botì rcoì toùç ouvóvto,ç æei0er tÎ¡ç
ôrlporpcrtlcrç ratoyel'ûv.

"'He hates the people', SayS the prosecutor, 'and encourages his associates

to ridicule the democracy."'
(Lrb. Ap.Soc. 53,tr. Russell, Libanius: Imaginary Speeches)-

..)crlrcpúrnv ö rpúorotv ubtòv oDpprpoDl.euKévur tdrç véorç

(rltfrv önolç fl æóî'tç ôoul.eÚoer.

"Anytus, who asserts that Socrates advised the young to look for ways of
enslaving the city..."
(Lib. Ap.Soc. 55,tr. Russell, Libanius: Imaginary Speeches).

polykrates alleged that Sokrates used Homer and Theognis as authorities in

encouraging his followers to despise ordinary people and democratic

government. This included citing the scene in The lliad in which Odysseus

arrested a panic in the Greek camp by 'speaking gently' to the chiefs but bullying

common soldiers.3oo
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roôro ôr1 obtòv b(4yeìo0CI,r, rrlç ö æorrltrjç bæarvoirl
no,ieoOa,r roùç ral návqtoç.

aid, he explained to mean that he [the poet] approved
ancl poor folk.,,
Marchant, Loeb; cf. Lib. Ap.Soc.93)

From Theognis, avery pro-aristocratic poet, polykrates alleged that Sokrates
quoted that 'poverty makes a man powerless' to suggest that the wealthy could
legitimately claim superiority over the poor.3o' polykrates apparently anticipated
the objection that there was no evidenc e thatSokrates sought po\¡/er himself
saying that "he did not want the position himself, but encouraged others,,,.302 He
refers instead to the ambitions of Alkibiades and Kritias (see below).

Not only, according to Polykrates, was Sokrates anti-democratic in attacking the
legal and political rights of ordinary men but he arso attacked conventional
morality. This included both standard moral beließ, such as the wrongness of
theft or lying, and the norns of social relations, such as the authority of one,s
parents' His political and moral arguments encouraged selÊinterested, socially
destructive and lawless behaviour among his followers. The superiority of one,s
intellect he identified as justifying superiority to social and political conventions.

AÀÀd )rrlrcpútr¡ç y,, äqn ö
TrpolrqÀori(erv bðiôoore, ne
oorpalrépoDç lroldìv rdlv naxê,
b(dìvar nopo,voioç bÀóvtr ra
terpqpirp roúre Ipóp€voç, rbç tôv û¡raoéorepov ùnò roûoogrrltépov vó¡n¡rov e"rr1 ðeðéOor.

"'But', said his accuser, 'socrates taught sons to treat their fathers with
contempt: he persuaded them that he made his companions wiser than their
fathcrs: he said that the law allowed a son to put his father in prison if he
convinced a jury th as proof that it was lawful
for the wiser to kee )')

(Xen. Mem. 1.2.49,
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A¡,¡"d )crlrpútqç ye, äqn ö KorTiYopoç, ob póvov roùç
narêpaÇ, crÀId ral toùç üLl"ouç oDYYsvdìç bæotet bv

atr¡rig elvut rcopd tdrç boutQ ouvoÛor, }"éytrlv, coç o_óte

toùç rúpvovtaç oi5te toùç õrru(o¡révouç oI ouyyevftç
cb<peÀoôorv, û}.ÀtÌ toùç ¡rèv o1 'rotpol, toùç õè ol ouvôtrdìv
bnrorúpevot... ovoteiOovtu oòv toùç váouç obtòv, cbç

obtòç e"tr1 oo<póturóç te ruì ü,Àl'ouç 'trq,vótCI,toç æorÎ¡oa,r

oo<poúç, oúto õtottOévor toùç boutQ ouvóvtoç, óote
pqõopoù TEU.p' obtdrç toùç ül"l"ouç eìvat npòç a,btòv.

"'But,' said his accuser, "Socrates caused his companiOns to dishonour not

only their fathers, but their other relations as well, by saying that invalids

and litigants get benefit not from their relations, but from their doctor or
their counsel... Thus by leading the young to think that he excelled in
wisdom and in ability to make others wise, he had such an effect on his

companions that no one counted for anything in their estimation in
comparison with him."'
(Xen. Mem. 1.2.5I-52, tr. Marchant, Loeb)

Specifically, Sokrates apparently advocated a calculating amoral egotism among

the intellectual élite, those with superior powers of understanding and argument:

ä<pr'¡ õè roì nepì tôv qil.crlv q,btòv l"áyetv, öç obôèv

ö<pe}"oç eiSvouç elvCI,t, e'1 pl rul cb<pe}"dìv õuvtioovlü,l'
póvouç õè <púoretv übròv fo(iouç elvor rtpîç toùç e'rõótuç

td õáovto rul bppr1veÛoo,t ôDvopávouç'..

"[And he said that] of friends too he [Sokrates] said that their goodwill was

worthless, unless they could combine with it some power to help one: only

those deserved honour who knew what was the right thing to do, and could

explain it."
(Xen. Mem. 1.2.52, tr. Marchant, Loeb)

Libanios also refers to allegations that Sokrates attacked traditional social values

and advocated immoralitY:

O obtòç totvDv äotr por l,óyoç rcol æepì-toù ¡ré¡rqsoeü,l,
qnoiv, oiltòv tôv bOôv ttot tôv æop' fìFfiv.

"My argument is the same with regard to the prosecution's assertion that

Socrates criticizes some of our habits."
(LIb. Ap.Soc. 80, tr. Russell, Libanius: Imaginary Speeches)
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Melanthos was an Athenian hero who famously won a battle through
deception'3'' odysseus' theft of the Palladion was a necessary condition of the
Greeks' capture of Troy. It is consistent with plato,s depiction of Sokrates,
methods if he used examples like this to show that deception and theft could be
justified under certain circumstances and, therefore, that morarity consists in a
principle tathet than particular actions. Polykrates seems to have contradicted this
and re-asserted conventional moral values. In the case of odysseus, he argued
that his theft was, in fact, punished, and by the gods no less. This emphasises that
sokrates' attitude towards such actions was immoral and impious.

flôeoa,v yù"p w æ ü)"t"u ü æpgç t pôC vûv ôri¡I0ov rolnepl tôv Àornôv^d, ðierpt, ,'oû'rr'*Ì An rri,raì u1çIepooul,iaç rol rfiç ünú"'tr¡ç. toutl y¿p oirr ùounal f.¡yeìroôervrÌ rcoì tdtq vó¡iorç bvovrio. ytyuiãeäi i¿p obtcíìç na,ptÌrôv noÀépcrt-v 
-tòv' 

rqipOv. *ot orporrlyòç ûtreivrùv örc'"éntorv roù öeörórgç-.ryì ôrd rÀónitç'i;i.,,1än... ti oôv
flðircer.)cr*.púrnç t tvt¿¡,oveoç_O5 b"i*n;;'ibyru... t1 tòvOôuooáo rpúorcrrv bnì t¡ rot, ifoii"Oiàr-rr¡rrle¡uor,
rÀonf¡... ôrôúorer T,Ìp, qrloiv, bærop*¿iu-. ,i-roiuru
)arrcpútr1ç bæroprceìv rql' rximeti ror Brd(eo'ar rartü)ulu' ù grlorv Avutoç bôiôoorev...

"They all know what I have just tord you, and what I am now going to tellyou, about trickery, sacrilege and declit. socrates did not believe that thesewere absolutely bad-and contrary to law, because there is u ptace for themrn war' and a general who uses a trick is better than one who is afraid,to usetrickery in order to secure victory... so was Socrates *rorrg either to tell thestory of Melanthus' victory... or to relate how odyss.u. *1, honoured forstealing the Palladium?... .Socrates', 
says the prosecution, ,teaches

perjury'... So if socrates had taught perjury ani theft andviolence, and theothers that Anytus says...,'
(Lib. Ap.Soc. I03, 105, 109, Il2, tr.Russell, Libanius ; Imaginary
Speeches)

óre roivuv épuorev oðuooéo ôrtÌ rrjv lepoouÀiov rd roì
rÌ ôè roì bv 0ol.útrn, rq,l rtÌ
róre toútorç ünooi tòv

rtç Öprol"oyqoerev ûv
voùç ovôpòç tr.¡v Oðúo.osrCI,v

ç no#ìv bæfll"0ev e,rç rivôpo
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0uupootòv äæotvov, Avutoç õè öv breìvoç ru te ü1"1"u

yevvdlov fqyfrto roì próvov bnr0dìvot rô þroKpô no}"á¡rrp
réÀoç, núvtorv ûO}"rótutov ûnotpolver rul tòv obtòv üoeBî¡
rco,l rc,rcoõoiptovu.

"When he fthe prosecutor] alleged that Odysseus had undergone various
sufferings on account of his sacrilege - on land, at sea, on his joumey, and at

home - he was criticising Homer. How? Because everyone would agree that

Homer composed the Odyssey as an encomium of that great wanderer... Thus

Homer came to compose a marvellous encomium on a 'man', whereas

Anytus represents this hero, whom Homer thought to be noble and solely
responsible for bringing the long war to an end, as the most miserable of
mankind, impious and ill-starred."
(Lib. Ap.Soc. 123,l25,tr. Russell, Libanius: Imaginary Speeches)

Polykrates alleged that, in addition to citing mythological examples, Sokrates

argued that verses from famous poets justified the rejection of accepted moral

principles. He apparently exploited Hesiod to support his attack on conventional

morality in favour of self-interest, and Pindar for the use of violence as a means

to achieve one's ends.3oa

...IIotóôoD pèv tò Epyov õ' obõèv överõoç, ûepyitlv õé t'
överõoç' toùto ôr'¡ l"éyetv ubtòv cbç ö notqtnç reì"eúer
pr1õevòç äpyou ¡rrlt' &õrroD pt'lr' otolpoÛ û,néXeo0o1, ù¡"¡"d
rcol tuùtü 7ro1dìv bæì tQ rcépôet.

"[F]or example, Hesiod's line: 'No work is a disgrace, but idleness is a

disgrace' ÍW&D 3091. He was charged with explaining this line as an

injunction to refrain from no work, dishonest or disgraceful, but to do

anything for gain."
(Xen. Mem. 1.2.56, tr. Marchant, Loeb cf. Lib' Ap.Soc.86)

Oútr¡ rol nepl fltvõúpou ôral.áyerot õsôotKcrrç ubtoù trlv
õrôo1l¡v ruì qopoúpevoç pi trç tôv várov û,roÚooç ôç
bneprút¡ XtlpÌ Brú(etor tò õirorov ûpel,r1ooç rôv vóprov
üorf¡ trrl 1frpe.

"He [Sokrates] is alarmed by his [Pindar's] teaching, and fears that some

young man, hearing that 'justice is forced by hand superior' [fr. 169] may

disregard the laws and practice the use of his two ftsts."
(LIb.-Ap. So c. 87,tr. Russell, Lib anius : Imaginary Sp eeches)3}s
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Polykrates apparently insinuated that Sokrates was particularly obsessed with the
young. In addition to the references already quoted306:

véo
Koi ov, {ùç }"éyerç,

yóI ro0úneP bnò

ro0' opamov; ûv b(îtnoov

*Those young men who, as you say, think more of socrates than of theirfathers, those younger brothers whl despise their elders, ano trave fallenvictims to Socrates' magic - what would they have r.i"à more than asimple nod from the man?,,
(Lib. Ap.Soc. I02,tr. Russell, Libanius; Imaginary Speeches)

:l V^op .o prî rcpúæter, g.rloi, )corcpdtr1ç, oútroç d,v etrl
Bi"upe.pú, tiç ûv e'iq rol'ri oupBôuir'oär-AulOuorç ä1rutoùç bpoorúç;

"'rf what Socrates does not hide is so damaging,, he argues, .what 
must hebe like, what advice must he give, when he has his lovers on their o\¡/n?,,,(Llb. Ap.Soc. Il4, tr. Russell, Z ib,anius: Imaginary Speecies)

Otov ôè. Àéy¡ Túg 1.,çy.yé9,ç øi-rròv ôroÀéyeoOu,r, toìç
æpeoButéporç ðè obrc b0él.dìv, VeúôrrCI,r... Olrrì qr.¡oì.v
obtôv geúyerv ¡rèv toùç üvðpoç, 0r1peúerv 'ae i4u veótqta.

"when Anytos says that sokrates conversed with the young but would notconverse with the old, he is lying... He nevertheless ailege! tnut sokrates
avoided adults and chased after the young."
(Lib' Ap.soc. rr7, tr. Russell, Libaiius: imaginary speeches,slightly
modified)

Not only did Sokrates' magnetic attractionfor the young undermine traditional
familial ties, but it increased the influence of his political and ethical teaching
over the most impressionable and energetic component of the state. polykrates

implies that Sokrates, interest was prurient.

None of Sokrates' apologists deny his exploitation of traditional poets. polykrates

considered the manner of his use to be scandalous
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It seems that Polykrates objected to Sokrates' use of traditional poets30Ton two
counts' The first is that Sokrates used them, the most respected authorities, in
support of his anti-democratic and immoral views. polykrates presumably

proceeded from the common assumption that the poets were above criticism. He

would hardly suggest that any'worst passages' existed. He must therefore have

alleged that sokrates \ryas also guilty of misrepresenting the poets. This would
accord with Libanios' statement that Sokrates acttsally attacked their authority by
attributing objectionable sentiments to them. This is the second objection. These

allegations are inconsistent but this need not have undermined their force.3Os

The result of all of Sokrates' political and ethical teachings could be seen in his

two most notorious associates, Kritias and Alkibiades. He was the source of their

unbridled ambition, egotism, destructiveness, and their contempt for ordinary

men, democracy and conventional morality.

Chapter 2.8: polykrates' Accus ation of Sokrates

E<pn ô' ubtòv ö ratt'¡yopoç Kol _tôv bvõo(orútrov Trornrôv
brcl,eyó¡rrvov ttÌ æovr1p otata rcal roúrorç poptDpiorç 

I

Xpóp€vov õrôúorcsrv roùç oD 'óvrCI,ç rcaróúpy'oui te ,luo,
KCI,ì rupovvlKoúç...

"Again, his accuser alleged that he selected from the most famous poets the
most immoral passages, and used them as evidence in teaching his
companions to be tyrants and malefactors..."
(Xen. Mem. 1.2.56, tr. Marchant, Loeb)

lïoróðou, gr]otv, tärnl roì @eóyvrõoç røì opr.¡pou Kol rôv
flrvõúpou ¡reÀôv, îoùç ôè norrltdç róútorç *oi ôó(nç Koì
trpôv ærDxq'.évor.7ropú rs roìç öl.l"orç rcaì b¡nv,'r;ú,';,
glloi' tôv o,vôpôv bnrÀu,¡rpuvt r ru,ì rôv eIprl¡révrrlv obr
öl"rya õeirvuor novnpôç èXovtu.

"'Hesiod', he says, 'and rheognis and Homer and pindar,s lyrics - and
these poets have always enjoyed honour and glory everywhere, and
especially here in Athens - these are the men he attacks, alleging that a lot
of their sayings arebad."'
(Lib. Ap.Soc. 62, tr. Russell, Libanius: Imaginary Speeches)

4ÀÀ'. äqn ye ö rc-arr1yopoç, )corpúter öprÀr.¡td yevopévol
Kprrioç re Kol AÀruprtiô4ç æl"frorCI, Kc,KA i¡v nól"iv
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bnorr¡oúrîv... strû, eI ¡ráv tr bæÀr1ppel,r1otÍtnv, roúroD
)rrlrpútr1v ö rotr'¡yopoç u,'rtrû,tu,r;

"But his accuser argued thus. Among the associates of Socrates were Critias
and Alcibiades; and none wrought so many evils to the state... For their
wrongdoing, then, is Socrates to be called to account by his accuser?"
(Xen. Mem. 1.2.12,26 tr.Marchant, Loeb; cf. Lib. Ap.Soc. 136ff, 150)

Xoxpútouç ôè KürTìyopdìv bnrXerpÍooç, óonep byrro¡.núoar
pouÀópevoç AÀnBrúôr1v äõrorcoç obtQ po,Oqtr'¡v, öv bn,
breivou ¡rèv oí-lôelç ñoOeto ftolôeuóprvov, ötr ôè rcolù
ôtrlveyre rôv ül"l"ov ú7rovæç û,v ö¡rol"oyr1or1CI,v.

"And when your [Polykrates'] pulpose was to accuse Socrates, as if you
wished to praise him, you gave Alcibiades to him as a pupil who, as far as
anybody observed, never was taught by Socrates, but that Alcibiades far
excelled all his contemporaries all would agree."
(Isoc. 11.5, tr. van Hook, Loeb)

Polykrates' line of reasoning was that intellectual training was unnecessary for

achievement in public service and, in at least two instances, actually produced

elements destructive to the state. He provided counter-examples to these

ambitious anti-democratic egotists :

Kul ôre(r"ier toùç toiç oorprordlç ob ouyyevopávouç cbç

&yoOoùç övõpaç yeTrvnpévoDç, tòv Mrl,trúôqv, tòv
@eprotorl"éo,, tòv Aptoteiôqv...

"He also gave us a list of men who did not associate with sophists, and
described them as good men: Miltiades, Themistocles3oe, A.istides."
(Lib. Ap.Soc. I55, tr. Russell, Libanius: Imaginary Speeches)

Polykrates further praised Athenian statesmen, in particular Theseus and Solon,

distinguished for deferring to the political legitimacy of the demos.310 He

mentions the contemporary figures Thrasyboulos and Konon favourably,

including a reference to the latter's rebuilding of Athens' wal1s.311 The object of

these digressions seems to be to highlight Sokrates' anti-democratic attitudes and

to make him seem unpatriotic as well as socially destructive.
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The scholiast on Aelius Aristides says, and Libanios implies, that Polykrates

accused Sokrates of indulging in talk and thereby making men idle and useless.312

This may be an aspect of the political charges, as another statement apparently

quoted from Polykrates is that 'sokrates does not come forward to speak'.313

While ordinary Athenians may have associated enthusiastic involvement in

public affairs as evidence of an interfering and litigious nature, it also had

positive value as a high-minded patriotic sentiment. Polykrates may have alleged

that Sokrates undermined the democracy by persuading people to withhold from

participating in public business.314 However, the defence that Libanios offers to

the charge of laziness assumes that the allegation relates to economic rather than

political issues, so Polykrates may have accused Sokrates of encouraging simple

laziness. This would accord with the charge that is familiar from comedy.3ls It

could also be that Libanios deliberately chose to focus on the economic aspect of

the accusation in order to trivialise it.

It would naturally advance Polykrates' case if he could establish precedents for

the punishment of dangerous intellectuals. Libanios mentions some

representatives from the standard 'victims of intellecfual persecution' list: "Let

him speak of your anger against the sophists - Anaxagoras, Protagoras, Diagoras.

He will thereby enable me to ask a question again...".316 It is clear that Polykrates

did not cite these instances but Libanios introduced them for the sake of

rhetorical effect - 'let him speak (ì,eyétcrl)' - and completeness according to

contemporary historical belief. A reference to the ostracism of Damon probably

did appear in Polykrates' tract as Libanios cites it as a separate item, a specific

point that 'he' made.

Aú¡rcrlv ôé, e't ¡rèv f1õirtl, KCI,Àd)ç brcþép},Tìrot' e't ô'
bouro<po,veito, Kpdìrrov llv pnô' brdìvov roÛro æoOdìv fl
ôr' breivov Kol )corpútqv. KCI,irol qnoìv en' 'e)"uttoolv
a'rtiorç b(el,o0î¡vol ròv Atfpovo, ätr õè pnôè bæò tôv
b10pôv ortio,v toÛ Kû,ro,l,úerv tòv ðî¡¡rov Àapeìv, cbonep
ròv vuvl Kptvópsvov.
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"As to Damon, if he did wrong, he was justly exiled. If he was falsely
accused, the best thing would have been for him not to suffer this at all, not
for Socrates to suffer it because of him. Yet Anytus tells us that Damon was
banished for lesser charges, and that none even of his enemies laid on him
the charge of subverting the democracy, like the present defendant."
(Lib. Ap.Soc. 157, tr. Russell, Libanius: Imaginary Speeches)

To judge from this, Polykrates did not make out the case against Damon clearly

but alluded to him in order to establish a precedent for punishing intellectuals

harshly while arguing that Sokrates constituted an even greater threat to the state.

The circumstances of the ostracism are very obscure. The only other sources are

the AristotelianAthenian Constitution,which gives as the cause his influence

over Perikles, and Plutarch, who cites Athenian suspicion of his intellectual

talent.3rT Libanios' statement that 'Anytos' did not accvse Damon of subverting

the democracy makes it unlikely that Polykrates referred to his influence on

Perikles, especially as he probably adhered to the popular opinion of Perikles as

the pre-eminent democratic statesman, if only for rhetorical purposes, and

therefore above criticism. Instead, he may have emphasised Damon's status as an

intellectual as the reason for his punishment while downplaying his actual

political involvement.3 I 8

Conclusion

It seems that Polykrates made four charges against Sokrates. (1) Criticism of

Athens' egalitarian democratic constitution on the basis that it was inefficient and

discriminated against those best qualified to rule, that is, the intelligent. (2)

Criticism of conventional and divinely sanctioned morality on the grounds that

accepted moral rules were inconsistent. Instead he promoted the political and

ethical superiority of intellect. His focus on teaching the young weakened

traditional family structures. (3) His examination and use of the poets and

traditional stories was slanderous and damaged their authoity. @) He refused to

earn his own living and set an example of idleness for others.
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Xenophon does not impute any religious charges to 'the accuser' and is uncertain

of the basis for the 'new gods' charge (Mem. Ll.2). Libanios only alludes to

religion, though contemporary touchiness about the issue may have made him

reluctant.3l' This strongly suggests that Polykrates did not raise religion except,

perhaps, as part of refuting Sokrates' contention that theft was not always wrong:

he argued that Odysseus' theft of the Palladion from Troy gave him many years

of suffering (see above).

The four criticisms arc anti-intellectuql rather thananti-intellectualist. They focus

on the affogance and anti-social self-interest that come from intellectual

cultivation rather than providing a critique of the intellectual process. $ I certainly

contains an element of political partisanship but Polykrates' implicit analysis of

Sokrates' supposed views revolves around the notion that the intellectually

superior must consider themselves to be superior in general and are hence anti-

egalitarian and desire to rule their inferiors. $4 is an attack on a characteristic that

was widely ascribed to intellectuals. $2 and $3 come close to anti-intellectualism,

as they hold that Sokrates perversely used critical techniques designed to find

truth in order to misrepresent it: if critical analysis produces Sokrates'

unwelcome conclusions, then critical analysis is faulty. Polykrates' implicit

position would be that the ethical import of traditional stories, conveyed by the

poets, was self-evident and their value was accessable through simple right-

minded awareness. However, Polykrates seems to view Sokrates' abuse of myths

and the poets as a result of his own pernicious nature rather than as an intrinsic

defect of the intellectual process.

A congruence with the themes of attack found in Sokratic literature in general is

unsurprising - Polykrates seems to have influenced the terms and content of the

Sokratic debate. It is more interesting to note the congruence with earlier sources,

such as Aristophanes' Clouds, in the themes of intellectuals' laziness, affogance,

attractiveness to the young, and their inclination to attack and discredit traditional

authorities.
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Chapter 2.9: Intellectuals in Art

2.9 - Intel in Art

Images that are relevant to this study - intellectuals with negative characteristics -
are rare.In the first place, there was probably little interest in depictions of

intellectuals at all before the establishment of semi-formal schools with a titular

founder to revere. It is therefore unsurprising that such depictions as exist convey

positive rather than negative attributes. There are, however, a few examples of

depictions of intellectual-types that are either unflattering, satirical or include

features that conform to some of the characteristics ascribed to intellectuals in

literary sources, though it may be difficult to establish what their signif,rcance, if
any, is.

A. Individual intellectuals

41. Sokrates and the Sokratics

There are two types of portrait-bust of Sokrates, one of which, on stylistic

grounds, seems to derive from an original belonging to 380-360 BC (fig. 4). Its

identification is almost certain from its Silenos-like appearance which his

apologists refer to.320 It was most likely commissioned by members of this same

group. Its notable characteristics are its ugliness and impression of hardiness: its

broad features and short neck, in particular, suggest a thickset and muscular

physique.32t The.e is another image that could be a portrait of Sokrates: a relief

from Pompeii showing aman with a bald head, bulging eyes, thick lips and pot

belly, in conversation with a woman (Diotima?) (f,tg. 5). The image may well

derive from a classical original, as the staff that Sokrates (?) leans on is a rare

feature in Hellenistic art.322

Sokrates' portraits reflect both the positive (presumably it was his admirers who

commissioned them) and, ironically, the negative aspects of his character and

habits. The relief portrait of Sokrates with a woman suggests the ideal leisured
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Fig. 4: Portrait bust of Sokrates, 380-360 BC (reproduced from
Richter, G.M.A., The Portraits of the Greeks,p.200,fig. 160).

Fig. 5: Relief depicting Sokrates (?) with a woman, from an
original dating to the 4th century BC? (reproduced from zarlker,
P., The Mask of Socrates, p. 36-38, ftg. 23).
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Fig. 6: Sþphos showing
Silenos as a paedagogue (the
boy is on the other side of the
vase) (Bari, Museo Nazionale
R 150; reproduced from Beck,
F.A.G., Album of Greek
Education, pl. 53 no. 27 6a).

Fig. 7: Bust of Antisthenes, from an

original dating to the 3rd century
BC? (reproduced from Richter,
G.M.A., The Portraits of the Greel<s,

p. 88, fig. 51).

Fig. 8: Palamedes, second from the right, in the underworld, c.440 BÇ
(New York Metropolitan Museum 08.258.21, ARI/ 1086.1; reproduced
from Carpenter, T.H., Art and Myth in Ancient Greece,no.l24).
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life of the Athenian citizen, devoted to discussion323, but it also alludes to the
comic representation of intellectuals as chatterin g,lazy and, possibly, effeminate
comedians emphasise the perversity in social standards and behaviour of
Sokrates and his associates, especially their hardiness and lack ofconcern for
their appearalìuc, whioh, in comic terms, are functions of their beggarliness,

laziness and disregard for comfort. Though comic descriptions of Sokrates tend
to ignore his physiognomy324, the standard comic satyr-like mask that the actor
probably wore may, in fact, have resembled him.32s

There are two ways in which Sokrates' unflattering image could have been

canonised in the artistic tradition. Firstly, it conformed to the image of the

mythical wise satyr silenos, best known as tutor to the child Dionysos. vase-
paintings of silenoi or satyrs as paedagogues existed as early as c.450 BC (fig.
6).326 Secondly, it emphasises the importance of reality (thought and ethics) over
(physical) appearance. Sokrates usurped the traditional aristocratic principle that

virtue equates to physical beauty, and so perhaps came to epitomise the

philosophical principle that qualities are not to be found in superficial

manifestations."T

There is another portrait bust of one of Sokrates' notoriously unconventional

companions, Antisthenes. It shows a man who is hardy and unkempt but suggests

a noble and commanding character (fig. 7). This accords with the ostentatious

frugality and uncompromising disposition that the literary sources describe.

However, these literary sources may, in fact, be just what the sculptor was

working from. The bust's style suggests a Hellenistic origin. Though itmay
preserve beliefs about his appearance and character from the classical period it
cannot be taken as independent evidence.328

42. Palamedes

There are two known depictions of Palamedes. The first is a lost polygnotos

painting from Delphi, probably datingto within a few years of 450 BC. It is
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known from Pausanias' description.3ze lt showed Odysseus surrounded by those

whom he had killed or wronged: Palamedes, Thersites, the two Aiantes and

Meleager. Palamedes plays dice, one of his characteristic inventions, with

Thersites. Pausanias remarks that he is beardless. This is a characteristic of youth,

which is unlikely in view of Palamedes' influence in the Greek army. It could be

associated with effeminacy, one of the motifs of intellectualism (see Chapter 2.1

B6 and Chapter 4 n. 91).

On a calyx dating to c.440 BC a figure is identified as Palamedes by an

inscription (IAAAMEAE> [sic]) (frg. 8). In this portrait-type he is not

characterised by any distinctive intellectual features, such as Sokrates'

beggarliness and ugliness or the beardlessness of Polygnotos' Palamedes. Rather,

he is depicted as a victim. He is an exhausted and haggered figure, on the verge

of collapse, an effect heightened by the immobility of Persephone, seated

adjacent. He leans on an oar, which refers to the tradition found in the Kypria lhat

Odysseus murdered him by drowning (Paus. l0.3l.l-2), or possibly signiffing

the messages that his brother Oiax wrote to his father on oarblades, throwing

them into the sea. The accompanying figures indicate that he is located in the

underworld: Hades, Persephone, Hermes, and Theseus and Peirithoös stuck to

their stone chairs (not actually depicted)."O The overall theme is of sins against

the gods and their punishment: trapped Theseus and Peirithoös, Herakles

standing over them, not yet moving to free them, implying that he is still

contemplating their fate; in the lower zone of the calyx Apollo and Artemis shoot

down Tityos, a giantwho assaulted Leto, andZeus and Hermes attack an

unidentified giant.331 Palamedes is, it seems, a victim of injustice. This is not an

anti-intellectual portrait but one that reminds the viewer that intellectuals could

.provoke resentment and acts of hostility.

There is a conspicuous difference in the quality of the figures on the calyx: some

are poorly executed whereas others (Palamedes, Meleager, Theseus and

Peirithoös) effectively convey their emotions and have a certain tragic grandeur.

This suggests that these images are not the vase painter's own innovation but
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came from some influential earlier depiction. This would mean that the tragic

representation of Palamedes was an established one.332

B. Generalised intellectuals

The practice of public (sociaVpolitical) caricature first appears in c.485 BC: on an

ostrakon, cast against Kallias the son of Kratias, a figure of a Persian is drawn on

Fig. 9: Askos depicting an intellectual? c.440BC
(Paris, Louvre, G610; reproduced from Dasen, V.,
Dwarfs in Ancient Egypt and Greece, pl. 38.1).

the reverse."'Non-commissioned vases are similar in that they give scope to

human imagination. They also represent what a potter thinks will be popular.

There are many vase paintings that are definitely caricatures of some kind. There

is, perhaps, one that might represent an intellectual.33a It is on an askos, dating to

c.440 BC, showingamaîwith an enormously exaggerated, bulging balding head

atop a spindly wasted body; his mouth is open (fig. 9). His staff and cloak

indicate that he is an Athenian citizenbut there are no other identiffing

features.335 on the opposite side of the askos a stalking lion is painted, with an

expression of keen focus and rippling muscles.
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The bigheaded figure must represent a type rather than an individual. He is

middle-aged, which is also typical of intellectuals, though not the dangerously

intellectualised rich youths that Aristophanes refers to. Men with malformed and

large heads are not uncommon in Attic art but most conform to a stock image that

is certainly intended to represent congenital dwarfs.336 Otherwise, it is associated

with repulsiveness and ignoblity, such as Thersites' 'pointed' head.337 The figure

on the askos is otherwise distinguished by an open mouth, exceptionally wizened

body, and his juxtaposition with the lion. The open mouth suggests discourse. He

has no interlocutor or audience - perhaps soliloquy is intended to make him seem

self-absorbed or contentious. His body is diminutive beyond what is necessary to

emphasise the disproportion of his head; it is exceptionally hollow-chested and

the ribs almost seem to show. His entire weight rests on his staff. The intention

may be to represent physical weakness, poor health, old age or, perhaps, some

quality of his personality: by the Hellenistic period emaciation was associated

with envy.338

There is no obvious connexion between the man and the lion but it is hard to

believe that none was intended. The association of an animal, the man's speech

and his disfiguration may mean that the man represents Aesop, though there is no

Aesopian fable that the scene clearly relates to.33e The most obvious relationship

between the two figures is the contrast in their physique and movement. The

lion's strength emphasises the man's weakness; the man's lack of movement and

self-absorption contrasts with the lion's focus and dynamism. Lions are usually

associated with leadership, nobility,bravery and violent action3a0; the man may

represent the antithesis of these qualities.

The painting is not high quality and has no dedication. It is not a special

commission: some potter produced it either for his own satisfaction or in

expectation of a sale. It is an isolated expression of a certain amused contempt for

such men, who chattered endlessly for their own satisfication, and implies that

this was associated with physical neglect and inaction.
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CHAPTER 3 _ THE ASSIMILATION OF MYTH

A remarkable feature of classical culture is its persistent habit of presenting itself

through traditional subjects. These seem to be the preferred medium for

representing and interpreting contemporary images and concerns' In this light' it

isperhapsnotremarkabletofindmythicalandlegendaryfiguresbeing

assimilated into the debate about the status of intellectuals and value of

intellectualism. The possibility that sokrates' embodiment of the qualities of

wisdom and ugliness - antithetical in traditional Greek thought - was interpreted

through the figure of Silenos has already been mentioned (see chapter 2'9)' This

chapter is concerned with figures that some classical authority identified with

persecuted intellectuals or who are placed in opposition to intellectuals'l For the

sake of economy, marginal figures, such as Kadmos and oedipus, will be

omitted. There is also the extraordinarily adaptable character of Odysseus' In

sources from the mid-5th century he sometimes resembles a kind of sophist,

speaking with subtle eloquence and operating according to a moral code that is

untraditionally abstract and individualist. He also often resembles an amoral

demagogue whose only interest is in meeting the demands of realpolitik'His

involvement in the prosecution of Palamedes is exceptionally self-interested; he

is ready to plant evidence, misrepresent the truth and stir up irrational prejudices

order to achieve his own ends'2

Evidence for mythical traditions is available from Athens in the c'450-c'380 BC

period, for instance, from Sophokles, Euripides and Antisthenes' However, it is

necessary also to draw it from the whole Greek world and from other periods'

both to establish the nature of a tradition, and because, in many cases, these

myths are not actually recorded until comparatively late'

A. Aias as an anti-intellectual

Aias is a traditional heroic figure who was assimilated into the classical debate on

the value of intellectualism. His inarticulateness and preference for action over
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reflection makes him a model anti-intellectual, especially in contrast to Odysseus

who, if not an intellectual, is typically represented as eloquent, reflective and

morally flexible. Antisthenes, in particular, exploits and develops this theme in

his model speeches, Aias and Odysseus, which purport to have been delivered on

the occasion of the award of Achilles' arms.

The implicit characterisation of Aias and Odysseus as representatives of,

respectively, physical prowess and intellect appears at the beginning of the

classical tradition. ln The Iliad Aias is pre-eminent for his strength and size. He is

immovable in battle, though a slightly negative air is apparent when Homer

likens him to an ass in his stubbomness (övoç vco0r1ç).3 In the debates of the

Greek chiefs Odysseus is always the most ready and articulate speaker whereas

Aias is as good as silent. In battle Aias' speech becomes intemperate bluster: at

any rate, Hektor insults him as a 'babbler' and a 'braggart' (ù,¡rupToeTTéç,

Bouyúre;.4 There are occasions where Aias and Odysseus can be compared

directly. When they go together to plead with the obdurate Achilles to end his

self-imposed exile, Odysseus speaks for eighty-two lines, Aias for only nineteen.

Aias' speech, moreover, begins with the blunt statement that they may as well go

as Achilles' mind is clearly made up. This not only suggests his lack of faith in

the effrcacy of discussion but, as it effectively makes Achilles' decision for him

shows Aias' lack of subtlety and rhetorical skill.s At Patroklos' funeral games

Aias and Odysseus compete in a wrestling match. Aias is described according to

his physical attributes, size and weight, while Odysseus is distinguished by his

cunning tactics. Neither can defeat the other.6

The chief conflict between Aias and Odysseus is in the tradition that they

contested for the arms of the dead Achilles. The award goes to Odysseus, an

apparcnt contradiction of Aias' universally acknowledged and traditional status

as a warrior second only to Achilles.T This incident serves to highlight the

differences in their characters. In The Odyssey it is the basis for an episode that

illustrates Aias' inflexible pride, his preference for action and rejection of

eloquence. Odysseus encounters Aias' shade in the Underworld and makes a
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conciliatory speech but Aias is still bitter and snubs him, 'turning away without a

word'.8 The existence of a debate between the two preceding the making of the

award is attested in art from the late 6th century (e.g. fig. 10). It may have

Fig. 10: The award of Achilles' arms (c'480 BC), showing the vote,

Aias' distraught reaction, and the violent aftermath (London, B.M',
E6g, ARV 369.2,reproduced from Carpenter, T.H., Art and Myth in
Ancient Greece, no. 330).
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appeared in Aischylos' lost play The Judgement of Arms (Oæl,cOv rpiorç), to

judge from a fragment in which Odysseus is taunted as the son of Sisyphos.e

The development of the story of the award of Achilles' arms into an explicit

comment on the status of intellectualism starts with Pindar. Although he treats the

subject a number of times, the fact that these appeaf in separate poems'

commissioned on different occasions for different patrons, means that they do not

necessarily represent consistent conceptions of the event. However, he repeatedly

represents Aias as being unfairly deprived of due acknowledgement and

Odysseus as pursuing his self-interest through devious exploitation of )'óyOç'

pindar claims to be - and, as far as is known, is - the first person to make a direct

attack upon Odysseus.to In this, he makes Odysseus and Aias represent opposite

ends of the )"oyoçlë,plov division with its assumed ethical value judgement

(see Chapter 4.3 B2).

pindar's Seventh Nemean attributes Aias' failure to win Achilles' arms to the

Greek chiefs' lack of perceptiveness ($23-7). Odysseus' devious skill in any

speech he may have made is not directly cited as the cause of their

misapprehension but it does immediately follow Pindar's criticism of Homer,

whose eloquence, he asserts, has magnified Odysseus' fame out of proportion to

his sufferings. The medium of the deception is oorplo, ($23) The oo<poi are

those who value the eternal, not the immediate ($17-8), and therefore understand

that repute comes from immortalisation in poetic words ($ 12-8 cf ' 8.32-9)'

Odysseus and Homer are simultaneously guilty of this: Homer is a OOQóÇ on

account of his poetic skill, Odysseus on account of his interest in l'óyOt'll

Pindar's suspicion of the 'wise man's' capacity for deception also appears when

he uses the unusual term ¡rOoóV ('learned'), rather than OOqóÇ, to refer to the

man who is able to make intelligent criticism of poetry.l2 He wishes his listeners

to be conscious that, while eloquent words are the best preservers of deeds, they

are also subject to abuse: men should not be so stupid as to accept them
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uncritically. Homer's complicity in Odysseus' deviousness has exaggerated

Odysseus' l"óyOr over his bpyU, while Aias' äpyO did not receive just

acknowledgement as he lacked l"óyor, both his own during the debate and later

immortalisation through poetry.13 Pindar almost seamlessly joins human stupidity

with false eloquence, either poetic or oratorical.la

In the Eighth Nemean Pindar focuses more strongly on Odysseus' gUilt in

depriving Aias of Achilles' arms. He omits all other elements that traditionally

play apart in the decision, such as Athena's influence and the comrption of the

voters.ls He describes Aias as 'ungifted in speech (úyl,rrlOooç) though bold in

heart, overtaken by [Odysseus'] cunning falsehood (U'tó],oç yeùõoç)' ($24-5)

As Pindar regularly calls epinician poetry yl,ôOOO, Aias being úyî"Crloooç

probably refers to his lack of commemoration as much as his lack of

articulateness.l6

Sophokles' Aias,probably dating to the 440s BC, focuses on Aias' self-

destruction as a function of his rigid adherence to the dictates of honour. This

does not suggest a comment on contemporary intellectualism but it does continue

the tradition of Aias' characterisation as inflexible and determined to manifest his

moral disposition in action. He alludes to this just before his suicide: "But it

avails not to make idle moan: now for the deed, as quickly as I may".17

Antisthene s' Aias and Odysseøs purport to be the speeches in which the heroes

asserted their claims for Achilles' arms.ts These speeches conspicuously draw out

the two heroes' epitomisation of negative and positive attitudes towards

intellectualism. Like Homer's depiction of Odysseus' and Aias' embassy to

Achilles, Aias' inarticulateness is obvious, if only in the shortness of his speech.

His manner is simple, direct and abrupt. He begins with a surprisingly tactless

assertion, which he repeats several times, that the judges are not, in fact, capable

of making a decision, as their knowledge of the incident in question, the rescue of

Achilles' body and arrnour, comes from speeches (1,óyO1) not from personal
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experience of the events (bpyo). If they had this direct experience then he would

not have to speak at all; without it they are ignorant and are mere holders of

opinions (õO(OotOì) ($ I , 4, 7 -8). He goes out of his way to assert his belief in

the uselessness of words. Words are ineffective in real situations like war - 'it is
impossible to contradict the enemy'. Only actions are effective ($7). He also says

that judgement ought to be immediate; discussion should be abandoned if the

response to an issue is not obvious ($8). This implies that he holds the belief that

comprehension should be based on self-evident meaning and that decisions

should be immediate - and, therefore, unreflective - responses. Odysseus' speech

is that of a rhetorician: tactful, emphasising his unity with the listeners while

isolating Aias from them, and justifying his actions, which Aias had described as

shameful.le

Odysseus' failure to address Aias' criticisms of l,ó]Ot may suggest that

Antisthenes is using Aias as a moutþiece for his own views' He is known to

have disputed the validity of theoretical constructs, such as Plato's Forms, and all

but the simplest logical propositions.2O Aias' assertion that 'it is not possible to

contradict (ol-lõ' ûvtrl"áyetv) the enemy' - echoes Antisthenes' stated view that

all contradiction is impossible.2t His unwillingness to bandy with subtle

arguments and his preference for proof by action is illustrated in the anecdote

(certainly apocryphal) that he responded to Parmenides' arguments for the

impossibility of movement by walking a*ay '" Aias' assertion that only experts

in the relevant field should make judgements is distinctly Sokratic ($4). Odysseus

also represents some views that are typical of Sokratic thinkers. He argues

powerfully that his actions, though shameful, are valuable because they are

directed entirely and effectively towards the interests of the Greek army' This

recalls Sokrates' discussions about the 'true meaning' of virtues such as

.ouruge.t' However, if Antisthenes' object is philosophical, it is strange that he

has Odysseus completely ignore Aias' comments about the nature of knowledge'

He prefers to focus on the issue of the debate, in which he triumphs completely. It

may be that Antisthenes' object is rhetorical as much as anything, though he is

happy to exploit philosophical material in the process''o
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In the works of these writers, from Homer to Antisthenes, Aias is consistently the

epitome of action and directness. He has no skill with words and distrusts them.

He represents an extreme brand of traditional heroic and aristocratic morality that

focuses on deeds rather than disposition and on public approval rather than

personal conscience. Sophokles and Antisthenes imply that he lacks mental

sophistication and cannot comprehend abstract concepts. He is unable to grasp

Odysseus' cunning as anything other than self-interest, cowardice and an innate

love of deviousness." Pitrdar and Antisthenes seem to use Aias to allude to the

problem of the relationship between words and facts. Though the epic tradition

has Agamemnon refer the judgement to Trojans, perhaps precisely to avoid

creating disunity in the Greek camp26, Pindar, Sophokles and Antisthenes prefer

to put the decision in the hands of the Greek chiefs. As these are the very people

best qualified to know Aias' character and achievements, this adds poignancy to

his defeat.27 This also implicitly questions the validity of knowledge that comes

from words alone and the usefulness of discussion in making decisions.

B. The trial of Palamedes

palamedes' death is mentioned in a number of works before the period of this

thesis, including the lost epic Kypria and an Aischylean tragedy. To the 450-380

period belong lost tragedies by Euripides (see Chaptet 2.3 A1) and Sophokles,

and Gorgias' philosophical-rheto rical tract P al amedes'28 There is another

rhetorical tract called Odysseus: Against Palamedes þr Treason. The manuscript

attributes this to Alkidamas but its authorship and date are doubtful.2e

palamedes' traditional status as a wise man and an inventor from at least the

beginning of the classical period has already been referred to.30 In the last

decades of the 5th century references to him seem to become slightly more

frequent, which may reflect heightened interest in the status of intellectuals. His

particular brand of intellectualism, practical innovation - Plato even emphasises

that the mathematics that tragedy ascribes to him are self-evident3l - does not
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develop. The thing that changes towards the end of the 5th century is the

emphasis that sources give to the negative aspects of his intellectualism.

It is at this time that Palamedes' name is used as a byword for brilliance. Eupolis

refers to Alkibiades as 'Palamedes' for his innovation in calling for a chamberpot

while drinking (fr. 385). In Aristophanes' Frogs the dead Euripides receives this

appellation when he gives the exceptionally perverse sophistic advice that, if the

Athenians are failing to prosper by following the good advice of competent men,

then they should follow the bad advice of the bad ($1451). Plato in the Phaidros

uses the name Palamedes to refer to a rhetorician who teaches techniques

designed to persuade listeners at odds with the truth.32 These instances are clearly

sarcastic but they differ from the other nickname given to the exceptionally

clever, 'Thales'. Aristophanes bestowed this on Meton and Sokrates on account

of their pompous theorising.33 By contrast, we see that Palamedes' name was

associated, firstly, with a novelty in dissolute behaviour and, secondly, with

twisted sophistic reasoning. This may mean that comedians viewed Palamedes as

representing the kind of over-clever self-indulgence characteristic of Athens'

dissolute youth.

The literary evidence suggests that there was increased interest in Palamedes'

trial towards the end of the 5th century. With this came exploration of the

criticisms that could be made of such a figure. These revolve around the potential

danger of his abilities and suspicion that his apparent abnormal aloofness is, in

fact, evidence that he is concealing the worst aspect of normal behaviour, self-

interest. In a fragment of Euripides' Palamedes someone' presumably Odysseus,

suggest to Agamemnon that a man's intelligence can be measured from his

wealth. Gorgias also believed that Palamedes' 'artfulness, cleverness and

resourcefulness', which imply his ability to achieve his aims, could be alleged to

his discredit.34 The versions of his trial emphasise that greed is, of course, a

predictable allegation, which serves to underline its very plausibility.3t Certainly,

palamedes' arwareness of his intellectual talents makes him sound arrogant. It is

conventional for him to be represented through a catalogue of his inventions and
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benefactions. He does this himself.36 He emphasises the value of his intelligence,

saying that "Ten thousand of us could become generals but only one or two a

wise man in a long time".37 In Gorgias' speech, Palamedes says that his

blameless life and benefactions should be sufficient to have him acquitted.3s

Moreover, he is 'not unknown' and that if he is executed then this will damage

the reputation of the Greeks as a whole.3e He also claims that being

acknowledged as wise is sufficient honour for him, which puts him above

ordinary temptations, the desire for money and honour from wealth and show,

and that, in any case, he is incapable of or disinclined to commit crime: "For it is

impossible for one applying himself to the latter [invention] to apply himself to

this sort of thing".a0 It is not clear whether he means that his devotion to research

fully occupies his time or strengthens his moral restraint. In either case, there is a

certain pomposity apparent. It is easy to imagine that his very defence could

provoke resentment as much as gratitude.al Alkidamas' character Odysseus also

alleges that Palamedes is arcogant, supercilious and presumptuous. He uses a

variety of words to refer to Palamedes' intellectual characteristics - õetvóç (54),

<prl,óoorpoç ($4, 12), qpóvr''¡¡ro, õrúvotq,, ooqtorriç ($12), tptl"ooorpdrv,

Kü,1OpüeeìV ($ZZ). These are used sarcastically, which presupposes that they

were norrnally subjects of praise. Odysseus is insulting Palamedes' claim to them

rather than denigrating their value as such.a2 His allegation that some of

Palamedes' inventions were plagiarised is also a manifestation of a lack of

integrity that is based on self-importance.43

There is no real evidence that the validity or usefulness of the intellectual process

was attacked in any of these representations of Palamedes' trial. Perhaps the

closest is Alkidamas' Odysseus' attempt to undermine Palamedes' status by

alleging that some of his inventions are useless, amoral and comrpting. These

authors may have sought to imply that his downfall lay in intellectualism's

effects on his character'. affogance and tactlessness, which alienated his judges. In

Euripides' version, it seems that Palamedes was also brought down by his

inability to anticipate the motives and actions of a less sophisticated but

unscrupulous man, Odysseus (Chapter 2'3 Al)'
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The various versions of Palamedes' death agree that Odysseus was the instigator

or senior conspirator.oa The form that his death takes in epic poetry and art is

drowning, whereas tragedy prefers to have him executed by the Greek army after

an unf'air trial.a5 Odysseus' motive in the earliest version, from the Kypria, is the

grudge he bore on account of Palamedes having exposed the madness that he

feigned to avoid going to Troy.a6 The other theme is Odysseus' jealousy of

Palamedes. Sokrates comments to Euthydemos:

Td ôè flol,oprlôouç obK fun1rooç æú0r1; roùrov ytÌp ôi
núvreç bpvoùorv ci:ç ôttÌ ooqiCI,v 90ovq0elç brcò toÛ
Oðuooécoç ùæóÀl"urot. AéystCI,t Ko,l tu,ùtu, ätpt1.

"And have you not heard the story of Palamedes? Surely, for all the poets

sing of him, how that he was envied for his wisdom and done to death by
Odysseus."
"Another well-known tale !"
(Xen. Mem.4.2.33, tr. Marchant, Loeb)

Gorgias' Palamedes' also supposes that jealousy is the motive ($3).

Unfortunately, these sources do not elaborate the reason, probably because

Odysseus' motives do not really influence the themes and action of the various

versions.4T It does not seem that Odysseus, in any of these depictions, expressed

hostility towards intellectuals as such or suspicion of intellectualism. If anything,

he felt out-competed in his own field, cleverness. However, when he spoke

against Palamedes in his trial he made considerable efforts to provoke just such

suspicions in the minds of the judges, focusing on Palamedes' cleverness,

arrogance and doubtful moralitY.

Euripides (see Chapter 2.3 Al) and Gorgias especially identify Palamedes with

contemporary intellecflralism. Gorgias makes him a mouthpiece for a discussion

of the nature of knowledge and opinion based on considerations of probability.

The dramatic possibilities that his trial offered clearly appealed to tragedians and

rhetoricians. The reason that this legendary incident became popular towards the

end of the 5th century must have been the increasing prominence of intellectual
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figures and the existence of criticism about intellectualism's effects on character

and its usefulness as a tool. The main impetus for assimilating Palamedes into

contemporary attitudes about intellectuals' status seems to have come from the

Sokratics. Both Plato and Xenophon refer to him in their Apologies. Apart from

anything else, this is a strong indication that Sokrates himself did so in his trial:

nopopuedìrot ôé 17 p"e rol floì.opriônç ö æopctæl"qoirrlç

bpoÌ te ).eutfo aÇ' txl ydp roì vÛv noÀù rul"l"iouç Ú¡rvouç

ßapê,Xlxat Oôuooéoç 1oô ûõirroç &æortelvCI,vroç o,btóv...

"And I get comfort from the case of Palamedes, also, who died in
circumsiances similar to mine; for even yet he affords us far more noble

themes for song than does odysseus, the man who unjustly put him to

death."
(Xen. Ap.26,tr. O.J. Todd, Loeb)

The significance that Xenophon gives the allusion is probably the same as that

which most of the jurors would have understood: Sokrates' attempt to integrate

himself into the motif of a wise man overcome by forces beneath his notice,

jealousy and treachery. This meaning also exists in Plato though there seems to

be a certain backhandedness in the reference.a8 Diogenes Laertios and the

Hypothesis to Isokrate s' Bousiris claim that Euripides' Palamedes was intended

to castigate the Athenians for Sokrates' conviction.a' This is obviously

chronologically impossible and is therefore unlikely to have been invented within

a few generations of the occasion. For the incorrect conclusion to have been

drawn, however, the play must have had at least a superficial similarity to the

case of Sokrates: a wise benefactor accused on a trumped-up charge motivated by

a petty grudge, his judges too imperceptive or jealous to appreciate his value, or

deceived by a cunning prosecutor, or having their sensibilities offended by his

defence speech. There are, in fact, acouple of points common to Palamedes and

plato's Apologt: both defendants list their benefactions and assert that their

comrades would be lucky to get another such adviser as they. Euripides may have

formalised these motifs in Plato's mind. Gorgias may also have contributed to the

Sokratics' use of the Palamedes motif. Xenophon virtually quotes Gorgias'
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Palamedes in his Apology: "for Nature, with a vote which is clear, casts a vote of

death against every mortal on the day on which he is born".5O

C. Amphion and Zethos

Early descriptions of Amphion focus on the magical aspects of his musical

abilities, in which he resembles Orpheus. Otherwise, he and his brother Zethos

arefairly conventional founder-heroes of Thebes (see Chapter2.3 n. 117). The

way that Euripides in the Antiope makes Amphion a representative of

intellectualism and draws out the implicit tension between his life and Zethos'

conventional belief in civic duty and physical pursuits seems to be original. This

has been examined in detail in the section on tragedy. Zethos criticises

Amphion's pastimes as physically and morally debilitating, implying that the

latter follows upon the former. The potential moral laxities that Zethos ascribes to

him include a quintessentially intellectual indulgence like 'babbling' but also

conventional and mundane peccadilloes, such as wine bibbing. He himself

represents traditional aristocratic interests: hunting, physical development, decent

ambition and expectations of public service, which would be comprehensible and

admirable to the Athenian audience (see Chapter 2.3 A2).

D. Tantalos

There is some evidence that Tantalos was associated with intellectualism in its

aspect of impiety. One traditional version of his punishment has a huge stone

suspended above his head.sr In Euripides' Orestes (40S BC) Elektra refers to this

tradition ($5-7) but later she describes Tantalos' punishment using an image that

immediately calls to mind Anaxagoras' model for the dynamics of the heavenly

bodies:

póì"orpr rdv obpovoÛ
páoov 10ovóç [rt] rsro¡révav
otropqpootv
fitxpav üì"úoeor XpDoéCI,tot,
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q€popévq,v ôtvoror
FôÀov b[ O].úpnou,

iv' bv 0prjvororv üvuBoúorrt
yépovtr naxê,pL Tovtúkp...

"I wish I could go to that rock
strung in suspense between sky and earth
by golden chains, the whirl-borne
glebe that came from Olympus,
to cry in lamentation to old father Tantalos
(El;ir. Or.982-5, tr. 'West, Aris & phillips)

Euripides' familiarity with this theory is not surprising, nor is his decision to
allude to it. Meletos' allegation that Sokrates taught that heavenly bodies were

metal and earth implies that he expected that ordinary Athenians had at least

vaguely heard of Anaxagoras' theory, even if they were not clear who the author

was.t'Euripides' description of Tantalos' stone as ,whirling, recalls the term

ð^rvoç, widely-known in 5th century cosmological speculation (see chapter 2.1

B4)' Tantalos' offence is usually said to be murder and cannibalism but Euripides

instead refers to his 'flagrant tongue' after being admitted to the gods'

company.s3 The detail of this offence is not specified and is therefore as shocking

as the audience's imagination allowed. Were the reference placed after Elektra's

allusion to Anaxagorean cosmology it could well suggest an intellectual-type

impiety. As it comes before it would more likely have called to the audience,s

mind one of his traditional verbal crimes: his request to Zeus to be allowed to live
like the gods, revealing the gods' table talk or perjuring himself about the theft of
Zeus' pnzedwatchdog. sa

This may not amount to anything more than an example of the Athenians'

familiarity with contemporary scientific theories, except that the name Tantalos is

elsewhere attested as a nickname for intellectuals. Some late writers actually

ascribe Anaxagoras' cosmological theory to him.ss Another intellectual to whom

Tantalos is connected is Prodikos. In Plato's Protagoras Sokrates introduces

Prodikos with a reference to The odyssey, odysseus seeing Tantalos in the

Underworld.s6 This may allude to any of Tantalos' characteristics, such as his
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fame or wealth - or to his status as a notorious offender of the gods.

Contemporary sources do not explicitly say that Prodikos was regarded as being

religiously unorthodox but the references do tend in that direction. The birds in

Aristophanes' play of that name refer to Prodikos as though he is the pre-eminent

author of cosmological theories.sT He is known to have proposed that the gods

originated when ancient humans deified, first, the things that nourished them, and

then technical innovators. Contemporary reaction to this theory is not known.

However, for someone to interpret it as impious would be unsurprising in view of

Diopeithes' and Meletos' attacks on rationalistic explanations of heavenly bodies

(see Chapters 2.2 &,2.7 Al). For what it is worth, Prodikos is well represented on

late atheist lists.ss

E. Herakles and Linos

Herakles, the most important Greek culture hero, is the exemplar of strength,

resilience and cunning and, through his labours, a benefactor of mankind. He also

has a negative aspect: the boor, glutton and violent ca.ouser.tn This second aspect

appears in his relationship with Linos, the legendary teacher and inventor,

specialising in music and writing.uo Lite.ary references to Linos are few before

the Hellenistic period but he appears in Attic art a number of times from the

beginning of the Classical period. These seem to represent him in the guise of an

Athenian schoolmastef , an image perhaps connected to the establishment of

schools around the Greek world c.500 BC (see Appendix B). Though vase

paintings often depict Herakles playing the lyre, another theme makes him an

unenthusiastic pupil: a sþphos (c.455 BC) shows a resentful-looking Herakles,

followed by the old woman Geropso carrying his lyre, coming to Linos' lesson

late while, on the other side, the model student Iphikles is already studying.6l

Several vases from the first half of the 5th century show Herakles killing Linos,

clubbing him with a lyre or a table (e.g. fig. 1, from c.480 BC). Apparently this

was Herakles' revenge for being beaten as a poor student.62 The popularity of this

scene is doubtless due to its potential for dramatic action; the presence of a major

culture hero; the opportunity for portraying young men in the flower of youth;
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and the attraction of presenting a rather novel institution, the schoolroom, through

a traditional medium, myth. There is no sentiment of hostility to intellectuals or

the value of learning as such, but there may be a certain appeal in the depiction of

gleeful revenge against the strictures of the schoolmaster.

E. Conclusion

This chapter has illustrated how mythical figures were adapted to represent 5th

century anti-intellectual sentiment. Aias and Zethos are notable anti-intellectuals.

Amphion, Palamedes, Tantalos and Linos are, in one way or another, identified

with contempotary intellectuals who were criticised, attacked or punished on

account of their intellectual attributes or habits. Most of these 'mythological

intellectuals', including Prometheus (beyond the scope of this thesis), seem to be

presented with a certain amount of sympatþ. The exception is Tantalos, who is a

straightforward offender of the gods. His case differs from the others in the sense

that his outrage against the gods - improperly witnessing or revealing their secrets

- is a crime of the most fundamental kind. In psychoanalytic terms, it represents a

universal curiosity about the incomprehensible, untouchable and ineffable, for

which punishment is a psychological necessity.63

Such myths may provide an insight into the suppositions and preoccupations of

the ancient Greek mind. Instances of the downfall of the intellectual-type hero are

a sub-category of the well-known theme of the benefactor-hero who is cast down

from the pinnacle of success. This motif may express unconscious concerns about

aspects of human relations. In a competitive honour-based society such as Greece

status attaches to conspicuous achievement (see Chapter 1.5 C). This has two

corollaries: (1) Subsequent failure is equally or more conspicuous. The belief that

a fall from exceptional prosperity is virtually inevitable can be seen in many

stories, such as those that Herodotos is fond of relating (see Chapter 1.6 C1). (2)

As goods are finite in quantity, status is always gained at others' expense, which

inevitably provokes feelings of resentment and jealousy. It is therefore not
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surprising that Greek culture displays a profound fear of humiliation after

conspicuous achievement.

The reverse may also be true: myths can highlight a preoccupation through

overstated affirmatiott of thc opposite, 'protesting too much'. In this case, these

myths really express a subconscious desire to see one's superiors cast down. The

sympathetic tone and sense of injustice found in their retelling may be due to a

self-consciously civilised morality, which is perhaps to be expected in myths'

literary versions.64 The fate of the mythical 'intellectuals' may manifest these

preoccupations, including discomfort with the idea of outstanding superiority.
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CHAPTER 4 _ THE ESSENCE OF ANTI-INTELLECTUAL ATTACKS AND

THEIR UNDERLYING AS SUMPTIONS

chapters 2 and 3 canvassed the most significant and striking examples of
hostility to intellectuals and intellectualism. This chapter will draw out the

common themes that emerged and suggest explanations in terms of Athenian

political and social beliefs.

4. I- es.t

A. Penuriousness

In the period that this thesis covers there are two images of the intellectual, the

beggarly ascetic and the luxuriating aristocrat. The appearance of such

contradictions is not surprising. Each probably has some basis in fact but the

public imagination justifies them, either consciously or unconsciously, as

manifestations of intellectuals' characters and the effects of their activities and

beliefs. The significance of the aristocratic image in terms of Athenian social,

moral and political beliefs will be discussed in a later section (Chapter 4.3). Here

I shall examine the image of the intellectual that is unwashed, half-starved,

poorly clad and neglectful of physical comfort, and the beliefs that relate to it.

The comedians are largely responsible for representing intellectuals with the

characteristics of beggars. It is distinctive especially of Sokrates and his

associates. Sokrates himself was notorious for his dirtiness, unkempt appearance,

wearing only one cloak and going about barefoot. In addition, his comic

acquaintances all seem to suffer some kind of physical debilitation: his friend

Chairephon is sickly and his students are ill fed and pale skinned. Pheidippides

immediately associates the Thinktank with the bad pallor of its inhabitants and

fears that he too will lose his colour should he enter; this, indeed, happens. A

beggarly appearance of some sort was certainly true of Sokrates and Chairephon

and others among their associates not mentioned in comedy.l Aristophanes took
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this distinctive characteristic from the individual representative of intellectualism

most conspicuous in Athens and applied it to the whole class' sokrates bestows

his personal appearance on those around him as though it was a natural effect of

associating with him. This tendency of comic representation can be seen in other

contexts as well: Euripides' and Agathon's slaves adopt their masters' pumpous

2
language.

The penurious intellectual is not entirely confined to Aristophanes' sokratics'

onecomponentofthecaricatureofthebigheadedmanontheaskosisthe

exaggerated frailness of his body (frg. 9, see Chapter 2.9)'InThe RepublicP|ato

has Sokrates quote a comic line or proverb that criticises philosophers as 'the

subtle thinkers that are still beggars'' This is cited as an example of the 'ancient

quarrelbetweenphilosophyandpoetry,,soitpresumablyoriginallyreferredto

intellectuals other than the Sokratics' If not, it would be a peculiar piece of self-

reference and would undermine the force of the quarrel's supposed antiquity'3

The athibution of this image to intellectuals as a gfoup comes from the tendency

to view appearance as an actualisation of intemal disposition' In non-intellectual

contexts the threadbare cloak is the emblem of the tragic suppliant and all kinds

of beggars and parasites, especially in comic exaggeration.a It represents

someone who is utterly without resources. An intellectual wearing a threadbare

cloak is, therefore, someone who is incapable of supporting himself, and the

reason will be sought in the beliefs and behaviours that distinguishes him from

others. As we shall see in following sections, this represents the beliefs that

intellectual s are|azy,incapable of identifying and acting for their own self-

interest, or lacking in self-respect's

B. Laziness

Both comic and rhetorical invective accused Sokrates of laziness, saying that he

prefers to spend his time chattering rather than working.6 Those whom

Aristophanes' cloud-goddesses protect include idlers'7 Euripides' Medeia' in her
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famous speech, cites laziness as one of the insults that the wise could expect to

receive, an imputation that is clearly meant to be understood as facile but

plausible.s Zethos accuses Amphion of it when he says that he 'introduces some

absurd art, useless, idle, wine-loving, careless of wealth'.eThis emphasises that

intellectuals' laziness depends on the interpretation of their activities as basically

self-indulgent and unproductive.

Poverty was (and still is) often despised as though it is the result of laziness.l0

This attitude was doubtless particularly strongly held in the leisured and self-

made classes. It may also have existed more widely as an abstract value. In his

funeral speech Perikles asserts that, in Athens, there is no shame in poorness,

only in failing to make efforts to alleviate it (Thuc. 1.40.1). Athens actually had a

law proscribing û,pyiû,. Unfortunately, it is very obscure, but its existence is

attested from the mid-5th to the mid-4th centuries. It was credited variously to

Drakon, Solon and Peisistratos. The definition of û,pyiu is unclear (there may

not have been one), as is the law's intention; it probably meant that men could be

required to show that they had some means of supporting themselves.tt Its

ascription to various pre-democratic lawgivers suggests that it was not voted by

the Assembly and so may not have represented the popular will but its antiquity

would have given it authority.r2 It implies that the behaviour that it proscribed,

laziness, was an offence against an behavioural standard - for instance, self-

supporting activity - that was commonly identified with the socially desirable.

The ubiquity of the belief that intellectuals arelazy suggests the existence of a

deep-seated supposition that work without tangible results is not real work. A

disinclination to earn a living implies a readiness to gain one's sustenance

elsewhere, which is, by definition, at others' expense. This accounts for the

motifs of the intellectual as a thief, con man and parasite, which are otherwise

inconsistent with the motif of his asceticism. It appears most explicitly in

Aristophanes' The Clouds and The Birds and Eupolis' The Flatterers. Self-

interest and greed are standard allegations against anyone but there might be a
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particular barb of hypocrisy against intellectuals who were supposed to claim to

eschew material interests r to possess superior moral standards'

The aristocratic ideal of leisure may, perhaps, have reduced negative views of the

non-productive life.13 However, even members of the leisured class could be

called lazy if they failed to maintain their estate and were unable or reluctant

contribute to the welfare of the community' This is the basis for many of Zethos'

criticisms of Amphion.to As most of Sokrates' associates would not have needed

to work, this interpretation also makes sense of Polykrates' allegation that he

encouraged PeoPle to be idle'rs

Intellectualism can itself sometimes be represented as the antithesis of action'

The neglect of bodily concerns that is apparent in the image of the penurious

intellectual suggests the existence of a contrast between the mental and the

physical. At its simplest level the antithesis of thought and action is based on an

unsurprising association of lengthy reflection and discussion with a lack of

resolution and dynamism. Lysias presumably attempts to reflect a common, if

high-minded,attitudetowardsdisputatiousnessinhisolympicspeech:

....'Ihavenotcomeheretotalktfivialitiesortowrangleoverwords:Itake

thattobethebusinessofutterlyfutileprofessorsinstraitsforalivelihood;
but I think it behoves a man of principie and civic worth to be giving his

counsel on the weightiest questions' ""
(Lys. 33.3, tr. Lamb, Loeb)

Antisthenes' Aias repeats this when he attacks the value of argument in his

speech for the arms of Achilles (Aias 8).This antithesis is one that Thoukydides

returns to several times in order to reject it. He expresses explicit disapproval of

the inversion of ethical and behavioural noÍns that took place during the
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Korkyrian revolution, one of which was that 'cleverness in everything came to be

regarded as inactivity in everything'.tu Thoukydides' Kleon apparently regarded

the contrast as a commonly accepted fact and attacked his opponents for

preferring words to action (see Chapter 2.5). The opposition between words-

thought and reality-action is a central feature of Thoukydides' history. In his

view it characterises the fundamental difference in the protagonists' modes of

thought and behaviour. The unity of thought and action was, in his view, a

traditional valuel7, displayed by the Athenians at their height under Perikles'

leadership (Thuc. 2.40.2-3).Its opposite, for the purposes of political analysis, he

identified particularly with Spartans and Athenians under the demagogues. The

normal and unintellectualised view of the world rejects the idea that rigorous self-

conscious thought can make a positive contribution towards action.l8

C. Impracticality

C1. Intellectualism is associated with self-neglect

Penuriousness comes not just from laziness but from a failure to recognise and

pursue one's legitimate self-interest. This is the explanation for the case of

intellectuals who are undeniably engaged in some activity, yet fail to advance

themselves in areas that are conventionally considered desirable, such as wealth

and honour. Aristophanes and Eupolis noticed that Sokrates and other

intellectuals were devoted to studying everything except how to put food on their

plates.le Outside the comic stage Anaxagoras became the stock example of

intellectual impracticality, the flrrst instances appearing at the beginning of the 4th

century. Plato's Sokrates compares Anaxagoras' behaviour to the mefcenary

spirit exhibited by Hippias of Elis:

tôv ydp Trpotépov nspì Avo(cyópou Àéyetu,r noÀl.Tl opoOict

Kord tòv oòv }"óyov. toirvovtiov Ydp Avu(uyópq qool
ouppf¡vot fl ù¡nv' KüroÀ€rq0évttov ytÌp obtQ nol"l"ôv
Xprlpúrr¡v Kû,ro¡rel"i¡oor rul uruol,áour rlavta - oÚtorç obtòv

l8l
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2l

&vórlta ooqiEeoecrt - },áyeÎüt õè Kül fispì ü,}"}"t¡v tôv
nol.ctrôv ätePo ro1CI,ù10,.

"For the earlier sophists of the school¡f Anaäî:î3îrÏi',-,iiJiffi:"U'4,

oras was the oPPosite of what
y was left to him, he neglected it and

And theY tell similar tales about

others among the ancients'"
(Pl. Hipp.Maj.283a,tr. H'N' Fowler, Loeb)

Aristotle repeats this to illustrate what is apparently a common contention that

practical and theoretical wisdom are different:

õrò A v or oyó pov ruì @ ul." 
äîl,lîirJ î'rï::JIffffiTf, ",epttttÌ Pèv rol 0uu¡tuotd raì

abtoúç qo,otv, ü1Pr1otcr õ', ött
ùotv.

,,This is why people say that men like Anaxagoras and Thales 'may be wise

butarenotprudent,,w-hentheyseethemdisplayignoranceoftheirown
interests; urrd *hil" udmitting them to possess a knowledge that is rare,

marvellous, difficult and even superhuman, they yet declare this knowledge

to be useless, because these sages do not seek to know the things that are

good for human beings'"

i,e.ri.tot. E.N. 6.7.5,114lb, tr. H' Rackham, Loeb)

It seems that Anaxagoras (if not Thales) became a stock example to illustrate the

contrast between the pursuit of knowledge and wealth. This also appears in the

tradition of his relationship with perikles, where Perikles' magnanimity is

contrasted with Anaxagoras' inability to look after himself'20 Plato and Aristotle

are both reasonably early authorities, so they represent a genuine early tradition

about Anaxagoras

C2. Intellectualism cannot provide protectron

There was a widespread attitude that intellectuals were incapable of protecting

themselves. This derives from the beliefs that intellectual pursuits prevent one
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from gaining experience of the real world or that the process of intellectual

comprehension is actually an obstruction to anticipating and dealing with

unexpected and brutal attacks. Plato's Sokrates and Gorgias' Palamedes cite their

inexperience as a defence in their trials.22 Palamedes, especially in Euripides'

play, is an outstanding exemplar of the latter, the wise man brought down by the

unexpected, Odysseus' unanticipated vindictiveness and treachery, whether by

drowning in the epic tradition or by judicial murder in tragedy. Kallikles in

Plato's Gorgias is a mouthpiece of demagogic extremism but is himself

aristocratic in background.23 He asserts his view that philosophers are incapable

of defending themselves, as their devotion to impractical studies means that they

have no idea of how the real world works, illustrating this by quoting Euripides'

Zethos' criticisms of Amphion.2a Thoukydides comments that, in the Korþraian

revolution, the intelligent were overwhelmed by their intellectual inferiors'

audacity and readiness to abandon moral standards. The intelligent were inhibited

by their own intellectual self-conflrdence. This is the same quality that Perikles

himself had praised when reassuring the Athenians of their superiority.2s

There are a number of examples in myth of the wise being brought down by

powerful and unpredictable events; apart from Palamedes there are Prometheus,

Kadmos and Oedipus. This notable incidence suggests the existence of a cultural

motif. Both Sokrates' apologists refer to Palamedes in their Apologies, a strong

indication that Sokrates himself did so in his trial (see Chapter 3 B). The fact that

these representations are generally sympathetic to the victims indicates that the

motif is not consciously hostile to intellectuals as such. It does, however, imply a

co-existent deep-seated belief that wisdom and rationalism are not useful when

faced with unexpected events and unscrupulous and powerful attacks.

C3. Intellectual innovations are useless

The Thinktank of Aristophanes' Clouds is full of philosophical theories and

inventions. Though much humour comes from Strepsiades' lowbrow

interpretations, most comes from the inventions' novelty, silliness (apparently
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inherent) and utter uselessness. This motif appears particularly in comedy' Apart

fromThe Clouds,Kratinos mocks those with'memory-aids that forget' (ft' 162)'

It also appeafs in other geffes, such as Alkidamas' rhetorical tract in which

odysseus accuses Palamedes, mocking his pride in his inventions, such as dice

and gaming boards.26

of all intellectual occupations none seemed to be more useless, unprofitable or

pretentious than cosmological speculation. The expression 'to investigate the

things in the air and beneath the earth' is a commonplace that describes

intellectuals, activities. It is always derogatory in tone.27 Their impracticality and

inapplicability to real concerns was made proverbial in the story of the statgazer

who fails to see a well at his feet and falls in. Plato and Diogenes tell this of

Thales but'Aesop' does not specify and so made it general in application'28 The

belief in the uselessness of investigation and theorising is underlined by the motif

that engaging in these activities is a license for self-importance; intellectuals

value ideas and theories for their own sake, whereas 'right-thinking' people

,know' that they have no useful application. Herodotos suggests this when he

ascribes naturalistic explanations of the flooding of the Nile to 'certain Greeks

wishing to become noted for their cleverness (OO<piU)''2n The 'implausible'

theory, that it is due to melting snow, is elsewhere ascribed to Anaxagoras'3o

C4. Intellectualism is inadequate as a means to truth and as a basis for judgement

The inadequacy of intellectualism as a means to truth has two aspects: its ability

to reach the truth and its ability to communicate it. The characteristics of public

oratory suggest that intellectual habits in argument were commonly regarded not

as helping reveal the truth but as obscuring it, presumably for reasons of self-

interest. Truth was supposed to be straightforward and self-evident (see Chapter

2.4 C).The same attitude appears in Thoukydides' Mytilene debate, in which

Kleon suggests that the Athenians' understanding and response to their situation

should be immediate, based on an instinctive response to self-evident facts' He

claims that those who oppose him, the clever speakers, desire to discuss
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everything at length not because this will improve their understanding but simply

for the sake of it. In fact, he alleges, allowing debate militates against

understanding and effective decision-making because their arrogance obliges

them to prove their cleverness precisely by arguing against the instinctive and

self-evident (Thuc. 3.37.3-38.1). Those who criticise intellectuals' failure to

prosper and to defend themselves suggest that the reason is an inability to

understand the real world and the dangers that may confront them. This theme is

particularly prominent in Euripides' plays (see C2 above and Chapter 2.3 B).

Intellectuals' inability to communicate meaningfully is apparent in the popular

image of them as 'babblers'. They talk about obscure things in obscure language.

This is particularly prominent in Aristophanes' mockery of their verbosity and

use of neologisms. Of course, there is an irony here as these habits of speech are

intended to be tools to aid comprehension. Plato emphasises this disjunction

between philosophers' and ordinary people's speech as a function of their

different levels of comprehension, most memorably in the allegory of the cave in

The Republic.

D. Conclusion

The characteristics ascribed to intellectuals tend to be expressions of their

supposed beliefs and behaviour. Sokrates' well-known beggarly appearance is

attributed to all his associates, real or imagined. In a curious but typical

inconsistency, it is associated with both physical resilience (in Sokrates) and

physical debilitation (in his fictional students). Intellectuals' disinclination to

engage in real work and the unproductiveness of the activities that they do

engage in are 'proved' by this image, even if only a few intellectuals were, in

fact, conspicuously poor. Intellectuals themselves recognise the logic that the

philosophical life causes penuriousness: Sokrates and Antisthenes both imply,

though with opposite causal links, that it is impossible to pursue both material

interests and philosophy." Plato's Sokrates asserts that austerity is necess ary to

free the mind from material and emotional distractions.32 If the products of
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intellectualism are regarded as useless or non-existent then devotion to

intellectual studies itself appears to be either a cover for laziness and/or evidence

that intellectual training excludes training in practicalities' These beliefs are

characteristic of the anti-intellectual'

The impracticality associated with intellectuals is a variant on their laziness and

uselessness but differs in that it assumes that they arc attempting to engage in

useful and practical activities. Intellectualism may be useless in the sense of

being frivolous, trivial and distracting but the anti-intellectualist's objection is

founded on his belief that it cannot achieve what its proponents and adherents

claim and may be worse. Intellectuals' social and moral destructiveness are

usually said to come from actions made with a lack ofjudgement rather than

wickedness.
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4.2 - Irueligion

A. Traditional religious attitudes

Most Athenians believed that myths were true or, at least, believed that they

believed them to be true.33 Certain individual intellectuals' trenchant criticism of

the inconsistencies and immorality in myths and traditional poetry indicates that

uncritical acceptance, not scepticism, was the norm.3a That certain things relating

to the divine were impenetrable to human comprehension was normal of the

Greek attitude. It appears throughout the classical period and was even

pronounced by some who were interested in astronomical and mythological

investigation, such as Xenophanes, Gorgias and a Hippokratic author.35 The view

that inquiry into the divine may not be proper is stated by Andokides in On the

Mysteries, a situation where he was on trial for impiety and would not express

anything other than super-conventional religious sentiments. Herodotos, whose

religious views seem to be traditional, and Sokrates, whose views were, agree

with him.36

Athenians' religious ideology was focused on the state, and was conservative and

hostile to innovation. New deities were admitted to the civic cult very

infrequently and, it seems, only in response to particular crises. The introduction

of Asklepios to Athens from Epidauros in response to the plague is the most

obvious example.3T The granting of land for a shrine to Bendis for resident

Thracians in 433 BC had political implications, as it coincided with an alliance

with Thrace's king Sitalkes. Even so, it still required the sanction of the oracle at

Dodona.38 The parochial nature of the civic cults is emphasised in Lysias'

Against Andokides. He asserts that, though Andokides and Diagoras of Melos had

offended against the gods of Athens, the former's impiety was worse because he

was Athenian himself.3e Lysias also claims that other Greeks refuse to accept

impious foreigners, which implies the existence of a belief that religious concems

transcends individual states. However, his object is to emphasise Andokides'

infamy and it is clear from his language that the behaviour of 'other Greeks' is a
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rhetorical invention that he has difficulty substantiating - 'they said' (rpu,ol¡ tfrat

they do this.aO This again shows that religion was usually focused on the

particular state.

Failure to maintain traditional religiuus practices could be viewed as endangering

the state by damaging its relationship with the gods. Lysias alleges this of
Nikomachos' work on the calendar of sacrifices, even though it must have had

official sanction at some pointal, and the interest of the state is implicit in the

accusation made against Sokrates, that he 'failed to acknowledge the gods of the

city'. While Sokrates' apologists defend his faith, punctiliousness and the

orthodoxy of his daimonion, they do not dispute that the religious charges were

legitimate. They implicitly agree that the state is justified in proscribing certain

religious practices, presumably considered an act of self-defence. This is

underlined by the fact that it was clearly feasible for a person to escape

prosecution. Diagoras of Melos was able to flee Athens to safety ancl sokrates'

friends assume that he could do the same. It was the responsibility of the

offended party, in this case, the state, to punish those who harmed it.

However, the principle of the state's need for protection against religious

unorthodoxy may have existed more as an abstract principle than a genuine

popular sentiment. It seems to be expressed mainly by litigants in circumstances

where it might benefit their case, which suggests that it is made more in the hope

of provoking an extreme and uncompromising attihrde in the jury rather than in

expectation of flrnding sympathy.a2 Although Sokrates and Nikomachos were

convicted, at least partIy on the grounds of defending the state's relationship with

the gods, Andokides was acquitted on the same general charge, and before a jury

of initiates into the Mysteries, who might therefore have been somewhat more

conservative than usual.a3 Though religious unorthodoxy and criticism was

probably considered offensive it was probably also generally tolerated. Criticism

of traditional poets and myths was not new and was practiced by at least some

distinguished figures, such as Pindar.aa
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B. The weakening of traditional religion

The decline of automatic deference to traditional religious pieties, if not a

phenomenon originating in the late 5th century, doubtless seemed to

contemporaries to be accelerating and attaining new extremes. Thoukydides

vividly describes an increase in immoral and irreligious behaviour in Athens at

the time of the great plague, including reckless disregard for the sanctity of oaths

and proper disposal of the dead.as Particular incidents made an impact on the

public mind. rn c.4r7 BC the poet Diagoras of Melos exposed and mocked the

Eleusinian Mysteries, on account of which he was forced to flee Athens. In 415

there were a number of extraordinarily flagrant acts of impiety in the profanation

of the Mysteries and the mutilation of the Hermai (Chapter 4.3 D). Some clubs

engaged in deliberately offensive, strange and possibly irreligious practices.

Some ate food set aside for sacrifices; the 'Devil-worshippers'

(raroôc,rpovtorül) made a practice of flouting religious conventions by

feasting on unlucky days. one of their number, the poet Kinesias, gained

notoriety for befouling a shrine of Hekate, presumably during the drunken riot

that typically formed the climax of a symposium. These incidents are referred to

in legal speeches and comedies as well-known and deplorable acts.a6 There was

also a growth in the popularity of foreign cults. Aristophanes' The seqsons (AI
Qput) mocked the strange ((evrrcoi) gods, particularly Sabazios and Isis, and

the Athenians' readiness to adopt them. Their cult practices were often quite

unlike those of traditional Athenian religion. Their leaders could be foreign and

female, they admitted male citizens, slaves and women on an equal basis, and

engaged in orgiastic rituals.4T If Aristophanes criticised the new cults - he

depicted these gods being rounded up, put on trial and deported - it is clear that

many other Athenians embraced them.as There was a change in many people's

religious sentiments and needs that loosened traditional religious attachments an{

made their cults seem less satisfactory.

All genres frequently and repeatedly connect intellectuals and intellectualism to

impiety. The most famous is, of course, Sokrates. His trial for impiety was
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preceded by a long period of half-joking, half-serious criticism for his supposed

irreligion by the comedians. The allusion to Anaxagoras in Euripides' version of
Tantalos' punishment in orestes, and the allusion to Tantalos in plato's

introduction of Prodikos in the Protagorasae show that the theme was spread

across genrcs and classes. Impiety consisls ill Lhe supposed rejection of
phenomena traditionally considered to be divine: heavenly phenomenon,

traditional stories and the conventions of religious observance.

B 1. Astronomy and cosmological speculation

There are many examples to show that astronomy and cosmological speculation

were popularly considered to be a central parl of intellectual inquiry and that they

were especially associated with atheism. Most indicative of general opinion is

that at Sokrates' trial Meletos bases his accusation of atheism on the assumption

that Sokrates had provided naturalistic explanations for the sun and moon.

Sokrates and his apologists deny that he engaged in such activities; they agree

that 'teaching the things in the air and the things beneath the earth and not to

believe in the gods' was popularly imputed to philosophers and that it would be

tantamount to denying their divinity.sO In Aristophan es' Clouds Sokrates replaces

Zeus with a cosmological theory. There are many other references that confirm

that such activities were not associated with Sokrates alone but were proverbial

of intellectuals in general and were considered to be discreditable. The comedian

Eupolis calls Protagoras sinful (ül"ttt]ptoÇ) for 'blustering about the things of
the heavens' (fr. 157). Allegations that atheism somehow derives from astronomy

and which do not appear to be directed against any individual intellectual are

Diopeithes' 'decree', whether it is a genuine opinion or a satire of one, and the

fragment from Euripides' play that attacks psÎsopol"óyof .sl

82. Rejection of traditional myths

The practice of criticising myths and the poets who convey them is particularly

associated with intellectual freethinkers. Intellectual analysis of traditional stories
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deals with four issues: (1) interpreting myths so that they illustrate aspects of the

development and behaviour of humans and the divine and natural worlds, (2)

criticising their plausibility, (3) criticising their morality, and (4) examining

poetic methods. Protagoras and Prodikos, for instance, used allegorical

interpretations of myths in order to make observations about human nature.

Sokrates' apologists and attackers both ascribe to him the habit of criticising

myths and traditional poetry. Meletos and Polykrates claim that this is part of his

impiety and his method of comrption.s2 Euripides placed the same rationalising

techniques in the mouths of characters in his tragedies, though not only

intellectual-type figures. Euripides' exploitation of this technique was, for comic

purposes, assumed to be sufficient evidence of his own atheism.s3

There is no evidence that the practice of criticising traditional poets and myths

\ryas new, necessarily offensive, or illegal. However, the Greeks regarded myths,

especially those encapsulated in the most ancient poetry, as an important

component of cultural education and moral development. They were felt to

sanction and underpin moral conventions. Hence, criticism of traditional stories

and poets could be viewed as undermining accepted morals (see Chapter 4.3 C).

83 .-Unorthodox religious practice

Sokrates and a number of his associates questioned and rejected conventions of
religious observance. They may have either refused to make sacrifices altogether

or did so in modified forms. Xenophon depicts Aristodemos 'the dwarf

expressing doubt that the gods had any use or interest in sacrifices. Plato

represents his own brother Adeimantos criticising the apparently widely held

view that divine favour could be secured in proportion to the lavishness of one's

devotions. Aristippos mocks the popular rationale for offering prayers and

sacrifices, saying that if gods were really concerned for our welfare then, like

doctors, they would give us what we need and not what we want.s4 These

unorthodox practices seemed to have been recognised, at whatever level, in
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popular geffes' Eupolis has some comic character describe Protagoras as 'sinful,
partly on the basis of his disregard for the conventional piety of leaving crumbs

that fall to the floor.5s

Intellectuals' identification of various forces and principles as influences in the

universe could be felt to necessitate the rejection of the city's customary gods and

to prove that intellectuals did so. Aristophanes depicts Sokrates insisting that the

Clouds are the only gods, and that Aìvoç has replace d.Zeus as the driving force

of the cosmos. It seems that Aristophanes intended Strepsiades' simple-minded

interpretation of this as the replacement of old gods with new ones to be funny
(Chapter 2.1 C). Meletos in his indictment of Sokrates seems to follow the same

idea in all seriousness. At least, while the charge that he 'introduces new gods' or
'divine things' might be founded on the unconventionality of his private

daimonion, itmay refer to all the religious innovations and unorthodoxies that

could be imagined of Sokrates (Chapter 2.7 A2).

C. Impracticality in religion is impiety

Intellectualism was widely regarded as being particularly concerned with
speculation about the nature of the universe. It is here that its effors are greatest

and gravest. Impracticality - miscomprehension or incompetence that results in
inappropriate action - in religion is one form of impiety. This can be seen in
Nikomachos' work on the calendar sacrifices. His work clearly involved

preferring some rites and rejecting others, presumably according to some

generalised conception of their function, the relationship between the city and the

gods, and their consistency with standards of practice. His prosecutor - and,

apparently,jury - felt that the result was inconsistent with proper religious

observance, as Nikomachos' method ignored at least one fundamentally

important aspect of sacrifîces, their antiquity (Chapter 2.6).
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D. Conclusion

Anti-intellectuals regarded criticism of divine phenomena as characteristic of

intellectuals. The inherent obscurity of the divine could make attempts to

scrutinise it seem arrogant and futile. In particular, intellectual analysis depends

on searching for transcendent meanings underlying particular manifestations, and

separating attendant causes from contingent. It is therefore inevitable that

intellectuals will reject peculiarities in individual phenomena. To view

intellectual scrutiny of and theorisation about the divine as irreligious

presupposes that rejecting one aspect - such as part of a myth, the form of a

particular sacrifice, or the divinity of the heavenly bodies - is to reject the whole.

The anti-intellectual considers manifestation and essence to be identical. This is

shown most clearly in Meletos' supposition that Sokrates' supposed astronomy

means that he denies divinity to the sun and moon and therefore all divinity

(Chapter 2.7 Al). They prefer to accept the face value of data as constituting their

entire meaning.
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4.3 - Immoralitv

Intellectuals could be represented as holding immoral beliefs and perpetrating

immoral acts. As with their other purported characteristics, depictions vary from

light-hearted to earnest. Apart from irreligion, discussed in the previous section,

this immorality commonly includes thievery, parasitism and greedy exploitation.

Even worse acts are imputed to some of those allegedly influenced by

intellectualism, particularly the 'rich young men with time on their hands', as

Sokrates calls thems6, such as violence, evasion ofjustice, disrespect for elders,

and hostility towards the democratic constitution. In general, the immorality

associated with intellectualism consists in (A) rejection of normal standards of

behaviour; (B) abuse of abilities, especially with the object of evading justice; (C)

explicit justification of gross self-interest; and (D) comrption of the young'

A. Rejection of normal standards of behaviour

Eccentricity is commonly ascribed to intellectuals in both ancient and modern

times. Itmay,in fact, be attendant on or symptomatic of the intellectual

disposition, relating to a sense of personal separateness and providing an impetus

for questioning accepted opinion. Both intellectuals' sympathisers and detractors

may regard such eccentricities as characteristic and related to their peculiar

activities and convictions. Sokrates explicitly recognised that his neglect of his

own interests is not rational according to normal standards of behaviour.sT

However, denigration of eccentricity is most common in popular genres' The

Thinktank of Aristophanes' Clouds represents intellectuals as forming an

exclusive society of eccentrics. It is virtually certain that there \üas no literal

parallel in Athens but it is a metaphorical representation of Sokrates' separation

from normal society.st Aristotle cites the example of Anaxagoras to highlight

commonly held views about 'normal interests':
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äorrce ôè roì Ava(oyópoç ob nÀoúorov obôè ôuvootr,¡v
bnol'oBdìv ròv ebôoi¡rovu,, e'rnc,:v ötr obr û,v 0aupúoerev e"ruç ü'conoç <povein toìç noÀl"drç- oûtor ydp rcpivouor tdrç
brtóç, toúto:v u'ro0o,vópevor ¡róvov.

"Anaxagoras again does not seem to have conceived the happy man as rich
or powerful, since he says that he would not be surprised irrre ¡he happy
man] were to appear a strange sort of person in the eyes of the *uny; roi
most men judge by externals, which are anthat they can perceive.,'
(Aristot. ¿'.¡/. 10.8.II,ll79a, tr. H. Rackham, Loeb)

..,ro,ì Avo(oyópoç pèv ö Kl"o(opávroç bprrtul0eÌç tiç ö
ebõur¡rovêoturoç, "ob0riç', elæerv ..ôv où' vopîEeri, oiÀ,
üronoç üv 1iç oot qü,veiq.,, toûtov õ, û,æerplva,rô rôv
tpónov brdrvoç öpdtv tòv bpóprvov ûôúvurov
bnoloppúvovrc, ¡r¡ péyov övtu rul rcq,î.òv fl æl.oúolov
toútqç tuy¡úverv tîç TTpooTìyopiuç, ubtòç ôi "ror,lç cpeto
ròv (ôvto ù}"únr¡ç rcoì ro0opôç æÞòc tò õirq,rov fi rlvoç
Oecopiaç ro_rolvoûvto, Oeia,ç, roùrov öç Õv0prrlfiov e'rfisiv
porúprov elvar.

". . ' [A]nd Anaxagoras of clazomenae when asked, 'who is the happiest
man?' said, 'None of those whom you think, but he would seem to you an
odd sort of person.' But Anaxagoras answered in this way because he saw
that the man who put the question supposed it to be impossible to receive
the appellation 'happy' without being great and,beautiful or rich, whereas
he himself perhaps thought that the person who humanly speaking enjoys
bliss is he that lives by the standard ofjustice without painand in purity, o,
participates in some form of divine contemplation.',
(Aristot. E.E. 1.4.4, r2r5b, tr. H. Rackham, Loeb cf. cic. Tusc. 5.39 (rl5)
cf. 5.36 (103-105))

The offence that Aristotle envisages is to sensibility rather than morality. Such

inversions of normal standards would probably be thought of as contemptible or

amusing. However, they might also provoke hostile reactions, as though they

constituted an attack on conventional standards. These include intellectuals'

purported attitudes towards accustomed social relations, such as between fathers

and sons, and men and women, and their behaviour that might clisplay (and

therefore justiff) a lack of moral and physical restraint.
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41. Criticism of accustomed social categories

One social hierarchy that some intellectuals questioned is the value of birth in

determining status and moral worth. For instance, Antiphon disputed the notion

that Greeks and barbarians were intrinsically different and Lykophron

highlighted the ambiguity of the term 'nobility'.tn However, the evidence for the

penetration of such views into the public sphere comes almost entirely from

Euripides' plays60 and it is not clear that they were considered to be offensive or

were, indeed, directly connected to intellectuals'

The existence of at least some women in intellectual circles or the existence of

the theoretical principle of female emancipation might imply that intellectualism

promoted the inversion or abandonment of a basic aspect of the social structure.

pythagorean societies had admitted women since their inception.6l Sokrates and

some of his associates seem to have acknowledged that women had more

intellectual and moral potential - and, therefore, potential freedom - than

Athenian standards usually admitted. Sokrates' theory of virtue allowed that

women could seek and possess it as well as men. His interlocutors are reluctant to

accept this, which indicates the novelty of his thought.62 His apologists depict

him having apparently serious discussions with women, such as Aspasia (see

below), Diotima (whether or not she is historical), and Theodote.63 Some of his

followers, especially Aristippos and Plato, may also have had serious intellectual

contacts with women and allowed them exceptional freedom. However, the

information is scanty, the sources are usually very late and the data relates to after

380 BC in any case. It is possible that the information is exaggerated or

apocryphal, perhaps precisely on account of the supposition that philosophers

have peculiar habits.64

In the Ekklesiazousai (c.392 BC) Aristophanes connects gynaecocracy with

radicalsocial and economic engineering, which ultimately results in a

communistic society. This invites the possibility that he is parodying

contemporary intellectual social and constitutional proposals. In particular,
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tptÀóoo<poç is what the Chorus call Praxagora's proposals.65 It is atypical of his

method to refrain from explicitly naming the object of his attack,which suggests

that he is not mocking any particular intellectual but is alluding to the inversion
of male and female roles as typical of intellectual proposals.66It may be that (l)
tlte wotnen of the play represent intellectuals (on intellectuals' effeminacy, see

A2 below) or (2) Aristophanes is inverting the logic of intellectual proposals; the

social inversion of the Ekklesiazousai creates rudicalnew laws instead of radical

new laws creating a new social order.

K¡atinos the younger wrote a comedy called The Pythagorean Women in the late

5th or early 4th centuries. Nothing of the content of the play is known but

Kratinos presumably mocked Pythagorean practice as the Athenian public would

understand it.

The most famous example of the association of intellectual talents with female

empowennent is Aspasia. contemporary and near-contemporary sources,

comedies and philosophical works, mention her several times. These sources

provide evidence for her intelligence and skill in rhetoric, which certainly

represents intellectual interests. There is undoubtedly considerable irony and

misrepresentation in all or most of these sources but they must have some basis.

According to a fragment of the 5th century comedian Kallias, Aspasia taught

Perikles public speaking (fr.2L). Three Sokratic authors also refer to her

possessing expertise in several areas. Plato says that she composed perikles'

funeral speech and taught rhetoric to Sokrates. Even if Plato intended to denigrate

Perikles or Athenian political ideology, as seems likely, Sokrates, interlocutor

Menexenos takes his comments at face value; in fact, it is he who guesses that it
is Aspasia to whom Sokrates refers. This implies that Aspasia did, in fact, have

some intellectual reputation.6T Aischines of Sphettos says that she also enabled

Lysikles, a lowly sheep-dealer, whom she married after perikles' death, to

become a successful politician.6s Aischines' belief in her intellectual ability

appears more forcefully in his dialogue Aspasia where he depicted her engaging

Xenophon and his wife in a dialectical examination. Though it only survives in
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an incomplete Latin paraphrase, there is no hint of irony.6e Xenophon refers to

Aspasia as an expert on matchmaking and on a husband's education of his wife.7O

He seems to hold a conventionally high opinion of Perikles' articulateness and

statesmanshiptt, so his remarks, unlike Plato's, can be taken at face value and

imply that Xenophon genuinely considered her to be intelligent and well-

educated. His focus on her contribution to matters appropriate to women is

typical of his trivialisation: he recognises her intelligence but locates it at the

most basic level possib\e.T2 The natural conclusion from these sources is that

Aspasia was indeed well known as articulate, educated and intelligent.T3 There is

also the intriguing datum that Aspasia was prosecuted for impiety (see Appendix

A). This may not be a historical fact and its existence need not be connected to or

prove her intellectual status but it is a motif frequently associated with

intellectuals and their adherents.

Sources on Aspasia direct their attention overwhelmingly towards her supposedly

improper influence on Perikles. Aristophanes alleges that she kept prostitutes and

that Perikles launched the Peloponnesian'War in revenge for their abduction by

Megarians.to Oth"r comedians refer to her as Queen Omphale, Helen and

Deianeira.Ts These are, respectively, a mythical dominatrix, a lustful waffnonger

and a man-destroyer. The Sokratic authors provide less jocular invective.

Antisthenes says that Perikles was uncontrollably besotted with her.76 Plato's

remark that she was the real author of Perikles' funeral speech is certainly

intended to insult Perikles and to criticise the development of Athenian politics

and morality under the democracy.TT There were mmours that Athens'

involvement in the war between Samos and Miletos was due to her influence.78

She was clearly widely supposed to have had excessive and improper influence

over Perikles, an inversion of the Greek view of a woman'S proper place in

personal relations and in the state. Her intellectual talents were a component of

this inversion, as Plato and the comedian Kallias suggest, though the most

trenchant invective, unsurprisingly, prefers to focus on Perikles' weakness and

Aspasia's aggressive sexualitY.
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A2.Lack of moral and physical restraint

Intellectuals and their adherents were often depicted as engaging in behaviour

that was at odds with, even outrageous to, standards of decorum and moral

continence. The motif of intellectual's laziness has already been examined, an

eccentricity that could be viewed as socially damaging by encouraging

parasitism, weakening the state and providing a theoretical justification for self-

indulgence (Chapter 4.1 B). Two other intellectual characteristics will be

considered, greed and sexual deviancy.

Greed takes several forms. The image of the intellectual as reveling in luxury

appears in comedy (Chapter 2.r B2) but also in non-popular sources. prodikos

and Hippodamos were familiar figures in Athens.Te In the Protagoras plato

implies that Prodikos was notorious for his luxuriousness: Sokrates first sees him

delivering a lecture while still in bed, wrapped up in'a greatmany sheepskins',

in a room that Kallias used to use as a treasury. In addition, Sokrates' reference to

Tantalos invites the association of Prodikos with a mythical figure who was

famous for his oriental luxury.80 Aristotle says that Hippodamos was well-known

for his long hair, jewelry and overdressing.sl

Comedy regularly depicts intellectuals engaging in exploitation and thievery. The

comedians' treatment of Kallias' exploitation by parasites has already been

referred to, and so has Aristophanes' depiction of Sokrates engaging in petty

theft.82Intellectuals were also known for their fee taking: Antiphon was notorious

for accepting money for any case; Aristophanes says that Hyperbolos paid a

talent to become an effective speaker and he depicts Strepsiades paying Sokrates

for having educated Pheidippides.83 Sokrates' apologists' trenchant and repeated

denials that he accepted payment suggest that the practice was norïnal.8a This has

some basis in fact, as intellectuals or, at least, the most famous of them, could

command exorbitant fees for tuition: Zeno, Protagoras and Gorgias charged one

hundred minai and Prodikos fifty drachmai. Their wealth from teaching was

almost proverbial.ss Prodikos seems to have been particularly calculating and
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mercenary, catering to his clientele to the extent of offering different programmes

of lectures at different rates.86 The sources for this information are mainly those

wishing to denigrate the practice of teaching for pay, for example, Plato and

Isokrates but, even when they wish to mock how little a common sophist's

wisdom is worth, the figure they give, 'less than ten minai', is still significant - in

the mid-4th century this could buy a house.87

Greed implies all-consuming self-interestedness, particularly offensive and

damaging in an ancient belief system in which goods are finite in quantity (see

Chapter 1.5 C). This motif contrasts with that of intellectuals' supposed blindness

to their own self-interest (Chapter 4.1Cl). Working for pay could also attract

contempt by offending the Greek sentiment that a man should work for himself.

Dependency on others was felt to limit personal freedom. Aristotle expresses this

principle as 'the free man does not live on another'.88

However, while intellectuals - including the comic Sokrates - could be depicted

as greedy, thieving and parasitic, this was not such a forceful image that

Sokrates' prosecutors used it to attack him. They apparently did not allege that he

accepted money for teaching. Sokrates' apologists evidently found this more

discreditable than did the Athenian public.se This is a function of their class.

Another form of immorality strongly associated with intellectualism is sexual

deviancy in various forms. One image of the intellectuals is of physical weakness

and effeminacy. This appears on both on the comic and tragic stages: Euripides'

Zethos'criticises Amphion for his 'womanish shape'. (yuvcrtróptpov

pópqópoÇ) (fr 185).e0 Polygnotos depicted Palamedes as beardless in his

mural at Delphi in the mid-Sth century, though this was not the only image of

Palamedes (see fig. 8).el These representations imply that intellectual occupations

encourage devotion to indulgent pleasures that are weakening and distract men

from developing their physical strength and resilience, necessary for them to take

up active roles in society. Intellectuals' supposed effeminacy is as an

externalisation of the process.
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This process saw the association of intellectualism with the inversion of

conventional gender roles. Aspasia is the most prominent example (see A1

above). Comedians suggest that intellectuals had a preference for homosexuality

ancl sexual perversion, though this seems to be a component of their moral

debilitation rather than an ascribed characteristic in its own right.e2 There is no

evidence that Sokrates' prosecutors viewed 'comrption of the young' as

including sexual comrption. This prurient interpretation appears soon afterwards,

however, possibly on account of the erotic overtones in Plato's works. Polykrates

describes Sokrates' young companions as his 'lovers' whom he 'chased after'.e3

Plato himself depicts a critic of intellectualism, Kallikles, saying that over-

indulgence in philosophy turns one into an 'old man whispering (yr0upi(rrlv)

with youths in a corner', which seems to carry a similar implicationea

In the Greek view sexual perversity has two aspects. Firstly, it consists in

excessive indulgence. This implies a lack of restraint in other areas of life, which

potentially endangers the welfare of others and the state.es Secondly, it inverts the

accepted hierarchy that associated superior status with dynamism. For instance,

while homosexuality is not odious in itself, homosexual conduct was expected to

conform to the conventional hierarchies in age and citizen-status. Failing to

observe these was regarded as discreditable. Hostility towards the inversion of

the superior-older-active versus inferior-younger-passive hierarchy, for whatever

reason, can be seen in Xenophon's attack on Meno for having a paidika who was

his elder, and the existence of the Athenian law providing that a citizen who

prostituted himself - that is, placing himself in the position of a dependent - could

be deprived of many of his citizenrights.e6

The motifs of greed and sexual perversity are stock criticisms, well known from

comedy and oratory. They are certainly represented as characteristic of

intellectuals. Concerns about their abnormal behaviour tend to be confined to

mundane infractions such as greed and so on. They do not aim to overtum society

but their teaching does tend to erode morals.
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B. Abuse of abilities

It was a nofrn of Greek thought to associate intelligence with ability. This

combination was generally viewed positively and was often connected to moral

sensibility: to be good is to be good at something or in performance of a

particular role. In practical usage is rarely easy to distinguish OOqtO and

ooqpooúvïl.nt However, the opposite view also exists: as self-interest is a basic

determinant of human behaviour, exceptional ability also means that one

possesses exceptional capacity to realise one's goals. Examples of this belief

appear particularly in tragedy and philosophy, genres that purport to make serious

observations on human character. Sophokles' famous Ode to Man inthe Antigone

expresses extraordinary confidence in man's capacity to tame his environment

through his intellectual power but also recognises its potential for abuse. The

term he uses, ôetVOÇ, is ambiguous, meaning both 'wonderful' and 'terrible'.e8

Xenophon explicitly separates the notions of efficacy and morality when he

argues that Sokrates was not responsible for Kritias' and Alkibiades' immorality.

He claims that they associated with Sokrates to learn his skills but rejected his

model of moral continence: Sokrates' philosophy and the model of his behaviour

did not of themselves develop moral sensibility.ee

There are examples of mythical intellectual-types who used or were apparently

believed to be able to use their exaggerated abilities to achieve their own ends.

Euripides' Medeia clearly employs her special knowledge and this enhances her

capacity to exact revenge. She exhorts herself to 'scheme with all her skill'.100

The various representations of Palamedes' trial also show this belief in the

statements that aman's skill can be measured from his wealth, and that greed is a

plausible motive for his supposed treachery.103 The view that intellectual skills

could be abused in this way must be at least superficially plausible for Odysseus,

Palamedes' accuser, to use it, apparently successfully. These examples show

what were plausible allegations against the type'102
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The effect of this view is that ordinary people will act to defend themselves

against the threat posed by intellectual ability. Evidence for this exists in the

same geffes. In Euripides' MedeiaKing Kleon explicitly cites his fear of
Medeia's anger with her capacity for harming him, being a wise woman (oo<pf),

as his reason t-or acting tirst by banishing her (282-9I). This appears as a social

and political phenomenon in the Korþrian revolution, the less intelligent

attacking those whom they regarded as their intellectual superiors, fearing their

abilities. Though this is not Athens the context is Thoukydides' description of

tendencies that he believed to be universal.r03

B1. Intellectualism and rhetoric

The ability to exploit skill in argument is a particularly notorious supposed abuse

of intellectualism. This belief is evident in both humorous and serious contexts.

In Athens rhetoricians were certainly the most visible segment of the

intellectually trained, so it is unsurprisingthat intellectuals were commonly

assumed to possess and teach rhetorical skills. In particular, 'making the weaker

argument defeat the stronger' 'was proverbial of specious sophistic rhetoric. The

contest between the Better and'Worse Arguments in Aristophanes' Clouds

suggests this and Sokrates' apologists defend him against the assumption, which

was obviously widespread, that he and every philosopher was a clever speaker

and taught rhetoric.lOa In popular usage the expression 'to philosophise'

(<pr),oootpfiv) can mean 'to be thoughtful' but also to indulge in idle and

evasive argument:

rol bycrr pèv öpnv qtl"oooqoùvrü,ç oi-ltoùç nspì roô
rrpuyþaxoç &vrtl.éyrtv röv bvq,vtlov Àóyov' oI ô' úpu obrc
&vtél"eyov üÀ1.' dvú.npurrov, KCI,ì ôrd roûto uvtéÀeyov, ivCI,

tòv bpòv l"óyov e'rôeir1 flol.url"Î¡ç...

"And also I thought it was for the mere theory of the thing that they took up
the argument in opposition: but I found they were not arguing but acting
against me, and the purpose of their argument was to enable Polycles to
know my argument."
(Lys. 8.ll-l2,tr. W.R.M. Lamb, Loeb).rOs
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It has already been observed that intellectuals display a propensþ for using

sophisticated arguments \Mhere professional speech-writers would avoid them.106

An example from tragedy comes from Euripides' Hippolytos inwhich the title

character threatens to break his oath to Phaidra with the justification that 'my

tongue, not my mind, swore' ($612). This line became infamous as an example of

immoral and impious sophistry: Aristophanes refers to it a number of times as

epitomising Euripides' cleverness in pursuing self-interest, and Hygiainon,

Euripides' opponent in an antidosrs trial, used it in an attempt to denigrate him in

the eyes of the jnry.tot

82. Rhetorical skill enables the evasion ofjustice

Athenians could view skill in speech and sophisticated forms of argument as

enabling misrepresentation and persuasion contrary to the truth; intellectual skills

could damagehonest and effective communication. The opposition of thought

and speech to concrete reality and actions - Àóyor and äypu - is a

commonplace of Greek thought that has already been mentioned. The contrast

appears implicitly as early as Homer in the contrast between Odysseus and

Aias.108 The popular thread of this contrast influences all Greek literature until

the 4th century BC. It is conceptually simple, recognising a difference between

appearances and concepts on the one hand and reality and action on the other' It

displays an ethical colouring, favouring action and mistrusting intelligence,

especially when it is combined with skilled speech.lOe Deeds, the popular

conception assumes, are real and wholly knowable while words are false. This is

found at least since the time of Solon, who blames human suffering on

deviousness and arrogance - "For you look at a man'S tongue and his wily word,

but you do not see the deeds that he does."l10 Euripides' plays in which there is

criticism of intellectu als, Antiope and Palamedes, contain similar, probably

commonplace, observations of the disjunction between words and deeds and the

greater truth of the latter (fr. 206,583). Sokrates in his trial explicitly - and

condescendingly - refers to it when he provides his jurors not just with an
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explanation of his philosophy but 'what you will honour more, deeds'.111 The

popular thread is unsophisticated, not recognising that )"óyot may be necessary

to comprehend äpyo,, unlike the 'literary thread', which regards the two as

differing but positive aspects of human experience, and the 'philosophical

thread', which treats l,Óyot as the vehicle and essence of truth and belittles

äpyo as changeable and delusive.r12

It is a commonplace that barely needs illustration that eloquence can give falsity

the appearance of wisdom and make truth appear unconvincing. It is the

assumption of Euripideantragedy, for example,that clever speakers argue to

make the untrue convincing, so that there is no means to distinguish the sincere

from the self-interested except the passing of time.113 The unstated assumption is

that the truth ought to be straightforward and self-evident. Orators observe that

words can seem more real than facts.lto Th" subtle and unscrupulous speaker who

is willing and able to persuade his listeners at odds with the truth is a recognised

character that appears throughout classical Athenian sources. Public

commentators, such as orators and comedians, repeatedly blame them for social

and political problems. This is a motif, a facile identification of the symptoms of

political and legal institutions' shortcomings with their cause, comparable to

modern complaints about lawyers' duplicity and self-interestedness. Such

reseryations, expressed by individual critics and perhaps believed on some level

by ordinary Athenians, did not override the institutional need for clever and

sophisticated speakers or, in fact, popular enjoyment of them. Public recognition

of their political role, however, does not appear until the second half of the 4th

century.

The ability to persuade contrary to the truth creates the possibility that

wrongdoing can go unpunished, if the perpetrator is sufficiently clever and

articulate. Athenian concern with the abuse of ability in speech can be seen in

instances that are unconnected with intellectuals. In forensic speeches it is a

common motif for a speaker to maximise the ramifications of his opponent's
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injustice by alleging that his skills in speech potentially endanger the security of

the state and its citizens.

Küirot roùto ünavteç bniotoo0e, öt1 obl ötov toùç pt1

ôuvopévouç l"áyerv rcol,ú(r1r,a, r,o'c,E äotur fiopúõetTlro roù
pl bpôC oômdìv, &¡.À' önótq,v nopd tôv õuvupévrov õirr1v
l,u¡"rpúvr1ï,a, l,c'1,8 núvteç ro,úoovrCI,t'entyetpoùvteç e'rç bp&ç
b(upoptúvttv. vôv ô' ûo<po),ôç ubtdrç ä1et td bpétepo
rÀéætetv. brÌv prèv yrÌp ì"úOorotv, ùõeôç ubtdtç ä(ouor
Xpî¡o0at' btÌv õè ö<p0ôorv, fl péper tôv üôtrr1púttov tòv
rcivõuvov b(enpiuvro, fl e'tç ûyôvü, Ko,tü,orúvteç tf¡ obtôv
õuvúpet boó0t'¡oov.

"Yet you are all awaÍe that it is not by chastising men who are not able to

speak that you will make an example to deter men from wronging you, but
that by doing justice upon those who are able you will cause everyone to

cease attempting to commit offences against you. But at present they find it
quite safe to rob you. For if they are not detected, they will be able to enjoy

their booty without fear; while if they are caught, they either buy off the

prosecution with part of their ill-gotten gains, or save themselves, on being

brought to trial, by their own ability."
lfys. Zl .S-6, tr. Lamb, Loeb)r ls

Of course, it is in every speaker's interest to allege that his opponent is especially

devious, and almost necessitated by the supposition that, if the speaker is right

and truthful, then his opponent is, by definition, wrong and lying. However, their

listeners clearly accepted - or, at least, did not reject - the relationship between

rhetorical skill and deviousness.

Comedy explicitly connects abuse of rhetorical skill with intellectual training.

This is the starting point of Aristophanes' Strepsiades' dealings with the

Thinktank, his self-interested and immoral desire to escape from his creditors. In

particular, the Cloud-goddesses encourage him by saying that their eloquence

ensures success in the law-courts and politics.l16 Antiphon was mocked in

comedy for providing legal speeches regardless of the cases' morality.ll7

However, popular genres, like comedy and oratory, tend to attribute clever and

devious speech not to intellectuals themselves but to sycophants and

unscrupulous politicians. Unlike most intellectuals, they were particularly visible
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in public forums and had an apparently obvious and easy-to-understand interest

in public success.

83. Avoidance of sophisticated speech

As I discussed in the section Anti-Intellectual Motifs in Oratory, speeches

delivered to popular audience generally avoid conspicuous 'subtleties of speech',

and those that use them often fail. Moreover, speakers generally cast themselves

as inexperienced, implying that this is proof of honesty, and claim that their

opponent is skilled and therefore devious (Chapter 2.4 A). This suggests that the

majority of Athenian citizens did not tolerate the use of abstractions and complex

arguments, at least in serious forums, and associated truth with unvarnished

speech, concreteness and self-evident meaning.

The belief in the deviousness and self-interest of subtle speech pervades other

geffes as well. In Aristophanes' Wealth Poverty argues that a society of super-

affluence is unsound but Chremylos brushes off her points with the statement

'Even if you convince me you \Mon't convince me' ($600). The humour of this

scene is in the disjunction between the hero's determination to achieve his desires

and the persuasiveness of any objections. To reject an argument essentially

because it is persuasive is rank anti-intellectualism. It is also illogical but does

suggest there existence of two assumptions. (1) It is human nature to seek its own

advantage, so any talent will, apparently, be exploited to this end. (2) Speech that

is clever and subtle cannot accurately represent the truth, which must be simple,

straightforward and immediately apprehensible. The effect of this logic,

connecting intellectualism to the ability to satisfy one's desires and presenting it

as a method by which to evade justice, is to create the position in which,

perversely, a lack of mental andlor rhetorical skill is itself proof of one's

truthfulness, ordinary desires and interest in fair dealing. It is inconsistent with

the motif of the intellectual who is unable to defend himself (Chapter 4.1C2).
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B4. Intellectual innovations are amoral

There is some evidence that inventions and innovations were identified as amoral

and criticised for this reason. This line of attack is particularly exploited by

Alkidamas inhis paignion inwhich Odysseus speaks against Palamedes, the

archetypal inventor. He says that Palamedes' beacons are an advantage to the

enemy; his gaming boards and dice bestow false honour and bring out the worst

in people.ll8 Intellectuals occasionally criticise other intellectuals on the same

grounds, that their theories and inventions are unconcerned with morality. This is

the basis on which Sokrates and Aristippos object to mathematics, and it is

reminiscent of Antisthenes' hostility to book-learning.lle These criticisms

presuppose that invention ought to be directed towards moral improvement. This

sentiment is held by intellectuals who are concerned with the basis and means of

moral inculcation and does not appear in popular geffes. Popular thought seems

more inclined to assess inventions, like intelligence, according to their practical

,rse.lt0 Perhaps the only criticism of an innovation in moral terms in a popular

geffe comes from Euripides' Palamedes.It is implicit in the irony that the

evidence against Palamedes, the inventor of writing, seems to have taken the

form of a written letter.r2r This poignant irony does not exist in the epic tradition

in which Odysseus' treachery consisted in drowning Palamedes.

C. Explicit justification of immorality

In addition to displaying strange and immoral behaviour, intellectuals could be

supposed to argue directly against conventional morality. In particular,

Aristophanes and Polykrates associate Sokrates with the disintegration of

traditional moral behaviour.

Intellectuals' supposed readiness to undermine conventional morality is a

misunderstanding or misapplication of their practice of examining and analysing

customs and laws. In the second half of the 5th century intellectuals identified the

contrast between vópoç and <púorç as an analytical tool. The familiar methods
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are to expose inconsistencies in conventional beliefs, traditional stories providing

a wealth of mutually incompatible material, or to compare conventions with

precedents supposedly found in Nature (gÚotç). This technique is widely

attributed to many intellectuals and their associates, including Thrasymachos,

Euthyphro and Kallikles.l2t 'l'he pnnciple and methods were well enough known

to appear in popular geffes. They are evoked or implied in serious contexts in

tragedy and historyt21 and appear as a charge directed against intellectuals.

Polykrates alleged that Sokrates attacked conventional morality, teaching 'theft,

deceit, sacrilege, perjury and idleness', apparently by citing examples from

traditional stories and poets to undermine accepted moral principles (Chapter

2.8). Comic reflection of these techniques appear in Aristophanes' Clouds where

arguments of various kinds are used to conceal and justify theft, proselytise new

gods, and to justify the abandonment of restraint in satisfying excessive desires.

Pheidippides, after being 'intellectualised' by Sokrates, cites an example from the

animal world as justification for an act of gross immorality:

oKéVot õè tolç o,l"errpuóvoç Küì rü)uluu ttÌ porrÌ raltl,
crrç toùç naxêpaç apúvetur. Kü,iror ri õrogépouorv
flpôv brdìvor, nl,r1v y' ör,t ì{nqiopor' ob ypúrpouorv;

"Consider fowls and those other animals, how they retaliate against their
fathers; and after all, what difference is there between them and us, except
that they don't propose decrees?"

That his basic desire is justification of self-interest is revealed in the next line,

where Pheidippides refuses to follow his own argument where it would

inconvenience him:

ti ôflt', bæerôr) roùç &l"erctpuóvoç úTrovro plprì,
obrc bo0islç Koì tflv rónpov rünì (úIou raOeúôerç;
Ob tobróv, ô tû,v, borlv, obô' ûv )rrlrcpúter ôoroir1.

STR: "'Well, then, if you're following the example of fowls in everything,
why don't you also eat the dung and sleep on a wooden perch?"
PH: "It's not the same thing, my good man, nor would Socrates think it was."
(Aristoph. Cl.1427-32, tr. Sommerstein, Aris & Phillips)l24
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Both the unsophisticated, and the intelligent and unscrupulous interpret the notion

that laws and customs are conventional and non-absolute to imply that they are

arbitrary, inferior and without force. The dissemination of the notion of the

vó¡toç/rpúotÇ contrast has two effects. Firstly, techniques and language with

which immoral behaviour can be justified are made available. Secondly, it

implies that laws and conventions are not stable and can be altered and

abandoned at will, even without intellectual justiflrcation.l2s

Belief in intellectual immorality derives from two tendencies of unsophisticated

thought. (1) A tendency to assess things in ethical terms, for instance, the ethical

colouring of the commonplace Àóyoç lbpyov distinction. (2) The limitation of

unsophisticated thought in distinguishing concepts from particular instances. This

conceptual difficulty has already been noticed, for example, in relation to

religion: to deny that a planet is a god could be interpreted as denial of the

existence of gods (Chapter 4.282). Another example is the inability of

Antisthenes' Aias to see virtue in the effectiveness of Odysseus' dishonorable

tactics, which included masquerading as abeggar and robbing a temple in order

to secure the Palladion for the Greek army (Chapter 3 A). Polykrates alleged that

Sokrates cited Odysseus' theft of the Palladion or Melanthios' deception as

examples of the appropriateness of theft and lying (Chapter 2.8)' This is

presumably his interpretation of Sokrates' attempts to transcend the limitations of

particular instances in the search for definitions. Rejecting specific moral dicta in

the interests of isolating their meaning had the appearance of rejecting morality

wholesale. Plato's Sokrates' even admits that this practice might induce a state of

moral confusion in his subjects.126

D. Comrpting the young

The extravagance and arrogance of young men towards their elders is a perennial

complaint. The last decades of the 5th century, however, do seem to have

unusually blatant evidence of the restiveness and ambition of young men.

Irresponsible wealthy youths are frequently identiflred as a socially odious group,
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especially represented in the person of Alkibiades.l2T Common usage of the

phrase 'comrption' indicates that it consists in a lack of moral and physical

restraint (Chapter 2.7 B). Contemporary commentators, both serious and

frivolous, regularly represent these as characteristics of intellectuals' young

associates. Aristophanes' plays assume that old men were particularly at risk of

ridicule and prosecution from sharp talking, sophistic, self-interested,

unrestrained and hedonistic young men. Pheidippides of The Clouds and the

'Profligate Son' of The Banqueters are the explicit results of intellectual

influence, and 'modern youths' were the particular subjects of comic mockery of

new modes of speech reflecting modern technical vocabulary.l2s This is certainly

a comic exaggeration but it must have some kernel of truth, if only in what the

audience supposed 'modern youth' to be like. Sokrates, both in and after his trial,

provides an example of the belief that moral confusion could be induced by

intellectualisation. Sokrates' prosecutor Anytos asserts that that Athenians' sons

would be 'ruined by practising what Sokrates taught', and Meletos specifies that

the cause is his teaching of scepticism about the gods.l2e Polykrates' tract cites

the infamous Kritias and Alkibiades as examples of the bad influence of

Sokrates' teaching, though there is not enough information to reconstruct this

charge in any detail (see Chapter 2.8\.

The suspicion that intellectualisation could damage the morals of the young is not

confined to ordinary people and democratic partisans. Xenophon's story of

Kritias and Charikles baning Sokrates from questioning the young implies that

aristocrats and oligarchs suspectedthat intellectual training could erode moral

sensibility or provide the intellectual and rhetorical tools for so doing.l3o Even

some intellectuals and their apologists admit that their techniques could be

imitated and abused, for example, Plato's and Xenophon's Sokrates and Plato's

Gorgias, though they dispute whether they should be held responsible for this.r3r

The belief that intellectualisation induced moral and political comrption in fact

had some foundation. Firstly, intellectuals and rich young men were known to

associate with one another, a result of the former's professional interests and the
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latter's enthusiasm for new ideas, whether from genuine interest or a fashion for

novelty. Plato provides colourful illustrations of this aspect of Athenian

intellectual society.132 Secondly, these rich young men perpetrated some

notoriously flagrant acts of impiety and violence. For example, of the twenty-

seven named men connected to the religious scandals of 415 BC for whom

further biographical information exists, eight are known to have intellectual

affiliations, including connexions with Prodikos, Protagoras, Hippias and

Sokrates. These are Axiochos, the doctors Akoumenos and Eryximachos,

Alkibiades, Phaidros, and Plato's relatives Kritias, Charmides and Adeimantos.

This is a notably high proportion.r33

Intellectualism could be suspected of obstructing and undermining moral

education provided by traditional institutions (see below). Intellectuals appeared

to replace normal moral inculcation, revolving around physical development,

learning traditional poetry, correct religious observance, and involvement in the

activities of the state with physical neglect, hyper-criticism of poetry and religion,

and quietisttr.t3o It will be noticed that this comrption of the young generally has

political implications. This will be examined in more detail in the next section.r3s

E. Conclusion

Though there is evidence that some intellectuals rejected accepted social

arrangements in word or deed, the evidence that this aroused hostility rather than

amusement or contempt is limited. They were viewed as eccentrics rather than

subversives. Suspicions about their bad moral influence derive from the supposed

social effects of eccentricities (such as their laziness supposedly leading to

parasitism) and the psychological tendency to apply moral criteria to amoral

phenomena, such as theories and inventions. These suppositions appear most

prominently in comedy and tragedy, geffes that represent intellectuals to popular

audiences. Intellectualism could be used for immoral goals in its form of

rhetorical skill, which could be exploited to deceive, to evade justice and to

justify immoral behaviour. While these themes appear throughout ancient
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Athenian sources they seem, however, to be associated with the devious and

ambitious rather than with intellectuals themselves. Aristophanes' Clouds was

Sokrates providing intellectual tools to Pheidippidest'u to facilitate Strepsiades,

achievement of immoral self-interest but this depiction failed to gain the

audience's appreciation. He may have drawn a connexion between intellectuals

and immoral behaviour that the audience did not recognise. Before Sokrates'

indictment, intellectuals' 'comrption of the young' is not a strong theme. plato,s

Apology does not attribute it to Sokrates' 'original accusers' (see Chapter 2.1 n.

5) and mentions of intellectuals and intellectualism are largely absent from

oratory, despite its preoccupation with avoiding their characteristics.
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4.4 - Anti-democracy Dislovaln tu the State

There were some Greek intellectuals and literati, such as Protagoras and

Herodotos, who expressed support, however qualifled or platitudinous, for

democratic states.l37 However, there is evidence that such figures were more

readily associated with anti-democratic sentiments, on account of (A) their

exclusivity, (B) their own backgrounds, preference for wealthy company and

instances of direct involvement in anti-democratic activities, (C) intellectualism's

supposed facilitation of anti-democratic practices, and (D) their supposed

undermining of the basis of the city-state.

A. Intellectuals are exclusivist

41. Intellectuals and intellectualism are mysterious

The probable effect of intellectuals' abnormal behaviour in setting them apart

from society has already been suggested. It seems that many of them were

regarded as mysterious and tending towards exclusivity. Aristophanes' Thinktank

presupposes just such an exclusive society. Strepsiades' induction into the

Thinktank parodies various cult initiations. When Strepsiades sees Pheidippides

after his education is complete they have not seen one another for some time, so

it seems that the students of the comic Sokrates are imagined not having contact

with the outside world.l38 Plato's Sokrates also uses the Mysteries humorously as

a metaphor: when he discusses a certain sophist's 'hidden opinions', he checks

that none of the 'uninitiated' are listening. He describes Euthydemos' and

Dionysiodoros' method of rhetoric obfuscation as Korybantic dancing.l3e Their

practices are reminiscent of comic depictions of smart young men using

neologisms and sophisticated arguments that are barely comprehensible to

ordinary people. 'When Sokrates visits Kallias' house in Plato's Protagoras he

introduces some of the distinguished intellectual guests with quotes from

Odysseus' entry into the underworld.laO The Pythagoreans are the only

intellectual group actually known to have practised initiation but they had little or
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no presence in Athens; indeed, it is virtually certain that there were no

philosophical schools in Athens before the 380s.14r The image of intellectuals,

mystery-like exclusivity is an ironic representation of reality rather than its

reflection, but it does suggest the existence of a popular view that intellectuals

were seuletivc arrcl their knowledge was esoteric.

42. Exclusivity is undemocratic

Such exclusivity was an anathema to Athenian democratic ideology. Groups were

suspected of undermining the unity of the state and secrecy was inimical to the

open dealingthat democratic ideology requires. Orators assume that belonging to

a political group is a damaging accusation. A speaker will often represent his

opponent as solely responsible for all wrongs but it is not unusual to claim that he

has shadowy and sinister associates.rat clubs - btorpfiCI,t and oDvcùpooTut -
were a familiar feature of Athenian social life but their inner workings were

obscure to ordinary people. They were distinguished by a generally aristocratic

tone, the extreme loyalty of their membership and their secrecy.la3 Each of these

represents a potential challenge to democratic ideology. Moreover, drinking

clubs' characteristic climax of lawless rioting naturally resulted in transgressions

of social and religious conventions, apart from any desire that they may had to

reinforce group unity. Alkibiades' mockery of the Mysteries is probably an

example of this. Such acts were considered to be typical of clubs, to judge from

Andokides' and Thoukydides' accounts of the mutilation of the Hermai.raa Such

aristocratic and secretive groups were popularly thought of as rcady to engage in

impious and lawless acts, not necessarily viewed as politically motivated, but

displaying, as Thoukydides says, 'undemocratic contempt for laws'.

Occasionally, they could be suspected of being revolutionary. The mutilation of
the Hermai was felt to presage an oligarchic coup; clubs were, in fact,

instrumental in the overthrows of the democracy in 4Il and 404 BC.l4s

The example of aristocratic clubs is significant in serving to illustrate the concem

of Athenian democratic ideology for openness and egalitarianism. In this
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framework of beliet exclusivity is anti-democratic and secrecy is tantamount to

conspiracy. The image of intellectuals' associations resembles this conventional

but suspicious and potentially anti-democratic institution, though there is little

direct evidence that intellectuals, anti-democratic activities and exclusive clubs

were linked in the Athenian mind. Actively anti-democratic clubs certainly

included some members of intellectual circles, such as Antiphon and Kritias.t4u Irt

his Accusation of Sokrates Polykrates emphasises that Sokrates preferred to

converse 'with his intimates 'in secret', clearly implying that the subject of his

conversation was scandalous or dangerous.laT

B. Intellectuals' oligarchic and aristocratic associations

Ordinary Athenians were not necessarily uninterested or excluded from the

company of intellectuals (Chapter I.6 C2). However, intellectuals typically either

were or mixed with the aristocratic and wealthy, classes who were often

suspected of harbouring anti-democratic sympathies. The connexion between the

intellectual and wealthy classes (not implying a distinction) comes from the

reciprocal desires of (a) men of wealth and leisure to dabble in intellectual

novelties and of the ambitious to be trained in rhetorical techniques and (b)

intellectuals' own personal preference and desire to realise the value of their

talent. This relationship effectively (though not necessarily) functioned to impose

a property qualification for admission to intellectual society.la8

81. Intellectuals' associates

Aristocrats and the wealthy have the education and leisure for cultivated

intellectual interests that incline them to seek the company of intellectuals. The

works of the Sokratic authors, most notably Plato's Protagoras and Parmenides

and Xenophon's Symposium, show the enthusiasm of Athens' wealthy to meet

and hear distinguished orators and sophists. Sokrates' own associates include

'rich young men with time on their hands'.lae Those who paid sophists for

instruction were usually well off.ls0 Though Plato's comments suggest that few
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were genuinely interested in acquiring knowledge or new intellectual techniques,

there is no reason to suppose that the general picture is substantially false.

Kallias, son of Hipponikos, from a famously wealthy family, was notorious for
his patronage of intellectuals. Plato suggests that Kallias' behaviour was

excessive in degree but not unique.l5l Irt particular, rhetorical training was

considered to be the prerequisite for political success and was therefore sought by

the politically ambitious (see below).

Many intellectuals wished to profit from their skills. V/ith few exceptions, those

who wished to be educated had to pay for it, even if they were motivated only by

interest for interest's sake.ls2 The evidence for their fee-taking from both popular

and exclusive sources has already been cited (Chapter 4.3 A2). Xenophon depicts

Antiphon as providing arationale, if one were needed: wisdom is valuable and its

possessors are therefore entitled to realise its value.ls3 The result is that the

wealthy and leisured were over-represented among intellectuals' associates.

82. Intellectuals' background and disposition

Intellectuals' apparent preference for wealthy company may be motivated by

personal inclination - snobbery - as much as financial considerations. One

popular image of intellectuals is their aristocratic appearance, elegant and

affected. Comedy, especially Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazousai depicts Agathon

as being notorious for his effeminate beautification and overdressing. The

dependents of the Cloud-goddesses include 'lazy-long-haired-onyx-signet-ring-

wearers' (orpoytôovu1CI,pyoKoptlîüt), a term suggesting leisure and

luxury.lsa In The Wasps Aristophanes makes Antiphon (presumably the same as

the sophist and oligarch) a member of a sophisticated symposium. The élitism of

both Antiphon and Agathon appears again in an anecdote related by Aristotle.

When Antiphon had delivered his defence against treason for his role in the

oligarchy of the Four Hundred, Agathon praised his speech; Antiphon replied that

he would rather satisfy one man of good taste than any number of ordinary

people.lss
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Though many intellectuals certainly taught for money, this does not mean that

they were necessarily without means themselves or were compelled to teach

those of whom they did not approve. Many had distinguished backgrounds, most

notably Andokides, whose family claimed descent from Hermes and Odysseus,

and Kritias and Plato, who were descended from Kodros, the last king of

Athens.ls6 Xenophon lists Kritias' 'pride in his birth' as one of the factors that

encouraged his destructive immor ality.rsT

It is also possible that the 'democratic establishment' of ordinary citizens,

democratic traditionalists and demagogic politicians, such as Kleon, were

suspicious of foreign intellectuals'political influence. Intellectuals who were

itinerants or metics generally had aristocratic and wealthy patrons; Kallias, the

son of Hipponikos, is the most prominent example. This may have been felt to

give them excessive and improper influence and undermine the fundamental

political distinction between citizenand foreigner.tss Athenians' sensitivity about

the integrity of the citizenbase appears in comedians' and orators' preoccupation

with allegations of foreign and slave birth.

However, the existence of popular Athenian disquiet about 'sinister alien

intellectual influences', though plausible, is largely conjectural. The distribution

of comic citations provides the clearest evidence of which intellectuals were

known to the Athenian public. Foreigners such as Protagoras, Prodikos and

Gorgias are mentioned occasionally but are far exceeded in frequency and depth

of characterisation by Athenians (Chapter 2.I D). Aspasia is the only intellectual-

type who is represented as a political intriguer (see Chapter 4.3 A1). The

outstanding example of intellectual influence on the political sphere is Perikles

and his intellectual associates, which his enemies are said to have used as a

means to attack him. However, not only are many of the attacks on

intellectualsttn but also the strength and existence of Perikles' associations with

them are of doubtful historical veracity. The theme is first emphasised by 4th

century philosophers and rhetoricians pushing ideological barrows about the
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relationship between statesmanship and education.luo once this pattern was

established it became a self-perpetuating historical myth founded on exaggerated

beliefs about Perikles' intellectual interests and the tendency to identify the most

prominent individual of the age with its perceived characteristics, in this case,

cultural advalucurenl.

83. Intellectuals' political inclinations

The series of infamous and violent anti-democratic episodes at the end of the 5th

century were perpetrated by men whose ranks include not only many recipients

of the 'new education' but also a number intellectuals and marginal intellectuals

themselves. The intellectual associations of the participants in the scandals of 415

BC and their possible anti-democratic ramifications have already been mentioned

(Chapter 4.3 D). Most famous of the intellectuals involved in directly anti-

democratic activities are Antiphon, the renowned sophist and rhetoricianl6l,

whom Thoukydides says was mainly responsible for the oligarchic revolution of
4ll, and Kritias, who appears in several Platonic dialogues and was later

described as 'an amateur among philosophers, a philosopher among amateurs'.162

Archeptolemos, the son of Hippodamos, who had been granted Athenian

citizenship, was sufficiently prominent in the oligarchy of 411 to be afterwards

condemned for treachery along with Antiphon.r63

As a young man Aristoteles sought the company of distinguished intellectuals,

such as Parmenides andZeno (Pl. Parm. I27d). He was active under the

democracy as a general and hellenotamias but became a member first of the Four

Hundred and then the Thirty Tyrants. He seems to have been particularly ready to

make deals with Sparta. In 4lI he was one of those who planned to turn the

Piraeus over to the Spartans rather than relinquish power and, in 404,he was a

member of the embassy that went to Lysander to request a garrison for Athens.l6a
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Theramenes, a moderate oligarch active in the Four Hundred and the Thirty

Tyrants, has some intellectual associations. His contemporaries credit him with

possessing considerable intelligence as well as rhetorical skill. Aristophanes, in

The Frogs, depicts Euripides, a poet with strong intellectual associations,

claiming that the 'clever' (ö ropyóç) Theramenes is his creation, and

Dionysos agrees that he is 'a man who is indeed wise and clever in all things'.16s

Thoukydides describes him as 'a man not incapable in either speaking or

understanding' .tuu Aischines of Sphettos, in a passage attacking sophists'

supposed tendency to corrupt their pupils, says that Theramenes was Prodikos'

student; there must have been at least some connexion between the two.167

Charmides, Kritias' cousin and an associate of Sokrates, \ryas one of the Ten in

charge of the Piraeus under the Thirty Tyrants. Xenophon actually depicts

Sokrates encouraging him to involve himself in public affairs.168

Erasistratos, one of the Thirty Tyrants, is probably the same as the friend of

Kritias and Sokrates in the pseudo-Platonic dialogue Eryxias. He is also probably

the nephew of the late 5th century aristocratic politician Phaiax.l6e

Though the demos commissioned Nikomachos' work in transcribing the laws and

calendar of sacrifices, and he had friends 'in the government', presumably

influential politicianslto, he was or, at least, could be plausibly represented as

being, implicated in anti-democratic activities. Lysias alleges that when the

oligarchic conspirators wanted to get rid of the democratic politician Kleophon

they induced Nikomachos to produce a law providing for atrial before the Boule

that was, at that time, dominated by pro-oligarchs.l7l He fuither implies that

Nikomachos was part of alarger group that exploited the state.rl2 Lysias does not

develop the theme, possibly wary of the damage that he could do his client's case

if he was himself an oligarchic sympathiser (Chapter 2.6).

Sokrates himself was accused of criticising the institutions of democracy, in

particular, the principle of popular pafücipation in government regardless of the
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virtue of the individuals (Chapter 2.7 C2). Other acquaintances of Sokrates who

probably had aristocratic backgrounds and oligarchic inclinations are

Thoukydides son of Melesias, Aristeides son of LysimachoslT3 and, of course, his

intimates, including Antisthenes, Plato and Xenophon. 1 7a

These examples may not prove anything more than the oligarchic sympathies and

interest in intellectual novelties of Athens' wealthy classes. However, they do

show that there was a substantial basis for the suspicion that intellectuals or

intellectualism were related to anti-democratic attitudes.

C. Intellectualism can facilitate anti-demo cr.atic practices

It was argued above that there was a belief that cultivated skill in rhetoric could

facilitate evasion ofjustice (chapter 4.3 B2). Political decisions, like legal

decisions, were made before large assemblies following debate. Similarly, a

suspicion may exist that a speaker could use his cultivated abilities to

misrepresent his policy for ulterior motives. In private legal cases the damage

from comrpt decisions could be bad enough; in deliberative forums the state

could reap disaster \ryere bad counsel to prevail.lTs This concern is, however,

infrequently expressed in real oratory.

The specious and self-interested orator is a widely-attested figure, indicating that

the type was familiar to the Athenian mind. In comedy appear the ambassadors to

the Persian King in Aristophanes' Acharnians,Kleon, Demosthenes and Nikias

in The Knights, and the Statute-seller in The Birds. Hermippos accuses Perikles

of using words to cover his cowardly reluctance to fight (fr. al (an interesting

contrast to his Thoukydidean speeches). However, in comedy politicians tend to

be pompous blusterers rather than intellectually sophisticated rhetoricians,

whereas it is smug young men who practice devious rhetoric.

Legal oratory shows the tendency to criticise cultivated skill in rhetoric,

apparently with the intention of presenting oneself as modest, straightforwardand
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quiet and one's opponent as calculating, disdainful and litigious. In political

oratory the denigration of rhetoric skill was less common. Speakers were more

likely to try to create an image of shrewd and energetic public interest, where

intelligence and articulateness would be advantages. Instead of criticising their

opponents' rhetoric skill, speakers tend to focus on their honesty. Lysias, in his

speech Against the Subversion of the Ancestral Constitution of Athens, accuses

the supporters of Phormios' proposal for a moderate property qualification as an

attempt to deceive the demos, and further claims that they are really aiming at

seizing other people's property.176 Such assertions arepartly motivated by a

speaker's practical desire to seem plausible, but also by the rhetorical necessity

that, if his proposals are just or pragmatic, then his opponent can only be wrong

and, given that the interest of the state is at issue, must also be immoral, self-

interested and unpatr iotic.r77

The Assembly-goers themselves have a psychological interest in participating in

the belief that orators are immoral and their skilled speech is devious; it enabled

them to explain to themselves how they could make bad decisions. Orators and

historians accuse the Athenians of being ready to blame others' supposed

deceptions for its mistakes.178 This is particularly illustrated in the violent blame

that was directed against the orators (and oracle-mongers) who had persuaded

them to launch the Sicilian Expedition when they learned of its destruction in4I3

BC, and against those who had orchestrated Alkibiades' exile when he retumed

to Athens in triumph in407.17e Even if the allegation of 'deceptive eloquence' is

hackneyed, as Thoukydides' Diodotos remarks, it still indicates that the Athenian

Assembly-goers believed that the risk was intelligible.ls0 It may also have

flattered a self-image of 'manly simplicity'.181

There are act;'lølly few clear examples of especially skilled orators deliberately

and directly misleading the Assembly. Thoukydides provides most of them, for

instance, Alkibiades - whose rhetorical skills had gained notice as early as 427

BC in Aristophanes' Banquetersls2 - supported Athenian intervention in Sicily

with the specious assurance that the Athenians' enemies would not attack while
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their navy was away on the basis that they had not done so ìwhen they were

fighting the Persians in the eastern Aegean in the second quarter of the 5th

century.183 There is also some irony in his observation that Sicilian politics is

weak on the grounds that selÊinterested Sicilian politicians use persuasive

spccchcs as a tool.l8a In 411 BC the central argument offered by the oligarchic

conspirators (including Antiphon and Theramenes, whose intellectual and

rhetorical qualifications have already been discussed) in support of adopting an

oligarchic constitution was the false promise that Athens could then expect to

receive Persian support. 1 8s

It is Kleon who is the mouthpiece for the view that cultivated rhetoric is more

than a vehicle for self-interest and dishonesty but is intrinsically a bad medium

for public policy-making, as orators try to be over-clever, encouraged by the

Athenians themselves, who are irresponsibly addicted to frivolous novelties.ls6

This sentiment, that a lack of verbal restraint is, in some way, inopportune, is not

unique to Thoukydides' Kleon. Euripides' anti-intellectual character Zethos

contrasts it with 'decent reticence' (róopoç otyf). This is an ideal of

behaviour that seems to be almost proverbial, suggesting deference to legitimate

authorities, especially of children to their parents and women to their husbands

or, inZethos' mouth, of the citizento customs and laws.l87 This coincides with

Kleon's view that the love of one's own voice and rhetorical cleverness - the

comedians identify 'babble' (À0,Àtú) as a prominent motif of intellectuals - is a

pleasure that, used in serious forums, can damage the state.

D. Intellectualism subverts the integrity of the state

Some intellectuals may have suggested in their behaviour or in their expressed

views adherence to the principle of non-involvement in the duties of the state

and/or the idea that the city-state was not the natural or ideal type of community

Energetic participation in the civic life of the state was an admirable patriotic

principle (Chapter 2 n. I59). There were many intellectuals who involved
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themselves in public life, including, most notably, the Seven Wise Men,

recognised by popular tradition.lst No Athettian with his eyes open can have

failed to notice the foreign intellectuals who came to Athens as ambassadors on

behalf of their own cities (see Chapter 6 F). Indeed, one of the focuses of anti-

intellectual hostility is at their 'interference': Kleon's fulminations cannot be

directed at products of his own imagination for him to remain a credible

politician. However, the opposite characteristic was also assumed to be typical of

intellectuals: a lack of interest in civic life and even an aggressive rejection of the

principle of participation.

Information about early intellectual quietists is scarce, usually dependent on late

sources and often influenced by later intellectual agendas.lse Euripides' Antiope

contains the earliest explicit antithesis between active public life and quiet

philosophical life. Zethos criticises men such as his brother for their lack of

interest in their own reputation, wealth, or the condition of their family or city.

People with such lack of ambition for distinction he thought unable to help either

themselves or their friends.leo

Sokrates in Plato's Apology and Gorgias freely cites his lack of ambition in

public life and ignorance of political and legal customs and procedure as

evidence of his devotion to the philosophic life. His wording indicates that he

assumes that his attitude will be regarded as abnormal.rel

By the early 4th century Anaxagoras had become a model of philosophic

quietism in the Athenian intellectual tradition, if not in the public imagination.le2

In Plato's Hippias Major Sokrates flatters Hippias' belief in the value of his

public service by comparing him to a number of wise quietists, Pittakos, Bias,

Thales and Anaxagoras.te3 Even though the first three of these certainly were not

quietists, Aristotle confîrms that Anaxagoras, at least, had no interest or skill in

politics on account of his intellectual interests.lea The growth of this theme in

intellectual circles was probably due to the influence of those who sought to

diminish the value of Anaxagoras' theories and methods, such as the Platonists,
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and to the tendency of the 4th century educational debate to contrast his

theoretical interests with the pragmatism of his supposed pupil, perikles.le5

Plato casts the character Kallikles as a direct critic of the contemplative life. If he

is a l¡r'u[al tlcrnagogue he also seems to represent the standards of aristocratic

orthodoxy.teu He expresses the opinion that indulging in philosophy beyond

superficial acquaintance is a distraction from the vital process of gaining practical

experience of civic life and human nature. It therefore makes participation in

public life impossible:

brÌv ytÌp rol æúvu ebrpur1ç f¡ rol nóppro rî¡ç fll,rrioç
qtl"oooqf¡, û,vúyrn 7Túvrov ü,fislpov yryovévCI,r botrv, ôv
1pfl ä¡ræerpov elvor tòv péî.ÀovrCI, raÀòv rûyaOòv ral
ebôórupov äoeo0or tÍvõpo. Kü,ì ydp tôv vópov ürrsrpol
yiyvovtol Tôv Kord tr'¡v æól"rv, KCI,l tôv ),óyrrlv, dìç ðdr
Xpótr€vov ö¡nÀdrv bv tdìç ouppol"uiorç rdìç ûvOpóæorç
rol'rõiç rc,l ô4¡rooiç, roì tôv flõovôv te rcoì bnr0uprôv
tôv &vOpolrrirrlv, roì oul,Àipõnv trñv t¡Oôv fiavrafiCI,olv
ünetpot yiyvovtor. bæerõdv oöv äl,0orrv e1ç trva, 'rôiov fl
noÀrtrrf¡v np&(rv, Kû,rû,yéÀc,oror yiyvovta,r, óoruep ye,
ol¡ror, oï nol"rnKol, bnerôdv o0 e'rç ttÌç b¡rerépoç
ðrotprBrÌç ä1,0r¡or ral toùç l,óyouç, ratuyêXuorot e'ror...
ötuv ôè õt npeopúrepov 'iðcrl ätr rprÀooo<poî-rvto rcoì ¡rfl
ünuLhurtópevov, æl.r1yôv ¡ror ôordr flôn õdìo0u,r, ô
)órpoteç, oùtoç ö frvrlp. ö yrÌp vùv ðr1 äÀeyov, bæúp1er
toútç tQ ûvOpólrq), Kû,v æúvu ebgurjç f¡, ûvúvôprp
yeváoOor <peúyovtt rtÌ péoo ti¡ç æól,errlç roì trÌç û,yopúç,
bv drç äqn ö nor4trjç toùç övôpoç üpræpeædrç yiyveo0u,r,
rotsõeõurón ôè ròv l.orrcòv Biov Brôva,r ¡retd ¡rerpo,rclcrlv
bv ycrrviç tprdtv \ æmuprrlv yrOupiÇovra, bî"eúOepov ôè
rul péyo ru,ì veu,vrròv pr1õénore qOéy(ooOor.

"However well endowed one may be, if one philosophizes far on into life,
one must needs find oneself ignorant of everything that ought to be familiar
to the man who would be a thorough gentleman and make a good figure in
the world. For such people are shown to be ignorant of the laws of the city,
and of the terms which have to be used in negotiating agreements with their
fellows in private or in public affairs, and of human pleasures and desires;
and, in short, to be utterly inexperienced in men's characters. So when they
enter upon any private or public business they make themselves ridiculous,
just as on the other hand, I suppose, when public men engage in your
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studies and discussions, they are quite ridiculous... But when I see an

elderly man still going on with philosophy and not getting rid of it, that is

the gentleman, Socrates, whom I think is in need of a whipping. For as I
said just now, this person, however endowed he may be, is bound to
become unmanly through shunning the centres and marts of the city, in
which, as the poet said, 'men get them note and glory' [Hom. Il.9.44I];he
must cower down and spend the rest of his days whispering in a corner with
three or four lads, and never utter anything free or high-spirited."
(Pl. Gorg. 484c-e,485d, tr. V/.R.M. Lamb, Loeb)

Kallikles assumes that ambition to participate as a citizen of a community is the

natural inclination and obligation of any man who possesses certain distinctions.

''Whisperin gin acorner' may refer to a lack of boldness.leT

Polykrates repeats this view in his allegation that Sokrates taught men to be idle

and useless (Chapter 2.8). As Sokrates' associates mainly belonged to the

leisured class, this charge probably does not refer to their inability to support

themselves but to a failure to engage in public activities appropriate to their

station. One such public duty that the democratic state imposed was the payment

of liturgies, which some of Sokrates' associates, Krito and Charmides, did, in

fact, claim to be harassed about.lnt The kind of political involvement that

Sokrates did claim to engage in, informally encouraging men towards intellectual

reflectionlee, was - or, at least, could have been viewed as being - suspicious and

secretive as it took place outside the bounds of public scrutiny and accountability

(see A2 above).

The refusal to engage in public affairs may seem to indicate an inability or

unwillingness to help either oneself or one's friends. Apart from laziness or an

excessive preoccupation with one's otvn affairs (see Chapter 4.1D), this may

result from the rejection of concern for reputation (ambition for which was

considered normal and desirable as it supplied the state with wealthy, physically

strong, courageous and morally upright citizens2Oo), or a refusal to identify one's

own interests with those of the communiú, ànanalhema to the typical Greek

vtew
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Even if enthusiasm for public affairs was an embarrassment in forensic speeches

and comedy, it existed as a high-minded patriotic sentiment in Athenian

democratic ideology. The attitude existed that quietism eroded communal

responsibility for the state's prosperity and survival. The quietist image was

ascribed to ittcllcctuals and its plausibility was enhanced by the belief that it was

a natural consequence oftheir other supposed characteristics, such as laziness,

preoccupation with useless activities and rejection of normal standards of
behaviour. With this reasoning, intellectuals could therefore be a burden on and a

danger to the state. This is not a criticism of the value of intellectualism as such

but of its incompatibility with the life proper to the citizen.20l

Intellectuals could be suspected of a lack of patriotism. The influence of foreign

intellectuals may not have been great (see 82 above) but patriotism seems to be

an aspect of Meletos' accusation against Sokrates, that he 'failed to acknowledge

the gods of the city and introduced new gods'. The weakening of traditional

pieties could be connected, at least in part,to intellectual activities, and it is

intelligible that this could be viewed as undermining the integrity of the state.202

The belief that justice and security depended on the integrity of the state was

natural and self-evident to standard Greek thought. It is attested or implied in

classical and pre-classical poetry and by at least some sophists, most notably

Protagoras.'o' However, the growing awareness, especially in intellectual circles,

of the diversity of human behaviour and the consequences of this for

understanding the basis of human institutions, epitomised in the vópoç/gúorç

contrast2o4, could provide a basis for rejecting the sanctity and existence of the

state as a whole. Euripides refers to this in fragments that express the sentiment

that 'human nature is one's true fatherl and' .205 Otherwise, there is little or no

evidence from this period that any intellectuals actually criticised the state as

such.206
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Motiß

Many of the disreputable characteristics ascribed to intellectuals were stock

motifs imputed to any and everyone. Comedians and orators tend to assume that

everyone is personally unpleasant, dangerous to the state and driven by the basest

possible motives. A number of intellectuals' characteristics are simply amusing

or contemptible, such as their impracticality, unusual personal appearance and

preoccupation with useless theories and inventions. These things are not

necessary linked but there seems to be implicit rationalisation for many of them.

For instance, beggarliness is 'proof of intellectuals' laziness and impracticality,

and their supposed rejection of accepted behaviour means that they 'must be'

motivated by the only other intelligible standard, gross self-interest.

A number of intellectuals' supposed characteristics are intelligible

representations of their known habits. For instance, laziness and verbosiÍy are

unsurprising interpretations of their extended discussion and debate. Some motifs

contradict one another: intellectuals are said to be both beggarly and addictedto

material comfort, disinterested in money and greedy, impractical and shrewdly

calculating. This emphasises that, although intellectuals could be identified as a

group, the various unfavourable motifs are not aspects of a standardised image

but are functions of intellectuals' generic and individual features in terms of

Athenian suppositions and preoccupations.

Some of these suppositions are obvious. For instance, work is supposed to be

productive. Self-interest, especially for fulfilling the most basic desires, such as

wealth, sensual gratification and power, is supposed to be the fundamental human

motivation.

A belief is evident in the sanctity of social and political norms for which

intellectualisation induces a disposition to disregard. Proper moral behaviour was

assured by adherence to laws, accustomed practices, correct religious observance,
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and deference to one's elders. Intellectuals' propensity for inquiry and their
apparent readiness to reject things could indicate that they considered themselves

above these traditional guides and restraints on behaviour. In the political sphere,

Athenian nervousness about threats to the egalitarian basis of the constitution

helps to cxplain their hostility tu those who claimed to possess special talents.

Athens' democratic constitution, which was substantially in place by the mid-Sth
century, was based on the assumption that ordinary citizens were the legitimate

exercuters of political power and decision-making. For anyone to transcend the

norrn or exhibit excessive individuality could be considered dangerous to the

state and its citizens. For instance, the author of Against Atkibiades comments

that prudent men are (that is: 'you, the citizens, should be,) always on their guard

against those who grow too great, as it is from among these that tyrants arise; he

claims that the institution of ostracism exists just to enable the removal of those

who were more powerful than the magistrates and laws.206 Those influenced by
intellectualism are one such dangerous group. They could be viewed as

possessing a dangerous shrewdness, the rhetorical tools with which to deceive the

demos and, especially, anundemocratic sense of superiority. Kleon in his

Mytilene speech, Nikomachos' prosecutor and Polykrates accuse their respective

opponents of treating accepted customs and the law with disdain. popular geffes

do not distinguish intellectuals from other threats to democracy but their

peculiarities did provide a rationalisation for this belief. They are comically

represented as exclusivist and doubtless were; they did mostly associate with
oligarchs and aristocrats and were occasionally involved in attempts to overthrow

the democracy themselves.

Arrogance explains a number of intellectuals' odious characteristics. This is

evidenced in their ostentatious appearance (such as Agathon's and Hippodamos'

affectedness and Sokrates' and Antisthenes' beggarliness), abnormal behaviour

(Sokrates' fellow soldiers on the Potidaian campaign interpreted his refusal to

wear warrn clothes as disdain for those who did207), and claims to be benefactors,

to have high moral standards and to possess special insight (such Palamedes and

Sokrates in their trials2O8). Intellectuals' repeated self-justifying response is to say
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that their critics are jealous (<p0óvoç).20e To accuse intellectuals of arrogance is a

reaction against their pride in their specialised skills and their claim to possess

peculiar authority. This was felt to create a disposition to ignore traditional

authorities and practices in favour of their own comprehension. Modesty in

thought and behaviour was considered to be the desirable social characteristic,

lowering men's expectations reducing dangerous ambitions, and making them

more useful to the state.

Athenians exhibit a psychological supposition about the nature of truth and

understanding. Oratorical habits, in particular, make it clear that subtle speech

and complex forms of argument \ryere, by definition, associated with deceit. Truth

is supposed to be straightforward and the meaning of data self-evident.

Intellectualism, which presumes that superficialities are inadequate for

comprehension, runs counter to this belief.

The belief that intellectual inquiry may not bewholly successful in its aims does

not constitute anti-intellectualism; the belief that there are other or better means

to truth and decision-making does. In modern times this tends to come from

humanist and romantic reactions to the lack of emotion and spirituality in modem

life and the scientific movement. In classical Athens it comes from the belief that

meaning is obvious and self-evident and that intellectual inquiry is likely to miss

real meaning. The auitude seems to be that intellectualism is literally inadequate

as a means of understanding and as a basis for action. To have mistaken faith in

one's powers of comprehension can be a cause of destruction.
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CHAPTER 5: THE ANTI-INTELLECTUALS

From the case studies presented in Chapter 2 I shall now examine those who

spoke and acted against intellectuals and intellectualism. Plato's Sokrates

claimed that those who were particularly annoyed with him were those whom

he had questioned in order to test their knowledge. These were the traditional

and technical experts of Greek society, the politicians, craftsmen and poets.l

This implies that the hostility towards Sokrates was the result of disputes over

the basis of knowledge.

Plato's analysis is misleading in two respects. Firstly, the evidence as a whole

suggests that the critics of intellectualism actually focus on the narrowness of

its comprehension and its supposed effects on personal behaviour and the

attitudes it induces. They are motivated by a desire to protect these things -
good use of reason, morality, religion, and civic institutions - more than by a

sense of affront to their authority. Secondly, the sporadic nature of the direct

attacks on intellectuals and intellectualism suggests that anti-intellectuals are

better identified as expressions of various dispositions rather than the interests

of particular groups. These dispositions may appear in those who belong to

different groups. Here I shall divide them into groups and describe their main

proponents for the sake ofease.

A. Cultural disposition

There are three poets who can be securely identified as critics of intellectuals and

intellectualism: Euripides, Aristophanes and Meletos. There may, therefore, be

some basis to Plato's contention that this group felt threatened by intellectual

criticism.2 In The Republic Plato refers to the 'ancient quarrel between poetry and

philosophy'. Unfortunately, he does not elaborate what poetry's claims in this

dispute consist in. His criticisms of poets' ignorance - dependence on divine

inspiration and the inaccuracy of their technique of poetic representation

(l.tipnotç) - do not enable them to be reconstructed.3
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Poets do not seem to have had an articulated basis for their knowledge

(something that Plato makes much ofa though they do presume to have some

kind of authority - comedians, at least, make explicit the claim that poets are

advisers ald tcachcrs of men through their criticism and exhortation (Chapter 1.6

Bl). Their authority seems to derive unconsciously from their controlling

relationship with cultural material, which is based upon skills in articulation and

the creation of emotionally and psychologically significant effects.s They have a

sense of possessing special sensitivity to and appreciation of transcendent and

human concerns.6

Poetry may not have had an explicit basis for its authority but it is plausible to

suppose that new intellectual practices eroded its credibility. Intellectuals had

been criticising poetry and traditional stories over issues of accuracy and morality

since the late 6th century.7 This is consistent with Greek traditions of
competitiveness and individuality, in fact visible in poets' criticism of one

anothers, so it does not indicate that there was antagonism between two groups as

such. However, the development of intellectualism imposed new standards in

analysis, emphasising consistency and searching for inner meanings. Poetry's

inability to stand up to this kind of scrutiny would therefore damage its

credibility. Anti-intellectuals reflect this process in their complaints that

intellectuals trivialise and 'comrpt' poetry. Aristophanes alleged this of Euripides

and Sokrates, and Polykrates of Sokrates.e

41. Euripides

Euripides, Aristophanes and Meletos are not uniform in either their attitude

towards intellectuals or their objections to intellectualism. Euripides'

representation of intellectuals, especially Amphion and Palamedes, is fairly

sympathetic, portraying them as victims of unfair suspicion and attacks. His

plays reveal his familiarity with curent intellectual theories and issues. His

contemporaries noticed this and often connected him to intellectual figures,
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especially Sokrates, and with scientific novelties, atheism and self-interested

rhetorical subtlety.l0 However, Euripides' dramatic assessment of

intellectualism is harsh. He repeatedly represents human reason as failing in its

attempts to comprehend the universe and he often contrasts the unreliability of

the clever with the simple integrity, judgement and true understanding of

ordinary men. For instance, in the Andromache, the Chorus says that:

Trvoüì õ' ötq,v qápcoor voDri¡.ouç 0ooi,
Kürd nr1ôul.icrlv õrõÚ¡ro fiponiôov YVópü,
ooqóv te rcl.Î¡0oç äOpóov uo0eváotspov
qu,Dl"orápuç qpsvóç obroKpcroùç.

"When swift breezes are hurtling sailors along,

a double intelligence at the helm
andathrong of wise men conjoined is not as effective
as a lesser mind with full authority."
(Eur. Andr. 479-82, tr. Kovacs, Loeb)

In Ionthe title character says that he 'would wish an honest humble man to be

his friend rather than a cleverer knave'.11 Simple faith in and of the 'humble

man' and his acceptance of traditional religious practice is depicted in The

Bacchae: "Whatever the mass, the ordinary people, have taken as normal, and

practice it, this I would accept".12 Though this sentiment may be a democratic

platitude, its repetition and the fact that many of the instances are barely

relevant to their dramatic context means that it may, therefore, represent a view

close to Euripides' actualopinion.13

A2. Aristophanes

Though it is difflrcult to judge from the evidence, Aristophanes seems to be far

more interested than others in intellectuals and more inclined to distinguish

them as a group from other 'experts', such as musicians and oracle-morrgers.to

In his plays it is possible to identify particular sophists' theories and styles,

such as those belonging to Protagoras, Diogenes of Apollonia and Prodikos,

suggesting that he was interested in intellectuals as individuals and had some
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grasp of their thought (Chapter 284). His interest in intellectuals is especially

evident in the particular attachment he shows for The Clouds. He protests at his

audience's lack of perception and appreciation of it and reworked it over a

period of years.15 The fragments of other comedians mention intellectuals

comparatively infrequently and provide little specific information. They do not

seem to distinguish them from other types of expert or social nuisance.16

Contemporaries seem to have noticed Aristophanes' preoccupation: Kratinos

depicts a clever dick saying that he is 'euripidaristophanising'

(eb ptætôuplot oq û,v i( crlv¡ (fr. 3 42), which suggests that Aristophanes was

thought to share Euripides' notorious interest in modern cleverness.lT Plato

agrees, citing Aristophanes alone among the comedians for having mocked

Sokrates. 
ls

Aristophanes'interest is not, however, very good-nafured.lnThe Clouds (at

least in the revised version) he has the Thinktank burned down, Sokrates and

his associates fleeing and perhaps dying (which accords with the evidence

equally well).le His references to Sokrates elsewhere are also fairly

unfriendly.20 Plato also suggests that Aristophanes and Sokrates were

particularly at odds. He names him as one of Sokrates' 'original accusers'.21 As

a character in Plato's Symposium he is the only person who does not applaud

Sokrates' speech but instead tries to make some comment (2I2c). He barely

exchanges words with Sokrates until the symposium's end, when Sokrates

spends a good portion of the rest of the night arguing with him and Agathon

that comedy and tragedy are the same skill, a suggestion that the poets

evidently resisted until overcome by tiredness.22

Aristophanes' familiarity with intellectual methods is also apparent in his

parodies (Chapter 2.I B5). The theme of his criticism of intellectualism is that

it is trivialising and non-holistic: it misses true meaning on account of its

preoccupation with details. This is particularly apparent in his criticism of

Euripides' supposed debasement of tragedy through his adoption of Sokrates'

habit of idle and pretentious nit-picking.23 Aristophanes' most fervent
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objections to the new intellectualism are to its supposed impiety and the

encouragement and facilitation it gives to the pursuit of amoral self-interest.

While Euripides tends to focus on the negative effects of intellectualism for the

individual, Aristophanes seems more concemed with its wider social effects.

43. Meletos

Sokrates' prosecutor Meletos was a young man at the time of the trial,

apparently obscure, though Plato's Sokrates is able to describe his appearance

even before the preliminary hearing of his trial.2a In his defence speech, he

alleges that Meletos is acting 'on behalf of the poets'.2s There are a number of

references to poets called Meletos ranging ftom c.424 to c.391 BC, particularly

from comedies, though it is guesswork to identify all or any of these with

Sokrates' accuser.'6 The earliest citation to a poet Meletos is from

Aristophan es' The Farmers (fr. 1 17). This man would be too old to be

Sokrates' prosecutor (who was 'young' (VáOç), whatever that means exactly,

in 399) but it could refer to his father who had the same name.'1 There is some

slight evidence that Sokrates' Meletos \ryas connected to the Eumolpids. A

member of this family may have had a particular interest in prosecuting

Sokrates on account of the implication of many of his associates in the impiety

scandals of 415 BC; in 408 they had agitated against the recall of Alkibiades.2s

The justification he offered to prove that Sokrates was guilty of impiety and

comrpting the young is the view, which was apparently widely held, that the

naturalistic speculations ascribed to intellectuals were innately irreligious and

undermined the influence of traditional morality-forming institutions. This

reveals an attitude of religious and educational conservatism, a conviction that

traditional beliefs and practices are beyond criticism. 'While there is probably

considerable truth to his suspicion that intellectual scrutiny damaged the

strength of inherited culture, he appears to lack comprehension of the meaning

and object of intellectual analysis, that criticism is not necessarily an attack.
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There is the interesting possibility that Sokrates' prosecutor is the same as the

Meletos who took part in the prosecution of Andokides. Andokides' trial also

revolved around religious issues and took place at around the same time as

Sokrates', probably a few months before.2e On the face of it, it seems unlikely

that two different men with the same uncommon name would both launch

separate impiefy proceedings within a few months of each other.3O The

temptation to identify the two is increased by the survival of a prosecution

speech from the trial, Lysias' Against Andokides. The other two prosecutors are

Kephisios and Epichares; as the speaker refers to Kephisios he must be either

Meletos or Epichares" b.rt Epichares seems to have attacked Andokides' use of

the amnesty32, something that does not appear in Lysias' speech as we have it

and seems alien to its pervasively religious theme. Hence, Meletos is the man

most likely to have delivered it.33 Whatever the speaker's identity, he was

probably also connected to the Eumolpids.3a As it is intrinsically likely that a

speech-writer would make an effort to represent the (public) character of his

client - something that Lysias was an acknowledged master of - the language

of Against Andokides might contain a hint to the speaker's personality.3s It

does, in fact, employ a relatively high proportion of non-forensic words and

also, as Dover says, "adopts and exploits the most primitive religious fears,

prejudices and beliefs". This accords with what one might expect of Sokrates'

prosecutor; not a regular speaker but a fervent advocate of religious

conservatism.'u Attdokides' prosecutor emphasises the tribulations that

Andokides has endured since his crime, in order to suggest that the gods'

interest in seeing him suffer is proof of his offences against them. The

inevitability of divine justice is a commonplace of Greek religious and moral

thought but the speaker seems to gloat over Andokides' misfortunes, describing

their hideousness and lack of respite in detai1.37 The speaker says that he views

Andokides' crime as utterly without mitigation.3s He adheres to the

conventional moral principle 'do good in order to receive good' but he extends

this to argue that refraining from punishing impiety itself invites punishment

from the gods.3e His statements that men can and should be the agents of divine

retribution suggests that he is motivated by a sense of personal outrage.ao His
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assertion that those who ordered the recall of exiles are themselves guilty of

impiety suggests an exceptionally trenchant view of religious moralityal,

particularly as it effectively damns the whole demos, including the jurors

themselves. Overall, the speaker shows an exceptionally zealous and

unreflective adherence to traditional religious thought. He has the intellectual

forcefulness to drive principles to their natural conclusion but lacks the

disposition or sophistication to engage in reflection about their meaning'o'

Given the nature of the case, Lysias may have judged that uncompromising

religious conservatism, even beyond that actually held by the majority ofjurors

(Andokides was acquitted), would be effective in persuading them. His

arguments and sentiments suggest a mode of thought similar to those brought

against Sokrates.

There is one substantial objection to identifying the two men: the Leon of

Salamis affair. The Thirty Tyrants summoned Sokrates and four other men,

including Andokides' Meletos (And. I.94), to arrest Leon - probably the

general who was active in the latet partof the Peloponnesian'Wara3 - illegally,

an actthat led to his execution. Though Sokrates, in Plato's version of his

defence, and Plato and Xenophon in their own voices mention this incident, at

no point do they refer to any involvement by Sokrates' prosecutor.aa For the

two men to be the same it is necessary to explain how Sokrates and Plato and

the unsubtle Xenophon could either be ignorant of the fact - which is

implausibleot - o. choose to omit it - which is almost as unlikely.a6

In short, in view of their fervent religious orthodoxy, unreflective thought, and

possible Eumolpid links, the identification of Andokides' and Sokrates'

prosecutors as the same man seems probable - except for the extraordinary

failure of Sokrates, his apologists and any other ancient source to mention his

involvement in the death of Leon of Salamis. A possible solution is to suppose

that Andokides' prosecutor is father (or some other relation) to Sokrates'

prosecutor. This would account for the similarity of their backgrounds and
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apparent community of interest but also for the failure of ancient sources to

identify the two.

The common feature of these three poets' view of intellectualism is the belief that

its methods are reductionist, destroying real content by focusing on trivial details

while missing true meaning.oT However, Aristophanes and Euripides seem to

differ from most of their fellow poets in their greater interest in intellectuals and

intellectual issues. In particular, they are capable of criticising intellectual

methods. This interest and level of criticism distinguish them from their peers

and militate against the likelihood that they were part of a general poetic anti-

intellectualism. Meletos seems to have little knowledge or comprehension about

intellectuals' activities and the nature of intellectual analysis. He seems to have

more in common with unsophisticated anti-intellectuals, who are comparatively

uninformed about intellectual methods and are concerned mainly with its effects

on moral, religious and civic consciousness.

B. Civic disposition

The civic disposition is concerned with threats to the state. It views

intellectualism as reducing the authority of its institutions 'with its incessant

criticism, and reducing deference to them by encouraging arrogance. Kleon is the

most explicit example of this disposition.

Kleon's father Kleainetos was wealthy on account of his prosperous tanning

business and Kleon is himself invariably referred to as a tanner.48 The first

notice of Kleon's involvement in public affairs is his attack on Perikles at the

beginning of the Peloponnesian'Warae and, after Perikles' death, he became the

most influential politician in Athens. The chief concerns of his policy seem to

be maintenance of Athens' pre-eminent position through upholding her empire,

and economic issues, such as proposing or approving a wealth tax and raising

the allies' tribute.s0 These things suggest that his view of effective government

consists in the primacy of patriotism and pragmatism. Though sources are
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almost uniformly hostile to Kleon there is one favourable reference to him,

from a mid-4th century legal speech, which describes him as a distinguished

general and statesman. Clearly, the speaker, who was connected to Kleon,

expected the jurors to remember him with approval.sl

Thoukydides depicts Kleon as espousing views hostile to intellectual

(specifically rhetorical) sophistication. He represents orators as preoccupied

with exercising their skills in speaking and perversely clever arguments, which

means that they cannot resist participating in public debate where their methods

can only confuse issues and be destructive to the state. He associates

intellectual modesty with security and cleverness with reckless instability. This

instability is a function of the affogance and agnosticism of intellectual

criticism, which he emphasises with an allusion to the contemporary distinction

between vó¡,roç/rpúotç.t'He rejects the notion that principles other than those

of conventional morality can determine policy.

Such rhetorical and intellectual habits may not be phantoms in Kleon's

imagination: the Mytilene debate took place in the same year as Gorgias' visit

to Athens in which his rhetorical displays made him a celebrity.s3 His extant

speeches are characterised by extremely sophistic arguments, abstruse subject

matter and a preoccupation with verbal games. To Kleon this may have

epitomised intellectualised public speaking's frivolity, perversity and self-

indulgence. His Mytilene speech may represent an attempt to resist its entry

into public business.sa

Kleon's Mytilene speech shows his efforts to identify himself with constancy,

patriotism and conventional morality, which are the accepted values and beliefs

of ordinary men. His criticism of popular addiction to rhetorical novelties

instead of these things implies that he, in fact, represents a higher level of

commitment to patriotic principles than ordinary men do themselves. This

ostentatious devotion to and identification with the demos is a prominent

characteristic of Kleon in all sources. Thoukydides hints at this quality in Kleon
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as he only ever depicts him in public situations, never in private nor his private

thoughts.ss In Aristophanes' Knighls 'Paphlagon' claims to be the lover and

'watchdog' of the demos and the enemy of the wealthy.s6 This comedy won

first prize in 424 BC, just after Kleon had captured the Spartans on Sphakteria

and was at the height of his success, so Aristophanes' caricature cannot simply

have been insulting but must have struck atreality. Kleon was also notorious

for having used the familiar form of address - "1ü,îpttv" - in an official

dispatch to the Assembly.sT Plutarch records an anecdote that Kleon cut himself

off from his friends on the grounds that they were detrimental to a democratic

political career.tt The traditionalism of Kleon's political sentiments is fuither

suggested by the prominence of the elderly among supporters.te On the whole,

Kleon appears to have identified himself with democratic institutions and the

attitudes of ordinary (especially elderly) men and their sentiments to an

extraordinary degree.60 The fact that Kleon is the only demagogue for whom

Thoukydides provides a portrait suggests that he is supposed to represent all

demagogues (Chapter 2.5).

Kleon's fervent commitment to the demos and the institutions of state is

illustrated by his hostile relationship with Aristophanes whom he accused

before the Boule of having insulted the demos and its offîcials61:

obtòç t' bpoutòv ùnô Kì.érovoç üno0ov
bæiotopor õrd tr'¡v ruápuot Kolreõisv.
e'roeÀrúoaÇ yap p' e'1ç tò pouÀeDrfplov
õrápuÀl"e Koì VtDõî¡ roteyÀóttt(é ¡rou
rûrurÀoBópet rcöruÀ.uvev, óor' öÀiyou rcúvu
&ærrll,ópr1v þroÀDvofi püypovoúpevoç.

"And I know about myself, what I suffered at Kleon's hands because of
last year's comedy. He dragged me into the council chamber and began

slandering me, telling glib-mouthed lies about me, roaring at me like
Cycloborus, bathing me in abuse, so that I very nearly perished in a sewer
of troubles."
(Aristoph. Ach.377-82, tr. Sommerstein, Aris & Phillips).
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bycrl õè l,é(crl õervd pév, ôircotü, õá.

ob yúp ps vÛv ye ôroBa)"ft Kl"ár¡v ött
[ávcrrv ftüpóvrtrlv trjv nó]"tv rurôç Àéyrrl.

obtoì yúp bopev obrcì Aqvuirp t' û,yóv,
rcoúrccrr [évor núpetorv...

"...What I have to say will be shocking but it will be right. This time
Cleon will not allege that I am slandering the city in the presence of
foreigners; for we are by ourselves and it's the Lenaean competition, and

there are no foreigners here yet..."
(rbid. 501-s)

The second comment makes it unlikely that the first is Aristophanes' invention

The scholiast says that the incident refers to Kleon's reaction to Aristophanes'

Babylonians:

"...[F]or he made a mockery of officials picked by sortition and by
election and of Cleon, while there were foreigners present... For this
feason Cleon was angry and laid a charge against Aristophanes before the

people for wrongdoing (ùõtrciu), claiming that Aristophanes had acted

with intent to insult (e'tç öBptv) the people and the Boule."
(Schol. on Aristoph. Ach.378,tr. Atkinson, J.E., "Curbing the

Comedians: Cleon versus Aristophanes and Syracosius' Decree", CQ n.s.

42, 1992, p. 56-57 .)

It is not clear that Kleon invoked a specific law. He may have acted on the

general principle that it was unacceptable 'to wrong' the demos - both

'wronging' and demos are vague terms. That the accusation was made before

the Boule implies that the procedure was an impeachment (eloO,yyel"iU). The

certain instances of e'fOcyye¡,iU in the 5th century were for extraordinary

situations felt to threaten the state and the democratic constitution.ut This

suggests the kind of offence that Kleon felt - or wished to imply - that

Aristophanes had committed. Kleon's charge need not have been frivolous or

motivated by a sense of personal affront. Aristophanes' emphasis on the role of

foreigners suggests that his offence lay in having impugned the reputation and

dignity of the state as a whole. The Old Oligarch asserts that the demos did not

tolerate mockery of itself (2.18). This is factually false but it is could be based

upon occasional incidents, like Kleon's impeachment of Aristophanes.63
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C. Religious disposition

One group that Plato does not make reference to in The Apology when

enumerating philosophy's enemies is religious authority. This is perhaps

surprising in view of the regularity with which intellectuals are criticised for

impiety. However, it is consistent with the dominance of poets in the

transmission of cultural material and the role of the Athenian state in mediating

religion.

C1. Diopeithes

The most trenchant non-poet to criticise intellectualism for its irreligion is

Diopeithes the seer. Assuming that his 'decree' represents his own views in some

sense, even if put into his mouth by some comedian, he is an historical figure

who believed - or could be represented as believing - that scientific investigations

into the heavens encouraged atheism and that this should be punished.

As the name Diopeithes is uncommon it is likely that the few references around

the time of the Peloponnesian War are to the same person. There is some

information relating to political activity. Two decrees ascribed to a Diopeithes

appeffi early in the war. They are consistent with the imperial andnaval interests

of the Athenian democracy. One is the 'Methone decree' datingto c.430 BC,

which regulated tributary payments. A late anecdote describes another decree

requiring that anyone found in the Piraeus after a certain time of night be

executed.6a The datum, whose point is that Diopeithes himself broke it, cannot be

traced with certainty any earlier than Aelian but the decree is consistent with

Thoukydides' description of the Athenians' attitude in42918 BC after the

Peloponnesians' successful surprise attack on Salamis.6s

A comic scholiast says that Diopeithes was Nikias' hetairos, which implies some

balance of shared political orientation and friendship (Nikias was notoriously
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superstitious and may have had both personal and professional reasons for

cultivating a good seer).66 In39l BC Diopeithes is in Sparta, still dabbling in

politics. It is he who produces the oracle warning of the dangers of 'a lame

kingship' to undermine Agesilaos' claim to be king.67 He may have fled Athens

when prosecuted for his inadvertent infraction of the Piraeus decree or during the

Athenians' persecution of oracle-mongers after the failure of the Sicilian

Expedition.68 Diopeithes' religious conservatism does not exclude political

radicalism. Athenians were well aware that oracles could be used for political

purposes.6n

Diopeithes was not, by any means, the only seer (¡rúvtlÇ) or oracle-monger

ftpr'¡o¡rol,óyoç) (the two are virhrally synonymous) involved in public

affairs.T0 However, the criticism of naturalistic speculation ascribed to him

implies religious conservatism and a lack of intellectual sophistication that is

unusual for oracle-mongers and seers. Their skill was a combination of leaming

and special insight; in practice many of them seem to have belonged to the same

intellectual movement as sophists, scientists and philosophers.Tl Many could be

described as 'theological sophists', given to rationalising and interpreting the

origins and functions of the divine as metaphors or in terms of natural

phenomena. In Plato's Euthyphro the title character is a religious interpreter who

both takes myths and traditional practices seriously and adheres to the novel

sophistic notion that the same moral principles apply to both gods and men. In

the Kratylos he is cited as a source for etymological analyses of the gods'

na-es.tt In Euripides' Bacchae Teiresias has a similar role, providing

rationalistic explanations for Dionysos' origins based on etymological analysis.T3

Diopeithes is atypical of this class; indeed comic references to his frantic fits of

anger suggest that he was unusually fanatical.Ta

C2. Nikomachos' prosecutor

Nikomachos' prosecutor's anti-intellectualism seems to revolve around a

conviction that it is necessary to preserve the sanctity of the state's institutions
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and religious practices. He is particularly concerned to defend Athens'

traditional rites and he insists that any interference in them is impious. His

objection to interference with the laws of the state is a commonplace but shows

a similar conservatism. His attitude on these issues may be enhanced by his

apparunl"ly aristooratic background and oligarchic inclination - at least,

Nikomachos had alleged that he had been one of the Four Hundred, and his

silence about his own activities under the Thirty is conspicuous and

suggestive.Ts His attitude may be similar to Plato's, who found the restored

democracy's 'rapid comrption of both written laws and customs' distressing

and a sign of bad government.T6 It need not be supposed that Nikomachos'

apparent preference for popular sacrifices (Chapter 2.6) would make him

popular. In fact, if he was convicted, as seems probable, this would illustrates

the Athenians' conservative sentiments and protectiveness towards their

institutions.

Of course, Nikomachos' prosecutor need not have had any particular

confidence that the jurors would share his sentiments. Lysias' speech was

delivered before a normal jury" and he refers to a previous hearing before the

Boule.18 This is the procedure for an impeachment (e'roo,yye?,"iu) against a

public official, a method that Antiphon and Demosthenes describe elsewhere. It

is different from impeachment for treason but has important similarities.

Firstly, the case was launched on the prosecutor's own initiative, not as apart

of an automatic review (eÚOuvu,t). Secondly, unlike a ypogú, the prosecutor

would not have faced a penaþ if he had failed to secure one fifth of the jurors'

votes.Te This means that the prosecutor probably felt particularly strongly about

Nikomachos' offence and that the sentiments that the speech expresses might

represent his own more than might otherwise be the case.

The lack of anti-intellectual action by any specifically religious group is due to

Greek religion's lack of doctrine, dogma or sacred texts that required conscious

maintenance and defence. Aristophanes and Meletos and, to a lesser extent,

Euripides, are the most trenchant critics of intellectual ineligion. This is
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indicative of the role of traditional stories, provided by the poets, in transmitting

religious knowledge. Nikomachos' prosecutor's desire to protect traditional

sacrifices emphasises religion's focus on practice rather than belief'

Moreover, classical Athens did not have any particular institution of religious

authority. This was divided between priests who administered rituals and had

custodianship of designated gods' shrines and sacred objects; seers who were

available for consultation; oracle-mongers who would interpret oracles as private

individuals ; exegetai, specialist authorities in points of ancestral and sacred law80;

and the demos itself. None of these bodies could act unilaterally and only the

demos had executive power. The oldest priesthoods were the preserve of certain

aristocratic families but the newer cults were open to all able citizens, a feature

presumably connected to Athens' political development. The state had ultimate

responsibility in religious issues, for instance, subjecting priests to an annual

audit.8l

A fîgure who might claim to have religious authority is the prophet with charisma

and a direct connexion to the divine. Such f,rgures are conspicuously absent from

Athenian - and, indeed, Greek - society at this time. The figure of Dionysos in

Euripides' Bacchae is perhaps the only example.s2

Religious conservatism - even to the point of fanaticism - is part of the

Athenian democratic milieu. However, the Athenians were not so reactionary

that they meted out punishment for any accusation of impiety. This is shown by

the case of Andokides, who was certainly technically guilty. However, the fact

that the accusation of impiety is thrown against intellectuals repeatedly (both

humorously and seriously) indicates that at least some Athenians believed it

and many more could find it plausible'
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D. Moral disposition

Dl. Aias

The rnyl.hical figure of Aias, apart from epitomising bravery, directness and

inarticulateness, displays in his various manifestations the constant feature of
concern for traditional virtues. This can be inflexible and excessive in degree.

Sophokles' Aias focuses on the hero's self-destruction as a function of his

extreme adherence to the dictates of honour. His concept of personal and moral

value revolves around public approval or disapproval (Chapter 3 A). Antisthenes

draws out this aspect of Aias' mentality even more forcefully. He says that he

could not bear to have abad reputation and can only understand Odysseus'

actions in these terms, shameful and deceitful ($2-5). Odysseus responds by

observing Aias' childish pleasure at public praise, repeating the theme of his

traditional externalised system of value.83 Aias is unable to comprehend different

approaches to the same ends. He is the antithesis of intellectualism that attempts

to find meaning transcending the immediate and concrete, in this case a fixed

code of behaviour based around simple principles and maxims.

Apart from Aias, concern with intellectualism's effect on moral development

tends to combine the aspects of culture, the state and religion cited above.

D2. Anytos

Anytos, like Kleon, was wealthy on account of the large tanning factory

established by his father, Anthemion. Anthemion was self-made man, as Plato

implies in the Meno when he snidely praises his industry.ta He also says that

the education that he gave Anytos was 'good, as the Athenian people think',

doubtless a disparaging reference to his success in business.8s Sokrates'

description of Anytos as prosecuting him 'on behalf of the artisans' is probably

intended to belittle the importance of his concems.tu
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Anytos' earliest known participation in public affairs is his generalship in 409/8

BC, where he was engaged in an unsuccessful attempt to relieve Athenian

forces at Pylos.87 His social milieu was distinguished: he was hereditary guest-

friend to the Thessalian aristocrat Meno and associated with Lysimachos, son

of the distinguished conservative statesman Aristeides.8s Late sources provide

an anecdote about him being or aspiring to be Alkibiades' lover.se Anytos'

milieu was reflected in his political inclinations, similar to Theramenes'

favouring a moderate restriction of the franchise.e0 However, his political

prominence, which lasted for several years, was a result of his opposition to the

Thirty Tyrants and his role in the democratic restoration.

Though Meletos was the author of the indictment against Sokrates and,

according to Plato's and Xenophon's Apologies, took the leading part in the

trial, ithas been suggested that Anytos was the real instigator of Sokrates'

trial.el The presumption is, essentially, that Anytos was too important (and

busy?) to spend his time supporting other people's cases. It is, at least, certain

that he was not an apparatchik or a sycophantic hack. He must have had a

genuine interest in the trial and would have been aware that involvement in the

case would reflect on his public image.

The sokratics' representation of Anytos focus on his concem with

intellectualism's effect on people's moral condition. They create the impression

that he believed that Sokrates' influence was responsible for 'comrpting the

young' in some way. Xenophon claims that their dispute (reducing it to the

level of a personal grudge and snobbishly emphasising Anytos' non-aristocratic

background) originated in Sokrates' comments about Anytos' son's education,

at which Anytos took offenc e.n'Plato provides aportrait of Anytos in the

Meno,the dramatic date of which seems to fall between the amnesty and

Sokrates' trial.e3 The subject of the dialogue is whether 'virhle' - moral

continence and the ability to make moral judgements - can be taught. Anytos is

apparently introduced as an apologist for the value of traditional education,

which 'any Athenian gentleman'hadreceived himself and would recommend
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(92e-93a). This consists in physical training and, by implication, contact with

such 'gentlemen' in the course of normal involvement in city life. He regards

famous Athenian statesmen as outstanding exponents of this upbringing. When

Sokrates points out that these men showed no ability to confer their virtue on

their own sons, Anytos abruptly departs in anger, with the parting comment, 'I
believe that you are too apt to speak ill (rorôç l"éyerv¡ of people' QaQ.

This must be interpreted as Plato's version of his complaint against Sokrates,

that Sokrates was denigrating Athens' traditional political heroes.ea That

Sokrates' criticism revolved around the issue of education implies that Anytos

understood Sokrates' criticism of traditional education to mean that he was

actually advocating the new education offered by the sophists. In fact, this

apparent conflict is (Plato's) Anytos' own creation, as the first opinion he offers

in the Meno is the trenchant assertion that sophists are 'blights and comrption'

who do their pupils more harm than good.es He implies that they operate

according to their own self-interest, monetary payment. Their students are

misled and their relatives and cities are blind to sophists' danger and neglect

their duty of protecting the young.nu Plato depicts Anytos' sentiment as sheer

prejudice, as he has Anytos claim 'to know' what sophists are like even though

he admits he has, in fact, not had any contact with them.eT The only comment

attributed to him in Plato's Apology, that 'the Athenians' sons would be utterly

ruined by practising what Sokrates taught' (29c), reinforces the view that his

hostility towards Sokrates was due to the supposed deleterious effect of the new

education.

Anytos' action against Sokrates can also be understood in political terms. The

focus of Anytos' policy at the time of Sokrates' trial was fervent support for the

amnesty that had been established after the defeat of the oligarchic remnant in

Eleusis in 401 BC. The seriousness attached to upholding the amnesty can be

seen in another incident, when the politician Archinos persuaded the Boule to

execute without trial a man who was ignoring its terms, as a deterrent to

others.es Isokrates praises Anytos, along with Thrasyboulos, for his

enforcement of the amnesty, in spite of large personal loses.ee This comes from
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alegal speech delivered to a popular audience shortly after the amnesty's

establishment and therefore attests to the policy's popularity and Anytos'

identification with it. Anytos' involvement in Andokides' defence at almost the

same time as Sokrates' trial on virtually the same formal charge, impiety, also

implies that this was his overriding concern. The significant difference between

Andokides' and Sokrates' cases that might induce Anytos to defend one but

attackthe other was the amnesty. Andokides' offences occurred in 415 BC,

before the amnesty, but there is no reason to suppose that Sokrates desisted

from his characteristic activities after 401 8C.100 In fact, the chronological

markers in Plato's Meno could be deliberately placed evidence of the

opposite.101 Sokrates' criticism of traditional ethical principles, conventional

religious practices and attacks on Athens' political heroes and constitution may

have seemed to be directly aimed at encouraging the young to regard morality

and the institutions of the state with contempt.l0'There is little evidence that

Anytos raised constitutional issues as such in Sokrates' trial (Chaptet 2.7 C2).

Anytos may actually have agreed with some of his criticisms of democratic

practice, to judge from his oligarchic and aristocratic inclinations. However, his

belief that intellectualisation induced violence, lawlessness and immorality, as

had happened during the rule of the Thirty Tyrants, overrode this ideological

vlew

D3. Lykon

Lykon is an obscure figure. Plato says that he was acting 'on behalf of the

orators (þrltOpeç;'.103 Almost all other information on him comes from the

scholion on that passage:

...Aúrcov pévtor rrornp î¡v Abtol.Úrou, Icrlv yávoç, ôt1prov

@opirtoç, névqç, rbç Kputìvoç fluîiv¡, Aprotoqúvnç
)rpr1[iv, EbnoÀrç õ' bv Qî]"orç rol bæl tf¡ yuvorrì Poõig
Krl:þreõdl o,btóv, bv õè tQ npcrltq Abtol.Úrcrp e'tç (évov,
Metuyévnç õ' OprnPç etç æPoôótqv -
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ral Aúrr¡v bvruÛ0i nou
...npoõoùç Nuúnurrov üpyúprov î.opov
öyul"p' &yopûç (evrròv b¡ræopeúeto,r.)

"...Lykon, however, was the father of Autolykos, of Ionian family, of the
deme Thorikos; poor, compare Kratinos in Pytine lfr.2l4l, Aristophanes
in The Wasps and, in The Friends, Eupolis lfr.295l ridicules him on
account of his wife Rhodia, and in the first Autolykos [fr. 61] as being a
foreigner, and Metagenes in Homer lor The Hostage?f [fr. 10] as a traitor:

'And Lykon is somewhere there.
...Having betrayed Naupaktos and taken money,
he buys a foreign ornament of the agota."'

(Schol. on Pl. Ap.23e (Greene, Scholia Platonica,p.422), tr. Olding)

It is far from certain that the scholiast is correct in connecting the various items

to Sokrates' prosecutor. He may simply have gathered all available information

on men of that name from rcOpqôoúpevol: scholia on Aristophanes' lí/asps

(1 169) and Lysistrata (270) contain the same data. However, it must be said

that comic invective directed at Lykon from the 420s to the 400s, whether this

is one or several men, has a certain consistency. Apart from the imputation of

foreign birth, which is standard, he is said to be poor, effeminate, and to have a

promiscuous wife.lOa The fragment of Metagenes preserved in the Platonic

scholion strongly suggests that at least one Lykon had an active public career,

especially the mention of Naupaktos, which probably refers to the Spartans'

expulsion of the Messenians from Naupaktos after Aegospotami.lOs In addition,

a Lykon belongs to the upper-class symposium to which Bdelykleon sends his

father in Aristophanes' Wasps. The other guests include the oligarchs Antiphon

and Phrynichos (1301).

It is not known what his contribution to Sokrates' prosecution was. However,

the scholiasts' identification of him with the father of the famous athlete

Autolykos, though it may be only supposition, does raise an intriguing

possibility.lou The Thirty Tyrants executed Autolykos in order to gratifli the

Spartan commander whom he had insulted.lOi Battle casualties and the amnesty

would have prevented Lykon from avenging himself on those who actually
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committed the murder but he may have blamed Sokrates as ultimately

responsible for their immoral and violent disposition.

This identification would make Sokrates' prosecutor the same as the Lykon

whom Sokrates meets in Xenophon's Symposium. This identity is, on the face

of it, unlikely, as Xenophon gives no indication of any friction between the

two. The reverse, infact, is true; Lykon's departing words compliment Sokrates

as a gentleman.108 It is also Xenophon's habit, at least in his historical writing,

to omit uncomfortable information rather than explain or excuse it, for instance,

failing to mention Sparta's détente with the Persians in the Hellenika. On the

other hand, refraining from providing information is, in fact, consistent with his

practice when he assumes that his readers do not require it. In the Hellenikahe

rarely introduces his characters and leaves many Spartan institutions

unexplained.lOe Another of his habits is to give credit where he feels it is due.

For instance, though Xenophon almost totally ignores the Theban

Epameinondas, he praises him implicitly for his attempts to prevent

factionalism in the cities of Achaea and, explicitly, for the quality of his

military leadership.tto It -ay be that Xenophon views Lykon, Sokrates'

prosecutor, as basically genteel and urbane, and is prepared to recognise this

out of magnanimity. In particular, he might be intending to imply that Lykon's

later hostility to Sokrates was a result of the misdirection of one of his positive

qualities, his intense affection for his son, which is a conspicuous theme of The

Symposium.ttt If this man is the same as Sokrates' prosecutor, his parting

comment, to call Sokrates a gentleman, has considerable poignancy. Of course,

this is, like most of Lykon's biography, conjectural.

D4. Polykrates

Polykrates, the author of the Accusation of Sokrates, gained success as a

speechwriter at Cyprus, perhaps having fled there from Athens when the Thirty

Tyrants took power (see Chapter 2.8). As a rhetorician he was well regarded:

his contemporary Jason of Pherai reckoned him second only to Gorgiasll2 and
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later critics esteemed him highly, though criticising his joking manner.tt3 His

Accusation of Sokrates may not have been entirely seriousl14 but later

authorities were able to mistake it for the actual prosecution speech (see

Chapter 2.8).

Polykrates' attack on Sokrates was certainly concerned with the political effects

of his teaching. He explicitly cited Alkibiades and Kritias as examples of the

results of his teaching, whereas Athens'most distinguished statesmen,

Miltiades, Themistokles and Aristeides, had been without intellectual mentors.

However, the main burden of his tract falls on Sokrates' comrpting influence.

His criticism of conventional morality, abuse of poets, and emphasis on

intellect as the basis for superiority undermined young men's deference to

accepted authorities and induced a destructive calculating amoral egotism

(Chapter 2.8). Polykrates emphasised Sokrates' magnetic attraction for the

young.tls

Polykrates' defence of Athens' political institutions and empire-building

statesmen is founded on sheer patriotism and platitudes about political equality

within the democracy. This is consistent with the theme of his other known

writings, which include an Encomium of Thrasyboulos and, according to

Josephos, an affack on Sparta, which may have focused on her constitution:

roì yrÌp b0vôv rtvsç roì tdlv bvôo(otúrov lról.tcrlv
þurcoiverv riv ebyévero,v Kol trÌç noÀrtsiû,ç bæeleipqoov
l,otðopeìv...rqv ôè Aoreõotpovirrlv flol"urpútnç...

"Various authors have attempted to sully the reputation of nations and of
the most illustrious cities, and to revile their forms of government. . .

Polycrates [attacked] Lacedaemon. . ."
(Polykrates FGH 597F1) ap. Josephos Ap.1.220-2l,tr. Thackeray,
Loeb)rr6

Polykrates may have had reason to be a fervent partisan of the democracy. In

the Meno Plato comments that the Theban politician Ismenias had 'recently

come into the fortune of Polykrates'.117 This is usually explained as an
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expression for a large sum of money, referring to Polykrates of Samos, similar

to 'the riches of Tantalos'.118 However, as it is atypical of Plato to introduce a

proverb so abruptly, the expression may refer to the particular occasion of

Ismenias' sudden wealth.lle According to Isokrates' rather condescending

remarks, Polykrates was obliged to take up speech writing and teaching on

account of some unwarranted reversal of fortune.l'o The Oxyrþnchos

Historian indicates that Ismenias was prominent in the Theban faction that was

hostile to Sparta and supported Athenian democratic exiles.l21 It is possible that

Ismenias' 'wealth of Polykrates' came from the Athenian in an attempt to

secure Theban support for the Athenian exi1es.122If this conjecture is true, it

provides a background for his commitment to Athens' democratic constitution

beyond simple patriotism. His attack on Sokrates would come from the

perspective of the patriot and the democratic partisan but is rationalised through

the belief, either sincerely his own of one that he thought would be plausible,

that intellectual influence would induce moral comrption.

E. Conclusion

The different focuses of hostility towards intellectualism - cultural, civic,

religious and moral - depend on the particular individual's interest. They tend to

be different aspects of the same conception of social and civic integrity,

conceived in the broadest terms. Those who act or speak against intellectuals and

intellectualism do so not from a conscious community of interest but because

they view themselves as the legitimate leaders of the community: poets and

aristocrats or aristocratic aspirants such as Anytos. Critics of intellectualism seem

to share the same general belief that it attacks traditional institutions, either

deliberately or recklessly, through its incessant scrutiny and criticism.

Intellectuals' desire to analyse and criticise accepted beliefs and practices

presupposes that they enjoy a sense of superiority to these things, that their minds

can penetrate, improve and even reject. The arrogance that this encourages can

lead to socially and politically destructive behaviour.
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Anti-intellectuals can be divided into two categories according to their relative

intellectual sophistication. Aristophanes and Euripides are well informed about

the contemporary intellectual movement. Though the tendency of their plays is

to criticise intellectuals' peculiar and even destructive behaviour they are also

awuÍe of the content of intellectualism. They show this in criticisms of its

inadequacy and parodies of its methods of argument. In addition, neither of
them are one-eyed critics. Euripides generally presents intellectuals in a

sympathetic light and their attackers as excessively devious and self-interested

(such as Odysseus in the Palamedes) or unimaginatively traditionalist (such as

Zethos in the Antiope). Aristophanes does not refrain from mocking anti-

intellectuals and non-intellectuals, such as the Better Argument, the

extraordinarily unsophisticated and literal-minded Strepsiades, the sport-

obsessed aristocratic youth Pheidippides in The Clouds, and Aischylos in The

Frogs.123 These characters are compulsive in their hostility, unreflective and

uninformed about intellectualism, and are basically self-indulgent themselves.

In general, Euripides and Aristophanes are anti-intellectualists, chiefly

concerned about usefulness of intellectual methods and the effects of adopting

them.

The other anti-intellectuals are distinguished by their less sophisticated views

of the action of intellectualism. They regard it as only destructive, and focus on

its results rather than its methods. sokrates' Meletos (and Andokides'

prosecutor) and Nikomachos' prosecutor display this view in regards to

religion, that any kind of analysis that implies criticism is illegitimate. Similar

attitudes are apparcnt in Aias' rejection of odysseus' moral flexibility, Kleon's

rejection of flexibility in the principles that underpin policy, and the view that

examining the basis for morality undermines its force. This hostility is

unreflective and reactive. It is illustrated particularly in Plato's portrait of
Anytos and Aristophanes' fragment 490 - "Abook's spoiled him, or prodicus,

or if not, some-one at any rate of the chattering lot" (Chapt er 2.I B4) - the

conviction that intellectualism mustbe responsible for comrption.
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This anti-intellectualism exists in the belief in the simple integrity and true

understanding of the ordinary man. This pervades popular geffes but takes the

form of supposedly self-evident platitudes rather than being clearly asserted.

Orators and playwrights presuppose the sentiments and psychological

presuppositions of ordinary citizens - such as the beliefs that truth is

straightforward, meaning is directly derivable from manifestation, and that

abnormal behaviour is probably really self-interested - but rarely explicate them.

Kleon is unusual in his explicit appeal to and identification with the standards of

ordinary unrefl ective Athenians.
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CHAPTER 6 _ CONCLUSION

This thesis set out to give an account of the phenomenon of anti-intellectualism

in Athens between c.450 and c.380 BC. It has described a number of incidents

that involved hostility towards intellectuals; the negative characteristics and

behaviours ascribed to them; and the apparently systematic avoidance of the

appearance of intellectualism in certain geffes and institutions. The ultimate aim

was to describe the sentiments and principles that underpinned these phenomena.

I have differentiated this study from previous scholarship by (a) providing a

broad and socially cohesive account rather than focusing on any one aspect; (b)

confining the study to a particular social period; and (c) by rigorous application

of the rules of evidence.

A. Intellectuals and intellectualism in Athenian society

The flrrst point that emerges is that, while anti-intellectual sentiments existed in

the various forms outlined above, ancient Athenians do not seem to have been

preoccupied with intellectuals or intellectualism. The negative sentiments that

they hold are generally latent rather than explicit. The sources assume that

intellectuals were popularly considered to be eccentric but direct hostility is rare.

It tends to appear in the expression of platitudes about democratic egalitarianism,

the wisdom and integrity of the common man.

The Athenians were, in general, apathetic towards intellectuals and ignorant

about them. Popular genres do not distinguish between intellectuals of different

kinds. Aristophanes' most frequently cited exponent of intellectual novelties is

not a scientist or a philosopher at all but the tragedian Euripides. The lack of

distinction is most pronounced in the person of Sokrates, whom both

Aristophanes and his prosecutors represent as a scientist, astronomer and

rhetorician. His apologists are preoccupied with distinguishing him from

sophists, which must reflect their view of the broadness of the popular
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conception.t Moreover, the intellectuals most frequently referred to in popular

geffes are all Athenian citizens: Sokrates, Chairephon and Meton and 'modern'

poets like Euripides and Agathon. Non-Athenians are only occasionally

mentioned and then with little or no development. This suggests that the most

important täctor in their t'ame or notoriety was their intimacy with Athenian litè,

not their intellectual influence.

Explicit criticism of intellectuals and intellectuals is uncommon. As we have

seen, Aristophanes and Euripides' interest seems to have been atypical and was

itself a cause for mockery by others (see Chapter 5 A). 'Where criticism appears it

conspicuously fails to whip up any particular hostility. Aristophanes' Clouds

came last in its competition; Kleon's Mytilene speech failed; the circumstances

and results of other intellectual persecutions and prosecutions, such as

Nikomachos, Aspasia, Damon, are unclear. Sokrates' trial is the only certain

instance of an attack on an intellectual that found significant support in the

Athenian demos and, even then, the vote against him was only just enough to

secure his conviction.

It is equally certain that the Athenians did not regret this. The tradition that the

Athenians were filled by remorse after Sokrates' death and persecuted or

executed his prosecutors is certainly false, at least in the case of Anytos.

Diodoros of Sicily says that Anytos was executed without fial (L4.37.7).

Diogenes Laertios says that Antisthenes incited some Thracian youths to drive

him out of the city and, when he came to Pontic Herakleia, he was banished

from there as we11.2 According to Themistios, the Herakleans stoned him to

death and his grave could still be seen(20.239c). Contemporary sources,

however, are silent about a violent and disgraceful end to Anytos' life and

career and, in fact, suggest the opposite. (a) He still held political influence

several years later in the lead-up to the Korinthian War.3 (b) Lysias' Against the

Corn-dealers calls an Anytos, a sitophylax, as a witness. The speech dates to

386 BC, well after Sokrates' trial. Given the rarity of the name and the

presumption that the witness is distinguished, this is unlikely to be anyone
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e1se.4 (c) Xenophon refers to Anytos' death but says nothing about the details.s

The sources for the exile or execution of Meletos and Lykon are also very late.ó

It is barely conceivable that Sokrates' apologists and successors would fail to

mention these events if they were true. On the contrary, in the second half of

the 4th century the public speakers Aischines and Hypereides refer to Sokrates'

execution with approval, not regret, reproach or qualification.T The story that

Euripides remonstrated with the Athenians for Sokrates' execution in the

Palamedes is exposed as a myth by the observation that Euripides died first.s

B. Characteristics ascribed to intellectuals and intellectualism

The contrast between the man of wisdom and the man of action appears from the

beginning of Greek culture. It is implied in the difference between Homer's

Nestor (who is too old to fight and devotes himself to providing advice) and his

younger peers, and between Odysseus and Aias in the award of Achilles' arms

(see Chapter 3 A). However, the contrast between the contemplative and active

lives is made first explicit in classical Athens in Euripides' Antiope.In most

sources, it is personal eccentricities, especially uselessness, preoccupation with

argument and theorising, arrogance and religious unorthodoxy that distinguish

intellectuals. These reflect the superficiality of Athenian public awareness.

Criticism of the usefulness and ramifications of the intellectual process is

confined to a few outspoken individual critics (see Chapter 5). It is rare for

intellectuals to be associated with genuinely dangerous practices.e For instance,

while the popular genre of oratory shows that there was a common preoccupation

with the deviousness of cultivated speech, it was rarely connected to

intellectualisation. It was more usual for blame to be placed on the individual's

self-interestedness and arrogance. It is individual critics, such as Aristophanes

and Polykrates, not the public, who identify a link between intellectualisation and

political and social danger. Popular geffes, comedy and tragedy, do associate

intellectual education with the erosion of moral fortitude and sensibility but, even

so, they focus on comrption of the most mundane kind: laziness, self-indulgence

and a lack of physical resilience.l0 The view that intellectual influence could
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damage the integrity of the state does not seem to have made an impact on the

public mind before Sokrates' trial. Polykrates may have been the first to cite

explicitly and to canonise the examples of Alkibiades and Kritias as men whom

intellectualisation had encouraged towards violence and political subversion.ll

Implicit rationalisations developed to reinforce and explain the ascription of these

characteristics. That these are rationalisations rather than analyses is clear from

the contradictions that appear. For instance, intellectuals' inability to tend to their

own interests is explained by their preoccupation with research and is proved by

the belief that their theories have no practical application. This is inconsistent

with belief in their grasping nature, mercenary behaviour and suspicion that they

will turn their abilities to their own benefit. Characteristics do not necessarily

represent the whole group but are ascribed to it from a particular exemplar. For

instance, those associated with Sokrates take on his physical characteristics.

Intellectuals not connected to him are characterised as greedy and luxuriating

(Chapter 2.1B.2 and4.3 A2).

A number of these motifs set the pattern for the characterisation of intellectuals rn

later times. The theme of 'comrpting the young' appears in the 4th century

accusations made against the mythical figure of Palamedesl2, the dead

Anaxagoras I 3, Aischines' opponent Demosthenes (directly citing Sokrates'

example)la, and in the Byzantine reference to Prodikos' execution.ls

Palamedes' conviction, apparently by an abuse of his own invention of writitgtu,

is the first instance of the theme of intellectuals as victims of their own

cleverness. There are the late-attested anecdotes of Euathlos refusing to pay his

teacher Protagoras, and Teisias Korax, the latter occasion supposedly giving rise

to the expression 'abadegg from a bad crow'.tt This tendency is an aspect of the

motif common in ancient biography in which great achievement is almost

inevitably followed by a sticky end.18
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C. The context of anti-intellectualism

C1. Pythagoreans

The Pythagoreans were perhaps the most famous intellectual group in the Greek

V/orld in the 5th century, having established a long-lasting school and exercising

considerable influence in at least one city, Kroton.le There is some evidence that

Aristophanes, at least, viewed their example as important to understanding the

position of intellectuals in Athens. The Clouds seems to allude to them a number

of times. At one point Sokrates swears 'By Respiration, by Chaos, by Air' (¡rd

tr'¡v Avufivonv, ptÌ tò Xúoç, ptÌ tòv Aépo), an oath that is almost

identical to the first line of a work athibuted to Pythagoras (ob ptÌ tòv ü,ápa

tòv û,vonváor).20 The student who admits Strepsiades to the Thintank calls

Sokrates 'Himself (obtóç), which may allude to Pythagorean practice, though it

is also the normal way a slave would refer to his master.2l The Thinktank is an

exclusive cult-like institution, apparently peculiar to the Pythagoreans22, and its

burning at the end of The Clouds recalls the revolt against them in Kroton in

c.450 8C.23 The Pythagorean tradition may therefore form part of the historical

context against which anti-intellectualism in Athens should be understood,

particularly Aristophanes' view of Sokrates. There is a tradition, though only

attested in late sources, that the Pythagoreans were exclusive and tyrannical.2a

Against this interpretation, it must be said that there is little evidence of

Pythagorean influence in Athens before the Peloponnesian'War and none during

it, which is unsurprising, as their main bases in Greece, Thebes and Phleious,

were Spartan allies.2s The Athenian audience may have found Aristophanes'

allusions, if this is what they are, rather obscure and unimportant.

C2. Gor gias' visitatton

Gorgias' visit to Athens as an ambassador in 427 BC may be the ultimate cause

of Kleon's outburst against clever speakers in the Mytilene debate in the same

year (see Chapter 5 B). Apart from Kleon, however, the Athenian reaction to
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Gorgias and his oratorical skills seems to have been either admiration or comic

mockery.

C3. Intolerance in Athens? 401,-399 BC

Sokrates' conviction may be the only certain instance of a trenchant popular

reaction against an intellectual but this period, one or two years after the amnesty

of 401 BC, has a striking number of incidents that imply that the Athenians were

taking some action to rid themselves of potential 'enemies of the state' of various

kinds.

In 4001399 BC there were a number of indictments involving religious issues:

Sokrates, Andokides and Nikomachos. Euthyphro's action against his father for

impiety may be historical as well.26 The first three of these also involve the

authority of the demos. The charges against Sokrates, religious unorthodoxy and

comrpting the young, all seem to relate to the integrity of the state (see Chapter

2.7). One of the themes of Nikomachos' prosecution is that he had disdained

democratic controls on his office (see Chapter 2.6). Andokides' original offence

was connected to a possible oligarchic conspiracy.2T

One group which the Athenians seem to have tried to purge Ln399 BC comprised

suspected oligarchs and Spartan sympathisers. They sent a force of cavalry to

serve the Spartan general Thibron in Asia with the hope, according to Xenophon,

of ridding themselves of those implicated with the Thirty Tyrants.28 At around

the same time a vote of exile in absentia fell against Xenophon himself, probably

also on the grounds of philolaconism.2e

Intellectuals may also have felt threatened by the Athenians' intolerance of

potential enemies of the state at this same time. All of Sokrates' closest

associates, except Antisthenes, departed from Athens after his death.30 According

to Hermodoros (an Academician - Cicero implies that he was a younger

contemporary of Plato3l¡, Plato and a number of others who joined Eukleides at
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Megara left Athens after Sokrates' execution because they were 'alarmed at the

cruelty of the tyrants' .32 This must refer to those such as Anytos, the same as the

'certain men in authority' whom Plato says prosecuted Sokrates.33

This apparent intolerance in Athens may have been due to increasing

estrangement from Sparta, which would eventually break out in the Korinthian

War, and a desire to uphold the integrity of the state. This is particularly evident

in Anytos' and Archinos' actions in upholding the terms of the amnesty (see

Chapter 5 D2). Athens' defeat in the Peloponnesian War may also have provoked

sensitivity about religious issues. The Athenians made lavish sacrifices but were

defeated by the Spartans who, the author of the Platonic Alkibiades 11notes, were

frugal in their observances.'a This contradicted the traditional back-scratching

conception of the relationship between men and the gods (see Chapter 4.2).It

may have caused uncertainty and sensitivity about religious practice. In this

atmosphere, critical examination of religious principles may have seemed highly
., 15 ..provocative." Even if there was a widespread belief that the administration of

religion needed reform - as must have been the case for Nikomachos to have

received his commission - it is almost certain that, in such an area, no changes

would please everyone and may have pleased no-one.36

However, if there was an intolerant and suspicious mood in Athens in 401-399, it

was surprisingly muted and unimpassioned. It did not amount to a witch-hunt.

Sokrates was convicted by only a narrow majority, even after a notoriously

unconciliatory speech, and Andokides was acquitted. In the Seventh LetterPlato

says that while men took the opportunity to attack their enemies during the

revolutions (the Thirty Tyrants and the restoration), the returned democratic

exiles 'exercised no little moderation'.37 His comment that Sokrates' trial

occurred 'by some chance' (ratd ðá trvo tÚXqv) also suggests that it was

not connected to wider events.38 Hermodoros' datum about the departure of Plato

and others from Athens doubtless records a genuine tradition of the Academy but

the 'cruelty of the tyrants' may be its own explanation of events, which would

naturally portray its founder's actions as reasonable, consistent, and high-minded
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and those of his purported opponents as the opposite. Hermodoros' datum is not

strong evidence that intellectuals were, in fact, subject to real persecution at

Athens. The Sokratic diaspora is explicable simply on personal grounds: a

combination of a sense of personal revulsion, the loss of the group's magnetic

core, the fäct that many of Sokrates' associates were not trom Athens in the tirst

place, and the members' mutual antagonism.3e In addition, connecting Isokrates'

relocation to Chios to the antagonism of the restored democracy, as some do, is

pure conjecture.ao

D. Social and political suppositions

The implicit rationalisations of intellectuals' real or supposed behaviour highlight

some of the preoccupations and unstated presuppositions of Athenian thought.

The most trenchant and damaging allegation made against intellectuals is that

their practices undermine accepted morality and Athens' egalitarian-democratic

constitution. These appeffi in the following suppositions about intellectuals:

(1) Confidence in one's intellectual power induces a sense of superiority,

manifested in the disposition to subject accepted institutions to criticism (cf.

Chapter 1.2 Al), and leads to arrogance.

(2) Intellectuals ignore physical activity, are irreligious and prefer exclusivity

and secretiveness.

These highlight Athenian beliefs about the nature of morals and the state.

(1) Social and political stability and security depend upon a high degree of

conformity, deference to accepted customs and like-mindedness

(ö¡tóvotct).

(2) Excessive individualism or arrogance threatens this unity and conformity.

This is particularly the case for Athens with a constitution predicated on the

principle of democratic egalitarianism (see Chapter 4.4 C).
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(3) Behaviour that does not admit of conventional explanation must be

motivated by self-interest (see Chapter 4.5).

(4) Moral development is a function of physical development, knowledge of

traditional poetry, correct religious observance, and immersion in the social

and political life of the state (see Chapter 4.3 D). It depends on habit rather

than reason (see below).

E. Anti-Intellectualism

The intellectual method is to examine and comprehend phenomena by separating,

distinguishing and rearranging their components, and stripping away the

unnecessary to isolate inner qualities that possess transcendent meaning. It is

based on these propositions:

(1) The convictions that phenomena canbe understood by intellectual analysis,

and that argument is coercive, potentially overriding common sense, accepted

opinion and even the evidence of one's own senses (see Chapter 1.2 A2).

(2) The belief that influences can be separated into the contingent and the

necessary, and the former treated as meaningless for the purposes of

analysis.al

(3) The belief that meanings may transcend particular manifestations.

As such, it is inherently concerned with rejecting the traditional and the obvious

in the pursuit of the novel and the hidden. Anti-intellectualism is the belief that

this process is inadequate as a means to knowledge and destructive if rigorously

adhered to. This belief was common in classical Athens but is based on

unconscious sentiments rather than positive assertion of any alternative means to

truth. The psychological presuppositions that reject the intellectual method are:

(1) The belief that truth is simple, straightforward and concrete, and that subtlety

is devious and unreal.at This is especially conspicuous as an oratorical motif.
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(2) The belief that meaning calrnot be separated from manifestation; this follows

from (1). The unsophisticated mind may concede that there are such things as

'higher truths' or 'inner meanings' but will not reject or modify its

understanding of individual manifestations.

(3) The tendency to view analyses in ethical terms. The process of description

can be misunderstood to imply prescription, as though recognising a

distinction amounts to making a value judgement. We have seen instances

where moral significance is imputed to the contrasts of vópoç/<púorç and

l"óyoç/äpyov.

(4) The inability to distinguish necessary from contingent causes. A consistent

criticism ofintellectual analysis is its apparent failure to take all factors into

account.

Those disputing the validity of the intellectual method - anti-intellectualists -

implicitly claim to have access to knowledge by means that are comparable or

superior to intellectualism. The basis for anti-intellectualists' understanding is of

two kinds: super-rationalism and sub-empiricism (see Chapter 1.2 B). Super-

rational knowledge is inborn or inspired. Claimants to this are virtually absent

from Greek culture of this period. Even oracles required interpretation by learned

skill (Chapter 5 C2). The psychological presuppositions suggested above belong

to common conviction and ordinary thought, which are characteristic of sub-

empiricism. This judges that intellectualism, as a means to knowledge and basis

of decision making, is inferior to common knowledge and instinctive reaction.

This consists in the acceptance of convention, faith in intuition, and a belief in the

self-evidence of meaning. It does not necessarily champion an altemative method

of attaining understanding but objects to methods that produce conclusions

conflicting with convention and gut feeling.

One effect of the faith in gut feeling and convention is to encourage suspicion of

any specialised skill or other claims to superiority. Many objections to

intellectualism presuppose the psychological need of 'the ordinary man' to

denigrate those who are important, influential and talented or who believe
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themselves to be.aa In the Athenian political sphere this is manifested in the

assertion of democratic sentiments and hostility towards intellectualism's

supposed negative influence on social and political institutions.

Beliefs about the basis of moral behaviour further highlight the inferiority of

intellectual skill in the common view. Reason and intelligence were often

conceived of as components of ability and moral sensibility but this attitude was

neither universal nor unquestioned. There are always intelligent and rational

people conspicuous by their failure to act morally. The contrast between the

honest unskilled and the devious skilled is a motif of legal oratory. A similar

contrast appears in tragedy, between goodness and intelligence (oorp1c,, voÛç,

ôrúvoro,, tò õetvóv). For example, Sophokles'Neoptolemos, the epitome of

upright idealistic honour, says to Odysseus: 'If they [my intentions] are good, that

is better than being clever (oogóç)'.at The unfavourable view of intellect in

relation to morality is due partly to the suspicion that talent will be turned to

serve self-interest (see Chapter 4.3 B), and partly to the widespread belief that

human reason is less powerful than emotions and passions.a6 The triumph of

innate irrational impulses is a particularly prominent theme in a number of

Euripides' plays (see Chapter 2.3 B). The explicit recognition of a distinction

between passion (bnt0upiu) and sense, first appearing in the mouth of

Euripides' MedeiaaT, coincides with the growth of intellectualism. It may be a by-

product of greater awareness of the individual's ability to understand and

influence events, leading to simultaneous increases in senses of intellectual

power and human deficiency.ot Common Greek thought tended to conceive of

virtue (opeti) as consisting precisely in the control of these destructive

passions. Plato's Sokrates, when advancing his own theory, specifically cites this

as 'the popular sense'.4e In this non-intellectual conception of moral control the

role of reason is less obvious than the development of modesty and physical

hardiness.5o

Sub-empiricist anti-intellectualism becomes explicit in the form of traditionalism.

The inculcation of practical and moral knowledge and the prosperity of the state
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were considered to come from learning traditional stories and adhering to correct

religious observances. Plato depicts Meletos and Anytos giving an unreflective -
but probably quite typical - analysis of those who were responsible for improving

the youth: the laws and all of the citizens, or at least those serving the state, their

knowledge inherited from earlier generations and equally available to all

citizens.sl The hostility to Nikomachos' codification may have been due to the

sense that he was affacking the foundation of the city, its continuity with the past

(see Chapter 2.6). Unsophisticated minds tend to conceive of the past as a

discrete entity attached to but separate from the present: past events are integrated

into established patterns that are recuffent and therefore non-particularised. The

exposure of discontinuity or irregularity can be disquieting in the extreme.52

Anti-intellectualism offers three responses to intellectualism: (1) to destroy it

utterly; (2) to contain it, believingthat it may have some use but resenting its

involvement in affairs that do not concern it; (3) to invade intellectuals' territory

and replace them and their methods.53 The last of these is irrelevant to Athens of

this period, as there were no intellectual institutions before the 380s BC and no

articulated anti-intellectualist philosophy to replace them with. Only a true

fanatic might suggest the first option but there is little evidence for these in

Athens. Diopeithes may be the only example in this period. The second option

accords most with the variety of anti-intellectualism found in Athens, viewing

intellectuals as eccentric but generally not harmful, provided that they did not

interfere in traditional concepts of religion and morality and the upbringing of the

young.

F. Consequences for Athenian society

The tension between recognition of intellectualism's usefulness and suspicion of

its arrogance and facilitation of self-interest explains the existence of hostility

towards it in public forums, for instance, in ordinary Athenians' contradictory

attitude towards rhetorical skill. On the one hand, Greek society traditionally

regarded eloquence highly, evident in the oldest Greek literature, such as
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Homer's depiction of Odysseus and Nestor. In classical Athens sophisticated

speeches, whether legal, political, scientif,rc or philosophical, could be popular

with lay audiences (Chapter 1.6 C2). Moreover, Athens' democratic institutions,

governed by large assemblies, were explicitly recognised as encouraging the

development of rhetorical techniques.sa Otr the other hand, the characteristics of

oratory show that Athenians did not like, at least in serious public forums,

speeches that were prepared or cultivated, specialised knowledge or explicit use

of complex forms of argument. They resolved this tension by ignoring the

existence of cultivated speakers, preferring the persona of ordinary men, and

demanding that information be framed in terms of popular experience (see

Chapter 2.4E). Public institutions admitted - and even demanded - the use of

certain intellectual techniques but required that they conform to popular

egalitarian platitudes and common conceptual methods.

The nature of Greek public institutions had a direct effect on the participation of

intellectuals in public life. A number of cities in the 450-380 BC period used

distinguished intellectuals in public roles. The Pythagorean Archytas was a

leading figure in Taras, a democracy, and held the position of strategos seven

times.ss Melissos was a general for Samos.56 Gorgias of Leontini, Prodikos of

Keios and Hippias of Elis all served as ambassadors (presumably their skill in

speaking was a factor in their selection),57

From Athens there are Damonss and Thoukydides who held a generalship in the

420s before writing his history.se The Athenians occasionally commissioned

experts for specific purposes, such as Protagoras and Hippodamos in the

foundation of Thouria.6o In general, however, there is a conspicuous absence of

intellectuals - or even near-intellectuals - in the public life of Athens. Those who

were interested in public affairs but avoided direct involvement, at least under the

democracy, include Antiphon, Kritias, Sokrates, Plato and Isokrates.6l Moreover,

their specialised contributions often seem to have been rejected or abandoned

after their introduction. Nikomachos' work on codifying laws and calendar of
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sacrifices is the outstanding example (Chapter 2.6). Meton's calendar was

probably never adopted.62

An irony exists in the relationship between Athenian public life and intellectual

activity. The traditional Greek practice of making decisions in large assemblies

may have been the critical factor in the development of intellectualism in the first

place. This encouraged the development of sophisticated methods of discourse

and rigorous proof.63 Yet these same institutiqns, dominated, in the democratic

state, by ordinary citizens with unsophisticated mindsets, directly inhibited the

meaningful involvement of intellectuals in public life.

The general absence of intellectuals from Athenian public life and explicit

intellectual techniques from popular institutions reflects the democratic state's

demand that it be approached on its own terms. But while Athens' democracy

may have been uncomfortable for or repellent to many intellectuals there is little

indication that the reverse was true. Though 40I-399 BC may have seen

intolerance towards religious unorthodoxy and political dissent in Athens, this

was an unusual occuffence and there is little evidence that intellectuals were

actually persecuted (see C3 above). Their lack of involvement in public life may

be due to another common characteristic of intellectuals, intransigence. They

often show an unwillingness to compromise their style or proposals and prefer

withdrawal to dealing with the difficulties of politics.6a

G. Consequences for the history of thought

The domination by ordinary people of the behaviour of public institutions may

have had an influence on the history of thought. It may have affected, firstly, the

style of intellectual argumentation and, secondly, intellectuals' mode of

engagement with society.
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Gl. Presentation of intellectual material

It seems that public presentation was a common practice for intellectuals in order

to advertise themselves and their work. Public lectures and epideictic speeches

seem to have attracted significant audiences. Individuals such as Empedokles,

Gorgias, Prodikos, Hippias of Elis, Lysias and Antisthenes presented speeches on

public occasions throughout Greece.6s From a slightly later time comes

Aristotle's anecdote that most of the audience at Plato's lecture On the Good

came simply because of the title and were completely uninformed about the

subject or Plato's methods.66 A number of the Hippokratic tracts, the only

substantial complete scientific works that survive from this time (c.400 BC),

show signs that they were intended to be delivered to lay audiences. The author

of On the Art explicitly assumes that a normal audience will be inexpert ($ 1, 2).

Doctors may have addressed the Athenian Assembly.6T These presentations were,

moreover, often competitive. In addition to the orators mentioned above, a

number of the Hippokratic tracts show rhetorical flourishes and refer to 'my

opponents' and to earlier discussions.6s

Public interest in new intellectual work and the opportunity for open scrutiny and

criticism are not bad things. One consequence of the practice of public

presentation is that intellectual work may have become popularised. At least

some intellectuals complained that the crowd-pleasing tendencies of other experts

detracted from their seriousness and accuracy.

Tvoin ô' ûv tóôe rtç púl.torCI, lrCI,pCI,ïsvóprvoç obtoìorv
û,vttl,eyouotv' lrpòç yrÌp ûî"}"r1l"ouç c,vtrl,áyovreç ol ubtoì
úvôpeç tôv obrôv bva,vriov û,Kpootácov obôéæote rplç
bqe€nç ö obtòç TltpryTvtxor bv trir Àóyrp, ül"l,d Trorè pèv
oûtoç bærrpoteì, noîè ôè oûtoç, TTorè ôè ô ûv tú1¡
¡rúl"roto f'¡ yÀôooo bnrppueìoa, æpòç ròv ö1l.ov. Kq,iror
õiroiov bott tòv rpúvto öp0ôç yrvóoKsrv û¡r<pì tôv
Tïpïlyþarov ?To,péxrlv orsì bnrrpotáovro, tòv l"óyov ròv
bcoutoû, itnep bóvts ytvóoKet rol öp0ôç ûnoqaivrrü,r.
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"The best way to realise this [doctor's imperfect understanding] is to be
present at their debates. Given the same debaters and the same audience, the
same man never wins in the discussion three times in succession, but now
one is victor, now another, not he who happens to have the most glib tongue
in the face of the crowd. Yet it is right that a man who claims correct
knowledge about the facts should maintain his own argument victorious
always, if his knowledge of reality and if he set it f'orth correctly."
(ps.-Hipp. On the Nature of Man 1, tr. W.H.S. Jones, Loeb)

Er õè tôv elpr'¡pévrrlv rsKpnpirrlv ö¡rroç rotoõrü ü,v trç
vopi(ov púl"roru ü õrr1l"0ov ob1 ùpcptúvol, Kü,ì oÕte cbç

notTlrCI,l b¡rvt'¡ruol nrpl obtôv bnl tò pdì(ov Koopoùvreç
pû,}.Àov ß1oæúov, oóte öç Àoyoypúqot (uváOeouv bæì tò
npooüyrrlyórspov tf¡ &rcpoúoet t &l.r'¡0áotepov, övrCI,

üve(ál"eyKrü Kol ttÌ æol.l.tÌ bæò Xpóvou obtôv aæiotcrtç
bnl tò ¡ru0ôôeç brcvevtrqKorû,...

"However, I do not think that one will be far wrong in accepting of the
conclusions I have reached from the evidence which I have put forward. It
is better evidence than that of the poets, who exaggerate the importance of
their themes, or of the prose chroniclers, who are less interested in telling
the truth than in catching the attention of their public, whose authorities
cannot be checked, and whose subject matter, owing to the passage of time,
is mostly lost in the unreliable streams of mythology..."
(Thuc. 1.2!.I,tr. R.'Warner, Penguin)6e

It may be possible to dismiss these as the complaints of those who were not able

to succeed in public forums. However, the focus on 'competitive publishing'

seems to have had certain effects on the methods of scientific and philosophical

proof. Ancient scientific and philosophical tracts may use data from common

experience without systematic collection or analysis, and to use this for

superficial corroboration of theories, not as their basis. Theories were judged

more by their economy, logical consistency and ability to cope with philosophical

problems, which are testable by rhetoric, not by their empirical support or

predicative value.70 The value of experimentation and observation in medicine

ancl science were widely (if not universally) recognised but were rarely practised.

For instance, the human anatomy described in On the Sacred Disease is not just

inaccurate but actually disprovable by its own observational techniques.Tt The

tracts show a wealth of speculation but also dogmatism, vagueness, over-

theorisation and lack of self-criticism, as well as a preoccupation with
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undermining alternative theories on points of argument. These habits of scientific

method can be accounted for if public presentation with a more-or-less

competitive intent were the nonn. Self-scrutiny and systematic anangement of

evidence are not attractive to lay audiences.T2

The effect of the popularisation of scientif,rc and philosophical work on the

history of thought is imponderable. As an ancient equivalent to publication it

certainly would have had an impact upon its propagation. It need not have

influenced scientific and philosophical methods but the possibility that it did

certainly exists. The incentive to do so was the need to establish intellectual

credibility in rhetorical tests against opponents, and success was often measured

in the number and wealth of patrons and students that this method attracted.

G2. Disengagement with society

The opposite effect can be seen in those intellectuals who rejected the necessity

or desirability of framing their work for the public.i3 quietist and private

intellectuals had always existed but this disposition was formalised in the

establishment of permanent schools in Athens in the 4th century. Even if their

object was to train statesmen, they generally kept their intellectual work to

themselves. In the case of Plato's Academy, even its inmates seem to have been

unclear about their mentor's ideas.Ta From the middle of the classical period

many intellectuals sought recognition in non-democratic states. They were drawn

to the courts' congenial aristocratic and cultural tone, and the ambitious were

attracted by the perceived ease of influencing one man with wide-ranging powers

instead of the many citizens of a democracy. In practice, these intellectuals

almost invariably failed either to contribute to or transcend practical politics.

They mainly functioned as either propagandists or apologists for their patrons.Ts

The recognition of intellectualism's practical irrelevance to public policy in

Athens can be seen in the last decade of the 4th century. When Demetrios of

Phaleron, the Macedonian-supported pro-intellectual despot, was expelled and
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the democracy was restored, Theophrastos and others fled and the politician

Sophokles of Sounion had a decree passed to prevent the establishment of new

philosophical schools. The same democracy, however, quickly reversed this

decision. The proscription of intellectuals was an aspect of anti-Macedonian

sentiment rather than a reaction against intellectuals themselves. The Athenians

decided that the benefit to be had from philosophers' presence outweighed their

actual danger.76

In Athens in mid-classical period auti-intellectualism flourished as good-

humoured mockery of intellectuals and their characteristics, real or imagined.

Direct attacks on them were rare and found wide support only in times of

exceptional civic stress when their practices seemed - with some justification - to

be directly inimical to the state. The most influential manifestation of anti-

intellectualism, in public debate, was unconscious, resulting from traditional and

unsophisticated habits of thought. Ordinary Athenians' unfamiliarity with the

methods, meaning and intentions of intellectualism accounts both for their

fascination with it in harmless forums, such as Euripidean tragedy and public

lectures, and their suspicion of it when applied to serious matters, such as

religion, moral inculcation, or political and legal debate. In general, they were not

overly occupied with intellectuals and did not take them very seriously as either

good or bad influences. Thoukydides' Perikles' characterisation of Athenians as

'lovers of wisdom"'^uy be true but they were not faithful adherents to

wisdom's most rigorous and self-conscious form. The fact that anti-

intellectualism was generally so mild does, however, attest to the truth of another

of Perikles' statements, that Athenians did not become annoyed at their

neighbours for doing things as they pleased.Ts
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APPENDIX A _ TRIALS AND FICTIONS

A. The Ostracism of Damon

Damon was a music theorist, the earliest known. He experimented with

harmonies, inventing the 'relaxed Lydian' model, and was interested in music's

psychological and ethical effects.2 Plato describes him as a follower of Prodikos,

and Isokrates refers to him as a ooelotrlç.' He was popularly considered to be a

teacher or adviser of Perikles: Plato the comedian calls him Perikles' 'Cheiron'.

This becomes a standard datum in sources from the mid-late 4th century.a It is

possible that he married into Perikles' family; in On the Mysteries Andokides

mentions an Agariste, the same name as Perikles' mother, 'who had previously

been married to Damon', implying that this man was well known.s

The event of his ostracism is of interest as an example of popular action against

an acknowledged and well-known intellectual. Four ostraka reading 'Damon son

of Damonides', dated to after 450 BC, have been discovered.6 The literary

evidence comes from pseudo-Aristotle, Plutarch and Libanios.

npòç õt'¡ raúrqv rrìv Xopnyiov 'entLemop€voç ö lleprrcl,î¡ç
tf¡ oborg, oDlrpoDl"eúoavtoç obrrþ Aoprrlviôou roõ O'rr10ev
(öç õórer rôv no},Àôv e'ror1yr1rr1ç etvor t(l fleprrl,dì, õrò
ral cbotpúruoov obtòv úotepov)...

"So as Perikles' means were insufficient for this lavishness [to match
Kimon's], he took the advice of Damonides of Oa (who was believed to
suggest to Perikles most of his measures, owing to which they afterwards
ostracised him)..."
(Ps.-Aristot. P. A. 27 .4, tr. Rackham, Loeb, slightly modified)

rô ô' öotpúrç r&ç ö ðuÌ õó(ov fl yávoç fl Àóyou ôúvo,prv
bæèp roùç æol.Àoùç vopt(ópsvoç ùfiércr?Tr€v' önou ru,l
Aúpcrrv ö fleprrl,áouç õrôúorcuÀoç, ör1 rò <ppoveìv äôóKer
rtç elvot T rlpLrxóç b(rrlorpoKioen.

"But as for the penalty of ostracism, this could be inflicted upon anyone
who was regarded as standing above the common level in prestige, in birth,
or in eloquence. It was for this reason, for example, that Damon, Pericles'
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teacher, was ostracised, because he was considered to be a man of
extraordinary intellectual power.,,
(Plut. Arist. I.7, tr. Scott-Kilvert, penguin)

ooqroriç Kû,rCI,ôúeooar pèv
òç toùç æoÀÀoùç

lrg, rô ôè fleprrl.dì ouvfrv
rcôv ûÀeimqç rq,l ôrõúoroÀoç.

ob prjv äÀs0ev ö Aúpcrtv t¡ l"úpq æopo*ol.ú¡rpatr
XpóprevoÇ, A)"),,' cbç peyol"ofipúTpov ra,l <prÀoiúpovvoç
b(rrlotpc,rioOq...

"Now Damon seems to have been a consummate sophist, but to have taken
refuge behind the name of music in order to conceaifrom the multitude his
real power, and he associated with pericles, that political athlete, as it were,
in the capacity of rubber and trainer. However, Damon was not left
unmolested in this use of his lyre as a screen, but was ostracized for being a
great schemer and a friend to tyranny...,'
(Plut. Per.4.2,tr. Perrin, Loeb)

Opôv ôè rôv bv Àóyç ôuvotôv ff tô qpovdìv
llorpepóvrov û,ftoxpópsvov e'rç Évro toìç b¡ræerpiorç ròv
!npo.u, b<popópevov ð' ûel ruf <puÀortó¡ieu'ou .t1u
ðervótr]ta, rco_l rcoÀoúovto tò qpóvr1pu roì rr,¡v bó(ov, öç
ðî¡Àov tu.., .ô Aúporvoç b(otponopQ, .

"He [Nikias] saw that the people, upon occasion, served their own turn with
experienced men of eloquence or surpassing ability, but ever looked with
suspicious and cautious eyes upon such powers, and tried to abate the pride
and reputation to which they gave rise. This was manifest in
their. . .ostracising Damon. . ."
(Plut. Mc. 6.l,tr. Perrin, Loeb)

Libanios, writing in the 4th century AD, almost certainly refers to an allegation

contained in Polykrates' Accusation of Sokrates thatDamon was exiled on

account of being an intellectual though no-one had accused him of subverting the

democracy.T If this argument is Polykrates' then this would be the earliest known

literary source.

while it is possible that Perikles had two advisers, Damonides and Damon, both

from Oa, both ostracised, it is more economical to assume that one man has been
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confused. The form shown on the uncovered ostraka is obviously to be

preferred.s

That Damon was ostracised implies that he had a significant public profile that a

large number of citizens (not necessarily a majority) disliked or thought was a

potential danger to the state. The date of the ostracism must fall after c.450 (from

the ostraka) and probably before c.430 BC (ten years before the dramatic date of

Plato's Laches, if this can be trusted, which mentions him still living in Athens).e

It could even have occurred after Perikles' death in 429 BC. It is notable that no

source actually connects Perikles with the event - Plutarch even mentions it

separately from his account ofthe attacks on Perikles' associates.l0 In fact, none

of the literary authorities have any details: as reasons they mention resentment of

his behind-the-scenes political influence and intellectual talents. Polykrates

apparently denied that Damon had attempted to 'subvert the democracy' in order

to exaggerate the seriousness of Sokrates' offence. In general terms, however, it

is unlikely that Damon's perceived offence was anything other than some affront

to Athenian democratic sentiments, either in his character or actions. It is possible

that Polykrates' tract is the source for pseudo-Aristotle and Plutarch or, at least,

that it served to formalise the datum. This would account for the late sources'

lack of detail and their failure to ascribe any direct political involvement to

Damon. Their likely belief that Perikles must have been the real rcason for any

action, combined with Polykrates' probable emphasis on Damon's intellectual

characteristics (advising, great scheming, eloquence) as the 'cause' of the

ostracism, would lead them to assume that he was suspected of indirect political

influence.l1

Damon's intellectual activities may have provoked resentment and hostility in

their own right. His intellectual interest in music, combined with political

influence, whether his own or through Perikles, may have been thought to be an

insidious danger to the state. In Greece music was a communal and pervasive

activity. It was an integral component of education and was considered to affect

the emotions, behaviour and even moral disposition, therefore social conditions.l2
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Damon wrote a tract called To the Areopagites, which may suggest political or
constitutional interests (DK 3782). However, little can be said about his

ostracism except the fact that it happened. The sources, notion that it was

connected to his intellectualism may depend on polykrates.

B. Aspasia

All aspects of Aspasia's life are poorly attested and depend on successive

generations of comic, political or ethical interpretation.13 Her identification as an

intellectual has been considered above (Chapter 4.3 Al). Antisthenes, Aischines

of Sphettos and Plutarch are the sources for her trial.ra

Avtto0évnç ð' ö XaxporlKòç bpoo0évro qnolv obròv
Aoæaoiaç ôlç tî_ç ipépoç e'roróvro Koì b(róvto, ûn' ui-rtfrç

ö,v0pcrræov, tè obtf¡ç
ç Àéyrrlv Õæ bôúrcpuoev f¡
ou ru,l tî¡ç

"Antisthenes the Socratic says that when in love with Aspasia he [perikles]
would go in and out of her house twice a day to greet the wench, ãnd oncej
when she was charged with impiety he, while pleading in her behalf, wept
more tears than when his life and property were endangered."
(Antisth. fr.35 (Caizzl) ap. Athen. 589e, tr. Gulick, Loeb).

flepl ôè roûroD ròv Xpóvov Aonooio ôirr1v äqeuyev
&oepeioç, Eppllnou toù Kopepõoftoroù ôrórovroç KoÌ
fipooKc,îrlyopoûvtoç öç fleprrl.eì yuvaìraç bl"eu0époç r'1ç
rò sbrò gottóoaç bnoôé1olro... Aonooiov pèv oòv
b(¡u1ooro, noÀl"rÌ æúv_u fiopd tr]v ôin1v, r.,tç AIoXivrlç
fnoiv, _&qÈç bnèp obtî¡ç õúrpua rcol õer10eìç tôv
ôrra,otôv...

"About this time also Aspasia was put on trial for impiety, Hermippus the
comic poet being her prosecutor, who alleged further against her that she
received free-born women into a place of assignation for pericles... Well,
then, Aspasia he begged offl by shedding copious tears at the trial, as
Aeschines says [fr. 25 (Dittmar)], and by entreating the jurors...',
(Plut. Per. 32.I,3 tr. Perrin, Loeb)
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There is no particular reason to connect this charge to intellectualism but impiety

is frequently alleged against intellectuals for all manner of supposed infractions

and unorthodoxies (see Chapter 4.2). Sexual offences are a stock accusation

against any woman who stepped out of her accepted role. Possibly Aspasia was

supposed to have engaged in some religious activity normally debarred to

immoral women.tt Both aspects of the charge seem to be chosen for their ability

to denigrate. Regardless of the charge's substance and the prosecutor's intention,

any indictment would involve Perikles, as Aspasia, being a foreigner and a

woman, would require representation, and would therefore inevitably become a

test of his authority.16

The most plausible date for a peak in hostility towards Aspasia, whatever form it

took, is 43817 BC. (1) It was rumoured that Athens' involvement in the Samian
'War was due to her influence over Perikles.lT This conflict may have been

particularly unpopular in Athens as it was protracted and with high casualties,

concerned a petty border dispute and could be viewed as having increased

Perikles' aoogance.t8 1Z¡ nnitochoros fixes the accusations against Pheidias

(which are certainly historical) to the archonship of Theodoros in 438/7 BC.re

Diodoros and Plutarch, who probably both follow Ephoros, imply that the

prosecutions of all Perikles' associates took place at around the same time

(though Diodoros does not mention any trialof Aspasia).'o (¡) Hermippos was

active before 435 8C.21

However, the fact that Plutarch names a comic poet as prosecutor suggests the

possibility that the ultimate source is actually a comedy.2t lt is typical of comic

invective to make crude sexual interpretations of innocuous events. Plutarch

himself is far from asserting his confidence in the historicity of the incident. He

attaches qualifiers to all information about Aspasia except her father's name, her

city of birth and Perikles' devotion. His account of Perikles' associates' trials

both begins and ends with expressions of uncertainty. Indeed, the statement that

Perikles shed tearsþr thefirst time at the grave of his son Paralos fuither

suggests that Plutarch is doubtful about the story of his histrionics at her trial.23
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of course, Aischines' and Antisthenes' references, made within living memory,
must have somebasis. Aischines' Aspasia seems to have revolved around
sokrates recommending her to Kallias as a teacher for his son. He may have
rcferred to Periklcs' [eärs in order to illustrate the devotion she could inspire.2a A
comic scene could have served this purpose almost as well as a historical
incident, Aischines (or Sokrates) not thinking it necessary to specify that
Hermippos' accusation took place on the comic stage not in a court of law. There
is even less reason for believingthatAntisthenes was objective, as his references

to her are uniformally bitter and derogatory. she may have represented many
things that he despised or was sensitive about: he hated pleasure, which she, as a

woman, embodied; he championed selÊcontrol, which she eroded in others,

notably Perikles; and he, debarred from civic rights as a half-Athenian, may have

resented the enrolment of her son by perikles as a citizen. He probably had no

reservations about exploiting existing attacks on her.2s

In summary, Aspasia's trial shows the characteristics of comic invective but this

neither proves nor disproves its historicity. If nothing else, the charge of impiety
(legal, comic or philosophic) is another instance that demonstrates the association

of the usurpation of traditional roles (a woman who exercised intellectual and

political power) with the rejection of beliefs felt to underpin the state (religious

practice).26

C. Anaxagoras

Anaxagoras' trial seems to be the product of faulty historiography. The only
source within memory of the probable date27 is Plato, defending Sokrates against

Meletos' assertion that he taught atheistic astronomy.
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"Do you think you are prosecuting Anaxagoras, my dear Meletus, and do
you so despite these gentlemen and think they are so unversed in letters as
not to know that the books of Anaxagoras of Clazomenae are full of such
utterances?"
(Pl. Apol.26d,tr. Fowler, Loeb)

This comment looks like it refers to a hypothetical trial introduced for the sake of
argument. Apart from this, no authority earlier than the 3rd century BC mentions

the incident.

flepï ôè tî¡ç õirr'¡ç sbtoù õrúrpopu l"áyetor. )crrtirov ¡rèv
ydp qnolv bv tf¡ AroõoXf¡ rôv <prÀooórpr¡v bnò KÀéorvoç
obtòv &oeBeioç KpreîvCI,l, ôrótr tòv r1Àrov púôpov él.eye
ôrúnupov' &æol.oyrloupávo,ou ôè bnèp sbtoù lleprr<Àéouç
toÛ ¡ruOr1roÛ, æévte rq,¡.úvrolç (nþrlrrl0î¡vor rco,ì
quyoõrDeî¡vor. )úrupoç ô' bv roiç Biorç bæò @ouruõiôou
qnolv e'roa1Oî¡vol rtv õircr¡v, &vtræoÀrreuopávoD rô
fleprrcl.dr' ru,ì ob póvov ü,oepeioç, û,À¡.d ruì pr1õropoù.
rul üæóvro, Kû,rû,ðrruo0î¡vor Oovútcp... Ep¡,næftoç õ' bv tdrç
Biotç <pqoìv ött rca0eipX0n bv rQ õeo¡rcrltqpirp
reOvr1(óprvoç. flepml"î¡ç õè nopel,Octlv e1æev it r,t äXouorv
byrol"frv uùtQ rq,rd tòv Biov. obôèv ôè e'rnóvrú)v, "Kû,Ì
pr1v byó," äqI, "îoúrou po0r1u1ç eIpr. ¡n1 oôv ôraBoÀoìç
bæcrpOévreç ûrcorteivr¡te ròv üv0pú)lrov, &À¡"' bpol
æero0ávteç úgere. rcol û<peiOq' obr bveyrrov ðè tr'¡v úpprv
buuròv b(r1yoyev. Iepóvu¡roç õ' bv rQ õeutépç Tôv
oæopúõ4v bnopvrlpútcrlv <pr1olv ötr ö fleprrcl"î¡ç naprlyayev
obtòv bnl rò ôrrcu,otr1prov, ôreppuqróto, ru,ì Àeæròv bruò
vóoou, cbote bÀéç ¡r&l"l.ov fl rpioer oqeOf¡vor. roì rrÌ ¡rèv
nepì tî¡ç ôirr'¡ç abroû rooa,ûta,... rcoÌ tél"oç &æolropr''¡ouç
e'tç AúpyCI,Kov abtó0r rutÉotpevsv.

"Of the trial of Anaxagoras different accounts are given. Sotion [fr. 3 (W)]
in his Succession of the Philosophers says that he was indicted by Cleon on
a charge of impiety, because he declared the sun to be a mass of red-hot
metal; that his pupil Pericles defended him, and he was fined five talents
and banished. Satyrus in his Lives says the prosecutor was Thucydides, the
opponent ofPericles, and the charge one oftreasonable correspondence
with Persia as well as of impiely; and that sentence of death was passed on
Anaxagoras by default.. . . Hermippus [fr. 30 (W)] in his Lives says that he
was confined in the prison pending his execution; that Pericles came
forward and asked the people whether they had any fault to flrnd with him in
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"Furthermore, they [Perikles' enemies who had already accused pheidias]
falsely accused the sophist Anaxagoras, who was perióles, teacher, of
impiety against the gods; and they involved Pericles in their accusations and
malicious charges, since jealousy made them eager to discredit the
eminence as well as the fame of the man."
(D. S. 1 2.39 .2, tr. Oldfather, Loeb)28

Later sources continue in this vein. Josephos says that the Athenians only
narrowly failed to condemn him to death for his assertion that the sun was a red-

hot stone (Ap.2.265). Plutarch mentions the incident a number of times, in most

detail in his Life of Periktes:

his own public c ad not. ..Well,, he
continued, 'I am carried away by
slanders and put to release him.' So
he was released; but he could not brook the indignity he had suffered and
committed suicide. Hieronymus [fr. 41 (w)] in the second book of his
scattered Noles states that pericles brought him into court so weak and
wasted fiorn illness that he owed his acquittal not so much to the merits of
his case as to the sympathy of the judges. So much then on the subject of
his trial...At length he retired to Lampsacus and there died."
(D.L.2.12-15, tr. R.D. Hicks, Loeb)

rrpòç ôè toútorç Ava(oyópov tòv oo<prorrlv, õrðúorol"ov
övto fleprrl"éouç, ôç ûoepoõvto €'1ç roùç beoùç
bouro<prÍvroDv. oDvéfil.eKov ð, bv rdrç rátnyopíorç rcuì
ôrapoÀoiç ròv flep*l,éo, õttÌ tòv <p0óvou oirúðouirç
ôtopuÀeìv n1v tûvôpòç bnepoXrlv re Kol ôó(ov.

"And Diopeithes brought in a bill providing for the public impeachment of
such as did not believe in gods, or who taught doctrines regarding the
heavens, directing suspicion against pericles by means of Ãnaxagoras. The
people accepted with delight these slanders... and he [pericles] feãred for
Anaxagoras so much that he sent him away from the city.,,
(Plut. Per.32.I-3, tr. Perrin, Loeb)2e

I have cited these accounts of the trial to highlight their considerable divergence.
'l'hey do not agree on the exact charges brought against Anaxagoras; on the

identity of the prosecutor; on whether the case actually came to trial; on the

nature of Perikles' involvement; on the outcome of the trial or on Anaxagoras'

ultimate fate. Plutarch is not himself clear about his end. In one place he says that
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Anaxagoras was honoured at the end of his life30; in another that he starved, or

almost starved, on account of Perikles' neglect, which implies that he believed

that he lived in Athens until a very advanced age.3l

Modern scholars respond to these discrepancies in one of three ways. Firstly, they

find reasons for preferring one version to the others: for instance, Derenne and

Frost prefer Sotion, and Woodbury argues for Satyros.32 Secondly, they attempt

to reconcile the inconsistent information. For example, they suggest that the two

different prosecutors, Thoukydides and Kleon, worked together.33 For a case to

have more than one prosecutor is not unusual but it would be surprising in this

instance given the radical difference in Thoukydides' and Kleon's backgrounds.

There have also been attempts to argue that there were two separate trials.3a

There is also no ancient evidence to support this. This solution requires a

considerable edifice of conjecfure to be sustained: the existence of an unattested

amnesty c.44514 BC, the assumption that Anaxagoras' '30 years' in Athens35

were not continuous, andthat his residency atLampsakos was fairly short, even

though he had sufficient impact to be commemorated with a holiday.36

The third option is to conclude that the sources' inconsistencies indicate that none

of them actually had access to definite information, apart from the belief that

Anaxagoras was subject to an accusation of impiety. All other details seem to

come from the writer's view of 'historical probability'. The introduction of
Perikles into the trial is due to a combination of his supposed friendship with

Anaxagoras with the desire to identify a"'real' motive, which mustbe Perikles'

enemies' attempt to discredit him.37 The prosecutors' identities derive from

Perikles' political opponents, varying according to whether the writer pictured

the trial occurring early (Thoukydides) or late (Kleon) in Perikles' careet.

Anaxagoras' fate also seems to vary according to the date ascribed to the trial. If
it is placed early, he is exiled, if late in his life the trial results in his exile, death,

suicide, exile and recall, or acquittal. The charge of Medism may derive from

Anaxagoras' Ionian origins or his retirement to Ionia. Even the one consistent

detail, the charge of impiety, may simply be an inference from his well-known
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naturalistic astronomy.'8 All these are plausible reconstructions based on
historical probability, an accepted method of ancient historiography.3e

It is, in fact, certainthat Anaxagoras was not executed: Alkidamas, his younger
contemporary, says that he retired, apparently comfbrtably, to Lampsakos.aü As
this city was a member-state of the Delian League in c.43g BC, this makes it
even less likely that he was escaping a trial or a death sentence.4l

Belief in the Anaxagoras' impiety trialmust have some origin. plato,s Apology is
the likely source. Ancient scholars, desperate for biographical information and

fond of the romantic, took Plato's hypothetical remark to refer to an actual event.

Such a misunderstanding would be easy to make if data on Anaxagoras and his
theories were available as excerpts and were therefore decontextualised (see

Chapter 1.6). The divergences in the accounts of his trial do not disprove its
existence but they do cast considerable doubt upon it and render its details too

unreliable for use.

D. Protagoras

It is said that Protagoras' statement of agnosticism in his On the Gods provoked

such a hostile reaction in Athens that his books were gathered together and

burned and he was banished and forced to flee in fear for his life. However, the

lactthat the sources become more elaborate anddetailed over time suggests the

intervention of writers' imaginations.a2 These stories have no contemporary

corroboration. The opposite is true: in the Meno Plato has Sokrates comment that

Protagoras died with his high reputation intact. This cannot be ironic, as

sokrates' interlocutor is Anytos, who would not let such a remark pass

unchallenged. Plato's datum makes Protagoras' persecution impossible.a3

As in the case of Anaxagoras, this historical myth seems to have originated in a
misunderstanding of a frivolous remark. The 3rd century BC philosophical

satirist Timon of Phleious said that:
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äOel"ov õè rérppqv oDyypúporo, 0dìvu,r,
öttr Oeoùç roréypov' oót' e'rðévû,l otiæ õúvuo0or
önnoìoi trváç elor rcal oi trveç ûOpr1ooo0or,
nôoa,v äXcrtv rpul.onlv bnrerreiqç. rd ¡rèv oä ol
lpaioprlo', ûî"1"d, qDytç 'enepuTero, ö<ppo ¡rq oútcrlç
)crxpa,trrcòv æivrov yulpòv nótov o1ôo ôú¡.

"They made up their minds [iterally: 'they wished'] to make ashes of his
books because he put it in writingthat he did not know nor could he
perceive what or who the gods are. His words were cautious and
reasonable. 'When this did him no good he made a run for it, hoping to
avoid the cold drink of Socrates and a trip to Hades."
(DK80Al2 - Timon of Phleious fr. 5 (Diels), tr. M.J. O'Brien in Sprague
(ed.), The Older Sophists)

The burning of Protagoras' books, if historical, would be the earliest use of this

measure as an official punishment but, as the Athenians had practiced deletion of

written records from the 5th century, the idea is not actually anachronistic.

However, Timon's remark seems to be an adaptation of a comment from the 4th

century Aristoxenos. "Aristoxenus in his Historical Notes affirms that Plato

wished (Oe},Î¡oar) to burn all the writings of Democritus that he could collect,

but that Amyclas and Clinias the Pythagoreans prevented him, saying that there

was no advantage in doing so, for already the books were widely circulated."aa

This would explain Timon's use of the term 'they wished' (éOeÀov), which is an

odd way to refer to a historical event. The sentiment may have appealed to him

for use as a piece of colourful satirical invective.as Timon's statement that

Protagoras fled Athens to avoid execution may simply be designed to cast his

departure in a discreditable light. The detail, found in later sources, that he was

'pursued across the seas'46 is probably an inference from Philochoros who says

that he drowned sailing to Sicily.aT

There is no reference to any actual proscription against Protagoras before

Cicero.as Libanios refers to actions against Anaxagoras and Protagoras but this

seems to be a hypothetical statement, not a response to a comment in Polykrates'

Accus ation of Sokrates.ae
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Like Anaxagoras, Protagoras' offence of impiety was probably an inference from
his famous statement of agnosticism. Aristotle's datum that Euathlos prosecuted

Protagoras should be taken seriously but there is no reason to connect it to an

impiefy charge, as Ditlgenes Laertios does. Other sources give the information
that Euathlos' and Protagoras' dispute was over fees.sO

E. Prodikos

bv A0rlvorç Kóvslov ?Trcùv ù,váOovev öç õrogOelprrlv îoùç
váouç.

"He [Prodikos] died in Athens from drinking hemlock, on the grounds that
he had comrpted the young."
(DK94{l,tr. Olding)

This comes from the suidas (s.v. flpóðrKoç) and, ascholiast onplato (Rep.

600c), very late sources without great reputations for reliability. V/e have seen

evidence that Prodikos could be regarded as comrpting, greedy and irreligious,

but these comments seem to be good humoured (from comedy) or oblique (from
Plato).sl otherwise, he seems to have been held in wide respect in his own

lifetime.s2 There is no other evidence that he was persecuted. The suidas,

statement is surely an effor for Sokrates.53

F. Euripides

The existence and circumstances of Euripides' trial for impiety are uncertain.

There are two sources. First, Satyros (3rd century BC) in a fragment says ,,...He

was prosecuted by Cleon the demagogue in the action for impiety mentioned

above...".s4'what was 'above' is, nnfortunately, lost. Secon d., a3rd,cenfury ÂD
list of subjects for rhetorical exercises includes the item that "Euripides, having

represented Herakles as mad, inaplay, at the Dionysia, is on trial for impiety,,

(P.Oxy. 2400). The other items on the list are historical, so the author, at least,

thought that the Euripides incident was real. It is well known that Euripides'
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contemporaries viewed him as religiously unorthodox, something that is evident

both in comedy and his antidosis trial.ss It is also not implausible that Kleon

would choose to launch such a prosecution, as the case of Aristophanes

illustrates.su However, the only evidence that he was actually prosecuted for

impiety remains the two Hellenistic data and no great weight can be placed on

these. Satyros, in particular, is notoriously credulous and uncritical (see Chapter

1.6). Euripides' religious unconventionality is a standard component of his

biography in ancient (and, indeed, modern) scholarship but seems to derive solely

from statements made by characters in his plays.sT

G. Diogenes of Apollonia

f¡v ôè roltç ypóvo1ç Kq,r' Avo(oyópov. toõtòv qnotv ö
Qol.r'¡peùç AnpÍtptoç bv tf¡ )rorpútouç &noÀoyiç ôttÌ
péyov <p0óvov plKpoõ rrvõuveî-lool Aeqpnotv.

"And he lived in the time of Anaxagoras. In his Apologt of Sokrates

Demetrios of Phaleron [fr. 91 (W)] says that this man was almost in danger

in Athens because of great jealousy."
(D.L. 9.57, tr. Olding).

The identity of 'this man' is more likely to be Diogenes than Anaxagoras: in

Diogenes Laertios'usage oÛtoç always refers to the subject of that chapter, in

this case, Diogenes; moreover, the comment would be far more appropriate in the

section on Anaxagoras.ts However, the source, Demetrios, is arguing in support

of his thesis that the Athenians were always jealous of talent. In the absence of

corroborative evidence he may be suspected of misrepresenting or inventing data

to support his thesis.se
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APPENDIX B - ATHENIAN ATTITUDES TOV/ARDS EDUCATION

Attitudes towards education need not be connected to attitudes towards

intellectualism. Education is generally taken to consist in learning practical skills

and moral restraint, not critical skills or methods of argument or inculcating a

desire for the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake. Indeed, intellectualism is

frequently attacked through characterisation as impractical and lack of moral

restraint. There is little evidence from classical Athens for the existence of an

attitude that education is unnecessary or undesirable. Nevertheless, a glance at

Athenian attitudes towards education in basic intellectual tools, and these tools'

availability, will be indicative of wider social attitudes.

Xenophon remarks that, in Greece, literacy was considered to be the principle

function of schooling.60 For the sake of simplicity, literacy and, to a lesser extent,

numeracy will be assumed to be the basic intellectual tools. It is certain that

literacy plays a fundamental role in the development of intellectualism. The

recording of information permits systematic analysis of data. It also exposes

inconsistencies that would normally hidden by 'structural amnesia', the

consensus of common culture. This process encourages critical focus on causes

and meanings rather than acceptance of manifestations as they stand. The use of

writing allows the development of complex forms of argument and the

communication of ideas outside established institutions. However, as the precise

relationship between writing and intellectualism is uncertain, it is preferable to

say that literacy is a precondition and facilitator of intellectualism, not its cause.6l

To assess attitudes towards general education I shall consider (A) the prevalence

of literacy and illiteracy in Athens, (B) the existence of facilities for the

acquisition of literacy and (C) the ideological dimensions of this skill. The nature

of the sources demands that the focus is on the inhabitants of the city of Athens
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where basic education is probably significantly higher than in the countrysideó2,

on men rather than women63, and on 'ordinary' people rather than the social élite
(where we would expect greater leisure and higher cultural standards to encourage

a higher level of education in general). Evidence is rarely unambiguous and proof
must be inferential.

A. The prevalence of literacy in Athens

Greek culture was the first in which literacy was not confined to administrative or

religious élites. This does not mean thatitwas actually widespread.

contemporary sources, however, seem to assume that ordinary men have basic

education, even when they are specified to be uncouth and uneducated.

Aristophanes introduces Strepsiades, Athens' most notable anti-intelle cfinl,
going over his accounts.64 There is no indication that his numeracy is unusual but,

like his marnage to an Alkmaionid, it is a dramatic necess ity and,need not,

therefore, represent the norm. A proverb connected to the Athenian soldiers from

the Sicilian Expedition describes them as being 'either dead or teaching letters,.65

This suggests chiefly that teaching was an occupation suitable for slaves (see

section E below) but also that anordinary soldier could not implausibly be

literate.

Other evidence implies that a significant proportion of the Athenian demos was

minimally literate, at least knowing their letters, or that there were enough

literates to cater for illiterates without undue inconvenience. spelling games

appear occasionally in drama. In Euripides, Theseus an illiterate herdsman

describes the letters on the side of a ship offstage. In Sophokles, Amphiaraus

letters were shown through dance; Achaios had satyrs spell out 

^- 
I- O- N- y-

)-O written on a cup; in Kallias' Grammatical Playthe alphabet and syllables

were sung in systematic order.66 The dramatists clearly expected that at least
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some of the audience would be able to understand such spelling games and that

they would not try the patience of too many people unreasonably. Euripides'

dramatic device must have been successful as Agathon and Theodektes imitated

it.67 The audience may have gained some pleasurable satisfaction from

understanding these games if literacy was, in fact, fairly novel and typically

basic.68

Orators occasionally presume that their listeners have some level of literacy and

numeracy, or are sitting next to someone who does. Perikles makes calculations

out loud.6e In the mid-4th century a speaker openly ponders whether he could

have explained matters more clearly if he had brought a blackboard into court,

only dissuaded, he claims, by the consideration that those furthest away would

be unable to read it.70 These instances are few and brief and so do not really

reflect on popular literacy - they do not require that the listeners actually needed

to follow the speakers. The speakers may have intended to flatter the jurors'

concentration and education.

Members of the intellectual class also assume that basic literacy is fairly

widespread. In their frequent discussions about education intellectuals and literati,

such as Protagoras, Sokrates and Xenophon, imply that it was customary for

parents, where able, to have their children educated.Tl Plato cites a proverb,

"They can'treador swim" (pTiTs ypúpporo pnre vdiv bæiorovrCI,t) to

describe utter uselessness, though it is not clear that this was actually held in

wide currency.l2lnhis trial Sokrates suggests that jurors would be familiar with

Anaxagoras' book but this assertion need not be taken atface value as it favours

his argument; he may also be indulging in irony.73

The institutions of the democratic state seem to be predicated on the assumption

that literacy was widespread, though in no case is the data clear-cut. Almost all
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official positions, including secretariats and those involved in drafting laws and

treaties and administering taxes, were filled by lot.7a It is possible that candidates

were not truly representative of the whole population but limited to those who
put themselves forward. However, we would expect to have heard about any

serious restriction. The method of ostracism voting presupposes that citizens can

write names. Dumps of pre-prepared ostraka have been found, for instance, 191

votes against Themistokles in only 14 hands. These may, but need not have been,

produced to accommodate illiterate voters.7s Plutarch's anecdote that aman who

was 'unlettered and a complete bumpkin' asked Aristeides to write his own name

on an ostrakon, ifit has any basis in actual practice, does show that ostraka could

be written by someone other than the voter.76

Announcements by heralds were the traditional method of proclaiming and

disseminating official informationTT butpublic inscriptions were also clearly

important. Some inscriptions had symbolic rather than practical value, such as

treaties, memorialsTs and records of traitors.Te Much of it, however, is of
immediate and practical use, such as military service lists, laws and penalties.

This implies that at least some people found them useful to consult. Moreover,

official inscriptions carry the formulas 'so that anyone who wishes may read, or

'that all may know'.80 Inscriptions were altered from time to time, not only by

official decree, which could be symbolic, but also illegitimately for private ends,

for instance, in the alteration of hoplite and cavalry rolls.sl This further

emphasises their information was practical and meaningful.

The evidence from legal procedure is less clear than for political procedure:

written materials were used but were not necessary. V/ritten evidence had no

particular authority.s2 The use of witnesses and sworn statements was normal.

Written depositions were not required until3TglT BC and, even then, private

professional scribes would have been available.s3
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There are only a fe'w instances of actual illiteracy: from Euripides' Theseus,

referred to above; a fragment of a Kratinos comedy $r.122); and Plutarch's

anecdote about Aristeides' ostracism. The paucity of examples is consistent both

with illiteracy being usual (not normally being worthy of comment) and unusual.

The instance suggests that illiteracy was not shameful but the point of the

anecdote is to prove Aristeides' dignity and integrity, so that the peasant's

illiteracy may be an embellishment rather than a necessary detail. In fact,

Cornelius Nepos' version, predating Plutarch's by a century and a half, does not

mention it.8a

B. The availability of education

While teaching may have occurred at home or informally elsewhere, schools are

the only forum for elementary education that ancient authorities mention. Both

literary and pictorial evidence indicates that, by the early 5th century, schools

existed in a number of different places in Greece. There was a school in Chios

before 4948C, Astypalaia in496-484, Eretria or Erouthrai in Sophokles'

lifetime, and in Mykalessos in Boiotia in 413.8s Kleokritos the herald, attempting

to reconcile the Athenians' warring democratic and oligarchic factions, cites their

attendance at the same schools as something that unites them as a people.86

The schools at Chios and Astypalaia mentioned above had considerable numbers

of pupils - 120 and 60. Astypalaia is a small island; Thoukydides comments that

Mykalessos was a small town but it still had several schools. It is likely that

most well off families and probably many more humble ones sent their boys

there. Vase paintings show that their curriculum included learning to read and

write.87 Ordinary teachers were often poorly paid; if this was a function of
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students' family's wealth, it implies that asignificant number of students,

parents were poor (on pay, see section E below).

Regardless of the Athenians' attitude towards education, they did not consider

that it needed or deserved regulation or subsidisation. By 345 BC the state had

legislated to control schools' hours and morals but not their method or content. A
late source ascribes to Solon a law for compulsory education in letters but the

lack of early corroborative evidence makes this doubtful in the extreme.8s The

only other evidence for a state's involvement in education is Diodoros, claim that

Charondas of Katana legislated at Thouria to provide state-paid teachers and to

make leaming to read and write compulsory.se lf such laws did exist at Thouria

(there is no corroborative evidence) then Protagoras, who drafted the constitution,

was most likely responsible (Charondas lived a hundred years before Thouria,s

foundation).eo

Books were generally available by the end of the 5th century. There are a number

of references to bookstalls and sellers in contemporary sources.el Xenophon

refers to a shipwreck on the coast of Asia Minor in which books are the cargo,

though he does not indicate the ship's origin or destination.e2 Attitudes towards

functional literacy and towards books need not be related.e3 Aristophanes makes

books part of the paraphernalia of the parasitic, greedy, comrpt and pretentious

claimant to specialised knowledge but seems to be alone in this (see Chapt er 2.L

B4). On the other hand, the (probably idealised) evidence of vase paintings is that

books were associated with gnomic sayings, hymns and lyric and epic poetry.sa

C. Ideological dimensions of literacy

There is no direct evidence for the reasons why the Athenian parents who sent

their children to school did so. They may have believed that their children (or
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they themselves) could thereby gain prestige, that there would be practical and

material advantage, that it rü/as a component of civic responsibility, or that it

would be useful for cultural reasons such as gaining familiarity with traditional

poetry.es The belief that literacy could be a tool for self-education is attested:

Sokrates assumes that the avid book-collector Eutþdemos must want to learn

some skill, to be a doctor, or an engineer, surveyor, astronomer or rhapsode.

Rhetorical manuals and model speeches, such as Antiphon's Tetralogies,

probably filled a similar need. However, this is likely to have been insignificant

next to oral instruction.e6 The sentiment that 'self-improvement' is necessary or

desirable was also probably much weaker than in modem times. A sense of

immediate economic advantage may not have been as strong either, given the

relative lack of careers for which literary skills were necessary. Even advocates of

literacy did not suggest that its lack could prevent anyone from making a living.eT

Explicitly asserted views of education are positive, at least for the traditional

curriculum. A character in a Kratinos play comments:

û,ì"f, ¡rd Al' oi-lr o1ô' äyrrly€ ypúppCI,r' obõ' bæiotu,pur,
&À¡"' ünò yÀórrnç qpúorrl ror' pvTìlrovsúcrl y<Ìp ro]"ôç.

"No, by Zeus,I neither know nor understand letters,
but from word of mouth I shall tell you: for I remember well."
(Kratinos fr.128, tr. Olding; possibly dating to 439-37 BC (Edmonds FAC
I p. 6t n. b))

Although this fragment is without context, the speaker's insistence on the quality

of his memory has a slightly defensive air and implies that literacy was, in fact,

the norm. The Sausage-seller of Aristophanes' Knighfs, whose qualifications as a

politician are grotesquely inverted, says that he is barely literate, not illiterate.

This is not as a comment on general education but on public expectations about

the quality of political leadership.es
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There is some evidence that the Athenians associated writing with democracy.

The writing down of laws is an important step in separating law from the

interests of rulers. An increased emphasis on ordinary men's ability to administer

and scrutinise public affairs in a democratic government may well encourage the

use of writing for public notices and record keeping and, hence , a greater

emphasis on the value of literacy. The depiction of writing and writing materials

on Attic pottery and literary references to the first schools start around 500 BC,

shortly after the establishment of Athens' democratic constitution, implying an

association between the two.ee In the late 5th century Euripides made explicit the

sentiment that written laws enabled men without resources or influential friends

to uphold their rights, putting this into the mouth of Athens' 'democratic'

founder Theseus (see Chapter 1.6 F):

obôèv rDpúvvou ôuopevéorepov nóÀer,
önou rò pèv llpóxLlrov obK elolv vópor
Kotvol, Kpo,rdl ô' elç tòv vópov KsKrÌlpévoç
abtòç fiû,p' CI,brQ' ruì tóô' obrêr' bor,'loov
Teypoppévrrlv ôè tôv vópov ö r'ù,o0evr1ç
ö ru}"oúoroç re rrlv ôirr1v lor1v 'etre¡
äotrv õ' bvrondrv roiorv üoOeveoréporç
tòv ebtu1oÛvrû, rû,óe', ötü,v rIú¡ Ko,Kd)ç,
v1K0 ô' ö peirrlv tòv ¡réyov ôku,r' ä1rrlv.

"There is nothing more hostile to a city than a tyrant.In the first place,
there are no common laws in such aplace, and one man, keeping the law in
his own hands, holds sway. This is unjust. when the laws are written both
the powerless and the rich have equal access to justice, and it is possible for
the weaker man to address the same words to the fortunate man whenever
he is badly spoken of, and the little man, if he has right on his side, defeats
the big maÍr."

(Eur. Suppl. 429-37, tr. Kovacs, Loeb cf. Gorg. Pal.30)

When written laws are explicitly or implicitly contrasted to the unwritten, the

former are always superiorl00 but 'unwritten laws' were not, infact,disallowed
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as a basis for prosecution until 40312 BC. Even then, speakers invoke them when

expedient.l0l As such, Theseus' sentiment is not much more than a platitude.

other evidence is thin and unconvincing. In Euripides' palamedes the title

character praises letters for, among other things, settling disputes.l02 As his

dramatic motive is apologetic his sentiment cannot be assumed to represent the

views of the audience who would, moreover, be aware that his words hada

certain ironic hollowness in view of his fate.

There is little or no evidence that the sentiment linking literacy and democracy

was a real ideolo {Y, or that there were regulation or subsidies for education, or

that any democratic statesman actually concerned himself with literacy. If the

belief existed that it contributed to democratic life then it was not viewed as a

state concern. The first known advocate of state-subsidised universal education is

the constitutional theorist Phaleas of Chalkedon (c.400 BC), if this is what his

'equality of education' means. The first Athenian to do so is Plato, a noted anti-

democrat, in The Laws.t03 Moreover, there is no particular reason to suppose

that conditions in non-democratic constitutions discouraged literacy. One of the

first-attested schools was in oligarchic Chios.lOa In Athens, the Peisistratids'

policy seems to be based on recognition of the authoritative status of writing:

they wrote down Homer epics, collected oracles, erected maxim-bearing Hermai

around Attika and (according to a late and probably anachronistic source)

maintained a public library. The erection of statues of scribes, unique in Greek

sculpture, on the Acropolis at the same time also suggests official

acknowledgement of the status of writing.lOs

D. Negative attitudes

There is some evidence for a tradition of a sinister aspect to writing. In

Aischylos' Suppliants King Pelasgos says that the Argives' decision regarding the
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Danaids is the utterance of a free tongue, no mere written tablet: the implication

is that the latter lacks the force of personal conviction.l06'Where writing has

implicit authority, apparently recognised as early as the Peisistratids, it can be

abused. Before the 4th century BC written letters are consistently associated

with treachery and murder. Homer relates Proteus' attempt to have Bellerophon

killed by giving him tablets with a 'deadly message'. He repeatedly uses

adjectives that emphasise the wickedness of writing (if that it what it is): 'baneful

signs'.l07In tragedies and histories letters are tools of conspiracy and treachery

with striking regularity. Some versions of Palamedes' death have him convicted

by means of a forged letter (presumably the first ever), and Euripides,

Hippolytos also meets his death on account of Phaidra's false accusations

contained in a letter.lOs A written text is fixed and exists independent of its

utterer, which makes it immune to cross-examination or punishment. Moreover,

one reason to commit a message to writing, as Antiphon comments, is to keep its

messenger ignorant of its contents.lOe Writing is the ideal vehicle for lies and

secrecy.

Outright criticism of writing seems to be confined to intellectuals themselves,

ironically enough. Plato's passage in the Phaidros is well known but not unique.

The criticisms do not focus on writing's social, political or legal dangers but

rather on its intellectual effects. They express reservations about the

seductiveness of frivolous learning, the comrpting effect of foreign ideas, the

written word's inadaptability and inability to respond to questioning, its

inability to impress its lessons on the reader, and the damage it causes to

memory.l lo
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E. The status of teachers

In modern societies elementary teachers are usually the first and most visible

representatives of learning and intellectual activity that the general public

encounters, so their social status of can be a useful index of the popular view of

intellectualism.lll In the Greek cultural tradition there are a few distinguished

teacher-figures: the centaur Cheiron is the archetypal teacher ofheroes, his

wisdom comprising especially hunting and medicine and certain gnomic

maximsl12; Linos is a more 'modern' and cultivated figure (see Chapter 3 E). In

classical Athens elementary teachers were regarded with contempt. Soldiers from

Sicilian Expedition are described as 'either dead or teaching letters', that is, as

good as slaves.l13 This does not reflect on the status of education as such but

seems to derive from the conventional association of working for someone else

with servile status.lla The earliest responsibility for children's upbringing, at

least in well-off families, fell to natôayoyoi who were, in fact, slaves and, it

seems, usually completely uncultivated and useless for anything else.l15 An

important index of social value is wealth. Elementary teachers were often poorly

paid, especially when compared to specialists in athletics, wrestling, riding,

medicine and rhetoric. This may, of course, reflect the wealth or lack thereof of

pupils' families as much as their own status.l16

F. Conclusion

General education, including basic literacy and numeracy, was probably

customary in classical Athens. Completely uneducated figures are conspicuous

by their raity. 'When they appear they are described specifically as poor and

rustic, as though the writer expected the audience to need an explanation. This is a

standardised image but it may reflect fact.lt7 Literacy seems still to have been

something of a novelty in the 5th century, to judge from the spelling games in
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ttagedy, but the general assumption existed, not least in the institutions of the

democratic state, that most citizens at least knew their letters. In practical terms,

there must have been a 'critical mass' of literates in the population atlarge,

enough to read and write such documents as were needed and to explain them to

those who could not. If there is little evidence that literacy was regarded as

necessary and desirable outside the educated élite, evidence for the uselessness of
literacy is no stronger,
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see Connolly, 4., "'Was Sophocles Heroized as Dexion?" JHS 118, 1998, p.
l-2t.
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Decharme, P., Euripides and the Spirit of Hß Dramas (N.Y. & London:
MacMillan, 1906), p. 20-21.
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(Poet.1448a18).
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different men is amatter of dispute. The obvious conflation in later sources
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sentiment between Antiphon's speeches and philosophical tracts (ap.
Hermogenes Peri Ideos). However, these works' different forms and
objects are sufficient to explain their differences. References to 'Antiphon'
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characters and interests

103. Atheys,p. 130_31).

speeches were delivered before c. 
but all his extant forensic

104. D.H. Lys.32.
105. Finley, M.I., ..Athenian 

Demagogu es,,, p&p 2I, 1962, p. 12, 17.106. Thuo. 6.t9.2, 24.2.

J!]. nover, K.J., Greek popular Morality,p.6.
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109. Xen. Ap. I,32. Another example

absentia after he delivered the no
FGH 32BFl49a). Kennedy, G.

110. On fl0onotia andits use, see

Itltdy of the Types of Character in the orations of Lysias(Baltimore: JohnMurphy & W.M., ..Con""iãó 
ns of Ethosin AncienrRhetoric", , lg57,p. 55_6'5.

111. Dover, K.J ie,p. 10.

.69.2. Alkibiades,
criticising his
private

(fr.s.1 (Loeb)). The
.19, 31.23; ps._And. 4.13
nner of life was his best

appears in more extreme forms in later
s the sentiment that privacy is a
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emphasise the necessity of good character in the poritical process:

". ' ''when a certain man had spoken in the assembly of the
eful life but an exceedingly able
rv ð' e'rç bneppol,rìt õuvaroù;,

daemonians were at the point of voting
in accordance to his advice, a mancame forward from the council of
Elders. '.andvehemently rebuked the Lacedaemonians and denounced
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former orator had uttered, 'In order,' he explained, 'that a good man
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(1.180-81, tr. Adams, Loeb)
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V/orthington (ed.), Voice into Text: Orality and Literacy in Ancient Greece
(Leiden, N.Y. & Köln: E.J. Brill, 1996),p.162-63. Other examples of
Xenophon's belief in moral retribution, see Anab.3.l.22-23,5.3.I3, Hell.
3.4.I8, Ages. 1 .13 etc.

123. Cf. examples of leadership - Usher, 5., The Historians of Greece and Rome
(London: Hamish Hamilton, 1969), p. 97.

124. Cawkwell, G.L., "Introduction", Xenophon: A History of My Times
(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books Ltd, 197 9), p. 43 -44.

125. Alkid. Soph.3l.
126. See n. 117 above.
127. Thuq3.38.7.
128. Sokrates and his acquaintances emphasise that learning comes from

association (Xen. Mem. 4.2;Pl. Ep. Vil 341b-d cf . Phdr.275aff.) and they
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subjects for information and inspiration (Pl. Phdo.97b, Tht. 143b-c; Xen.
Mem. L6.l4) (Kelly, D.H., "OralXenophon", I. Worthington (ed.),Voice
into Text: Orality and Literacy in Ancient Greece (Leiden, N.Y. & Köln:
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private and social (3.35), and says that Protagoras read his On the Gods out
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L29. Immerwahr, H.R., "Book Rolls on Attic Vases", C. Henderson (ed.),
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between 420 and417 (Dover, K.J., Aristophanes: Clouds, p. lxxx-xc).
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152. Todd, S., "The Use and Abuse of the Attic Orators", G&R 37,l9g0,p. 167.
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(Caecilius ap. ps.-Plut. Mor.834b) (Ferguson, W.S., "The Condemnation of
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See Chapter 1.6 &n.144.
Note that the Arguments of both Aristophanes and Protagoras, which
Aristophanes parodies, are called fltttrlv and rpeitlov l"óYot. The

termsôircoroç Àóyoç andü,õrroç l"óyoç appear inthe TheClouds'
dramatis personae, hypotheses and the scholia but not in the text (Dover,
K.J., (ed.), Aristophanes: Clouds, p. lvii-lviii).
Kopff, E.C., "Nubes l493ff .:'Was Socrates Murdered?", GRBS 18, 1977 , p.

tt6-20.
Cf. Dover, K.J., (ed.), Aristophanes: Clouds, p. xcv.
Pl. Ap, 19b-c; Norwood, G' Greek Comedy (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd,
l93l),p.215.
Hypothesis on Aristoph. Cl. & schol. on 543. Dover, K.J., (ed.),

Aristophanes: Clouds, p. lxxxv.
Late sources give the story that Euathlos refused to pay his teacher

Protagoras (Aul. Gell. N.A.5.10.3-16;Apul. Flor. 18: D.L. 9.56 cf.

Quintìlian Inst.3.L 10; eltu flpotuyópüv EbúOl"ou trvòç tôv
¡ru0r1tôv ouKoqCI,vttjoovtoç abtóv - schol. ad Cramer, Anecdota

Graeca e codd. manuscriptis Bibliothecae Regiae Parisiensis,l,172)
(Derenne, 8., Les Procès d'Impiété, p. 49-50). The same story is told of
Teisias and Korax (Sext. Emp. Adv.Math.2.96-99; Zenobios 4.82 (Leutsch

& Schneidewin, Corpus Paroemiographorum Graecorum,I, p. 107);

Suid.as s.v. KCI,Koù róporoç KoKòv cbóv; no. 4 in Rabe, H.,

P r ole gom enon Syllo ge (Leipzig, 1 93 1 ), p. 25ff .) (Forbes, C. A., Teachers'

Pay in Ancient Greece, p. 18 & n. 45). Cf. Cicero alludes to the 'a bad crow
from a bad egg' phrase (de Orat.3.81).
Dover, K.J., (ed.), Aristophanes: Clouds,p. xcv, xcvii.
See commentary in Edmonds FAC I p.72 n. a.

Kratinos fr. L67 (PCG - see Chapter 1 n. 94). On Hippon, see Guthrie,

V/.K.C., A History of Greek Philosophy,II, p. 354-58.

Kpüvio õrood qopdìv, ö<p0oÀ¡rol õ' obrc opt0ptt1tol,(Kratinos
rr. tor¡; &}"Àotproyvópolç bærl"rlo¡,root pvtlllovtKotoì @. 162)

cf. Edmonds FAC I p.7l n. c.

Hypothesis to Aristoph. C/. There are also a few references to a Konnos by
Phrynichos, though no fragments exist. If he was prominent enough to

feature in one comedy then he could have featured in two, or this could be a

misattribution of Ameipsias' play (Edmonds FAC I p- 454 n- c)'

Schol. on Aristoph. Kn.534;Kratinos fr. 349; Aristoph. Kn.534'
Com. adesp. fr.37l; Aristoph. lfiasps 675 cf. Sommerstein, A.H', "Konnos'

Figleaf?", CQ 33, 1983, p. 488-89.
Ameipsias Konnos test. ii (PCq. Other non-intellectual experts: Diopeithes

the oracle-monger (Ameipsias fr. 10), probably the composer of the 'anti-
astronomer decree' (see the detailed discussion in Chapter 2'2); a
description of sacrificial method (fr. 7) is reminiscent of Hierokles, the

pompous and self-interested priest from Aristophanes' Peace (1052ff.)

(Carey, C., "Old Comedy and the Sophists", F.D. Harvey & J- Wilkins

11.

t2.

13,
r4.

15

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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t6.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.

(eds.), The Rivals of Arßtophanes,p.420_2I cf. Dover, K.J., (ed.),
Aristophanes: Clouds, p. li).
Athen. 2I8c - Ameipsias Konnos test. ii.
Pl. Menex. 236a, Euthd. 27 2c, 2gid,.
Hypothesis to Aristoph. peace.
Pl. Ap.20a, Prot. passim;Xen. Smp. passim.

1,1.". 236c; Pluyn. Ect. 139; Edmonds FAC I p. .J7t.

other examples of these characteristics - Eupolis fr. 166, 165, 162, r74,
175, r79, r87, lg0.'oineus', mentioned inir. lT2,refers to the pit in which
the bodies of executed criminals were thrown (Guíick, c,.B.,Athenaeus:
The Deipnosophists ', Loeb,III, p. 67,n.b).

Eupolis fr. T72,178. carey, c., "old comedy and the Sophists',, F.D.
Harvey & J. V/ilkins (eds.), The Rivqls of Aristophor"r,p.425.
For the date, see Edmonds FAC I p. gl6 n. a.
Förster, R., Scriptores Physiognomici Graeci et Latini,I, p. vii_xi.
Sokrates' associate phaido wrote a dialogue zopyros ço.i.2.105). plato
may have exploited the Herakleianzopyros, orphic poem Kraterin the
Phaido (Kingsley, p ., ancient philosophy, Mystery aid Magrc; Empedokles
and Pythagorean Tradition (Oxford: O.U.p.,- lggi), p. t+Z_rc0¡.
And. 1.83; Lys.30.28.
Aristoph. Ach.603. phainippos'posts - Thuc.4.1lg.l r;IG i2 57.2,70.5.
schol. on Aristoph. Ach.603. A Teisamenos, perhaps the same man, is
mentioned as early as the 430s (Kratinos fr. t i t; on its date, see Edmonds
lAC I p.53 n. d). others include the father of the tragedianAgathon (schol.
Pl. smp. r72a), a legendary king of Thebes (Hdr. +.t+1,6.52; Þaus. qi.s)
u."9 t*9 famous spartan seers (Hdt. 9.33-35;xen. Heti.3.3.r 1).
Aristoph. Birds 1035ff., Fr. 1506.
For the resemblances between the Ekktesiazousai and the Republic, see
Adam, J., The Republic of plato (Cambridge: C.U.p., IgTg),I,p.3'45_64.
Aristoph. Eccl. 57r. webster, T.B.L., studies in Later Greik càmedy,p.34
cf. the discussions in ussher's and Rogers' editions of the play
(respectively p. 154 and p. 297 n. c). plato was not the only constitutional
and legislative theorist in Athens .rn The Birds Aristophanes depicts Meton
proposing to map out the cloud-city with 'air-roas, 1t-oto¡. Non-Athenians
doubtless well known in Athens were the notoriously flaÁboyant
Hippodamos of Miletos, who redesigned the piraeus and planned the
Athenian-sponsored colony of Thouria (see Mccredie, J.R., ,.Hippodamos
of Miletos", D.G. Mitten et al. (eds.), studies presented to Georgà M.A.
Hanfmann (Fogg Art Museum. Harvard (Jniversity Monographl in Art and
Archaeologrr II) (Mainz: Phillip vonzabern,lgTr),p. ls-t0o) and
Protagoras who wrote the city's constitution (HerakÈides of pontos fr. 150
(w); on the form Thouria, see wade-Gery, H.T., "Thucydides the son of
Melesias", Essays in Greek History, oxford: Basil Blaclwell, 195g, p. 255
n. 1). Herodotos' Persian debate on constitutional forms (3.s0-g3) siÀiurty
suggests that such topics were part of the 'popular intellectual agenda, at
this time. By the mid-4th century, drafting theoretical law codes was such a
common practice that it was almost hackneyed (Isoc. 5.12; Arist ot. pol. 2.7,
1266a).
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23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
28.

29
30
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32.
33.
34.

35.

36

Notes to Chapter 2

Aristoph. fr.205,233.
Athen. 453c-e.
Pl. Com. fr.I49; Carey, C., "Old Comedy and the Sophists", F.D. Harvey
& J. V/ilkins (eds.), The Rivals of Aristophanes,p.425-26.
Aristoph. Cl. 836-7, Birds 1554 cf. Pheidippides calls them 'earthbom'
(ynysvdìç) (Aristoph. C/. 853).

Edmonds' liberal translation is worth repeating (the pun in the last line does

not exist in the Greek):

"A: O wisest of all when the company's small,
And weakest of wit where it's big,
You, Socrates, too? - a hardy one, you!
Pray, how did you come by your rig?

[And without any shoes?] You seem to misuse
The cobblers; d'you think they don't matter?
B: But nevertheless we must all confess

That he'd rather grow thinner than flatter."

Aristoph. Eccl.385-7,432;Xen. Oec. 4.2.Invase paintings women are

often painted white (I owe this point to A.G. Geddes). The same colour-
coding may apply to social roles: on a Korinthian vase (c.550 BC) Tydeus
stabs his wife Ismene after discovering her committing adultery with
Periklymenos; Tydeus is painted black, Ismene and Periklymenos, a

cowardly usurper of Tydeus' privileges, are both white (Dover, KJ., Greek

Homosexuality Q\.Y.: MJF Books, 1978), p. 106; Louvre 8640, reproduced
in Carpenter, T.H., Art and Myth in Ancient Greece,no.269).
Cf. Aristoph. Cl.177;PL Meno 82b ff.; PIut. Dion 13.2.

Aristoph. Cl. 103, 120,718,836-7 ,1017 , lll2, Wasps 1038 & schol., fr.
399.
Aristoph. Cl. Il7l.
Aristoph. Cl. 504, Birds 1296,1564, Wasps 1413, Clouds A fr.393, fr' 584;

Eupolis fr.253; com. adesp . fr.26 (Edmonds FAC Ð.
'Webster, T.B.L., Studies in Later Greek Comedy,p.52.
Aristoph. Cl. 332. See the note in Dover, K.J., (ed.), Aristophanes: Clouds

on the components of this word. As 'on¡Dt' can also mean 'fingernail',
Aristophanes may be making a pun: if their 'seaf is their fingemail marks

this could indicate poorness. Long hair distinguishes Athens' knights,
including those who are certainly not adherents to the New Education
(Aristoph. Kn. 578-80, Cl. 14, Lys. 561).It was a characteristic of the

famous laconiser, Kimon (Ion of Chios FGH 392F12).It is referred to half-
jokingly by Lysias' Mantitheus who requests of his jury 'Do not hate a man

for wearing his hair long' (Lys. 16.18). On Spartans' long hair, see Hdt.

1.82,7.208-9; Xen. Lac.Pol. 11.3 etc. Dionysos' 'perfumed ringlets'
suggest effeminacy, possibly dandyism (cf. Dodds, E.R', Euripides:

Bacchae, note to 235,453-9).
Aristoph. fr. 205, 225 cf. Cl. 977, 1044-54.

Aristoph. Cl. 316,332, 334, Fr. 1482-98. On the meaning of û,pytu, see

Chapter 4.1, below.
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43.
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46.

47.
48.
49.

50.

51.

52.

Aristoph. Birds 999. Meton is also identified by the water clock that he
erected in Kolonos (Aristoph. Birds 99s; phrynichos fr. 22).
Aristoph. Fr. 799-802, Ach. 407, 409, fh. 96:265.
Aristoph. Fr. 943,1396-99,1409 cf. pherekrates fr. 100.
Aristoph. Birds 974-1036.In a fragment of unknown context, someone
threatens to stone booksellers to dðath (Theopompo, rr. il¡.
Dcnniston, J.D., "Tcchnical Terms in Aristoihanås,', cg it, rg27, p. rr7-
18 cf. whitehorne, J., "Aristophanes' Representations oT.Intellectuals,,,,
lermes r30,2002,p.28-29,32-33. on books in Athens, see Appendix B.
Dover, K.J., (ed.), Aristophanes; crouds, on227-34and'nowie, A.M.,
llltgnhanes: Myth, Ritual and comedy (cambridge: c.u.p., 1993),p.
109-1 10.

Aristoph. cl.380,829. Äìvoç in scientific theories - Antiphon DKg7A25
(- fr' 97 sprague); ðrvr] - Empedokle s DK 31835 cf. Bl15; Demokritos
DK 688167 cf- Ar, A67, a83;Leukippos DK 1TLr.Aristophanes' change
of the gender to improve the joke is hàiaty significant. Elsewhere in drama
- Aristoph. Ihasps 618; Eur. Alc.244-5,see Fãrguson, J., ,,AfNO> i;
Aristophanes and Euripides',, CJ 74, 1979,p.357.
Aristoph. Bírds 692ff.
Kratinos fr. 161, 162 cf. Edmonds FAC I p.72 n.b.
Aristoph. cL.95-7 & schol., 1290-5, Birdi 1001; Kratinos fr. 167;
Pherekrates fr. 150.
Dover, K'J ', Aristophanic comedy, p. rl4; Green, p., "strepsiades, Socrates
and the Abuses of Intellectualism", GRBS 20, 1979, p. 24_25.
Pl. Hipp.Maj.285c-d, Crat. 424c. See also n. 109 beiow.
E'g. ps.-Hipp. Epid._!.16,3-r7, Aph.5.35; Aristoph. Fr. 1423.V,irer, H.w.,
"Aristophanes and Medical Language", TA7A 76,Ig45,p.76.
Aristoph. cL747,tr. Henderson, Loeb. peppler, c.v/., ;ih. T".-ination
-Koç, As used by Aristophanes for comic Effect", cJ 31, lgl},especially
p- 432-38,441-42. on neologisms in comedy in general, see Major, w.E.,
Aristophanes: Enemy of Rhetoric (phD Diss., Indiana university , r'996),'
especially p. 96-97, 106-7 .

MacDowell, D., "The Meaning of &Ào(óv',, E.M. Craik (ed.), ,Owls 
to

Athens' : Essays on classical subjects presented to sir Kenneth Dover
(Oxford: O.U.P., 1990), especially p.2g7-g9.
Aristoph. cl. 424, Fr. 826-8,892 cf. fr. 62gL(Edmonds FAC I).
Aristoph. Birds 1694-1705. Denniston, J.D., "Technical Terms in
Aristophanes", CQ 21, 1927, p. I20.
Aristoph. Cl. 179,497,1498 etc.
sokrates - Aristoph . cl. 98,245-6, 1146-7 . Antiphon - pl. com. fr. I 10.
Aristophanes' phrase 'as poor as Antiphon' mayrefer either to his greed or,
ironically, to his wealth (wasps 1270 plus note in Sommerstein, A.H.,
Aristophanes: wasps; cf. Dover, K.J., (ed.), Aristophanes: clouds,p.'
xxxiii-xxxiv). Aristophanes alleges that the politician Hyperbolos hãd to
pay a vast amount of money to some sophist to become an effective speaker
(ct.876).
Aristoph. Cl. 247 ff., 365ff., 424, 627 .

53.

54.
55.

56.

57.
58.

59

60

6r.
62.

63.
64.

65
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66.

67.
68.

Notes to Chapter 2

Ibid. 830. On Diagoras, see Chapter I n. 51. Other references to him in
popular geffes confirm his infamy e.g. Aristoph. Birds 1072; Lys. 6.17.

Another candidate for a scientific or atheistic Melian might be Leukippos
(D.L. 9.30) (Ferguson, J., "AINO) in Aristophanes and Euripides", CJ

74,1979, p. 358). However, there is no agreement as to his place of birth
(see DK 67A1,5,9,12,33). His biographical details were obscure even in
ancient times - Epikouros denied his very existence (D.L. 10.13).

Aristoph. C/. 1508.

Strauss, L., Socrates and Aristophanes (Chicago & London: University of
Chicago Press, lg66),p. 185-86. VDXoToYftv and its cognates refer to

'raising the dead' (Etx. Alc. ll28;'Pl. Laws 909b; Plut. Mor.560Ð.
Aischylos wrote a play called Vuluycrlyol, apparently referring to

Odysseus' journey into the underworld (Sommerstein, 4.H., Aristophanes"

Frogs (Warminster: Aris & Phillips Ltd, 1996), on 1266). The term is often
also used in the sense of persuasion or delusion - Pl. Tim. Tla;Xen' Mem.

3.10.6; Isoc. 2.49,9.10; Dem. 44.63:ps.-Dem. 59.55; Lyk. 1.33; com'

adesp. fr. 199 (Kock CAF III). Dikaiarchos uses it to describe Pythagoras'

persuasion of magistrates of Kroton (fr. 33 (W), so it may imply something

about the action of philosophy. On the Pythagorean view of the motion of
souls, see e.g. D.L. 8.30-32.Plato speaks of philosophy's effects on the soul

in similar terms though not using this word. Aristophanes may have sought

to incorporate all these senses.

On the superstition, see Aristoph. fr. 320; Athen. 427e cf' D.L' 8'34; Suidas

s.v. flu0q,Yópoç; Edmonds FAC I p.371n. c.

Aristoph. Th.450-51.
Aristoph. Th. 14,43,51,272, Fr. 892-3.
Aristoph. Cl.9ll cf. Wasps 1039.

Aristoph. EccL 63-4 cf. 385-7, 428,432 $tr. Bac. 457 - On paleness, see n.

37 above.
Aristoph. cl. 178 & n. 15 in Henderson, Aristophanes: clouds (Loeb). It
was noted above (n. 5) that Plato's Sokrates did not blame Aristophanes for

his reputation as a 'comrptor of youth'.
Aristoph. Birds 997-8 cf. Phrynichos ft' 22'

Aristoph. c\.223-34,363, Fr. 1496. For the spectrum of meanings attached

to oe¡rvóç Euripides' Hippolytos is notable: 'holy', 'pious' ($99, 1364);

' aÍrogaÍtt','pompous' ($93, 1 064).
Aristoph. Cl. 140, 143, 252-74, 506-8 & n. 20 in Henderson, Aristophanes :

Clouds (Loeb).
Green, P., "strepsiades, Socrates and the Abuses of Intellectualism", G,RBS

20, 1979,p. 17-22.
Aristoph. Ct. ll9-20; Dover, K.J., (ed.), Aristophanes: Clouds, p. xxvi-
xxvii.
Cf. Ehrenberg, V., The People of Aristophqnes,p.292,294 and Dover, K.J.,

Aristophanic Comedy, p. 114-16, 1 83-84.

Sommerstein, 4.H., Aristophanes : Birds, p- 3.

There is only one comic fragment that mentions Anaxagoras: Euripides is

said to be his nursling (Avoqoyópou rpóqtFoç) (Aristoph. fr.676b

69

70.
7r.
72.
73.

74.

75.
76.

81.
82.

77.

78.

79.

80.
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83.

84.

doubtful: Anaxagoras' name
s Gellius in fact ascribes the

A. rs.20.8).

J.D.,"rechnicarrermsinAristoprkt:,r,tTni¡,'i:;!;{ílriiliir:*iston'
Aristoph. Peace 532-4, Fr.775, sts .r. nurfiiaes, ¿euäå with Aischylos _
Fr. II4I-B,It63-6. His rheorising _ AristopË. fn.14_1S.
Arisroph. Fr. r4g2-gg, crouds A fu. 3g2; tèlekleides fr. 4r-42.
See n. 76 above for meanings of oepvóç. For Euripides; and Anaxagoras,
supposed connexion, see n. g2 above, and Gershenson, D.E. & D.A.
Greenberg, Anaxagoras and the Birth of physics,p. zil.The earliest
critical account of.Euripides, acquaintance with c ctuals
and their theories is paul Decharme,s Euripides a
Dramas (1906); a recent one is David Conãcher,s
sophists, some Dramatic Treatments of philosophical ldeas (London:
Gerald Duckworth, I 998).
Ev. Hipp. 612 - Aristoph. Th.275, Fr. r4Tr.Aristophanes has Euripides
claim that Kleitophon, probably the same as the urroðiut. of sokrates,
Lysias_and Thrasymachos, is his creation. According to a scholiast this man
was ridiculed in comedy as idle (û.pyóç) (Aristoph."Fr. 967 g.schol.). on
Kleitophon, see Chapter 4n.I74.
Aristoph. Cl. 137 lff., Fr. 773, 7gI.
carey' c., "old comedy and the Sophists", F.D. Harve y & J. v/ilkins
(eds.), The Rivals of Aristophon"r,p.430-3L
Kratinos the younger has the pythagoreans test laymen with rhetorical
terms but they do not seem to teach them (ft.7).
Carey, C., hists';, F.D. Harvey &.J.V/ilkins
(eds.), The ß0-31.
For examp ition du délit d'impiété d,après la
législation attique", Museum Helveticum 17, 1960, p.g2;Finley, M.I.,
Democracy, Ancient and Modern (London: chatto & wiodrrr, rg73),p. g4-
85, 91; connor, w.R., "The other 399: Religion and the Trial of socrätes,,,
Georgica, BICS suppl. 58, 199r, p. 50 n. 10. sokrates, trial certainly did nót
proceed under Diopeithes, decree. (1) This was a ypoqn not an
e'rouyyeÀiu @1. Euthph. 2a, Tht. 2l0d). (2) Deciees passed before rhe
amnesty of 401 BC were vulnerable - Andokides, prosecutors skip past the
point (Lys. 6.29) thatAndokides made a central part of his defence.
sokrates' apologists do not suggest that the charges against him were
legally improper (Derenne, 8., Les procès d'Impiété,1. ZZl,236_39;
Dover, K.J., "The Freedom of the Intellectual in creel society,,, The
Greeks and Their Legacy,p. I47).
J'H. oliver's citation of a scholion on Aristoph. Kn.10g5 as the source is an
error for Plttt. Per.32.2 (The Athenian Expounders of the sacred and
Ancestral Law (Baltimore: John Hopkins press, 195ó), p. 16 n. 39).
on Anaxagoras' trial (and its probable non-existen".j, ,." Appenáix A (c).
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92

93.
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Notes to Chapter 2

95. Cf. V/ade-Gery, H.T., "Thucydides the Son of Melesias", Essays in Greek
History (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1958), p. 260 and V/oodb\ry,L.,
"Anaxagoras and Athens", Phoenix 35, 1981, p. 302.

96. Plut. Per.31.1,32.3. Henry, M.M., Prisoner of History,p.73.
97. By comparison, Satyros' and Sotion's choices for Anaxagoras' prosecutor,

respectively Thoukydides, the son of Melesios, and Kleon, seem to refer to
Perikles' opponents depending on whether they envisaged the trial as

occurring early or late in Perikles' career (Gershenson, D.E. & D.A.
Greenberg, Anaxagoras and the Birth of Physics, p. 3a8). Incidentally,
Diopeithes (the proposer of the decree) is called 'the diviner' in Ian Scott-
Kilvert's translation of Plutarch's Perikles by Penguin. This epithet does

not appear in the Greek.
98. Aristoph. Kn. 1085 & schol., Wøsps 380 & schol., Birds 988 & schol.;

Telekleides fr. 7; Phrynichos fr. 9; Ameipsias fr. 10.

99. Schol. on Aristoph. Kn. 1085, Birds 988.
100. Methone decree - IG i2 57 : Meiggs & Lewis GHI 65.4-5 (name restored).

Piraeus decree - Suidas s.v. ÂtoæeiOnç, bærtr1õeupo & öVé; Connor,

W.R., "Two Notes on Diopeithes the Seer", CPhilol.58, 1963, p.116-17.
101. Unique apart from his reference to Theophrastos' book flepì

Metupoi{Ðv (Plut. Mor.292c). Plutarch also uses only one compound of

lrerúpotoç- pslopotol,eoliu (Per. 5.1) (Dover, K.J., "The Freedom

of the Intellectual in Greek Society", The Greelcs and Their Legacy,p. 146).

102. Cobet, Philologica et Critica, Mnem, n.s. 1, p. ll7 . Other proponents

include: Krech, De Crateri Deuees VnqLoPúTav oDvaf@fflet de

aliis locis apud Plutarchum ex ea petitis (Berlin, Diss., 1888), p. 84ff.;
Derenne, 8., Les Procès d'Impiété,p.22n.2; Mansfeld, J., "The
Chronology of Anaxagoras' Athenian Period and the Date of His Trial, II",
Mnem. ser. 4, 33, 1980, p.25-26; and Hershbell, J., "Plutarch and

Anaxagoras", /CS 7 , 1982, p. 149. On Plutarch's use of Krateros, see

Stadter, P.A.,A Commentary on Plutarch's Pericles,p' lxix-lxx.
103. See n. 101 above. Diogenes Laertios gives the title as

Metoporol,oytroi (5.44).Instances of petúpotoÇ in 5th century

literature: Soph. Ant. 1009, Trach.786; Eur. A\c.963, Andr. 1220, Hec'

499, He\.299, Her. 1093, 1.7.27; Aristoph. Birds 1383; Hdt. 7'188'3 (cf.

verb ¡letopolóo at 8.65.6). In the form æeõúpoloç: Aischylos Ch. 846,

Prom.271,710,916; Aristoph. Birds 1197. Perhaps the only instance in
Attic prose of even a compound of petúpotoÇ that might precede

Theophrastos is lrtro,poto],áo1l in the spurious Platonic Sisyphos

(3S9a) (the author could possibly be Aischines of Sphettos, active in the

first half of the 4th century (D.L.3.62 plus 2.60 & Suidas s'v-
AIolivrlç).) On ttÌ ¡retécrlpü, see Chapter 1.2 &'n.26.

104. Chapter 1.6 & n. 135. Implied by Dover, K.J., "The Freedom of the

Intellectual in Greek Society", The Greeks and Their Legacy,p.146-47.
105. It is standard practice of comedians to select proper names for their comic

value, often quite facile. For example, Lysistratos is mentioned in
Aristophanes' Lysistrøta (1105) for no better reason than it is the masculine

form of the heroine's name, 'disbander of armies'. Aristophanes also
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exploits place names e.g. Ach. 604nf, Kn. g99; and carter, L.8., The euietAthenian, p. 85 n. 15. On Lysistratoi in comedy, see Major, W.E.,
Aristophanes' Enemy of Rhetoric (phD Diss., irrdiurru university,lgg6),p.
78.

106. IG Ii 977 (name restored), dared to 452/I BC.
107' Schol. on Aristoph- Wasps 380 & Birds 988. The latter cites the 1st century

AD commenta[or Symmachos.
108. Palamedes'inventions: Stesichoros fr.2r3 pMG;Aischylos fr. 1g0, 1g2

(N); Soph. fr. 438 (N); Gorg. pat.30;Eur. fr. szs 1N¡; ps.-Alkid. od.22-
23,27-28;Pl. Rep. 522d, Laws 677d; polygnotos, paintìng - paus. r0.31.1
etc. A comrpt fragment of Ion of chios may descri-be him-as u ¡rúvtrç(FGH 3e2F2).

109. Pl. crat. 393d-e,424c, Tht. 203b; Aristor. H.A, 4.g,535a32. Scodel, R., The
Trojan Trilogy of Euripides,p.gl n.27. on intellectuals' language ,toái..,
see Chapter 2.IB.5.

110. For the various versions of palamedes' death, see chapter 3.
111. Scodel,R., The Trojan Trilogt of Euripides,p. 56.
112. Stanford, Vy'.B., The Ulysses Theme,p. f OS-tS.
113. Cf. Webster, T.B.L., The Tragedies of Euripides,p. 176.
114. scodel,R., The Trojan Trilogy of Euripidei,p.9i3-,105, 1 14,116.
115. Schol. on Aristoph. Fr. 53.
1 16. Hyg. Fab. 8. This version is also very similar to Apollod oros, (8ib1 3.5.5).

For proposed reconstructions of the play, see Snell, 8., scenesþom Greek
Drama,p' 7l-79; webster, T.B.L., The Tragedies of Euripidei,p.205-rr
and Carter, L.8., The euiet Athenian, p. 163_72.

117. Hom. Od. 11.1.62-5; Hesiod fr. 96 (Loeb).
11s. AIOpû, Kc,l fq,ìov æúvrrrrv yevéterpuv û,eiõro -Eur. fr.r82a

(N2), reassigned from 1023 (N) cf. philostr . Imag. 1. 10. Another unassigned
fragment may also belong here:
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öÀBroç öorr.ç tî¡ç loropluç tbo^tre púOqorv, t¡n1re
æoÀrrôv bæJ nluooúvqv ¡rr1t' eiç'&ôirbuç nþdqrtç
öp¡rôv, / ü)r?", ûOavútou roOopôv gúoecrlç I rcóopov
ûy4p<rlv, nfi 

.t^e. 
ouvÉotq / r_ol öæ¡ rol öncrlç. I tdrç ðè

roroúrouç obõéæot, ano pôv /äpyrrlv ¡reî,éðqpo
æpool(er.

"Blessed is the one who has learned the methods of research, without
impulse to hurt his fellows, or to any unrighteous dealing, but
contemplating the ageless order of undying Nature, how it arose and
whence: such men have no temptation to ugly deeds."
(Eur. fr. 910 (N), tr. Carter, L.8., The euiet Athenian,p.163)

If it does not belong to Amphion then it certainly does to another man of
the same type. It has been suggested that itrefers to Anaxagoras though this
seems to rest on poorly founded suppositions about his association with
Euripides (see n. 86 above).
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119. Of course, scepticism is not conf,ined to intellectuals: Ion, brought up as a

temple slave, makes the same objection to Kreousa's story (Ew. Ion 339ff.).
120. "someone would set up double arguments about everything, were a wise

man to speak." (br æuvtòç &v xß fipayporoç õrooôv Àóycrrv'

&yôvo 0drt' ü,v, eI Àéyetv e1r1 oo<póç) (Eur. fr. 189, tr. olding). on
the infamy of 'double arguments', see Chapter 2.184, B5 & n. 2. It is
likely that the speaker of fr. 189 is the chorus, attempting to pour oil on
Amphion's and Zethos' dispute, so it need not imply a belief that debate is

not capable of resolving issues (cf. V/ebster, T.B.L., The Tragedies of
Euripides, p. 205).

I2l . Carter, L.B ., The Qui et Athenian, p. 17 l -7 2.

122. Cf. Snell, 8., Scenes from Greek Drama, p. 85-86.
123. Carter, L.8., The Quiet Athenian,p.165-66.
124. Snell, 8., Scenes from Greek Drama,p.9l-92.
125. Hyg. Fab.6-8.
126. Page,D.L., Select Papyri,I[, Loeb, no. 10;'Webster, T.B'L., The Tragedies

of Euripides, p. 208.
127. Snell, 8' Scenes from Greek Drama)p.92.
128. Nostoi fr.2 (Loeb).
I29. Eur. Med. 486-7, 378-85; Knox, B.M.'W., "The Medea of Euripides", C'

Segal (ed.), Oxþrd Readings in Greek Tragedy (Oxford: O.U.P., 1983), p.

283-85. Euripides does allude to her connexion with the divine and it
becomes explicit at the end of the play when she appears in Helios' chariot
(ibid. p. 280-81).

1 30. Eur. Med. 285, 320, 385, 539, 67 7, 529, 1225-6 cf' Knox, B.M'W', "The
Medea of Euripides", C. Segal (ed.), Oxford Readings in Greek Tragedy

(Oxford: O.U.P., 1983), p.290.
131. E.g. Derenne, 8., Les Procès d'Impiété, p. 16 n' 1 cf. n. 86 above'

132. Dodds, E.R., Euripides: Bacchae,p.xl.
133. E.g. Eur. Bac. 179,186,196,390,877-881, 897-901.
134. Ibid. 243-7. Dionysos also punished Semele's sisters for saying that the

story was an invention (oótptopo) (26ff.). Cf. Teiresias indulges in

allegorical and etymological interpretations about the gods but is not
punished (27 5 -85, 292-7).

1 35. E.g. Eur. Bac. 268-7 l, 3ll-2, 332, 358, 480, 507, 655. Conacher, D',
Euripidean Drama: Myth, Theme and Structure (University of Toronto
Press, 1967),p.74.

136. Ibid. p.75-76.
137. Dodds, E.R., Euripides: Bacchae, on 201-3. Protagoras' Refutations was

also known as Truth (AÀt'¡0etu).
138. A desire for right-thinking and intellectual modesty appears also in the

mouth of the chorus Euripides' Hippolytos: it 'would have belief neither

rigidnor againfalse'tõóEo õè pr'¡t' ütperqç prit' oö
nüpúonpoç bveir¡) (1 1 1s).

139. The chorus of Euripides' Andromacåe asserts that real crises require

resolute leadership rather than many wise adviserc (479-82). This has

nothing to do with dramatic situation but is introduced as one of several
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examples of unsatisfactoryioint responsibility, supposedly to reflect onNeoptolemos' poor judgement in taling e"¿iómac'he as a mistress in
criticism of .double intelligence, is primarily a
al kingship (471 cf.445_52).If Eurþides expected

no r b ec aus e i t re ne cte.,iill #ì¿'å::1H,äï,'#:iì[ Jlils 
for thi s ìe as on,

combination.of this anti-Spartan attitude with a critic-ism of the value of'too many wise men' - which has the tone of popular truism similar to ,too
many cooks' - may simply be the associationìrt*o popular
commonplaces.

140' Dodds, E.R., "Euripides the Irrationalist", The Ancient concept of progress,
p. 83-84.

141. Eur. Bac.268-9, fr. 583, 206 (N).
142. E.g. Med. 1333, Hipp. 141ff,240, fr. 572, g40, g41. Dodds, E.R.,

"Euripides the Irrationalist", The Ancient concept of progress, p. gl_g3.
143. Snell, 8, Scenesfrom Greek Drame,p. 54.
144. For views on its interpretation, see ibià. p. 56-59 and claus, D., ..phaedra

and the Socratic paradox", yCS 20, 197i, p. 235,237 .
145. Snell, 8., Scenesfrom Greek Drqmct)p. AO_At.
146. oogcrrtépouç rqo x.orl Bpotôv 

-elvq,r 
Osoúç - Eur. Hiw. r20.

t47. öpyù.ç npêr'tl @eoùç obl öporoûoOar Bporoìç -8";: ao". tz+e.
148. E.g Eur. Hipp. 120,1102-10, Hec. 4gg-491, Bac. I34g
149. cf. Arrowsmith, w., "Euripides' Theatre of rdeas", E. segal (ed.),

Euripides (Englewood cliffs: prentice-Hall, 196g), p. 16-17. '

150. See Chapter 5 41.
151. on Euripides in comedy, see chapter 2.r &,n. g6 above. on his supposed

impiety, see Chapter4.3 B1 &n.I07.
152. E-g.Isoc. 4.187; o'Sullivan, N., Alcidamas, Aristophanes and the

Beginnings of Greek Stytistic Theory, Hermes 60, igg2,p. 53_54.
153. Pl. Phdr. 264b. Rowe, c.J., prato: phaedrus (v/arminster: Aris & phillips,

1986), p.144-45.
154. "...And also if in speaking at the commencement of the address of

ingratialion one appears to use common phrases and not written ones...,,(ral o1 *'by tôr l"é(er tôr ¡ror'l &px,tÌç t&v bgóôr,¡v-"aipi yeypop¡révurç ôorî¡r rpnoooOol riqi ùtu¡,d tð,rrr*oìç...¡
(Grenfell, 8.P., & A.S. Hunt (eds.), The oxyrhynchus papyri,Ill, no. +to.z-
7, translation on p. 30).

155. on the pre-380 orators, see chapter I n. 31. Thoukydides has the earliest
use of the term ÀoyoypagoL by which he means popular historians
(r.21.1). In later usage it clearly refers to professional speechwriters.
Alkidamas, canvassing a subject where a derisive tone would not be missed,
uses the term without colour (soph.13, verb at $6; the components l,óyoç
andypug- appear side by side throughout). It does not seem to acquire
pejorative value until well into the 4th century when it is connected to
irresponsible a1f profligate living, comrption and mercenary selling of
skills (e.g. Pl. Phdr. 257 c; Aischines 2.rg0, 3.r7 3 ; Dem. tg:246, zlo; uyp.
3.3; Dein. 1.111). Isokrates apparently denied that he had ever been a
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l,oyoypú{poÇ, though the term could be Dionysios', of course (D.H. .Isoc.

1S). AoyoTpúqoç could, however, still be used neutrally even at the end

of the classical period: Demades and Aristotle refer to it as a respectable,
though not distinguished, profession (Demad. 1.8; Aristot. Rhet. 3.12.2,

1413b). It is a serious overstatement to say that it was impossible to write
speeches professionally and be a respectable citizen by the beginning of the

4th century (as Kennedy, G., The Art of Persuasion in Greece,p.252).
Pr'¡trop is another designation involving practiced skill in speaking and

argument. Though it is attested before Athens' intellectual explosion in the

mid-5th century (e.g. Aischylos Suppl.248 cf. Hom. 1 .9.443) it does not
seem to refer to a specialised field before the 4th century (Schiappa, E ', The

Beginnings of Rhetorical Theory in Classical Greece,p.67-68).In oratory
it is commonly neutral in tone (e.g. And. 3.1; Lys. 12.72; Alkid' Soph.20,
34) but can be negative (e.g. Lys. 1S.16) (Ober, J., Mass and Elite in

Democratic Athens,p. 105). Thoukydides' three uses of þqlop are all

negative, whether coming from his own mouth or another's: he uses it to
describe seedy political operatives, not statesmen (3.43.3, 6.29-3,8.1'1)'
Thoukydides does not call Antiphon either Þftap or l"oloypúqoç
though the names would certainly be appropriate. From the mid-4th
century, when orators were more of a recognised class, a litigant might feel

the need to excuse or defend to the jury his supporters who had this
reputation (e.g. Dem. 32.31, 59.14-15;Hyp. 1.10-1 1, 4.1 1).

156. Ant. 5.3, 80; Lys. 12.86,14.38,30.24; Isoc. 21'5 etc. Cf. Ant. 2'2'I' Ober,

J., Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens, p. 106.

157. Also e.g. Ant. 1.lff., 3.2.1,5.5, 80; Lys' 7.1, 19'2,30.24,31-4:' And. 1.105

cf. Eur. Hipp.986; Aristoph. Eccl. 152.

158. Major,'W.E., Aristophanes: Enemy of Rhetoric (PhD Diss',Indiana
University, t996), p. 103 -4.

159. E.g. Lys.6.34,26.3,5. On quietism, see Connor,'W.R., The New Politicians
of Fifth-Century Athens, p. 175ff.; Lateiner, D., "'The Man'Who Does Not
Meddle in Politics' : A Topos in Lysias", CW 7 6, 1982-83, p. l-12 and

especially Carter, L.8., The Quiet Athenian, p as sim. Praise for enthusiastic

involvement in public affairs (æOl,unpOT[rOOÚvî) and attacks on

quietism do appear in certain circumstances, in expressions of high-minded

patriotism. Athenian politicians do so when flattering the Athenians'

supposed national character: Perikles, Kleon, Alkibiades, and Euphemos the

delegate at Kamarina (Thuc. 2.37 .l , 40.2, 63 .2-3 , 64 '4, 3 .40 '4, 6.18 '3-4, 7 ,

87.3). The speaker of the Against Alkibiades ascribed to Andokides (see n.

168 below) speaks of his zealinpublic service to affirm his public-

spiritedness (ps.-And. 4.41-42). The chorus in Sophokles' King Oedipus

also praises it (8S1-2). Solon's law prescribing disenfranchisement for those

who stand aloof during civil disturbances seems to be based on the belief
that non-involvement could exaggerate the influence of small factions in the

state and therefore encourage instability (ps.-Aristot. A.P' 8.5 cf. Plut' So/.

20.1, Mon 550c, 823f, 965d)'

160. E.g. Is. 1.7;Aischines 1.94. Kennedy, G., The Art of Persuasion in Greece,

p.128.
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161. sattler, 'w.M., "conceptions of Ethos in Ancient Rhetoric,,, speech
Monographs 14, 1957 , p.55_56, 59 cf. Chapter 1.6 82.

162' D.H. Lys.3,8-9, 19. Kennedy, G., The Artà¡persuasion in Greece,p. r33_
40.

163. Ober, J., Mass and Etite in Democratic Athens,p. 175, 190.
164. Lys. 13.71-72 cf. Meiggs & Lewis GHI p. 263'; And. r .77ff . cf. Roberrson,

N., "The Laws of Athens, 4l0_3ggBC,',JHS í10, 1990, p.63.
165. Pearson, L., "Historical Allusions in theAttic orítors", cphilot. 36,1941,

p.221-22.
166' Lys' 19.45, tr. Lamb, Loeb. Also Ant. 5.g0; Lys. 6.50, 13.36 -37,43-4g,

l8.I -2, 25 .25 ; And. 1.46, 69, 130, 2.26, 3.g_g; ps._And. 4.33 etc. The motif
also appears in comic, fictionar and reported spieches e.g. Aristo ph. Lys.
113gff.; Gorg. pal 2g,3 r; Xen. Hett.-I.7.20,).l.zo,3.s.g-to, +.s.q. u.
Pearson, L., "Historical Allusions ir the Attic orators,,, cphiíol. 36,1g4r,
p.218-19.

167. The Sicilian
And,.3.2r et LYs' 6'46,13'5, 18'4;

12,3.31, 38; ll:,,jiå; 
and' 2'7 

'
Allusions in i\o\.36,1941,p.225_26.

168' The Andokidean Against Alkibiades'general chaíicter is consistent with
genuine pre-380 BC oratory. The speech purports to precede an ostracism

ill fall upon Alkibiades, Nikias or the speaker (g2).
of such an occasion , in c.416 BC, when eltibìã¿es,
re the most prcminent - and hence the most

vulnerable - politicians in Athens but the vote actually went to Hyperbolos
(Plut. Mc. rL.l-7, Alc. 13.4-5). contemporary sources refer to H}þ'erbolos,
ostracism only briefly (Thuc. 8.73.3; pl. com. fr.203 cf. Theopompos FGH
115F96b); see connor, w.R., The New politicians of Fifth-ceit $ Ath"rr,
p- 79-8$. However, this speech cannot have been made on the purported
occasion as (a) the procedure gave no opportunity for speeches, (b; th.."
was no formal field of candidates and (c) there is an anàchronistic reference
to the reduction of Melos and to Alkibiades fathering a son on one of the
captives (ç22), which can hardly have occurred befoie 415 BC. As the
speaker takes the opportunity to criticise the inadequacy of legal trials and
the ostracism procedure ($3-6, 9), he seems to havé a wider lfual and
constitutional agenda. However, this does not mean that the spiech was
simply aliterary exercise or cannot have been written until mãny years after
the purported occasion. The discussion of ostracism procedure implies that
it was still considered aîrnctional procedure and the vitriol directèd against
Alkibiades implies that he was still influential. The speaker's biograpñical
details ($ 1, 8, 35-38, 4r-42) do suggest that he was a real public ñgur..
These details do not accord with Andokides, life but do match phaìax's.
(Phaiax led an embassy to sicily (Thuc. 5.4-5) and was acquitted in a trial
at least once (schol. on Aristoph. Kn. 1377) (Fuqua, c., "possible
Implications of the ostracism of Hyperbolus", TApA 96,1965,p. 172-7\.)
Plutarch in fact attributes Against Arkibiades to him (Atc. 13.2 cf.
Andokides' anonymous biographer lists aDefence Against phaiaxamong
his works, perhaps a confusion for this speech - pr.-pl,rt. Mor. g35a).
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169. Eupolis fr.22l. For the play's date, see Edmonds FAC I p.388 n. e.

170. Lys. 18.3,13.62. Other examples: Lys.13.67 (in Loeb; $65 in the

manuscript), 28.8; And. 2. 1 5 ; Isoc. 1 6.7-8, 17 .23, 1 8. 1 0; Thuc. 1 .68'3,
2.36.4,4.59.2. Pearson, L., "Historical Allusions in the Attic Orators",
CPhilol. 36, l94l, p. 212-13.

171. Lys. 14.42; Isoc. 16.7-8; Dover, K.J., Greek Popular Morality,p.12.
172. Arare specific example of Greek-Persian relations is Andokides' reference

to Athens' opportunistic alliance with the Persian rebel Amorges (3.29)

(Pearson, L., "Historical Allusions in the Attic Oratorc", CPhilol. 36,1941,
p.227). Another exception is Lysias' description of the events leading up to

the oligarchic coup of 404: it is detailed and lacks an introduction in terms

of the listeners' own knowledge (13.4ff.).
173. Ps.-Dem.59.94-104 - Thuc. 1.128-33,2.2-6. Dover, KJ., Greek Popular

Morølity,p. 11.

174. Finley, M.I., "The Ancestral Constitution", The Use and Abuse of History,
p.55-56.

175. For the Oxyrþnchos tract, see n.154 above, lines 38ff., 103-7 ' Poetic

quotes in reconstructed and non-legal speeches - Hdt. 7 '16I;Pl. Ap.28c-d,
34d; Isoc. 4.159. The same is true of the quotation of oracles -IJdt- 5'92,

6.86. Mythological metaphors occasionally appear in legal speeches, e.g.

Ant. 1.17; And. 1.129.

176. Dem. 19.250 also e.g. 243,245; Aischines I'I4l; Lyk. I 'I0l-2,106. Ober,

J., Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens,p.172-73,178-80. The use of
poetic quotes in oratory post-380 BC may be due to the chances of
preservation, the disposition of individual speechwriters, changes in public

taste, or to the changing status of orators from relatively private individuals
to having a semi-formal role in public affairs'

177. E.g. Lys. 18.14.
178. Appeals to common knowledge are frequently employed as proof of one's

character. For instance:

2ráyooOe õè roi pot pvnoOqte, ô &võpeç' tuôta ydp
ob póvov púptuotv i,ptv &noõei(rrl, û,ÀÀd Kol bE

sbtôv tôv äpycrlv û, toútolÇ nê'18pCI,K1û,1, þqõtrrlç
yvóoeoOe ött üÀ1et1 l,áYcrl.

"And now I want your attention, gentlemen: I want you to cast your

minds back; for I shall not use witnesses alone to prove the facts to

which I am now coming; your own knowledge of how the prosecution

have acted will itself show you at once that I am telling the truth."
(Ant.6.4I, tr. Maidment, Loeb)

bvOupoupávouç ruì br tôv e'rpr1pávov rul br tflç
ól.l"qç noÀitetoç.
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"...Let your reflections be guided by what I have told you and the
whole tenor of my citizenship.,,
(Lys. 7.30, tr. Lamb, Loeb)

such appeals appear in both real and fictional oratory throughout the
classical period (e.g. Lys. 7.6-7; And.2.r9,20; Gorg. pat.í5,2g-3ri Xen.
!a'3;Pl' Ap' 19d cf. 26d cf- Hdt. 6.136). In thé law-courrs it was sufficient
for a speaker to convince the jury that hã was inoffensive; in the Assembly,
he had to portray himself as not only embodying popular standards and
interests but as having the intel abilities to offer
advice. Hence, deliberative spe sise their birth,
wealth and talents. For example: , in both means and
birth of my opponents' (Lys. 34.3). Alkibiades insisted that he is the besr
qualified for command and the most worthy of it (Thuc . 6.16.1). Also e.g.
Gorg. paL 16; Aischines r.L7 g, 2.150, l.ti +-l s;Àristot. Rhet, 3.r J,
1410b. Acceptance of proposals, especiaily if complex, delicate or

an their
p.3Ia-26).
that

trongly differentiate between public and
private conduct. For example, in the debâte on the Sicilian Expeãition
(Thuc. 6.9-19) st Alkibiades and Lysias, Against
Nikomachos - to blacken his prosécutor,s"name,
callinghim an 30.7-g). Also e.g. ryi.zt.tg,3t.22_23,
3,0.1; ps-And.4.I3; Aischines I.30,l7g cf. Lys. 3.4-; Ober, J., Mass and
Elite in Democratic Athens,p. 126). See also chapter I n.lr2.

179. Ps.-Aristot. A.p. 25.4 & plut. per. r0.7. The 3rd càntury BC peripatetic
Idomeneus alleges that Perikles was responsible for npiriattes' death, a
statement, according to plutarch, with no credible .orric" (FGH 33gÉg ap.
Plut. Per. 10-6). Diodoros says that the assassin was unknown (D.S.
1r.77.6). clearly, there was great uncert ainty andmany rumours on the
matter. Andokicles repeats Antiphon's claim about the frequency of false
accusations for the same tactical reasons but does not provìde iliustrations
or authority (And. 1.7).

180. Ant. 2.1.1,4.4.2.In non-Attic fictional speech, Gorgias, palamedes is full
of them, for instance that 'all men act either to pursue profit or to escape
punishment' ($19 also e.g. l, 4, 6, l5-I7, 20, 24_26, 34).

181. cf. Finley, J.H., "Euripides and rhucydide s,,, Three Essays on Thucydides
(cambridge (Mass.): Hawarduniversity press, rg67),p. 50-53 ; Solmsen,
F., Intellectual Experiments of the Greek Enlightenm'ent (princeton:
Princeton University press, I97 5), p. I 43 -l 5 I.

182. E.g. Lys. 3.4, 39,44; Isoc. 21.5, B,17.
183. Ant.6.1.
184. Ant. 1.28-29.
185. Ant. 5.14-15,6.2 cf. Kleon in Thuc. 3.37.3, see n. 203 below.
186. Ant. 5.71-72 cf. Gorg. pø\.35; Thuc. 3.42.2;pl.Ap,37a_b.
187. Ant. fr. 8.1 .2 col.II-III (Loeb).
188. And. 3.5-6 cf.Lys.3.4, And. 3.19,24-25.
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189. And. l.l, 6-7, 9, 24, 144-45.
190. Pl. Ap.32a.
191. In general, see Dover, K.J., Lysias and the Corpus Lysiacum,p- 74-76.

192. Ant.3.2.I-2,3.4.2 also e.g. Thuc. 3.37-40,4.10. Cf' Ober, J.,Mass and

nl¡t" ¡n Democratic Athens,p. 169. Kleon (Thuc. 3.38.4-5) and Andokides
(3.35) assert that 'words can seem more real than facts' in order to criticise

the Athenians' lack of perceptiveness. Some intellectuals also toy with the

notion (Gorg. Pal.34-35; Antisth. Aias 1,4,7-8).It might seem surprising

for the intellectual Palamedes and anti-intellectual Aias to agree on this but

both characters are in the position of having their just claims challenged by

an articulate and devious opponent (Odysseus). Cf. Gorgias in the Helen

refers to astronomers 'making the incredible seem true' ($13)'

193. Cf. Pearson, L., "Historical Allusions in the Attic Orators", CPhilol. 36,
l94l,p.213,228; Ober, J., Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens, p. 178-

182. Of course, historical evidence is as liable to opporhrnistic manipulation

as any other. Andokides' thesis that Athenian democrats traditionally
desired homonoia would have been weakened by mention of the Spartans'

involvement in the expulsion of the Peisistratids, so it is omitted (And.

1.106). In On the Peace he supports his argument that peace always

benefited Athens with historical evidence that is seriously inaccurate,

misplaced and confused but outside the memory of most of his audience

(And. 3.3-6). There are other examples from epideictic speeches: in the

Panegtrikos (c.380 BC), when it is necessary to Isokrates' argument to

represent Athens and Sparta as traditionally engaging in friendly rivaþ, he

describes the latter as hastening to Marathon while the former attacked the

Persians as soon as they arrived ($85-37), rather different from Herodotos'

accognt. Later,Isokrates' thesis that Greek disunity enabled Persia to regain

naval hegemony makes it necessary to ignore the Athenian Konon's service

with a Persian satrap ($ 1 19) (Pearson, L., "Historical Allusions in the Attic
Orators", CPhilol. 36, 1941, P.210)'

lg4. Parry, 4.M., Logos and Ergon in Thucydides, p. 48. see especially chapter

4.3B.2 below.
195. Andrewes, 4., "The Mytilene Debate: Thucydides 3.36-49", Phoenix 16,

1962,p.72.
196. Thuc.3.37.3-5. Þryr¡p -3.40'3,seen. 155 above.

197. Gomme, A.'W., A Historical Commentary on Thucydides (Oxford: O'U.P',

1956), on 3.38.7.
198. Thuc. 3.39.3-4; see Chapter 1.6 C1.

199. ävôo[or yvó¡r0.1 - Aristot. Rhet. 2.2L2,15, 1395a-b; ps.-Aristot.

Rhet.Alex.11, 1430b. Though these tracts belong to the second half of the

4th century, they describe, not invent, the form and nature of maxims and

so need not be anachronistic. The rarity of generalisations in legal speeches,

whether agreeing or disagreeing with accepted opinion, is discussed in

Chapter 2.4.
200. Obviously, any speaker would do this if he could. Diodotos also exploits

the traditional notion of retributive justice, differing from Kleon in

identifying the audience's friends and enemies not with Athenians and non-

Atheniansbut with the Mytilenean demos and oligarchs (V/innington-
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Ingram, R.P., 
-"Ta 

deonta eipein: Cleon and Diodofu s,,, BICS 12,1965,p.
79). rt is worth noting that Kleon's imperial poticy is, in fact, roirr¿"ã t'the application of transcendent principies urrã.rryírrg justice, and the
supposition that human behaviour o,rgttt to be raiional. His assessment ofthe Mytileneans' actions is based o., th. rational principle that the worse
crime deserves the harshest punishment (3.39 espec iariy 6, g.+o.r,gi"r¿
that'rcasonable calcula[i,n' ( rtut ti ],óyov.¡ rih* thán opportu;i.* 

-

should be the basis of policy (3.39.4). Diodoios: cê€ds
from the basis that human actions are based on i
Kleon's pragmatism does not mean that he is an

201. E'9. Thuc. 3.37.r,38.r,40.2. Andrews, J.A., "cleon,s Ethopo etics,,, ce
n.s. 44, 1994, p.33-37.

202. winrtington-Ingram, R.p., "Ta deonta eipein: cleon and Diodotus,,,,B1cs
12,1965,p'72' Thoukydides has King Archidamos anticipate Kleon,s view
that citizens should not presume to examine their institutións (1.s4.3).

203. Thuc.1.7r.3,6.18.7 and n. 1g5 above. These protestations become even
. Isoc. I5.82;Aischines L6, 3.37;
75 cf. Todd, S.,.,Lysias against
(eds.), Greek Law in its political

AthenianrawfromthetimeorsorolïtlllTilll:å':ffi iff "ä:'å:"ï?å,"
(Pearson, L., "Historical Allusions in the Àttic orato rs',, cphilol. 36, rg4l,
p.22T-22).

204. Pl. Com. fr. 239; Aristoph. Ecct. 137_9.
205. E.g.Pl. Ep. vII325d cf. Xenophon contrasts sparta,s stability with the

practices in all other states (Lac.pot. 15.1).
206. Andrews, J.4., "Cleon's Ethopoetic s',, Ce n.s. 44, 1994, p. 3 6.
207. winrtington-Ingram, R.p., "Ta deonta eipein: cleon and Diodotu s,,, BICS

12, 1965,p.71-72.
208. on the danger to democratic authority from bribe taking, see ober, J., Mass

and Él¡te in Democratic Athens,p. 331.
209. Thuc .3.38.4-7.
2I0. Andrews, J.4., "Cleon,s Ethopoetic s,,, Ce n.s. 44, 1994, p.3g. On the

)"óyoç/épyov contrast, see n.I94 above-.
211. Thuc. 3.38.I cf.39.6,40.7.
2r2. Thuc. 3.38.1. v/innington-Ingram, R.p., "Ta deonta eipein: cleon and

Diodotus", BICS 12, 1965, p. 73-74; Andrews, J.A., ,,òleon,s Ethopoetics,,,
CQ n.s. 44, 1994, p. 34-35.

2I3. Andrews, J.4., "Cleon,s Ethopoetic s,,, Ce n.s. 44, 1994, p. 36_37.
214. rbid. p.38-39.
215. Ibid. p. 26.
216- ...þwrórotoç tdlv noÀrrôv rQ re ôripcp lrüpd 7roÀù bv tQ

tóre rcr0a,vóraroç... (Thuc. 3.36.6 cr. +.ù.á¡.ærbuvóç is a term ihat
implies speciousness (woodhead, A.G., "Thucydides, portrait of cleon",
Mnem. ser.4, 13,I960,p.298 &n.2).

2r7. He does provide a speech for the Syracusan demagogue Athenagoras after
having described him in terms almost idenrical to kÈon (Thuc. 

-e 
.zs.z.¡.
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218. Andrewes, 4., "The Mytilene Debate: Thucydides 3.36-49", Phoenix 16,
1962,p.77 .

2 1 9. Thuc . 3.37 .2 - 2.63.2; 3.38. I - 2.61.2 & 1. 140. I; 3.40.4 -2.6.2. Andrews,
J.4., "Cleon's Ethopoetics", CQ n.s. 44, 1994, p. 27 -33.

220. V/asserrnann, F.M., "Post-Periclean Democracy in Action: The Mytilenean
Debate (Thuc. III 37-48)", TAPA 87, 1956, p. 32, 35.

221. At one point in the manuscript he is called Nikomachides; Harpokration
also refers to Lysias' speech under this title (s.v. bætBol,t1). On this and the

date, see Todd, S., "Lysias against Nikomachos", L. Foxhall & A.D.E.
Lewis (eds.), Greek Law in its Political Setting,p.102-3.

222. Lysias opus 30. The speaker was not alone, so there may have been other
prosecution speeches (Lys. 30.34).

223. Ibid. ç2-4,21,25,29. Robertson, N., "The Laws of Athens, 410-3998C",
JHS 110, 1990, p.7l-72.

224. Lysias gives Nikomachos several insulting and sarcastic titles but
&voypoqeúç is the first one he uses ($2). This is the name of the position

as it appears on the text of the decree (IG f 104 : Meiggs &Lewis GHI
86.5). The -atruscript title - Ko,rd Ntrcopú1ou Ypo,lrpütáú)ç
eb0uvôv KüTrl1opiu - probably infers his position from the text (Todd,

S., "Lysias against Nikomachos", L. Foxhall & A.D.E. Lewis (eds.), Greek

Law in its Political Setting, p. 104).

225. Blbliographies of scholarship on the 're-codification' of Athens' laws can

be found in Dow, S., "The Athenian Calendar of Sacrifices", Hist.9,1960,
p.292-93 and Robertson, N., "The Laws of Athens, 410-399 BC", -/¡1^S 110,

1990,p.43n.L
226. Todd, S., "Lysias against Nikomachos", L. Foxhall & A.D.E' Lewis (eds.),

Greek Law in its Political Setting, p. 108, 128 cf. Robertson, N', "The Laws

of Athens, 410-399 BC", JHS I 10, 1990, p. 52-56-

227 . The inscription gives only the title, not any individual names - see n.224
above.

228. Lys.30.2,4,16.
229. Cr. ibid. $8.
230. Sommerstein,4.H., Aristophanes: Frogs (Warminster: Aris & Phillips Ltd,

1996), notes to 678, 1505-7,1512. The other figures referred to are

Myrmex and Archenomos who are otherwise unknown.

23r. ...ruì toútorç Xopl(ópsvoç 01 tòv ôÎ¡¡rov Kü,îá¡.Do{¡v... (Lvs.

30.14) cf. Lysias associates Nikomachos with those 'who atthattime joined

in subvertittg tþ. people' (o"rtrveç t6te oDYKCI,Tû,Àúoovteç tòv
õfr¡pov¡ ($9). Cf. Lys. 13. t2ff. cf. Calhoun, G.M., Athenian Clubs in

Politics and Litigation, P. 66.

232. Rhodes, P.J., "The Athenian code of Laws, 410-399 BC", JHS lII,199I,
p. 89. The speech was probably delivered at an e'touY}sIiu, not an

eüQuvc,t, despite the evidence of the manuscript title, see n.224 above and

Chapter 5 C2.
233 . Dow , S., "The Athenian Calendar of Sacrifice s" , Hist. 9 , 1960, p. 291 .

234. Robertson, N., "The Laws of Athens, 410-399 BC", JHS 1 10, 1990, p. 66,

73-74.
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235. Todd, s., "Lysias against Nikomachos", L. Foxhall & A.D.E. Lewis (eds.),
Greek Law in its politicar setting,p. 130. See chapter 2.5.

236. The sources for sokrates' trial are iuccinctly analyìed in Hanse n,M.H., The
Trial of Sokrates, p. 4-15.

237. xenophon gives e'ro<pápov instead of Diogenes, e'ror¡yoúpevoç Qvlem.
1.1.1). Cf. Xen. Ap. I0;pt. Ap.24b cf.27c.

2'38. discussions in Hackforth,R, The composition of prato,s
;Tate, J., "Greek for 'Atheism,',, CR 50,lg36,p. :_S and
Atheism"', CR 51, 1937, p. 3-6; Cohen, D., Law,

Sexuality, and_society: The Enforcement of Morals in Classical Antiquity
(Cambridge: C.U.p., I99l), p. 207 -15.

239. Pl. Ap.23d,26d;Xen. Mem. 1.1.11-15 cf. pl. phdo.9gc, 99b_c.
240. Pl. Ap. 23dcf. 18c, l9b.
241. lbid.18d, 19c cf. Pl. Phdo.70c.
242. Chapter2.2; Eur. fr.913 (N), see Chapter2.3B.
243. Pl. Euthph. 6a cf.Pl. Rep. 376e-377a.
244. Tate, J., "socrates and the Myths" ce 27, 1933, p.79-g0. For sokrates,

scepticism about myths in comedy, see chapter 2.l.rnpolykrates'
pamphlet: schol. on Aelius Aristides For the Four (orat. IIÐ r33.16, 3.4g0
(Dindorf) cf. Xen. Mem. r.2.56;Lib. Ap.soc. 62ff., and see éspecially
Chapter 2.8 below. This attitude is also consistent with Sokrate.' ..ptrt.d
view that convention should be adhered to in cases where no higheiissues
are at stake or the truth was impenetrable to the intellect, such as the gods,
names and fantastic features of traditional myths; those who did so he
called 'clever and laborious' (pl. phdr.229c-230a cf. crat. 400d-40ra,
Laws 886d).

245' (l) A reference in a mid-4th century speech to an infraction in sacrificial
procedure indicates that this could be considered to be a crime of impiety
(&oépeto) (ps.-Dem. 59.1 l6). The speaker's motive is to establish a
precedent for punishing irregularities in ritual, so his representation of the
case might not be accurate. He fails to mention the punishment even though
stressing its harshness may have advantaged his case - it may therefore
have been light or non-existent. (2)InXenophon's Sokrates' conversation
with Aristodemos 'the dwarfl there is no suggestion that the latter's
unorthodox refusal to sacrifice,ptày to the gods or use divination could
provoke a prosecution (Xen. Mem. 1.4). (3) There is no evidence that the
notoriously impious Kinesias was ever prosecuted. He defiled a shrine of
Hekate (Aristoph. Fr.366 & schol., Eccl.330) and was a member of the
'Devil-worshippers' (r u,roôorpovlot ol) (a parody of the respectable
social clubs ûyc,0oôa,tpovrorCI,l - cf. Aristot. EE 3.6.3,1233b) who
'mocked the gods and Athenian customs, (cbç rcarüysÀôvrsç Tôv
Oeôv rol rôv vopôv tôv ùpetéprrlv) by celebraring unlucky days
(Lysias fr.34 (scheibe) ap. Athen. 55re-522b) (Dodds, 8.R, The Greeks
and the lrrational, p. 188). contemporary comic poets called Kinesias
öOeoç (Athen. 551e e.g. strattis fr. 18). Kinesias was certainly a well-
known fïgure otherwise: he was a byword for cowardliness, sickliness and
bad poetry (e.g. Aristoph. fr. 156; Lys. 21.20).
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246. Xen. Ap. 11,24, Mem. t.L2,I.t.l},1.1.20,1.2.64,1.3.1-4,4.6 cf.1.4,4.7
cf. Pl. Phdo. ll8a, Phdr. 279b-c; Theodektes ap. Aristot. Rhet. 2.23.13,
1399a7.

247. ral )corpútr1v oI npóTovot tpôv bnl lóyotç brcól,o(ov
(Hyp. fr.14, Loeb).

248. Pl.Ap.26c.
249. LF. Stone suggests a number of deities which Sokrates may have refused to

worship on account of their association with egalitarian democracy:
Hephaistos (popular with handiworkers), Zeus and Hermes of the Agora
(connected to the city's commercial life), Peitho (an essential component of
popular deliberation) and Democracy personified (The Trial of Socrates, p.

202-9). However, he provides no evidence that this was, in fact, the case.

250. Xen. Mem.1.3.1.
251. Xen. Mem.1.3.3; Aischines of Sphettos fr. 8a (Dittmar); Pl. Euthph. l4d-

1 5a.

252. Conrtor, W.R., "The Other 399: Religion and the Trial of Socrates",
Georgica, BICS suppl. 58, 1991, p. 53-55. lnThe Birds Aristophanes
describes Sokrates engaging in a parody of Odysseus' sacrifice in the
Underworld (1553-64), presumably alluding to his supposed irreligiousness.

253. Pl. Euthph.3b, Ap.31c-d, Rep. 496c cf. Ap.33c; Burnet, J., (ed.), Plato's
Euthyphro, Apology of Socrates and Crito, p. 16, 105.

254. Xen. Ap. 12-13, Mem. 1.1.3-5, 20. Xenophon also believed that the
daimonion implied that Sokrates enjoyed some special favour, which
provoked resentment.

255. Xen. Mem.1.1.2.
256. Pl. Euthph.3b; Xen. Ap. 12,Mem. 1rI.2;D.L.2.40.
257. Especially Pl. Euthph.3b; Xen. Ap.24. See Hackforth, R., The Composition

of Plato's Apologt, p. 67 .

258. The reluctance to give non-traditional cults official sanction does not mean

that they were ignored. The first Bendis festival was well attended and the
procession of citizens was'as impressive as that of Thracians' (Pl. Rep.

327a,354a). There are a few examples of prosecutions, later in the 4th
century, of individuals for having 'introduced new gods'. (1) Ninos, a

priestess of Sabazios, was convicted and executed. Demosthenes refers to

her having led revels but is allusive (19.281 & schol., 39.2,40.9).
According to Josephos she was accused of 'having initiated people into the

mysteries of a foreign god' (Ap. 2.37 .267). Of course, he is writing four
hundred years after the event, so his assertion that introducing a new god

was actually an offence may not be accurate. (2) Theoris was a priestess

convicted of üoépetCI, apparently for supplying 'drugs and charms' (ttÌ
qúppoKo roì ttÌç bæçõtÌç; and was executed along with her whole

family (Dem. 25.79; Philochoro s FGH 328F60 ap. Harpokr. s.v. @e copiç

cf. Plut. Dem. t4.4). That 'new gods' were involved is not entirely clear. (3)

Phryne, Hypereides' mistress, was charged but acquitted of &oépeto for
'introducing a new god', along with 'revelling in the Lykeion and gathering

an illegal assembly of men and women' (Hyp. ft.102-110 (Sauppe)). The

charges, apparently quoting the prosecutor Euthias, appear in the
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roù noÀrtrK_oú }ó"you ($215 _ Spengel I, p. 390).
s (Hesych. s.v.Iooôc,itr.¡ç cf. plut. Mor.3g9;)
ides and the Trial of phryne,' 

, phoenix 49, 1995,, p.
305 n. 9).

259. 1.1.4. on the exclusivity of Athenian cults, see Garnsey, p.,
ration in Classical Antiquity,,,'W.J. Sheils (ed.), Studie;'in
21,1984, p. 3-6 and Hansen, M.H., The Trlial if Sokrates,

p.16,25-26.
260. Derenne, 8., Les Procès d'Impiëté, p. 17 r. on Aristodemos, see n. 245

above.
261. E'9. Aristoph. cl. 99r-9, r045ff., r062-6,Fr. r083-g; Xen. Ap. 19, Mem.

1.2.r-9,64.
262- cf. Hackforth, R, The composition of prato's Aporogy,p. 104-5 and

Hansen, M.H., The Triar of sokrates,p.26.Impiety i. th; only charge that
Plato mentions in the Seventh Letter (325c).

263. Pl. Ap.24d-25a. Derenne E.,Les procès d''Impiété,p. 144-46.
264. Pl.Ap.24e-25a.
265. Xen. Ap.20.
266- Pr. Ap.22a-c;xen. Ap.20,29-31, Mem. r.2.49,51, 56-60 cf.pl. prot.

passim, Meno passim, etc.
267. Xen. Ap.29 cf.20-2t; Mem. 4.1-2;pl. Ap. 20a_b,25b etc.
268. Xenophon refers to 'those who both in speech and writing criticised

Sokrates as a competent exhorter to virtue but an incompetent guide' (Mem.
I '4-l)' They would have agreed that his error was in meihod rather ttran
intention.

269. ...dt ôruqeu(ol4nu, flôr1 ûv ùpôv oI uleìç bnrtrlõeúovreç û
)rrrrcpútr1ç ôrõúorcsr núvrs ç navîanoor órog0upr1oovtoi... _

Pl' Ap. 29c, tr. Fowler, Loeb cf. pr. Meno 90b-e, 9rc,92a-b,92e-93a.
270. Pl. Ap. l9b.
271. rbid.2sd.
272. Pl. Euthph. 3d, Ap. I9d-e,23c-d,33a-b;Xen. Mem. 1.2.6,8,26,60 cf.

1.3.1
273. Pl- Ap. r8b, r9b,23d;xen. Mem. 1.2.3r; in comedy, see chapter 2.1F¡5.
274. Stone,I.F., The Trial of Socrates,p. g2-g3.
27 5. Pl. Ap. 25c-26a, 27b-e.
276. Pl. Ap. 33d-34b; Xen. Ap. 19-20 cf.26.
277. Pl. Ap. 33a-b;Xen. Mem. 1.2.8 cf.pl. Ap. 30b.
278. xen. Mem. r.2.r2ff. Alkibiades' controversial status, attracting both

favourable and unfavourable assessments, appear well after hiã death (e.g.
Lys. Against Alkibiades I &, il;rsoc. on the Team of Horses and n. 2g3 

-
below).

279' xen. Ap.20, Mem. 1.2.9; Aristot. Rhet.2.20.4,1393b; see ocD2 s.v.
'sortition'. sokrates' companion Antisthenes expressed a similar view
about election, that voting amangeneral did not make him one (fr. 169
(Caizzl)). The exclusiveness of the comic Thinktank has alreadybeen noted
(see chapter 2.1B7) andhis 'new gods' may have seemed to bê the focus
of a subversive coterie. Cf. Gregory Vlastos ("The Historical Socrates and
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Athenian Democracy", Political Theory 11, 1983, especially p.498-502)
argues that Sokrates was, in fact, a believer in Athens' constitution.
Sokrates may also have appeared to be an ostentatious supporter of Sparta.

Aristophanes compares laconisers to Sokrates on account of their
appearance and habits (Birds t282), and Sokrates advocated modest
sacrifices (Xen. Mem. 1.3.3), unlike Athenian lavishness but like the

(victorious) Spartans þs.-Pl. Alc. II l49b cf.PluL Mor.228d). Hence, his
beliefs and practices could have appeared to be explicitly unpatriotic
(Connor, Vy'.R., "The Other 399: Religion and the Trial of Socrates",
Georgica, BICS suppl. 58, 1991, p. 5a-56).

280. Hansen, M.H., The Trial of Sokrates, p. 11-13.

281. Pl. Ap.3lc-32a; his military service (Pl. Smp.2l9eff. etc.); his presidency

of the Prytany (Pl. Ap.32b;Xen. Hell.l.7.l5).
282. Xen. Mem. I.2.48 cf. L2.16,39,47. Derenne, 8., Les Procès d'Impiété,p.

155-56. On quietism, see Chapter 2.1B3 & Chapter 4.1 B. On Sokrates'
political interests, see Chapter 4 n. I99.

283. Isoc. 1 1.5. After Polykrates, the next connexion of Sokrates and Alkibiades
outside Sokratic literature comes from Aischines (1.173) in345 BC, and a

fragment of an unidentified Middle or New Comedy (com. adesp. fr.I2l &'

122 (Kock CAF IIÐ, see Chapter 4 n.73). Specific details of their early
relationship, such as Alkibiades protestingthat Sokrates should receive his

award for bravery, frãy have been unknown outside the Sokratic circle (Pl.

Smp.220e cf. Antisth. fr. 33 (Caizzl) - Plutarch implies that the incident
was fairly public (A\c.7.3)).Itmay be that Polykrates was responsible for
popularising the connexion between the two.

284. Pl. Ap. 36a cf. Ep. VII325b.
285. E.g. Pl. Ap. 19d-e; Xen. Ap. 17, Mem. 1.2.6-7 .

286. Pl. Ap. 36a; D.L. 2.41.
287. Derenne,E.,Les Procès d'Impiété,p. 161 n. 1.

288. Crowd disturbances at Sokrates' description of his daimonion's reliability
and the proof it provides of his religious spirit (Xen. Ap. l4); at his account

of Delphi's oracle saying that 'no-one is wiser that Sokrates' (P1. Ap' 2la;
Xen. Ap. 15); at his claim to possess 'some kind of human wisdom' (Pl' Ap'

20e) and his determination to continue his accustomed activities (Pl. Ap.

30c). Sokrates also expected that his method of discourse would be

unwelcome (Pl. Ap. l7c,27b). The disturbances that Plato supplies in the

cross-examination scene seem to be directed against Meletos (27c)'

289. The religious and political aspects of the trial need not have been connected

to intellectualism. Religion seems to be a sensitive issue around the time of
Sokrates' prosecution, to judge from the trials of Nikomachos and

Andokides (Connor, V/.R., "The Other 399: Religion and the Trial of
Socrates", Georgica, BICS suppl. 58, 1991, p.5l-52)' Sokrates' expressed

anti-democratic views and his association with prominent members of the

recently defeated oligarchy could have been regarded as dangerous or

offensive in their own right.
290. Isoc. 11.1 & Hypothesis: floÀurpútnç ö ooqrotiç, b€ üvúyrr¡ç

bl.Ocrrv bæl tò ooqtortÚstv ôld lItv1o,v, A0r1oVìoç pèv tò
yévoç, ooqtortÚtrlv ôè vùv bv KúnPq.
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291. Isoc. 11.4.
292. Favorinus ap. D.L.2.39.
293. Though Polykrates had establishe

c.380 BC (paus. 6.17.9),the Hyp
found success as a rhetorician in
Salamis was an enthusiastic culti
(Isoc. 9.51ff. cf. And. 1.4; Lys. 6
have fled there directly in 404. Is
only by repute inthe Bous
R.C., Attic Orators from A
p. 95). Isokrates' surviving forens
all, with the exception of the Aiginet[kos
heard in Athens. If Athens was his main it
was probably also his residence, particul
livelihood in the first part of his career. This implies that he left Athens for
Chios - presumably for several years if he estabiished a school there and
managed to become involved in local politics (ps.-plut. vita orat. (Mor.)
837b-c) - perhaps around 393. (To datè Isokraiås, relocation to chàs to
c.403, as does Jebb (Attic orators from Antiphon to Isaeus (London:
MacMillan, 1893), rr, p. 6 n. 2), is conjecturì based on the assumption that
the restored democracy was unco rfortable to a man of his supposed

On his relationship with Theramenes, see Chapter
re, that Polykrates did not return to Athens unù :g:
son, J.S., "Meno of pharsalus, polycrates, and

Ismenias", CQ 36, 1942, p.78).
294.

on

);

ity is based on its anachronism, not its
form (see n.292 above).

295. D.L.2.38.
296. XIV: Aischines to Xenophon (see n. 294 above);

Bous.; Suidas s.v. fIoî"úKpüTTìç.
297. 'accuser, - Mem. 1.2.g,12,26,49,51, 56_5g.

Polykrates' is the only anti-Sokratic work known to have existed so early.
Alkibiades as Sokrates' student (Xen. Mem. l.z.l2- polykrates ap. Isoc.
1 1.5); the quote from Iliad 2.1s8ff. (Xen. Mem. r.2.5g - Þolykratå. up.
schol. on Aelius Aristides For the Four (orat. nÐ ß3. rc, i.+go (oindorf;
cf. Hansen, M.H., The Trial of solcrates,p.g-rl,14-15). rhe relatìonship
between Polykrates and plato is problematic; see Humbert, 1., polycratès,
l'Accusation ( s_9crate, et le Gorgias (paris: Klincksieck,-1930) ánd
comments by A.w. Gomme ("philosophers' Trials", cR 46, r9i2,p.67)
and E.R. Dodds (Plato: Gorgias (Oxford: O.U.p., ß59),p.25_29).

298' Cf. Libanios Letter 694. These concerns appear also in hiÃ On the'silence of
Sokrates (Russell, D.4., Libanius: Imaginary Speeches, p. 57).

299- cf. Russell, D.A., Libanius: Imaginary speechàs,p.17-rg. chroust
assumes - unjustifiably - that, because Polykrates' and Libanios' tracts are
both rhetorical in form, the latter must reflect the former directly (Chroust,
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4.H., Socrates, Man and Myth,p.74). Hansen rejects the legitimacy of
using Libanios altogether (The Trial of Sokrates, p. 9-10).

300. See n.297 above. For a view of Sokrates' interpretation of the significance
of the passage from The Iliad, see Stone, I.F., The Trial of Socrates, p. 31-
36.

301. Theognis 176-8 - Lib. Ap.Soc.88. Chroust,4.H., Socrates, Man and Myth,
p.90.

302. A),,),"' obròç pèv obr bõeìro roù o1t'¡pCI,roç, btápouç ô'
bvflre (Llb. Ap.Soc. 49,tr. Russell, Libanius: Imaginary Speeches).

303. Schol. on Pl. Tim.2lb; l?E s.v. 'Apatouria'.
304. Chroust, 4.H., Socrates, Man and Myth,p.89.
305. On the confusing history of this Pindaric quote or misquote, see Chroust,

4.H., Socrates, Man and Myth,p.89-90 and Russell, D.4., Libanius:
Imaginary Speeches,p. 198 n. 65.

306. Xen. Mem. 1.2.9,49,52;LLb. Ap.Soc. 55.
307. The two poets, Homer and Hesiod, that Xenophon mentions is probably

simply an abbreviated version of Libanios' four (Chroust, 4.H., Socrates,
Man and Myth,p.88-89).

308. Cf. Llb. Ap.Soc. 98; Chroust, 4.H., Socrates, Man and Myth,p.87.
309. The education of Themistokles, whether he had had a mentor or whether his

talent for statesmanship was innate, was a vexed question in intellectual
circles by the late 5th century. The question was a philosophical debating
point as early as Sokrates (Xen. Mem. 4.2.2). Like Polykrates, Thoukydides
believed that his ability was a natural quality (1.138). The sources that
supply him with mentors do not seem to be very reliable: Stesimbrotos of
Thasos names Anaxagoras and Melissos despite chronological
implausibility (FGH 107F1). Herodotos mentions a Mnesiphilos advising
Themistokles before the Battle of Salamis; this man acquires great
prominence in later sources, probably unjustified (Hdt. 8.57; PluL Them.

2.3-4).
310. Lib. Ap.Soc. 73, T52.

311. Favorinus ap. Diog Laer 2.39;L1b. Ap.Soc. 160.
312. Schol. on Aelius Aristides For the Four (Or. III74ff .;Lib. Ap.Soc. 13,

127,132 cf. Xen. Mem. I.2.2.
313. Ob l.áyet Eopiov (L1b.Ap.Soc. l33cf.Pl. Ap.3ldff.).
314. Chroust, 4.H., Socrates, Man and Myth,p.82-83 cf. see Chapter 2.4 &n.

159 and Chapter 2.7.

315. Lib. Ap.Soc. I27-129. Aristophanes' Sokrates inThe Clouds and the crowd
of philosophers gathered in Kallias' house in Eupolis' The Flatterers aÍe
thieves and spongers (see Chapter 2.1).

316. Aeyétcrl toivuv rnv rcpòç roùç ooqtordç bpôv öpyrlv...-
Lib. Ap.Soc. 153, tr. Russell, Libanius: Imaginary Speeches.

3 1 7. Ps.-Aristot. A.P. 27 .4; Plut. Arist. 1.7, Per. 4.2, Nic. 6.1.

318. On Damon's ostracism and the supposed trials of Anaxagoras and

Protagoras, see Appendix A. On Diagoras of Melos, see Chapter 1.4 &.n.
51.
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319. E'g. LIb. Ap.soc. rL,39,43, r54, 162. Russell, D.A., Libanius: Imaginary
Speeches,p. 19.

310. E.g. Pl. Smp. 21 5b, 221 d-e; Xen. Smp. 4.tg, 5.7 .

321. Richter, G.M.A., The portraits of thà Greeks,p. r9g-204; on dating, see p.
r99.

322. Zanker, P., The Mask of Socrates, p. 36-3g.
323. Ibid. p.37.
324' Cf. Sokrates' widely spaced eyes may explain the Aristophanic description

that he 'looks sideways, (Aristoph. Ct.362).
325. Dover, K.J., (ed,.), Aristophanes : Clouds,p. xxxii_xxxiii.
326. zarker, P., The Mask of socrates, p. 3g cf. Greifenhagen, A.,

"Kindheitsmythos des Dionys os", MDAI (R) 46, lg3 l, p.' 33.'of course, to
portray silenoi and satyrs as paedagogues may be intended to emphasise
their uncouthness and lack of restraint. Some of the satyr-paedagògues are
engaged in punishing their children: e.g. on a Greek cup, a satyibeats a boy
(Beck, F.A.G., Album of Greek Education, no. 262, pt.- 4o¡. paedagogues
were notorious for their lack of education; they were typic ally a
household's most useless slave. Perikles reputedly saidìhat a slave who
broke his leg had become a paedagogue (Stob. Fior. 4.209). plato depicts
Lysis' paedagogues as unable even to speak Greek p.op"ríy (pl. Lys.20gc,
223acf. Laws 804c-d, 813d-e; ps.-pl. Alc. I122d,;xen-. Lac.Èot. i.t-z;ptut.
Them. 12.3;D.L.2.72).

327. Zanker, P., The Mask of Socrates, p. 3g-39.
328. Antisthenes' appearance and character - Xen. smp. 4.2,37-3g; Aelian v.H.

9.35;D.L.2.36, 6.8, 6.13 cf.6.6. The latest date for the invention of his
portrait is c.200 BC, the floruit of the sculptor phyromachos whose name
along with Antisthenes', has been found on a statue base from ostia
(Richter, G.M.A., The Portraits of the Greel<s,p. 36_39).

329. Paus. 10.31.I-2. Ondate, see OCb s.v.,polygnotus,.
330. Jacobstahl, P., "The Nekyia Krater in New york", MMS s,lg34,p. r2g-29;

on its date, see p.ll9,122.
331. Ibid. p. t32.
332. Ibid' p. 131.
333. o. 849; see Brenne, S., "'Portraits'auf ostraka",Ath.Mitt. r07,1992,nrg.

7-8 &,p. 173-77.
334. rt could also be a stock comic character,the querulous old man, whether

intellectual or not (Ghiron-Bistagne, P., Recherches sur les acteurs dans Ia
Grèce antique (Paris: société d'édition'Les Belles Lettres,, lg76),p. r49-
5 1).

335. Zarker, P., The Mask of Socrates,p.33.
336. Bigheaded men in vase paintings typically conform to a particular image:

balding, bearded, with button-like noses and barrel chests. This reflects a
genuine varieiy of dwarfism, achondroplasia, but the presence of further
conventionalities show that this is a popular image of the dwarf in
iconographic form (Dasen, Y., Dwads in Ancient Egypt and Greece, p. 173
and Garland,R., The Eye of the Beholder: Deþrmity and Disability ii the
Graeco-Roman lI/orld (Ithaca: cornell university press, rggs),p. 116).
There are a few other examples of bigheaded balding men without dwarfish
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characteristics (e.g. Dasen, Y., Dwarfs in Ancient Egypt and Greece,pl.
38.3,49.2).

337. Hom . Il. 2.219. Thersites has an oversized head on a vase of comparatively
late date (E196, Catalogue of the Greek and Etruscan Vases in the BM, III:
Vases of the Finest Period, p. 165). A bigheaded man is depicted defecating
(c.500 BC?) (Athens, NM, ACR 1073 in Dasen, Y., Dwarfs in Ancient
Egypt and Greece,pl.38.2; chous, Dresden, Albertium, ZV 1827).

338. Menander fr. 761; Horace Ep. 12.57;Lltc. Cal. 5.13-15; Garland,R., The

Eye of the Beholder: Deþrmity and Disability in the Graeco-Roman World
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995), p. 118.

339. Cf. Lissarrague, F., "Aesop, Between Man and Beast: Ancient Portraits and

Illustrations" (tr. J.C. Gage), B. Cohen (ed.), Nor the Classical ldeal:
Athens and the Construction of the Other in Greek Arr (Leiden, Boston &
Cologne: Brill, 2000), [p. 138]. On Aesop's notorious ugliness, see [p. 135-

36]. A cup painting of a bigheaded balding man in animated conversation

with a fox is often identified with Aesop (Rome, Vatican, t6552; dating to

c.450 BC; Dasen,Y., Dwarfs in Ancient Egypt and Greece,pl.38.4).
340. E.g. Aischylos Ag.717-36; Hdt. 5.92,6't31, 7.180; Aristoph. Kn' 1037-44,

Fr.1431; Aristot. H.A. 1rl,448b.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 3

1. In this chapter I make much use of Robert Graves' Greek Myths, though I
rarely cite it specifically. I do not think that a distinction between myth and

legend will be helpful: whatever the sources of traditional figures and themes,

and the means by which they became the foundation of the culture, the end

result is more or less the same.

2. On Odysseus', many facets, see Stanford, w.B., The ulysses Theme, passim.

Palamedes and Odysseus are both 'wise men' but the former's wisdom tends

to be theoretical and inventive, the latter's a practical cunning. The Platonic

Second Epistle represents a late-Classical or early-Hellenistic attempt to find

a satisfactory division of functions between the two, connecting but

contrasting them as representatives of wisdom and power respectively (311b).

3. Hom. Il.Il.558-9.
4. rbid. 13.824.
5. rbid. 9.225-306, 624-42.
6. Ibid.23.700-36. Jebb, R.C., (ed.), Sophocles: The Plays and Fragments:

Ajax,p. x-xi.
7. Most, G.W., The Measures of Praise: Structure and Function in Pindar's

Second Pythian and Seventh Nemean Odes, Hypomnemata 83,1985, p. 152.

8. Hom. Od.11.563.
g. Aischylos fr.175 (N). Pindar seems to allude to a debate (Nem' 8.25)' There

arc early references to the contest for Achilles' arms in two poems of the Epic

Cycle, the Aithiop¿s and the Little Iliad (Jebb, R.C., (ed.), Sophocles: The

Plays and Fragments: Aiax, p. xx) but a debate is not a necessary component

of the dispute. The Little lliad says that the Greeks sent spies to find out who

the Trojans rated best and Athena prompted a Trojan girl to name Odysseus

(fr.2). Other authorities say that the choice was made by Trojan captives

(Hom. Od.ll.547 & schol.; Philostr. Her.720ff; Quintus sm. 5.157ff; Tzet.
posthom.485). Reasons given for Aias' failure to receive the arms, other than

Odysseus' eloquence, are thatthe election rwas corrupt (Soph. Aias 1135-6 e'

schol. cf.445-6 cf. Pindar Nem.8.26); that Aias suffered from the envy of his

inferiors (Pindar Nem.8.2!-5) or that the Greeks were stupid and easy prey

for deception (Pindar Nem.7 .23-4) (Most, G.W., The Measures of Praise:

Structure and Function in Pindar's Second Pythian and Seventh Nemean

Odes, Hypomnemata 83,1985, p. 152-53). Aias' rescue of Achilles' corpse

appears in vase paintings from c.570 to c.480 BC. Remarkably, these do not

include Odysseus. Perhaps he is omitted lest his presence alludes to

subsequenldivisiveness, detracting from the triumphant and tragic heroic

pathoJof Achilles and Aias (e.g. Exekias - ABV 145.18; O'Higgins, D.M.,

Fifth Century Interpretations of Aiax,p.29-31). (On the whole, artistic

representations of Aias are more positive than their literary counterparts. It
mãy be that literature prefers divisive themes or that vase paintings reflect

pnbti" taste more accurately (ibid. p. 30, 64).) From the late 6th century Aias'

àpp"urun""s in Attic art increasingly emphasise his dispute with Odysseus.

Thì earliest of these (c.525-c.490 BC) depicts Odysseus speaking from a low

platform while Aias listens, a calm and orderly debate (Naples Nat' Mus'
gl0} (ABV 338.3)). Over time, the tone becomes more contentious and Aias
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more violent (e.g. frg. 10). The popularity of the debate scene may have a
propagandist function, or have been inspired by Aischylos' tragedy. Douris,
version of the voting scene (ARII 429.26)may allude to contemporary
Athenian practice with its inclusion of Athena and the onlookerJappearing
unarmed and in civilian clothes (O'Higgins, D.M., Fifth Century
Interpretations of Ajax,p.44-50). The democratic reforms at the end of the
6th oentury doubtless also created new interest in public debate as an
institution.

10. Pindar Nem. 8.20-22; stanford, 'w.8., The ulysses Theme,p. gr-92. pindar,s
object in exposing the falsehood of accepted tradition is to afflrrm the integrity
of his own poetic art (o'Higgins, D.M., Fifth century Interpretations of Ajax,
p. 176). He elsewhere shows a readiness to reject traditional stories that are
inconsistent with his views of the behaviour appropriate to heroes and gods,
see Chapter 4 n. 44.

11. Pindar Nem.7.20-1. o'Higgins, D.M., Fifth century Interpretations of Ajax,
p.125-29.

12.Pindar Nem.7.68. o'Higgins, D.M., Fifth century Interpretations of Ajax,p.
t43-44.

13. Cf. Pindar Nem.7.24-5.
14. unlike mortal men, divine beings do not make such mistakes; the Fates,

whom Pindar mentions in the f,rrst line of the seventh Nemean, are 'deep-
thinking' (Bo0úrppovsç). on the interpretation of the seventh Nemeai, see
Most, G.w., The Measures of Praise: structure and Function in pindar's
Second Pythiqn and Seventh Nemean Odes, Hypomnemata 83,1985,p. 149,
152-53,156. In Pindar's Fourth Isthmian, which also deals with the contest
for Achilles' arms, odysseus triumphs on account of his 'skill' (téxvr1¡,
presumably in words ($34-35b). Cf. the fragment of Aischylos, The
Judgement of Arms, produced at around the same time, which includes the
commonplace sentiment that 'true words are plain' (ùfiIA ydp botr rî¡ç
üÀ10eioç äæq) (fr. 176 (N) (Caizzi,F.D.,Antisthenis Fragmenta, p.90-
e1).

15. O'Higgins, D.M., Fifth Century Interpretations of Ajax,p.l74.
16. Calabrese De Feo, M.R., "La Figura di Aiace in Pindaro", Parpass 2I5,

1985, p. l29.Pindar starts the Eighth Nemean with praise of Aiakos,
ultimately one of the judges in the underworld, as 'best in hand and in
judgement' ($8). This may imply that Pindar is characterising Aias and
Odysseus as each representing only half of this ideal (O'Higgins, D.M' Fifth
Century Interpretations of Ajax, p. 161).

17. Aì,"?,,' obõèv äpyov roûro 0pr1veìo0CI,1 púîqv , I Ö,n")u, û,prtéov
tò æp&y¡ro oùv raya trvi (Soph. Aias 952-3,tr. Jebb, C.U.p.).

18. Antisthenes fr. 14 8.15 inCaizzi,F.D., Antisthenis Fragmenta; also in Blass,
F ., Antiphontis Orationes et Fragmenta (Leipzig: Teubner, 1892), p. 17 5 -82.
Translation in Rankin, H.D., Antisthenes Sokratikos,p. 155-71. Their date is
unknown but Antisthenes' period of literary activity probably began around
the end of the 5th century.

1 9. Rankin, H.D., Antisthenes Solcratikos, p. 164-65.
20. Antisth. fr. 44-50 (Caizzl).
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2I. Caizz\ F .D ., Antis thenis Fragmenta, p. 90-9 1 .

22. Antisth. fr. 160 (Caizzi). Rankin, H.D., Antisthenes Sokratikos,ch.2.
Parmenides is 60 or 70 years older than Antisthenes, so the story cannot be

historical. In fact, the same action is ascribed to Diogenes the Cynic (D.L.
6.3e).

23.8.g.PL. Lach. passim and Polykrates' criticism of Sokrates for seeming to
justify theft, impiety and so on (see Chapter 2.8).

24.Kennedy, G., The Art of Persuasion in Greece,p.ITl-72.
25. Rankin, H.D., Antisthenes Sokratikos, p. 157; Stanford, V/.8., The Ulysses

Theme,p. 105. On Pindar's sympatþ with traditional morality, see ibid. p.

94.
26. Schol. on Hom. Od. 11.547.

27. Jebb, R.C., (ed.), Sophocles: The Plays and Fragments: Aiax (C.U.P.), p. xv-
xvi.

28. Sophokles' flol.u,pfôrlç, NoúnÀtoç KutoæÀác¡v and NuÚæl.toç
fluprcaeúÇ. Gorgias' Palamedes: DK 82811; also Blass, F., Antiphontis

Orationes et Fragmenta (Leipzig: Teubner, I892),p. 159-74. Translation by
G. Kennedy in Sprague, R.K., (ed.) The Older Sophists (Columbia:

University of South Carolina Press, 1972),p. 54-63.
29. Alkida mas' Odyss eus : Against Palamedes for Treas on (Al,rctôúpo,vroç

Oõuooeúç' Ko,rd lloÀ.opt1ðoDç rpóõoolüç) is published in Blass, p.

183-93). The issues affecting its admissibility in this thesis are its date and

provenance: if the author is indeed Alkidamas, probably active in Athens by
the early 4th century, it can be considered admissible. The manuscript

ascribes the tract to him: good reasons are needed to reject such evidence. ,R-E'

s.v. 'Alkidamas' surveys the opinions: its own view is that the tract's
'primitivity and spiritlessness' ("Kunstlosigkeit und Geistlosigkeit") are

inconsistent with what Alkidamas is expected to have produced. This is

somewhat subjective. Stylistic considerations, however, do count against

attribution to Alkidamas. Examination of On the Sophists, which is certainly
genuine, combined with Aristotle's remarks in The Rhetoric, shows that four
characteristics distinguish Alkidamas' style: excessive use of abstractions,

unusual compounds, pleonasms, and redundancies (Aristot. Rhet.3.3, I406a-
b; O'Sullivan, N., Alcidamas, Aristophanes and the Beginnings of Greek

stytistic Theory, Hermes 60, 1992,p.32-42). These features are largely

absent from the Odysseus.

Other reasons for rejecting its authorship are less cogent: (1) Alkidamas
would nothave written it. On the Sophists is largely concerned with an attack

on literary compositions. (2) Its general style is more consistent with mid-
than early-4th century rhetoric (RE s.v. 'Alkidamas' and Kennedy, G., The

Art of Persuasion in Greece,p. 172-73)'

(l) (a) Alkidamas indeed did produce literary compositions: paignia such as

encomia of death and of a prostitute Naïs are known (Cic. Tusc. 1.a8 (1 15);

Athen. 592c; O'Sullivan,N., Alcidamas, Aristophanes and the Beginnings of
Greek Stylistic Theory,p. 31). Aristotle's and Cicero's assessments of his
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style must be based on something (Aristot . Rhet. 3.3, r406a-b; cic. Tusc.
1.48 (116). (b) Alkidamas did not have any speeches published at the rime
he wrote on the sophists (c.380 BC? - see chapter 1.5 n. 66) and he implies
that he did not intend to (g3l-32).It is not a psychological impossibiliry-for
him to have written odysseus at alater date (cf. g35) though this woulá place
it after 380 and beyond the scope of this thesis. More impõrtantly. it cannot
be assumed that Alkidamas must have known and approved of the
publication of any of his speeches. A student or spectator could have made
notes that were written up and disseminated. This is what sokrates,
companions apparently did (e.g. Pl. Tht.l43a). (c) The most important point,
however, is that Alkidamas' thesis in on the sophists is persistently
misrepresented. He does not attackliterary compositions as such but their
value as preparationfor practical oratory. He says that speeches are only
valuable insofar as they have practical use ($9-10, 28);thatwritten rp"."i.,
are slow in composition, inflexible in delivery and hence unable to take
advantage of or defend against the unexpected ($3, 1 0, 1 8, 2I-26, 33-34);
that composition is easier than extemporaneous speaking and is therefore a
meaner accomplishment and less valuable as training ($3-8, l5-I7). He does
deride the value of compositions, saying that "they are as wraiths,
semblances, and imitations" ($27, tr. van Hook, CW 12,lglg,p. 91-94) but
he does not deny them all value or a place in the world:

tò ypúgerv bv ftopépye pel,etôv otópevoç 1pî¡vur...
Iorrl-ç ûv oôv elnor 11ç öç (Íî.oyóv bott rc,rrlyopeìv

pèv rr1ç ypoqlKîç õuvú¡rerrlç, c,btòv õè ôrd roúrnç
rpoiveoOor rdç bærôei(erç ftoroúprvov, KCI,l
æpoôropúÀl.erv trjv npoyporeia,v rCI,úrnv, õt, tç
ebôonpdìv fto,pü,oKeuú(etor fiopd tdrç EÀl"qorv, ätr ôè
Trrpl grÀooo<pia,v õra,tpipovra roùç oitrooleôroorlKoùç
î"óyouç bna,rveìv, KCI,ì fipoupyroirepov fiydìoOor r{v
lgXnu tf¡ç æpovoiaç rcol qpovrlrotépouç roùç e'rrf¡
Àéyovtoç rôv petd fiü,pü,oKeuîç yporpóvrcrtv.

byro õè ftpôrov pèv ob nu,vreì.ôç &rcoôorrprú(crlv trjv
ypo<prrc{v õúvoprv, û1,}.d Nlip i,o tî¡ç obrooleôru,ottrctç
d1yoúpevoç elvc,r, roì toù õúvooOor Àéyerv æl.eiotrlv
bæt¡rél"erov o'rópevoç 1pî¡vur æoreìo0o,r, roúrouç elpqro
roùç l.óyouç...

...toù ôè ypú<perv bv æorôrQ rol nopépyú)ç
bærpeÀópsvoç eô <ppoveìv Kpresin Tropd toìç eô
Qpovouorv.

"...I believe that writing should be practised as an ancillary pursuit
"Itmay, perhaps, be alleged that it is illogical for one to condemn

written discourse who himself employs it in the present written essay,
and to disparage a pursuit through the employment of which he is
preparing to win fame among the Greeks. Furthermore, it may be
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thought inconsistent for a philosopher to commend extemporaneous
discourses, thereby deeming chance to be of more worth than
forethought, and careless speakers to possess greater wisdom than
careful writers.

"In reply let me first say that I have expressed my views as I have,
not because I altogether contemn the ability to write, but because I
esteem it of lesser worth than extemporaneous speaking, and am of the
opinion that one should bestow the greatest pains upon the practice of
speaking...

"On the other hand, should he study written composition for
amusement and as a pastime, he would be deemed by the wise to be the
possessor of wisdom."
(Alkid. 9oph.2,29,30, 35, tr. van Hook, CW 12, I9l9,p. 9l-9$.

(2) The motifs supposedly characteristic of mid-4th century oratory are

exaggerated in importance. (a) Kennedy says that to attack someone through
his ancestors' character, as the author of Odysseus does ($12-17), is a 4th
century phenomenon(The Art of Persuasion in Greece,p.I73). However,
this practice appears in a speech dating to 4ll BC, Antiphon's defence

against treason: Antiphon says that his prosecutor has alleged that his
grandfather was one of the bodyguards of the tyrant Peisistratos (fr. 8.1.1,
Loeb; also e.g. Lys. 30.2, 6,27). (b) The Odysseus employs poetic quotes as

evidence and authority (924-25), something that is virtually non-existent in
oratory until the mid-4th century. However, it should be noted that poetic
evidence and allusions do, in fact, appear in reconstructed and epideictic
speeches, the same category as the Odysseus, before 380 BC (see Chapter
2.4 8. n. 175, 176).

As such, I consider that the ascription Odysseus to Alkidamas is doubtful,
though not disproved. There is no particular reason for dating it to the mid-
rather than the early 4th century. I shall refer to it for the sake of additional
illustration but shall avoid citing it as sole evidence.

30. See Chapter 2.3 & n. 108. Homer mentions dice and draughts but does not
name their inventor (Il.23.88, Od. Ll07). A number of inventions credited to
Palamedes are, unsurprisingly, attributed to others elsewhere (Aischylos
Prom.460; Hdt. 1.94,5.58;Pl. Phdr.274d: ps.-Alkid. Od. 23-26; Aristotle
ap. Pliny N.H.7.56 (192); Ephoros ap. Clem. Alex. Strom. 1.16.75; D.S.

3.67.l-2;Tac. Ann.l1'l4; the inscription on the third Herm at the River
Strymon, dating to c.476 BC - Aischines 3.185). These alternative traditions
are not suff,rcient to indicate that conceptions of Palamedes' status changed

markedly.
31. Pl. Rep.522d.
32.PL. Phdr.26lc-d. Apparently 'Palamedes' refers to either Alkidamas the

rhetorician (Quintilian Inst.3.l.l0) or Zeno the Eleatic philosopher (D.L'
e.2s).

33. Aristoph. Birds 1009, C/. 180. Palamedes may also be appropriate to

Alkibiades' drinking schedule, if the one to three mixture of wine and water

is another of his inventions (Ion of Chios FGH 392F2).
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34.Eur. fr. 580 (N); telvr1€vrú îr Kol ôervòv ruì. nóptpov - Gorg.
Pal.25 cf. 16.

35. Eur. fr. 580 (N); Gorg. Pal.9,15,19; ps.-Alkid. Od. 2-3.
36. Eur. fr. 578 (N); Gorg. Pa\.30,36.
37 . Eur. Pal. ft. s81 (N).
38. Gorg. Pal. 27, 29, 3L.
39.Ibid. 36.
40. tò yrÌp breívorç röv voùv TlpooéXovro rcjìç roroúrorç

TTpooéxtlv û,õúvsrov (ibid. 31, tr. Kennedy in sprague, and g 15, 16,26).
4r.rbid.32.
42. ooçÍolr1ç atps.-Alkid. od. 2r seems to be used in a hostile sense.
43. Ibid. 4,22-26.
44.In other versions Odysseus is accompanied by Diomedes, Agamemnon and/or

Sthenelos (e.g. Kypriø ap. Paus. 10.31.1; ps.-Alkid. od. 7; Servius ad Aen.
2.81; schol. on Eur. or.432).rnon Hunting Xenophon insists that
Palamedes was not killed by the usual suspects (1.1 1). His argument is that
Odysseus and Diomedes would not have enjoyed the divine favour necessary
to achieve their greatness if they had not behaved piously at all times. This
indicates that he did not have any alternative tradition in mind, only his
personal pious convictions.In On Hunting he is speaking in his own voice
whereas, when he names odysseus as responsible in the Memorabilia
(4.2.33), it is in another's mouth as an item of popularly accepted evidence
cited for the sake of argument.

45. See Chapters 2.3 and2.9.
46. Kypria ap. Proklos chrest.1; also Apollod. 8p.3.7; philostr. Her. r0; Servius

ad Aen.2.8r;Hyg. Fab. 105.In general terms, Hyginus accords best with
what is known of Euripides' Palamedes, which implies that Euripides used
the 'grudge' motivation as well (Scodel, R., The Trojan Trilogy of Euripides,
p. 53).

47. Scodel, R, The Trojan Trilogy of Euripides,p. 54. The envy theme persists in
later sources (e.9. schol. on Lykophron 384, 1093). The scholiast on Et¡r. or.
432 says that Odysseus was jealous at Palamedes' skill at invention; this may
derive from Aischylos. Servius says that, in addition to Odysseus' resentment
at being brought to Troy unwillingly and shamefully, he was jealous that
Palamedes had succeeded in provisioning the starving Greek army where he
had failed. This may come from Sophokles' version, a fragment of which
mentions Palamedes'relief of a famine (Servius ad Aen.2.81; soph. fr. 438
(N)) (Scodel, R., The Trojan Trilogy of Euripides,p.52-53).

48. Pl. Ap.4lb. Lincoln observes that Plato integrates Palamedes, as an artificer,
into his schema of the rivals of philosophy (Lincoln,8., "socrates,
Prosecutors, Philosophy's Rivals. and the Politics Discursive Forms",
Arethusa 26, 1993, p. 238). coulter contends that one level of meaning for
The Apologlt is as a refutation of Gorgias and the principles contained in his
Palamedes (Coulter, J.4., "The Relation of the Apology of Socrates to
Gorgias' Defense of Palamedes and Plato's Critique of Gorgianic Rhetoric",
HSCP 68,1964,p.269-303). Cf. Chroust, 4.H., Socrates, Man and Myth,p.
216-2t8.
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49.D.L.2.44; for the Hypothes,s to Isokrates, see Chroust, 4.H., Socrates, Man
and Myth,n.207.

s0.Oúvatov pèv ytÌp frì rpúorç qCI,vspdi tn Vlqç æúvrc¡v
Kü,rsvrìqtooto tôv @vr1tôv, fintp tþrépq byéveto - Gorg. Pal.
1 - Xen. Ap. 27; Chroust, 4.H., Socrates, Man and Myth, p. 2I9. On Plato
and Gorgias, see n. 48 above.

51. Nostoi fr. 6 (Loeb) ap. Athen.2lSb-c; Archilochos fr. 55 ap. Paus. 10.31.4;
Alkman fr.79; Alkaios fr.365; Pindar Ol. t.56-7;Pl. Crat.395d-e etc.

52. Sokrates' claim that his jurors would be familiar with Anaxagoras' book (Pl.
Ap.26d) need not be taken atface value.

53. ûról.uoroç yÀôoou (Eur. Or. 10).

54. His request to Zeus to be allowed to live like the gods (Nos/oi fr. 6 (Loeb) ap.

Athen. 218b). Revealing the gods' table talk (Apollod. Ep.2.I; D.S. 4.74.1-2;
Ovid Met. 6.172-3 cf. Eur. Or. 9). Perjuring himself about Zeus' watchdog,
see J.G. Frazer, Apollodorus, Loeb, l92l,II,p. I54 n. 2 (on Ep.2.l).
Aristarchos of Tegea, a tragedian active in the second half of the 5th century,
wrote aplay entitled Tantalos. The only surviving fragment is the following
criticism of learning and oratorical skill for their uselessness. We can only
speculate that it may have referred to Tantalos, perhaps exhibiting the
pomposity of his knowledge:

ruì roùt' loov pèv eô l.éyerv, loov õè ptì'
loov ô' bpeuvô,v, bq toou õè pi e'tõávor.
nl"áov ytÌp obõèv oI ooqol tôv pr'¡ oo<pôv
e'rç toôtu ylyvóoKoDotv' er õ' ü,l"l"ou l,éyet
&petvov öl"l"oç, tQ ì"éyerv bnep<péper.

"It is the same to say these things well, and not to do so is the same;

and it is the same to learn, and the same not to know;
for the wise do not know more than the ignorant
about these things: if one speaks better
than another, he excels [only] in speaking."
(Aristarchos fr. I (N), tr. Olding)

55. D.L. 2.8; Eust. Comm.Od.1700.60; schol. on Pindar Ol.1.57 cf. Scodel, R.,

"Tantalus and Anaxagoras", HSCP 88, 1984, p.13-24.
56. Pl. Prot.3l5c-d - Hom. Od. 1I.582
57. Aristoph. Birds. 692.

58. Willink, C.W., "Prodikos, 'Meteorosophists' and the 'Tantalos' Paradigm",

CQ33,1983, p. 30-33. On Prodikos'theory, see Guthrie, Vy''K'C., A History
of Greek Philosophy, III, p. 238-41. The only contemporary allusion to
Prodikos' theory about the origin of the gods appears in Euripides' Bacchae

in the mouth of the seer Teiresias (275-85). In its context it is difficult to
imagine that the audience would interpret this as atheistic.

59. See Galinsky, G.K., The Herakles Theme: The Adaptations of the Hero in
Literaturefrom Homer to the Twentieth Century (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1972).
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60. Linos' innovations in writing and music - ps.-Alkid. od.25; D.s. 3.67.1; Tac
Ann. 11. 14; Paus. 9.29.3.

61. Beck, F.A.G., Album of Greek Educøtion, p. 10. Herakles coming to Linos,
lesson - (schwerin 708), ARIP 862.30 - Bèck, pl. 4, no. 25 & pl. 6,no. 31.
For humorous and serious versions of Herakles' education under Linos, see
Alexis fr. 140l' Philochoros FGH 328F207; Theokr. hd.24;paus.9.29.3.

62. Diodoros says that Herakles had a ,sluggish soul, (tî¡ç VDfnçppoõuti¡t a) (3.67.2). The earliest lirerary reference, which doãs not supply
an explanation, seems to be the 4th century ps.-Alkid. od. 25.In addition to
fig. 1, see Beck, F.A.G., Album of Greek Education, pl. 5-6, no.27-29. There
are other versions of Linos' death, including Apollo striking him down for
competing with him in musical skill (e.g. philochoros FGH 32gF207;paus.
9.29.3 cf. Hom. n. 18.569-70).

63. Caldwel, R., "The Psychoanalytic Interpretation of Greek Myth", L.
Edmunds (ed.), Approaches to Greek Myth (Baltimore & London: John
Hopkins University Press, 1990), p. 377 -7 8.

64. Cf. ibid. p. 354-s5.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

The penurious intellectual in comedy, see Chapter 2.1Bl.In sympathetic
sources - Sokrates (Pl. Smp. 174a,215b,220b, ThL l43e;Xen. Oec. l1'3
etc.); Chairephon (Chapter 2 n. 4l); Antisthenes (Chapter 2 n.328);
Aristodemos 'the dwarfl (Pl. Smp. l73b).
Aristoph. Ach. 396, Th. 39ff.
oI Àentôç psptlivôvteç ötr &po návovtur -PI. Rep.607c. on
the 'ancient quarrel', see Chapter 5 A.
E.g. Soph. O.C. 555;Eur. SuppL 9T; Aristoph. Ach.4l2ff., Birds 1418,
I42l cf. 1432,1450-2.
This last point will be addressed in Chapter 4.3. For their ramifications for
the state, see Chapter 4.4.
E.g. Aristoph. Fr.1496-9; Eupolis fr. 386; Polykrates ap. Lib. Ap.Soc. 13.
Aristoph. Cl. 316, 332, 334.
Eur. Med.296; see Chapter 2.3 A3 &.8.
Eur. fr. 184 (N). On this attitude, see Chapter 4.3.
E.g. Eur. Her. 592. Dover, K.J., Greek Popular Morality,p.ll2.
IJdt.2.l77;Lys. fr. 10 (Scheibe); Dem. 57.32;Theophr. fr.99 (V/immer)
ap. Plut. Sol.3l.2 cf. 17.1,22.3, Mor.22lc; D.S. 1.77.5; D.L. 1.55; Pollux
8.42.Hanison, A.R.W., The Law of Athens (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

1968), I, p. 79-80 and Wallace, R.'W., The Areopagus Council to 307 BC
(Baltimore & London: John Hopkins University Press, 1989), p.62-64.
See Chapter 2 n. 185 &.203.
E.g. Xen. Oec. 4.2; Eur. fr. 216 (N).
Eur. fr. 185, 187, 188,219 (N). Carter,L.B., The Quiet Athenian, p. 165.

See Chapter 2.8 cf. Chapters 4.3 &,4.4.
...tò npòç únuv fuvetòv bæl n&v &pyóv... (Thuc. 3.82.4 cr.
3.82.2).
Edmunds, L., "Thucydides' Ethics as Reflected in the Description of Stasis

(3.82-83)", HSCP 79, 197 5, p. 74, 7 6.

Parry,A.M., Logos and Ergon in Thucydides, especially p. 82, 181; see

Chapter 4.3.
E.g. Eupolis fr. 386 cf. Chapter 2.1B3.
E.g. Plut. Per. 16.7.

Gershenson, D.E. & D.A. Greenberg, Anaxagoras and the Birth of Physics,
p. 331, 335-36. Another classical intellectual who becomes an example of
quietism and neglecter of his own affairs in Roman-age sources is

Demokritos - Cic. Tusc. 5.39 (115), de Fin. 5.29 (87), de Orat.3.56;
Horace Ep. I 12.12; Philo On the Contemplative Life 14;D.L.9.35.
Pl. Ap. 17c; Gorg. PaL 4.
Dodds, 8.R., Plato: Gorgias (Oxford: O.U.P., 1959), p.13-14.
Pl. Gorg.486b.
Thuc. 3.83.3-4,2.62.4. Edmunds, L., "Thucydides' Ethics as Reflected in
the Description of Stasis (3.82-83)", HSCP 79,1975, p. 80.

Ps.-Alkid. Od.22ff. cf. Eur. Med.298-9.

12.

13.

t4.
15.

16.

t7.

18

t9
20
2t

22.
23.
24.
25.

2.

3.

4.

5

26
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27.

28.

29.
30.
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31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Aristoph. Cl. 188-94;Pl. Ap. l9b,23d; ps.-Hipp. Anc.Med.1.23-24 cf. 'air-
measuring' (obpo¡retpftv) (Xen. Oec. 11.3 cf. Aristoph. Birds 995ff.),

'air-walking' (obpopordiv) (Aristoph. Ct. 225, 1503)'

Pl. Tht. 174a;D.L. 1.34,2.4; Aesop - Augustana Recension no' 40, in
Babrius and Phaedrus (tr. B.E. Perry), Loeb, 1965,p.428-
Hdt.2.20.
Anaxagoras ap. Aristotle On the Rising of the Nile ft' 248 (Rose); D.S.

1.38.4; Seneca N.Q.4.2.17. The explanation cannot have been completely
obscure as Aischylos (fr. 300 (N)) and Euripides (fr. 228 (N)) mention it.

Pl. Ap.3lb, Phdr.229a;Xen. Mem. 1.6.2, Smp. 4.43-44-
E.g. Pl. Phdo 82e ff., Phdr. 250e-251a.

E.g. Pl. Euthph. 5e, Phdr.230a.
Tate, J., "socrates and the Myths" C827, 1933,p' 74-80.
Scientists: Xenophanes DK2IB34; Gorg. Hel. 13;' ps.-Hipp. Anc.Med. l.
Also by poets: Alkmaion fr. l; Eur. fr. 795 (N) cf. Herakleitos DK 22828.
Dodds, 8.R, The Greeks and the lrrational, p. 181.

And. 1.139; Hdt. 9.65.2 cf. 7.10; Xen. Mem. 4.7.6 cf. l-l'6-9,13.
Garnsey, P., "Religious Toleration in Classical Antiquity",'W.J. Sheils

(ed.), Studies in Church History 2I,1984,p.3-^4.
òfnóiut approval for non-Athenian gods:1G i2 1283 (3rd century BC,

referring io nendis); IG i2 ß7 Q3312 BC). The introduction of Ammon in
the 370s may have been because his oracle could replace Delphi, then

dominated by Athens' opponents (Garnsey, P., "Religious Toleration in
classical Antiquity", v/.J. sheils (ed.), studies in church History 2L, t984,
p. 5 & n. 7). Of course, the offîcial permission necessary for foreigners to

own land (MacDowell, D., The Law in Classical Athens,p'76) for the

purpose of worshipping a foreign god does not mean that official
permission was required to worship as such. The cult of Bendis was

probably popular before its official adoption (chapter 2 n.258; on Bendis,

see Ferguson, W.S., "Orgeonika", Hesp' suppl. 8, 1949, p. 130-63).

Lys. 6 .17 . On Diagoras, see Chapter 1 n. 5 1 '

Lys. 6.16 cf.54.
Lys. 30.18-19,25,30.
Especially Lys. 6.11, L3,15-17,33,53,30'18; Isoc. 16.6.

Lys.6.50.
Pindar rejects stories of Herakles fighting the gods (OL9.29-39) and

Demeter eating the shoulder of Pelops (OL 1.25-27), saying that he does not

like to attribute disgraceful acts to the gods (OL I.52-3). Cf. Chapter 2 n.

244 and Chapter 3 n. 10.

Thuc. 2.53. His description of the reversal of moral behaviour in Korþrian
during its revolution is even more striking and is clearly intended to

represent a general tendency (see n. 17 above)'

Eg. Dem. 54.14-17,39. Munay, O., "The Affair of the Mysteries", O'

Munay (ed.), Sympotica, p. I57 . On Kinesias, see Chapter 2 n' 245 '

Aristoph. Wasps 9ff ., Birds 873,876, Lys. 388. Some of the impiety

prosecutions in the 4th century involved cults with these characteristics, see
-Chapter 

2 n.258. Plutarch says that the charges against Theoris included

36
37

38

39.
40.
4r.
42.
43.
44.

45.

46.

47.
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'teaching slaves to practice deceit', which could refer an attempt to alleviate
their position (Plut. Dem. 14.4).

48. Especially Aristophanes fr. 578, 581.12-15; Cic. Laws 2.15.37; Strabo
10.471.18. The Seasons was produced no later than c.400 BC (see Edmonds
FAC I). Half a century later'establishment'criticism of the new cults
persisted: Isokrates criticised his countrymen's ready and lavish adoption of
foreign festivals while observing traditional rites perfunctorily (7.29-30),
and Demosthenes, in a legal speech, mocked Aischines for having
participated in his mother's Sabazios cult (18.259-61). For more detail on
this topic, see Dodds,8.R.,The Greeks and the lruational, p. 188-94.

49. The irony of Plato's reference does not reduce the possibility that Prodikos
was seriously suspected of irreligion, even by Plato himself (see Chapter 3).

50. Pl. Ap. 19b,23d,26b;XenMem.1.1.11-15 cf. Sokrates' insulting nickname
is 'the thinker' (ö rppovttorlç), particularly referring to his useless

(&volrpeÀeorú1oç) interest in celestial matters (petécrlpoÇ) (Xen. Smp.

6.6-7).
51. See Chapters 2.2 and2.3. Another example is the Hippokratic author who

humourlessly cites cosmological speculation as a component of his rivals'
intellectual frivolity (ps. -Hipp. Anc. Med. 1.23 -24).

52. See Chapter 2.7 &n.244 and Chapter 2.8.

53. Eur. fr. 210 (N) also e.g. Ion 435-51, Her. l34lff.,I.T.39l. Romilly, J. de,

The Great Sophists of Periclean Athens,p.l44. On Euripides' supposed

atheism, see Chapter 2.1.
54. Sokrates, see Chapter 2.7; Aristodemos - Xen. Mem. 1.4.10-1\Pl. Rep.

364b ff.; Aristippos fr.227 (Mannebach) & Guthrie, W.K.C. , A History of
Greek Philosophy, III, p. 495.

55. Eupolis fr. 157 . For the superstition, see Chapter 2 n. 69.
56. Pl.Ap.23c,33b-c.
57 . Ibid. 3lb. For discussion of Sokrates' eccentricities, see Chapter 2.I &, 4.1.

58. Dover, K.J., (ed.), Aristophanes: Clouds, p. xli cf. Chapter 2.1B7.
59. Antiphon - DK87B44;LykophronDK 8384. See Guthrie, W.K.C.,.,4

History of Greek Philosophy, III, p. 153-54.

60. Ibid. p. 157-59.
6L Women appean at the heart of Pythagoreanism: Pythagoras' wife Theano

and daughter Arignote were prominent, for example. 'Whether or not they

were significant intellectual figures in their own right is obscured by later

writers' interpretations and can only be doubtful (Stob. Ecl. I.l0.l3 cf. Luc.

Portraits l8; D.L. 8.42-43; Iambl. Vita Pyth. 132;' Suidas s.s.v.; 
'Waithe,

M.E., (ed.), A History of Women Philosophers, I (Dordecht, Boston &
London: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1981), p. l l -I 4; more critically,
Hawley, R., "The Problem of Women Philosophers in Ancient Greece",

Archer, L.J., S. Fischler & M. V/yke (eds.), Women in Ancient Societies: An

Illusion of the Night (N.Y.: Routlege, 1995), p. 7I-72, 77 -79). According to

Hermippos,the citizens of an Italian city (Kroton?) sent their women to

Pythagoras for instruction (fr. 20 (W). Periktione, the author of a tract

whose dialect and style suggest that she was a mid-4th century Athenian, is

the most likely candidate for a female Pythagorean in this period. To

identify her with Plato's mother is, however, complete conjecture (cf.
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W'aithe, M.E., (ed.),A History of Women Philosophers,p' 68-71)' Some

(male) Pythagoreans visited Athens, before and after the Peloponnesian
'War, at least: Sokrates' apologists depict him in conversation with Kebes,

Simmias, Echekrates and Telauges (P1. Phdo. 6Id &, schol.; D.L.8.46;
Dittmar, H., Aischines von Sphettos (N.Y.: Arno Press,l976),p' 2l3ff',
2g0-g2 and Burnet, J., (ed.), Plato's Euthyphro, Apologt of Socrates and

Crito,p.6, 182-83).
62. Pl. Ap.30a, Gorg. 470e,515a, Lach. 186b, Meno 72d-73b cf.xen. smp.

2.9. Vlastos, G., "The Historical socrates and Athenian Democracy",

Political Theory 11, 1983, p. 508 &,n.19,23.
63. Diotimia, see Pl. smp.2}ld,ff.; Theodote, see xen. Mem.3.9. 'Wender, D.,

,.Plato: Misogynist, Paedophile, and Feminist", Arethusa 6,1973, p. 84-87.

64. Axiotheia of Philesia, according to Dikaiarchos, was inspired to join the

Academy by reading Plato's Republic. she had to hide her sex to gain

admission to his lectures but was still there in Speusippos' time
(Dikaiarchos fr. 44 (v/) ap. D.L.4.2 cf.3.46; Themistios or. xxIII295c).
Dikaiarchos lived soon afterwards and is therefore a reasonably reliable

source. The story, however, indicates that Plato's attitude towards women

was less liberal than is often supposed (Swift-Riginos, A., Platonica: The

Anecdotes Concerning the Life and llritings of Plato (Leiden: E.J' Brill,
Ig76),p. 185 cf.'Wender, D., "Plato: Misogynist, Paedophile, and

Feminisf', Arethusa 6,1973,p.75-90; Pomeroy, S.B., "Feminism in Book

V of Plato' s Republic", Apeiron 8, 1974, p' 33-35 etc.). There is less

reliable evidence for the Academician Lastheneia of Mantineia: she is

referred to in a letter of doubtful authenticity from the tyrant Dionysios to

Speusippos (Athen. 279e;D.L.3.46,4'2). Aristippos is said to have

eáucated his daughter Arete. She became a philosophical writer and may

have led the cyrenaic school; her son Aristippos,_w_ho certainly did, was

famously known as the 'mother-taught' (pltpoôîôOrtoç) (Strabo

17 .3.22 (838); Clem. Alex. Strom' 4'19'122.1; Aelian V'H. 3'40;D'L' 2'72,

83, 86; Eusebios P.E. 14.18'32,764a; Themistios Or' XXI244b-c)'
65. Aristoph. Eccl. 5711' see Chaptet 2'l /^2.

66. Notions of communistic and gynaecocratic societies exist in Greek culture

independent of intellectual theorisation, most prominently the Amazons and

Lemnian women (e.g. Hdt. 1.216, 4'104,108; Eur' ft- 402,653 (N); Isoc'

11.18 cf. Pherekrates fr. 200, see Ussher, R.G., (ed.), Aristophanes:

Ecclesiazusøe (Bristol: Bristol Classical Press & New Rochelle: Aristide D.

Caratzas,1986), p. xv). Aristophanes' Ekklesiazousai could have been

inspired by Sparta's syssitia and notoriously libertine and man-dominating

\ryomen (Millender, E.G., "The Teacher of Hellas": Athenian Democratic

Ideology and the 'Barbarization' of Sparta in Fifth Century Thought (Diss.,

Univeüity of Pennsylvania,1996),p.215-72) - note that the comcdy

repeatedly mentions laconian shoes (269,345-6, 508, 542) (Finegan, R.,

ll'omen in Aristophanes (Amsterdam: Adolf M. Hakkert, 1995), p. 159-

160). Another source could be the new cults of foreign deities, led by

women and admitting initiates from all classes of society (see Chapter 4-2)'

67. Pl. Menex.235e-236b. Henry, M.M', Prisoner of History,p' 32-40'

68. Aischines Sph. fr. 23,26 (Dittmar) cf. Thuc. 3'19.
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69. Ibid. fr.31.
70. Xen. Mem.2.6.36, Oec.3.l4.
71. Xen. 9mp. 8.39 cf. Mem. 1.2.41-46,2.6.13'
72. For a discussion, see Henry, M.M., Prisoner of History,p.40-54.
73. The modern notion that Aspasia was apart or even the leader of an

intellectual salon is a fantasy, relying on the logic that (l) Perikles had

intellectual associates who formed a group of some kind, (2) Aspasia was a

significant influence on Perikles: therefore Aspasia was influential in this

group of intellectuals. On (1), see n. 160 below. The conclusion that she

was intimately involved with these intellectuals is pure supposition. Cf.

Plut. Per.24.3,which is probably based on the Sokratics' comments about

her contribution to wifely education (Xen' Mem.2'6-36, Oec.3'14;
Aischines sph. fr. 31 (Dittmar)). A fragment, probably belonging to New

Comedy, half-seriously brackets her with Sokrates as a teacher, though their

students are implicitly assessed according to moral criteria:

oúyrprvov, ô 'túv, Aonu,otov Kol )rrlrpútqv'
tî¡ç pèv ydp ör¡rer fleptrÀáo, Kprtlov ôè toù btépou

PoOqtÌ¡v.

"Judge, if you will, between Aspasia the courtesan and Socrates the

sophist, and consider which of them trained the better men. You will
find that Pericles the pupil of one and Critias the pupil of the other."

(Com. adesp. ft.122 (Kock CAF IIÐ ap. AlkiphronLetters of
Courtesans 7.7,tr. Benner & Forbes, Loeb).

74
75

Aristoph. Ach.527ff.
Kratinos fr.259;Eupolis fr.267; com. adesp.fr.704 cf. Eupolis fr.294.ln
the Dionyalexandros Kratinos compares Perikles to Paris, both responsible

for a great and destructive war; this might make Aspasia Helen (Edmonds

FACip.32-34;Henry, M.M., Prisoner of History, especially p'26-27)'
Perikles' comment in his funeral speech that'a woman's best reputation is

to be least spoken of (Thuc. 2.46.1) is a bit out of place and may possibly

be intended to disarm criticism that she exerted too much influence.

Antisth. fr. 35 (Caizzl).
See n. 67 above.
Theophrastos ap. Harpokr. s.v. AOnq,OiC,; Douris of Samos FGH 76F65;
plut. Per.24.1,25.1. Frost, F.J., "Pericles, Thucydides, son of Melesias,

and Athenian Politics Before the War", Hist- 13,1964,p- 396'

Prodikos - Aristoph . Ct. 360, Birds 692, fr.506. Hippodamos - see Chapter

2n.3I.
pI. Prot.315c-e cf. chapter 3 n. 56. Tantalos',wealth and love of luxury:

Nostoi fr. 6 (Loeb) ap. Athen.2lSb; Anakreon fr. 355 (Loeb Greek Lyric
II); Eur. Or.349-51;Pl. Eut@h. lle' V/illink, C.V/., "Prodikos,

'Meteorosophists' and the'Tantalos' Paradigm", CQ 33, 1 983, p' 30-3 1,

JJ.

Aristot. Pol. 2.8.1, 1267b.

76.

77.
78.

79

80

81.
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82.
83.
84.
85.

86.

87.

88.
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89.

90.
9t.

See Chapter 2.L 8t î.63.
Aristoph. C|.876,1145-6. Antiphon, see Chapter 2 n.64.
Pl. Ap. 19d-e, 3lb-c, 33a; Xen. Mem. 1.2.6,1.6, Ap. 16-Í8 cf. Pl. Meno 92a.
Pl. Prot.328b, Meno 9Id, Hipp.Maj. 282b-e; Isoc. 15.155; ps.-Pl. Alc. I
I22b;D.5. 12.53.2 etc. cf. PI. Ap.2Da-b.Isokrates elsewhere says that
Gorgias died with a moderate estate (I3.7).
Pl. Crat.384b; ps.-Pl. Axiochos 366c; Aristot. Rhet. 3.14.9,1415b; schol.
on Aristoph. Cl. 360 cf. Pl. Meno 9lb.
Pl. Ap.20b; Isoc. 13.3-4,7, 15.155-56; ps.-Plut. Mor. 842c-d. Forbes, C.A.,
Teachers' Pay in Ancient Greece, p. I4-I7 . Ten minai for a house: ps.-
Dem.59.39.
Aristot. Rhet. 1.9.27, 1367a cf. Aischines 3.218, 3.170; Dem. 18.284; D.L.
2.123. Dover, K.J., Greek Popular Morality, p. 40 and Ober, L, Mass and
El¡te ¡n Democratic Athens, p. 277 -79 . Receiving gifts had traditional high
aristocratic status but was doubtless psychologically distinct from accepting
payment (Strauss,8.S., "The Cultural Significance of Bribery and
Embezzlement in Athenian Politics", Ancient World 1 1, 1 9 8 5, p. 7 2-7 3).
Cf. Chapter 2 n.208.
See n. 84 above.
Chapter 2.1B6.
See Chapter 2.9.Xenophon criticises Meno for having a mature man as his
passive 'beloved' (æutõtrcú) while being beardless himself. This shows

that beardlessness, representing extreme youth, was feature of the non-man
(Xen. Anab. 2.6.281' Dover, K.J., Greek Homosexuality Q{.Y.: MJF Books,
1978), p. 87 cf. Theopompos FGH lI5F225b). Agathon, one of the most
notorious effeminate men in Athens, especially in Aristophanes'
Thesmophoriazousai in which he is called upon to supply women's clothes
for a disguise, was also beardless (Aristoph. Th. 191 cf. 2l9ff.). He was also
the most sophistic poet next to Euripides but his effeminacy is a personal
trait and not necessarily connected to his intellectual status. The comic
fragment in which Euripides appears 'as a woman' may refer to
intellectually induced effeminacy but could also represent the tragedian
'getting into character' (Kallias fr. 15 cf. Aristoph. Ach.383ff., Th. l48ff.).
See Chapter 2.L. One intellectual recognised for his preference for sexual
perversion is Ariphrades. His interests included dramatic andliterary
criticism (Aristot. Poet.2.2.14, 1458b). Aischines of Sphettos (or one of his
characters) says that Anaxagoras comrpted him (fr. 34 (Dittmar)). This
comrption may have included sexual deviancy, as Aristophanes attacks him
for practising cunnilingus for preference, an activity that seems to have

been regarded as particularly disgusting (Aristoph. Kn. L29fff ., /[/asps

1280-3 cf. on cunnilingus - Aristoph. Peace 883-5, Eccl. I29, fr.926;
Dover, KJ., Greek Homosexuality Q{.Y.: MJF Books, 1978), p.l0l-2).
Xen. Mem. 1.2.9,49,52;L1b. Ap.Soc. 55,I02,ll4, tl7.
Pl. Gorg.485d. On the possible relationship between Plato's Gorgias and

Polykrates, see Chapter 2 n.297 .

Dover, K.J., "Classical Greek Attitudes to Sexual Behaviour", Arethusa 6,

1963, p. 62, 64-65.
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98
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On Meno, see n. 91 above. On the Athenian law, See Aischines' Timarchos

Dover, K.J., "Classical Greek Attitudes to Sexual Behaviour", Arethusa 6,

1963,p.68-69.
Dover, K.J., Greek Popular Morality, p. 102-4, ll7, l2l-25.
Soph. Ant. 332ff., especially 367 -7 l.
Xen. Mem.1.2.15.

100. qeiõoD pnõèv ôv bæiotooo,t, Mr1õeto, Boul"eÚooDoü Kü,ì

rt1vopáVl - Eur. Med.40I-2 cf. 807-8.

101. Eur. fr. 580 (N); Gorg. Pal.9,15,19,25; ps.-Alkild. Od' 2-4.

102. Pindar, in the Seventh Nemean,implies that it was Odysseus' OO<p1U, that

enabled him to claim a good reputation unjustly. His use of words such as
.he stole, (rÀénter) ($23) indicates that he deprived Aias of Achilles'

arms and good repute with conscious criminal intent (O'Higgins, D.M.,
Fifth Century Interpretations of Aiax, p. 133).

103. Thuc. 3.82.3 cf. Edmunds, L., "Thucydides' Ethics as Reflected in the

Description of Stasis (3.82-83)", HSCP 79, 1975, p. 88'

104. See Chapter 2.7 Cl; in comedy, see Chapter 2'l B4, 85; in tragedy, see

chapter 2.3 n.120. Aristotle says that 'men were justly disgusted with
Protagoras' on this account but does not provide any context or cite

particular evidence (Aristot. Rhet.2.24.lI, t402a cf. D'L. 9.51).

105. Cf. Lys.24.10; Dem. 48.49.
106. See Chapter 2.4 C.

107. Aristoph. Th. 275, Fr. l47l cf. l0l-2:' Aristot. Rhet' 3.15.8,l4l6a-
108. E.g. Hom. Od.11.556-63; see Chapter 3 A'
109. Parry, 4.M., Logos and Ergon in Thucydides,p. t5' l9-2I.
110. e'rç ydp y),ôooü,v öp&te rul erç bnoç s'ról.ov ovôpóç, e'tç

äpyov ô' obôèv TtYvóptvov pl"áæers (fr. 10.7-8, tr. Olding. Parry,

A.M., Logos and Ergon in Thucydides,p' 47-48' 53)'

111. Pl. Ap.32a.
II2. Parry,4.M., Logos and Ergon in Thucydides,p' 15-16.

113. Dodds, E.R., "Euripides the Irrationalist", The Ancient Concept of Progress

(Oxford: O.U.P., 1988), P. 83-84.

114. See Chapter 2.4 C & n. 192.
115. Also Ant. 5.80; Lys. 12.86,30'24; And. 1.105; Isoc. 18'21;Is.ft-22

(Scheibe) cf. ps.-Alkid. Od.29; Isoc' 15.30; Aischines l-173,175; Dem'

22.4 etc.
116. Aristoph. C\.432-5 cf.ll2-8,1281-96; see Chapter 2.1.

117. See Chapter 2 n. 64.

1 18. Ps.-Alkid. Od. 27 -28.

119. The amorality of mathematics: Sokrates (Xen. Mem. 4.7 etc.), Aristippos

(fr. 15 !, l54A (Mannebach) ap. Aristot. Metaph' 996a; comm' Alex'
Aphrod. cf. Aristot. Metaph.1078a; Guthrie, w.K.c., A History of Greek
philosophy, III, p. 491-92). Antisthenes rejects book learning because the

knowledge it gives is superf,rcial (fr. 61,62,66,70 (Caizzl)).

120. See Chapter 4.1C4.
121. Scodel,R., The Troian Trilogy of Euripides, p. 116'

122. PI. Rep.Il, Euthph. 6a, Gorg. 484b.
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123. E.g. Aischylos Eum. 639-40; Eur. Her. l3l7-9,Ion 442-51cf. fr. 433,840,
920 CN); Thuc. 5.105.2.

124. Also e.g. Aristoph. Cl.I77-9,498, 814ff.,904-6,1039ff., 1080-2, 1233ff.,
1469-71, Birds 755-9,1345-8. Tate, J., "Socrates and the Myths" CQ27,
1933, p.76-77 ,79-80.

125. Romilly, J. de, The Great Sophists of Periclean Athens,p. t49,I5I.
126. Pl. Gorg. 52'2b,,Rep. 538c-539c.
127. E.g.Eur. Suppl.23l-7; Thuc. 6.12-13 cf. Thuc. 6.38.5; Plut. Nic. 11.

Connor, V/.R., The New Politicians of Fifth-Century Athens,p.147-49 cf.
Forrest, W.G., "An Athenian Generation Gap", YCS 24, I97 5, p. 37 -52.
Alkibiades as the leader of youth- e.g. Aristoph. Ach.716,fr.205,2331'
Lys. 14.45;Isoc.20.2I; ps.-And. 4.22 cf.4.39; Plut. AIc. 2.6.

128. E.g. Aristoph. Ach.679-92,703-12, Wasps 946-7; see Chapter 2.1B,4.
129. Pl. Ap.29c,26b.
130. Xen. Mem. l.2.3lff.
131. Sokrates - Pl. Ap.23c-d;Xen. Mem.I.2.I5,26-28 etc. Gorgias - Pl. Gorg.

456d-457c.
132. Pl. Prot. passim, also Ap. l9e-20b,23c,33b-c, Soph. 231d etc.
133. Axiochos (Pl. Euthd.2Tla-b,275a; ps.-Pl. Axiochos); Akoumenos and

Eryximachos (Pl. Smp. passim, Phdr.227a,268a); Kritias, Alkibiades,
Phaidros, Charmides and Adeimantos (e.g. Pl. Charm. passim, Rep. passim,
Prot.3l5e; Xen Mem.1.2.12ff,3.6-7) (Ostwald, M., From Popular
Sovereignty to the Sovereignty of Law, p. 540-50, especially p.5a\.

I34. A good illustration of the belief that simple familiarity with traditional
poetry was sufficient to inculcate moral sensibility can be seen in Xen. Smp,

3.1.5-6. On the importance of correct religious observances and

intellectuals' interference in them, see Chapter 2.7 and 4.2. Physical and

moral conditions seem to be viewed as interdependent. Aristophanes
especially says that modern youths are too fond of warm baths and lazy,
unmanly, pale-skinned, effeminate, flirting, litigious, dishonest, immodest,

disrespectful of elders and too weak to lift a torch (e.g. Cl. 991-9, 1045ff.,
1062-6,1112,lI7l, Fr. 1037-8). Paleness is associated with indoor labour,

effeminacy and physical weakness (see Chapter 2.1Bl)' In Euripides'
Antiope Zethos blames Amphion's reflective nature for making him too
weak to cafry a shield for his city (see Chapter 2.3 A2). Physical prowess is

cited as evidence of a good and patriotic character (e.9. Aristoph. Kn. 1382-

3,\4/asps 1096-8; ps.-And. 4.42). Xenophon emphasises the piety and

usefulness that come from physical activities like farming and hunting and

explicitly contrasts these benefits with the education offered by the sophists

(Xen. Hunt. 12-13 cf. Mem. L2.4, Oec.5.8, 10, 12; Cyr. 1.6'17).

135. The oligarchic clubs active in attacking the democracy in 4tl and 404

(including the likcs of Antiphon and Kritias; see below) formed groups of
young men to do their thuggery (e.g. Thuc. 8.65'2,69.4;Xen. Hell.2'3'23,
50, 55 cf. Aristoph. Wasps 342f1Calhoun, G.M., Athenian Clubs in

Politics and Litigation, p. 1 08-9).
136. Or perhaps Strepsiades in the original version, see Chapter 2.I Al.
137. Pl. Prot. especially 322c-323c (Romilly, J. de, The Great Sophists of

Periclean Athens,p.2l$. Hdt. 5.66, 78.
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138. Aristoph. Cl.140,143,175,254ff.,505ff.,964-5,1131ff. Dover, K.J., (ed.),
Aristophanes: Clouds, p. xxxiii, xli.

139. Pl. Tht. 155e, Euthd.277d. Green, P., "Strepsiades, Socrates and the Abuses
of Intellectualism", GABS 20,1979, p. 15.

140. Pl. Prot.315b-c. Willink, C.'W., "Prodikos, 'Meteorosophists' and the
'Tantalos' Paradigm", CQ 33, 1983, p. 29.

141. On Pythagorean initiations - Aristotle fr. 192 (Rose) - Pythagoras DK
\4A7. On Pythagoreans in Athens, see n. 61 above. Cf. late sources, which
may or may not have a basis in fact, say that Antiphon set up a house for
teaching rhetoric in Korinth (DK 87 A3.18, 4.15, 5.6, 6.6).

142. 8.g.Lys.14.23,30.25,31-35; And.2.4. Ober, J.,Mass and Elite in
Democratic Athens, p. 123.

143. Aristocratic flavour: Political clubs often developed from drinking clubs
and friendships made in gymnasia, institutions that were often, though not
exclusively, aristocratic in nature (Calhoun, G.M., Athenian Clubs in
Politics and Litigation,p. 15-24).It is notable that towards the end of the
5th century some of the most prominent non-aristocratic politicians, Kleon,
Hyperbolos and Peisander, seem not to have belonged to clubs (Connor,
W.R., The New Politicians of Fifth-Century Athens,p.29 n.47). Loyalty: It
is unsurprising that clubs made efforts to protect their members' interests.
Andokides spends considerable time describing to his jury his agonising
over whether to betray his fellow clubmen or, by inaction, be responsible
for the deaths of his family and three hundred innocent men (1 .5I,2.1).
Evidently, such loyalty accorded with the popular view of clubs. At least

some clubmen took oaths and perpetrated outrages together, apparently to
reinforce the unity of the group. Andokides alleges that Euphiletos
proposed the mutilation of the Hermai as one such 'pledge' (niottç) (And.

1.67 cf.Lys.13.2l; Thuc. 3.82,8.73.2-3;Dem. 54.39; Calhoun, G.M.,
Athenian Clubs in Politics and Litigation,p.34-35,39; Murray, O., 'oThe

Affair of the Mysteries", O. Murray (ed.), Sympotica, p. 153). Secrecy: It is
only reasonable to suppose that such groups attempted to maintain the

confidentiality of their activities, especially for their political and legal

activities. Aristophanes' Paphlagon threatens to denounce the Sausage-

seller's club for its secretiveness and treachery. His accusations are

presumably exaggerated but with some point (Aristoph. Kn. 475-9). (There

may be a further joke in the implausibility of the supremely humble
Sausage-seller belonging an aristocratic institution.) The 'Ploutoi' club at

Miletos provides an example of extreme efforts to maintain confidentiality:
they had their discussions on a boat rowed out to sea (Plut. Mor.298c)
(Calhoun, G.M., Athenian Clubs in Politics and Litigatiort,P.3T-38).

144. And.2];Thuo6.28.L Calhoun, G.M., Athenian Clubs in Politics and
Litigation,p.36,38 and Murray, O., "The Affair of the Mysteries", O.

Murray (ed.), Sympotica, P. 150.

145. oir ôrlpottrrj ?Topüvopto - Thuc. 6.28.2. Cf. 6.27.3;And. l.37ff.
Murray, O., "The Affair of the Mysteries", O. Murray (ed'), Sympotica,p.
l5l-52,158. On the significance of the Hermai to Athenian democracy, see

especially Osborne, R., "The Erection and Mutilation of the Hermae",

PCPS 2ll, 1985, p. 47 -73.
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146. E.g.Lys.12.55 cf. Calhoun, G.M., Athenian Clubs in Politics and
Litigation, p. 105-6, 111-13, 123-24.

147. Lilb. Ap.Soc. ll4 cf.133.
148. While many aristocrats doubtless inclined towards oligarchy, not all

oligarchs are aristocrats. Anytos is a prominent example (for his
background and political inclinations, see Chapter 5 D2).

149. Pl.Ap.23c.
150. Pl. Soph.23Id; ps.-Pl. Thg.l28a.
151. Pl. Ap. l9e-20b. Kallias'associates are intellectuals orparasites, depending

whether the source is a philosopher or a comedian, see Chapter 2.1 AL
152. E.g.Xen. Hunt. 13.9; Isoc. 13.14. On intellectuals' fees, see Chapter 4.3

43.
153. Xen. Mem.1.6.
154. See Chapter 2.1B.2 & n. 43.
155. Aristot. 8.8.3.5.7, I232b cf. Thuc. 8.68.2. At a later date Isokrates'

snobbery is evident in his claim that his father spent a great deal on his
education and his denial, late in life, that he had ever composed speeches

for money (Isoc. 15.16l-62; Theopompos FGH lI5F25; D.H.1soc. 18).

Non-Athenian intellectuals known in Athens known for their love of luxury
include Prodikos and Hippodamos. Aristotle says that Hippodamos'
affectations caused him to be considered by some to be eccentric and over-
eager for distinction (see Chapter 4.3 n. 80, 81). Athens' first natural
scientist and philosopher, Archelaos, also seems to belong to the traditional
aristocratic milieu, if he dedicated poems to Kimon, though there was doubt
about this ascription even in ancient times (DK 60BI ap. Plut. Cim. 4.1,4.9,
quoting Panaitios). The only contemporary reference to Archelaos comes
from Ion of Chios, himself Kimon's acquaintance (FGH 392F9).

156. Andokides - Hellanikos FGH 4F170. Kritias and Plato -'Westerman
Biographi Graeci Minores 382.8-9; D.L. 3.1.

157. Xen. Mem. L.2.25. The Aristotelian Athenian Constitution says that
Antiphon was nobly born but this is probably the author's schematism or
guess as none of the others so described in the same section are known to be

noble (ps.-Aristot. A.P.32.2) (Rhodes, P.J., A Commentary on the

Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia,p. a}l. Plato's information about the
wealth that Anaxagoras inherited may be exaggerated to emphasise his

impracticality (Pl. Hipp. M aj. 283 a; D.L. 2.7 ).
15S. Cf:Chapter 4.3 A. Ober, J., Mass and Élirc in Democratic Athens, p. 90.

159. See Appendix A.
160. Sources likely to preserve eyewitness accounts (within three generations)

mention as Perikles' intellectual associates Damon (Pl. Com. fr.207;Isoc.
15.235; ps.-Pl. Alc. I 118c; ps.-Aristot. A.P. 27 .4), Anaxagoras (Pl' Phdr.

269e-270a; Isoc. 15.235: ps.-Dem. 61.451' ps.-Pl. Alc. I 118c; ps.-Pl' Ep. II
3lla; see Chapter 4.1 C1), Aspasia (see Chapter 4.3 A1) and the music

theorist Pythokleides (ps.-Pl. Alc. 1118c). Of these, Damon is Athenian

afryway. Plato calls Pythokleides a sophist and a scholiast calls him a
Pythagorean (Pl. Prot.3l6e; schol. on ps.-Pl. Alc. 1118c). However, it says

nothing about Perikles' intellectual interests that his father engaged a

distinguished foreign musician as his music teacher.
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Later sources and modern scholars name as Perikles' intellectual associates
Protagoras , Zeno, Sophokles and Pheidias. (1) Protagoras: Protagoras was
the lawgiver for the Athenian-sponsored colony of Thouria. Though it is
likely that his appointment had Perikles' approval, this does not mean that
he (or the other founders, including the famous Hippodamos of Miletos)
was Perikles' intimate: the enterprise's explicitly panhellenist tone would
have made their distinction in the Greek world the fact of the greatest

importance (Kagan, D., The Outbreak of the Peloponnesian V[/ar,p.162-
64). Protagoras' description of Perikles' demeanour when his sons died,
preserved by Plutarch, does not presuppose that there was a personal
connexion between the two (Phtt. Mor. 118e-f cf. Per. 36.4-5). The story
that they spent all day discussing whether a man or his javelin is guilty of
murder does not have an attributed source (Plut. Per.36.2-3; Jacoby's
assumption that it is Stesimbrotos of Thasos, whom Plutarch cites as the
authority for the next item (FGH 107F11), is possible but not clear from the

text). It is certainly a philosophical commonplace (cf. Antiphon's Second
Tetralogy) and may simply have had famous names inserted for the sake of
.colour. (2) Zeno: Perikles is conspicuously not mentioned as one of Zeno's
pupils in a Platonic passage of which he (Perikles) is the subject (ps.-Pl.
Alc. I 119a). Plutarch's datum that Perikles heard Zeno may be a
misinterpretation of this passage or may mean nothing more than Perikles
went to hear a distinguished visiting philosopher, along with half of
Athens' leisured classes (Phtt. Per.4.3). (3) Sophokles: Perikles and

Sophokles served together as generals and doubtless came into contact at

least in their official capacities. However, there is no reason to suppose that
their relations had an intellectual dimension. In fact, their contemporary Ion
of Chios highlights the incompatibility of their characters (FGH 392F6) cf.
Plut. Per.8.5). (4) Pheidias: Perikles' involvement in Pheidias' trial is
explicable in political terms. It does not require that he was Pheidias'
intimate or even that he had any special cultural or artistic interests - the
policy of glorifying Athens was not necessarily aesthetic (see especially
Stadter, P.4., "Pericles Among the Intellectuals", ICS 16,l99l,p. lll-24:
for a general discussion, see Podlecki, A.J., Perikles and His Circle,p.lT'
34,9t-93,96-97).

Moreover, there is no evidence that Perikles subscribed to the New
Education himself: Plato asserts that he gave Alkibiades a Thracian slave as

his paedagogue and his own sons completely conventional educations,
focusing on horsemanship, music and gymnastics. Their presence at

Kallias' house in the company of many distinguished intellectuals in
Plato's Protagoras is apparently on their own initiative (Pl. Meno 94b; ps.-

Pl. AIc. I l22b cf. Pl. Prot.3l9e-320a. Stadter, P.4., "Pericles Among the

Intellectuals", /CS 16, 199I, p. 112-13).

161. There was probably one Antiphon, not two, see Chapter 1 n. 102.

162. Chapter 1 n.6.
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163. Lys. 12.67; ps.-Plut. Mon833a-834acf. Archeptolemos is called an enemy
of Kleon - Aristoph. Kn. 327 & schol.; cf. note in Sommerstein, 4.H.,
Aristophanes: Knights (Aris & Phillips Ltd, 1981).

164. Xen. HeL|.2.3.2,13-14,46 cf. Thuc. 8.90-92; Dem. 58.6. Adeleye, G.,
Studies in the Oligarchy of the Thirty (Diss., Princeton University, I97l), p.
90-93.

165. ooqóç y' üvtlp Kül ôetvòç eIç td Tlúvxa-Aristoph. þ'r.e67-8.
166. &vr1p oóte e'tndìv oúte yvôvû,r û,ôúvatoç - Thuc. 8.68.4.
167. Aischines Sph. fr.34 (Dittmar) cf. schol. onAristoph. Cl.36I.Later

tradition says that Theramenes gave lectures and that his students included
Isokrates. This is probably unhistorical. It is not attested before Dionysios
of Halikarnassos who, in fact, expresses doubt about its truth (D.H. Isoc. I).
The story from the anonymous biography of Isokrates that he attempted to
defend Theramenes at his trial is almost certainly a myth (ps.-Plut. Mor.
836f-837a; also schol. onAristoph. Fr. 541; ps.-Zos. Vita Isoc. I0l-2
(Dindorf); Suidqs s.v. Ioorpútnç). Xenophon makes no mention of it his
the Hellenika and Diodoros, in fact, gives another version in which Sokrates
instead is named (D.S. 14.2.2).The tradition of Theramenes as a rhetorician
is apparent also from Cicero, who counts him along with Kritias and Lysias
(de Orat.2.93), and Isokrates' biographer, who says that Theramenes
published rhetorical manuals under the name Boton (ps.-Plut. Mor.837a).

168. Xen. Hell.2.4.19, Mem.3.6 cf. Pl. Charm. passim.
169. Adeleye, G., Studies in the Oligarchy of the Thirty (Diss., Princeton

University, 197 l), p. 1 I 0.

170. Lys.30.31.
171. rbid. t0-r2.
172. Ibid. 25 cf. 9, 31, 33-34.
173. Pl. Tht l5Ia; ps.-Pl. Thg. l30a-b.
174. Kleitophon, who proposed the rider to Pythodoros' decree for a new

oligarchic constitution ln4II BC and whom the AristotelianAthenian
Constitution describes as a moderate oligarch in the same breath as

Theramenes and Anytos, could be the same as the son of Aristonymos who
belonged to Athenian intellectual circles. He is Sokrates' interlocutor in the

Platonic dialogue Kleitophon and is present in Kephalos' house duringThe
Republic. He was a follower of the sophist Thrasymachos and an

acquaintance of Lysias (Pl. Rep.328b,340a-b, Kleit. especially 406a;ps.-
Aristot. A.P. 29.3,34.3 cf. Aristoph. Fr.697. Rhodes, P.J., A Commentary
on the Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia,p.375). Pythodoros, son of
Isolochos, friend and student of Zeno and host to him and Parmenides (Pl.

Parm. passim; ps.-Pl. Alc. 1119a), could perhaps be the same as the
Pythodoros who became Archon of Athens atthe time of the Thirty Tyrants
(Xen. Hell. 2.3.1; ps.-Aristot. A.P.35.1, 41.1), though, as he was exiled in
4248C (Thuc. 4.65.3; Philochoros FGH 328F127) it is unlikely that he is

also the author of the decree of 411 BC (ps.-Aristot. A.P. 29.1 cf.D.L'
e.s4).

175. Ober, J., Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens,p. 165-66,169'
t76. Lys.34.t-2,5.
177. E.g. Thuc. 3.38.1; And. 2.I-2, 4, 28.
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1 78. Thuc. 2.60.4, 3.43.5, 6.9.2-3, 8. 1. 1 ; Xen. Hell. 1.7 .35 cf . And. 2.20.
179. Thuc. 8.1.1;Xen. Hell. 1.4.13-16.
180. It is only to be expected that assembly-goers made judgements, especially

on complex issues, at least pafüally on the basis of their knowledge of the
speakers' character (see Chapter 2 n. 178). Cultivated eloquence could
conceivably undermine the validity of this decision-making process, as it
provided a superficially plausible basis for judgement that was different
from the listeners' knowledge of the speaker's character and his apparent
personal conviction. Sensitivity about speakers' integrity also appears in the

accusations of bribery made against orators, which attain a faclle frequency
in the popular geffes of oratory and comedy (see Chapter 2 n.208).

181. Dover, K.J., Greek Popular Morality,p.23.
182. Aristoph. fr. 205 cf.Xen. Mem. 1.2.41-46 and, on Alkibiades' connexion to

Sokrates, see Chapter 2.8 &, n. 283.
183. Thuc. 6.17.7.
184. rbid. 6.t7.3.
185. Thuc. 8.68 cf.56 cf. And.2.27. Finley, M.I., "AthenianDemagogues",

P&P 21,1962, p. 17-18. On Antiphon and Theramenes, see Chapter 4.483.
186. Thuc. 3.38 cf. 37.2,5,40.2-3; see Chapter 2.5.

187. Eur. fn.219 (N) cf. Soph. Aias293, fr.61 (N); Bacchylides3.94 (Pearson,

A.C., The Fragments of Sophocles (Cambridge: C.U.P.,l9L7), ad loc; see

Carter,L.B' The Quiet Athenian,p. t66-67).
188. E.g. Hdt. passim.
189. See especially Carter,L.B., The Quiet Athenian, p. 180-86.

190. Eur. fr. 185, 187, 188 (N) cf. Med.294f1.; see Chapter 2.3 1^2. Carter, L.8.,
The Quiet Athenian, p. 146-47, 163 -7 3.

191. Pl. Ap. l7b-c,36b, Gorg. 473e.

192. OnAnaxagoras' trial and Perikles' involvement, which smacks of historical
myth, see Appendix A (C). Sokrates' argument in Plato's Apology that
Meletos has confused his beliefs for Anaxagoras' does not presuppose that
the jurors, in fact, knew much about him (26d). On Aristophanes ft.676b
(Edmonds FAC I), see Chapter2n.82.

193. Pl. Hipp,Maj.28tccf. Hdt. 1.27,170.
194. Aristot. E.N. 10.8.1 I, ll79a cf. Cic. de Orat. 3.56 etc. Gershenson, D.E. &

D.A. Greenberg, Anaxagoras and the Birth of Physics, p. 336 and Carter,

L.8., The Quiet Athenian,p.132-33 cf.145.
195. See Chapter 4.4B.2 & n. 160 above.

196. See n.23 above.
197. Carter, L.B., The Quiet Athenian,p.IT3-77.
198. Xen. Mem.2.9, Smp. 4.29-32 cf. Old Olig. 1.13.

199. E.g. Pl.Ap.3lc,Gorg.52ldcf.Xen.Mem.1.6.15. Sokrates insistedthatthe
citizenhad a duty to the state (e.g. Pl. Krito passim;Xen' Mem.3.6)'

200. Alkibiades rationalises his ostentatious lifestyle and desire for distinction in
terms of the glory that reflected back onto Athens (Thuc. 6.16'3).

201. Those who justify their isolation from public affairs cite the hostility of the

demos and the roughness of democratic assemblies (e.g. Thuc. 8.68.1; Pl.

Ap. 3Ic-32a; Xen. Mem.3.6), Plato and Isokrates also excuse their failure to

engage in the political process directly on account of the rough-and-tumble
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of the Assembly (see, for example, the discussion of thorubos - Chapter
1.5). Carter,L.B., The Quiet Athenian, p. 56-63, 1l4ff.

202. See Chapter 2.7 A &,4.28
203. E.g. Hesiod W&D 225ff.; Solon fr. 4; Theognis39-46,131-2; Simonides fr.

542 (Page PMG); Pindar Ol. 13.4-10;Pl. Prot.323aff. Manville, P.8., The
Origins of Citizenship in Ancient Athens (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1990),p. 48, 50-53.

204. E.g. Hdt. 3.38 cf. Dissoi Logoi passim;Pl. Prot.337c-d; Xen. Mem.4.4.19.
205. Eur. fr. 1047,1113 (N).
206. At least one intellectual, Sokrates' associate Aristippos, criticised the

legitimacy and desirability of conventional political communities, asserting
that liberty was being 'a stranger in every land' (fr. 84-86 (Mannebach)),
and claiming that philosophy enabled one to live equally well with or
without laws (fr. 24A-C,27) (Guthrie, W.K.C., A History of Greek
Philosophy, III, p. 495). Aristotle's description of the state as a'natural
entity' and terse dismissal of the stateless man as 'sub-human or
superhuman' may allude to such views (Pol. 1252a ff.). Anaxagoras seems

also to have held anti-patriotic views, though the evidence comes from late
sources and may be an anachronistic reflection of later cosmopolitan
philosophies such as Stoicism and Cynicism (e.g. Cic. Tusc.1.104; D.L.
2.7,lI cf. Aristot. E.E. 1.5.9,1216a). Aristophanes represents the citizen's
frustration with the state's failure to represent and protect his interests in
The Acharnians. However, this is no critique of the concept of the state as

such and Aristophanes, in fact, goes out of his way to assert that the
problem, in his view, is individuals' lack of responsibility (e.g. 515ff.).

207. Ps.-And.4.24,35. His particular target, Alkibiades, is the outstanding
example of individualism endangering political and social stability (e.g. ps.-
And. 4.1 4, 19, 39 ; Thuc. 6.12.2, I 5.2-4, 16.5, 28.2, 8.48.4; Aristoph. ^F r.
I427ff.;Lys. Alc. I, II passim; Xen. Mem. l.2.I2ff.,4l-46). Cf. Aristot. Pol.
1284a,1302b. Damon was ostracised, though there is no direct evidence
that his intellectualism was the reason (see Appendix A (A)). Later writers
often represent ostracism as a means by which the Athenians brought down
the talented out of fear and jealousy (Demetrios of Phaleron fr. 95 (W);
D.S. 1 1.54.5,55.3; Plut. Them. 22.3, Arist. 1.7, Nic. 11). This is patently
untrue, as the case of the proverbially wretched (æovqpóç i.e. non-

aristocratic) Hyperbolos shows (see Chapter 2 n. 168). Cf. Seager, R.,

"Élitism and Democracy in Classical Athens", F.C. Jaher (ed.), The Rich,
the Well-Born, and the Powerful,p. 17,25.

208. Pl. Smp.220b.
209. See Chapters 2.3 A1,2.8 and 3 B.
210. Palamedes is taken completely by surprise by the prosecution but he

guesses that his opponetf's motives are 'envy, conspiracy or knavery'
(rp0óvç fl rorots1viq fl novoupyiq).This must express his

assessment of a probable response to men such as he (Gorg. PaL 3; see also

Chapter 3 B & n.47). This is also the reaction of Medeia (Eur. Med.294-
305), Sokrates (P1. Euthph.3c-d; Xen. Ap. I4), and Antisthenes' Odysseus

(Antisth. Od.l3). Aristotle cites education as one of the causes of envy

(Rhet.2.23.14,1399a). Demetrios of Phaleron argued in the Apology of
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Solcrates (c.300 BC) that Athenians were innately jealous of the talented
(see n. 207 above), doubtless intended to justiÛr his own position, having
been exiled from Athens, and to establish his claim to be counted among
the élite (cf. Dover, K.J., "The Freedom of the Intellectual in Greek

Society", The Greelcs and Their Legacy,p. la5).
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)
J.

Notes to Chapter 5

NOTES TO CHAPTER 5

Pl. Ap.21.c-22d,23e cf.18d, 19c.

Ibid.22a-c,23e.
Pl. Rep.607b. On Plato's criticisms of poetry, see Murray, P., (ed.), Plato
on Poetry (Cambridge: C.U.P., 1996),p. 6-12. The 'ancient quarrel'
probably reflects Plato's view of poetry and philosophy as timeless
concepts, not the antiquity of any contention as such (Adam, J., The
Republic of Plato, (Cambridge: C.U.P., 1979),II, p. 418).
E.g. Pl. Ap.22c.
Cf. Chapter 1.2.

Cf. Humphreys, S.C., "'Transcendence' and Intellecfual Roles: The
Ancient Greek Case", Daedalus 104, 1975,p.97-98 and Dover, K.J.,
Greek Popular Morality,p.30. Pre-classical poets are occasionally
explicit in citing the divine as a source for their information, especially
Hesiod on seafaring in the lVorks and Days (646fÐ. Cf. Harriott, R.,
Poetry and Criticism Beþre Plato (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd, 1969),
especially p.43-51.
Xenophanes says that poets' stories of the gods cannot be true (DK2IB9,
I0-4I,l.2I-2). Herakleitos criticises poets' reliability as teachers, as they
depend on popular beliefs and applause (DK 228104 cf. 42,57,105,
106).
E.g. Chapter 3 n. 10, Chapter 4 n. 44.
See Chapterc 2.I,2.7 Al &,2.8. Sokrates cannot have completely
disregarded the musical arts if he became Konnos' pupil (see Chapter 2.1

A1) and he was moved to write Aesop's fables in verse when awaiting
execution (Pl. Phdo 60d-61b).
See Chapter 2.1Dl, especially n. 86, and Chapter 4 n. 107 .

rpoÛÀov Xpnoròv &v l,opdtv qil.ov / 0él"orpr ¡r&}"Àov fl
KüKòv ooqólspov (Eur. Ion 834-5 cf. Andr. 481-2, Med. 294ff, fr.
289,473,635 CN)). One of Euripides' characters could even call Herakles
rpoÛl,oç , a curious compliment for the preeminent hero (fr. 473 (N).
Dodds, 8.R., Euripides: Bacchae) orr 430-3.
tö nÀÎ¡Ooç ö tl tò <paul"órspov bvó¡rtoe yp\rul rt, róõ'
ûv ôeXoipüv (Eur. Ùac.431, tr. Seaford, Aris & Phillips).
The comment from the Andromache is especially strained in its context,
developing awkwardly from an observation about Neoptolemos' taking a

mistress as well as a wife (Etr. Andr. 465fÐ.
Aristophanes does allude to seers, probably specifically Lampon, as

devotees of the Cloud-goddesses (C1.332).
Aristoph. Wasps 65, Cl. 520ff.
Carey, C., "Old Comedy and the Sophists", F.D. Harvey & J. Wilkins
(eds.), The Rivals of Aristophanes,p.429-30.
Cf. Aristophanes is said to have admitted that he owed something to

Euripides' style (fr. 488). Ehrenberg, Y., The People of Aristophanes,p.
285.

4.

5.

6.

8

9

7

10

11

12

13

r4.

15.

16.

I7
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25.
26.
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19.

Chapter 2.I &, n. 5. Carey, C., "Old Comedy and the Sophists", F.D.
Harvey & J. Wilkins (eds.), The Rivals of Aristophanes,p.42T-28.
Kopff, E.C.,"Nubes l493ff: 'Was 

Socrates Murdered?", GKBS 18,1977,
p. Il7.
Aristoph. Birds l28I-2,1554-5, Fr. l49I-2.
Pl.Ap.19c cf. 18d.
Pl. Smp.223c-d. Kopff, E.C,"Nubes l493ff: Was Socrates Murdered?",
GRB^S 18, 1977,p. I2l.
Aristoph. Fr. I49I-8, see Chapter 2.183.
Pl. Euthph.2b. Sokrates' comment on his age and obscurity may, of
course, be derisive -Pl. Ap.26e certainly refers to his level of maturity -
but are unlikely to be totally inaccurate (cf. Pl. Ap.23e,26a). Blumenthal,
H., "Meletus the Accuser of Andocides and Meletus the Accuser of
Socrates: One Man or Two?" Philol. II7,1973,p. 177-78.
Pl. Ap.23e.
The information comes from scholiasts on Aristoph. Fr. 1302 andPl. Ap.
18b. Cf. Gulick, C.8., Athenaeus: Tlte Deipnosophists,Loeb, V, p. 503 n.
e on Sannyrion fr. 2.
D.L.2.40.
Meletos' possible Eumolpid connexion: (1) There was a Diokles who was
a priest of the Mysteries, perhaps in the late 6th century (Lys. 6.54). A
mid-4th century Diokles, a man wealthy enough to pay a liturgy, came
from Pitthos, the same deme as Sokrates' Meletos (Is. 8.19; Dem. 2I.62).
(2) At alater date there is a Mousaios - a name best suited for a man
connected to the Eumolpids - also of Pitthos (CIA 2.2479). (3) While
Aristophanes probably required no factual basis to call a poet Meletos
Thracian-born (fr. 453, from c.403 BC), there is a tradition that Eumolpos
came from Thrace (Apollod. Bibl. 3.15.4). See further J.G. Frazer's note
(Apollodorus,Loeb,l92I,II, p. 108, n. 1)). Hostility to Alkibiades'
recall, see Thuc. 8.53.2. Burnet, J., (ed.), Plato's Euthyphro, Apologlt of
Socrates and Crito, p. 10-1 1.

Sokrates' trial took place around February 399. Andokides' was most
likely in autumn 400 (MacDowell, D.,Andokides: On the Mysteries,p.
204-5). For a bibliography of discussions of the problem of Meletos'
identity, see Blumenthal, H., "Meletus the Accuser of Andocides and
Meletus the Accuser of Socrates: One Man or Two?" Philol. II7, 1973,
p.169.
Ibid. p. 170-71.
Lys.6.42.
And. 1.92ff.
MacDowell,D., Andokides: On the Mysteries,p. T34 cf. 14 n. 4.
MacDowell also suggests that the politician Agyrrhios may have
delivered it but Andokides says that he did not speak (And. 1.133).
Lys.6.54 cf. 10.

Dover, K.J., Lysias and the Corpus Lysiacum,p. 77-78. See also Chapter
r.6B.2.
Dover, KJ., Lysias and the Corpus Lysiacum, p. 80.

20.
2r.
22.

27.
28.

29

18

30.
31.

32.
33.

34
35

36
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38

37

39.
40.
4t.
42.

43.

44.
45.

Notes to Chapter 5

Lys. 6.1, 2I-28,30-32. Lysias invokes this supposition on another

occasion, claiming that the unpleasant deaths suffered by Kinesias'

friends among the Kû,KOõO1pOV1OÍUì are proof of immorality and

impiety $r.34 (Scheibe)). Cf. Lysias alleges that Andokides' willingness

to go on hazardous sea-Voyages, an obvious vehicle for divine retribution,

is further evidence of his flagrant disdain for the gods (6.19).

Lys. 6.3, 15, 36, 55.
Ibid. $13-15,53.
Ibid. $3, ll, 19 cf.2lff.
rbid. $13.
Lysias, anticipation of certain counter-arguments shows that he is

conscious of more sophisticated views. For instance, his assertion that

punishments often do not arrive until a long time after the offence, even

being directed against evildoers' descendents ($20, 32), indicates

awareness that faith could, in fact, be shaken by observing the prosperity

of evildoers. His argument that religion transcends the bounds of the city-

state is also not a traditional concept. It is clear from his language that he

is working hard to establish the principle of universal religious morality,

especially when he can only say that 'it is said' that foreigners ban

impious Athenians ($16 cf. 17,30,54). Though Lysias' object may be to

emphasise the heinousness of Andokides' crimes and to exploit his

miifortunes abroad as evidence that his offences were recognised outside

Athens, this argument suggests untraditional and sophistic religious views

not in keeping with the rest of the speech. It is not necessary for his case

as Andokides' offences are against the religious conventions of Athens -
an appeal to patriotism would have sufficed.

Thuc. 8.23 -24, 5 4-5 5, 7 3 ; Xen' Hell. 1.5'16, l'6.16. MacDowell, D',
Andokides: On the MYsteries, P. 133'

Pl. Ap.32c-d, Ep. Vil 324e-325a,325c;Xen' Mem. 4'4.3, HelI' 2'3'39'

Plató's Sokrates describes how the Tyrants summoned him to the Tholos:

...û¡.1.' bnerõr1 br tî¡ç Oóì"ou b((l,Oopev, ol ¡rèv
únrapeç rplovto e'rç )ol.aprvo rul f¡yoyov Aáovtu,
bycrl õè öXópnv &nrc¡v okuõe.

"...But when rwe came out of the rofunda, the other four went to

Salamis and arrested Leon, but I simply went home..."

(Pl. Ap.32d,tr. H.N. Fowler, Loeb)

The natural reading of this account is that Sokrates received the order and

left the Tholos in the company of the four others (cf. Pl. Ep. vII324e).
Even if he and Meletos managed to miss one another, it is hard to believe

that Sokrates heard nothing further about the circumstances of Leon's

death. He may not actively have investigated his prosecutors before his

trial but it is implausible that his friends, who had more conventional

attitudes about appropriate preparation (cf. Xen. Ap.2fÐ, did not do so.
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46.

As it happens, sokrates (or Plato) clearly does know something about his
prosecutor (Pl. Euthph. 2a, Ap. 23e).
Sokrates' apologists cite the Leon of Salamis affair precisely to illustrate
his determination to avoid injustice and impiety (Pl. Ap.32d; Xen. Mem.
4.4.3), which provides a direct incentive for a comparison with the lack of
moral, legal and religious rigour shown by Meletos. Sokrates' apologists
do not elsewhere shirk from highlighting his prosecutors' rashness, petty
pride, incomprehension and lack ofjudgement (e.g. pl. Euthph.2c; Ap.
24c ff.;Xen. Ap.29-31). Anytos' appearance in Andokides, support in
his trial (And. 1 . 1 50) does not help to resolve the question of Meletos'
identity. Though it seems unlikely that the two would combine against
Sokrates after (or before) opposing one another in Andokides, trial,
particularly in view of Andokides' prosecutor's attack on the advocates of
the amnesty, of whom Anytos was among the most prominent (Lys.
6.13), Anytos' involvement in both trials is intelligible in terms of his
general policy of defending the amnesty.
This belief is suggested also in the earliest known anti-intellectual
comment from a poet: "Pindar says that scientists 'cull the unripe fruit of
'wisdom"' (toùç qDolol"oyoùvroç ägr1 flivôopoç- otãi"r1
ooqiû,ç KopTTÒv ðpéæerv¡ (fr.209 ap. Stob. Ect.2.t.2L Adam, J.,
The Republic of Plato (Cambridge: C.U.P., 1979),II, p.417). As
qDoloÀoTáo¡ and its cognates are not attested before Aristotle (Z^SJ) it is
almost certain that Stobaios is paraphrasing Pindar's phrase. \Mhether the
result accurately represents the original or not is impossible to know. If
nothing else, we do know that a roughly equivalent term,
p€Î€trrpoÀóyoç, was in use in poetry in the mid-5th century (see
Chapter 1.2).
Aristoph. Kn. 870, lllasps 136, Peace 270,648; schol. on Aristoph. Kn.
44. The choregus Kleainetos in 460159 BC may be Kleon's father (their
tribe, Pandionis, is the same), and Kleon's son Kleomedon was choregus
as well (Davies, J.K., Athenian Propertied Families (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, L97I), p. 318-19). The accusations that Kleon owed his wealth to
comrpt practices come from those with personal or political reasons to
blacken his name, Aristophanes (Ach.6, Kn.835,932) and Kritias (DK
88845) (Dorey, T.4., "Aristophanes and Cleon", G&R n.s. 3, 1956,p.
132-39). Other evidence for his background, such as the late-attested
datum that he was a knight, is doubtful (schol. on Aristoph. Kn.235 cf.
Plut. Mor.806f-807a; Connor, W.R., The New Politicians of Fifth-
Century Athens, p. l5l-52 &. n. 32).
Hermippos 1r. 47.
Aristoph. Kn.773-6,923-6 cf. Thuc. 3.19.1. Atkinson, J.8., "Curbing the
Comedians: Cleon versus Aristophanes and Syracosius' Decree", CQ n.s.
42,1992,p.57.
Dem. 40.25.
Kleon does this to discredit the very process of reconsideration or to
discredit some notably sophistic speakers who had spoken earlier or
whom he expected to speak later. This does, in fact, apply to Diodotos

47.

48.

51.
52.

49
50
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(Thuc. 3.41) but, as Thoukydides does not introduce this datum until after
Kleon's speech, this interpretation would be a little perverse.

53. Pl. Hipp.Maj.282b; D.S. 12.53.2-5; D.H. Lys.3; Paus. 6.17'8-9.

54. Demosthenes' speech before the battle at Pylos in 425 BC resembles

Kleon's Mytilene speech in its rejection of clevemess and calculation:

Avôpeç ol (uvopúpevor toôôe toù nvõÚvou, prrlõeìç

b¡rôv bv tf¡ torQõe &vúyr¡ Çuvetòç Boul"áo0ro õorfiv
elvut, brl.oyr(óptvoç úna,v rò fieptsoîòç tp&ç ôervóv,
pû,Àl"ov fl uæeprorántoç eúel.nrç öpóoe XrrlpÎ¡oat toìç
bvu,vtlorç ru,ì. br toÚtc¡v ûv fitptTsvópsvoç. öoa ytÌp
bç &vúyrqv &<fìrtot dioftsp túôe, l"oyropòv flnoto
bvõe1ópevCI,, Ktvôúvou toô tullotou Trpooõfltot.

"soldiers, my comrades in this present hazatd,let no one of you at

such a time of necessity seek to prove his keenness of wit by
calculating the full extent of the danger that encompasses us; let him
rather come to grips with the enemy in a spirit of unreflecting
confidence that he will survive even these perils. For whenever it has

come, as now with us, to a case of necessity, where there is no room

for reflection, what is needed is to accept thehazard with the least

possible delay."
(Thuc.4.10.1, tr. Forster Smith, Loeb)

55

Demosthenes' speech differs from Kleon's in that it does seem to be

'required by the present circumstances' - sober calculation of the

situation at Pylos may have undermined the soldiers' confidence - and

does not comment on other issues. A military oration will focus on

inspiring conflrdence and reinforcing patriotism and the unity of the

group. As such, it is an example of traditional leadership. It does,

however, confirm that such sentiments were not unique to a self-
proclaimed populist like Kleon, and shows the rejection of another aspect

of Perikles' description of the Athenian chatacter, that its bravery was

based on well-informed calculation (Thuc. 2'40.3).
'Westlake, H.D., Individuals in Thucydides (Cambridge: C'U.P-, 1968), p.

6l-62. Note that Thoukydides never uses the term ôqpuyrrlYóç.
Aristoph. Kn.732-4,1023ff,1340-4 cf.llasps 894ff. According to the

mid- or late- 4th century pseudo-Platonic Axiochos these claims were

characteristic of demagogues (639b).

Eupolis fr. 331 cf. Aristoph.Ikalth322ff.
Plut. Mor.806f. Perikles displays similar devotion to the demos e.g'

Thuc. 2.13.1,43.1; Plut. Per.7.5,33. Connor, W'R., The New Politicians
of Fifth-Century Athens, p. t2l, 127 -28'

E.g.A 197,24t
comic 'leads th

again' CI,Ptoeü fr'

740,tr. Olding).

56.

57

58

59
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62.

Connor, W.R., The New Politicians of Fifth-Century Athens,p.9I-94,97.
The charge may have been made against the producer Kallistratos rather
than Aristophanes but this does not alter the incident's historicity and its
illumination of Kleon's personality and interests.
In the 5th century e'fOoyyeÀîü, was used in the investigation of the
mutilation of the Hermai and the exposure of the Mysteries (And. 1.14,
11,37; Isoc. 16.6; Plut. Alc.22.4 cf. Thuc. 6.27). Hypereides, in the mid-
4th century, admits thatit could be used in trivial cases (Hyp . 43 cf.7-8,
29-30).In general, see MacDowell, D., The Law in Classicql Athens,p.
183-86. It is possible that Kleon used Kannonos' law, which laid down
the death penalty for those who 'wrongthe demos', but its provision that
the accused should be 'presented in chains to the Assembly' does not
accord with Aristophanes' hearing before the Boule (Xen. Hell. 1.7.20)
(Atkinson, J.8., "Curbing the Comedians: Cleon versus Aristophanes and
Syracosius' Decree", CQ ns. 42,1992, p. 60).
Atkinson, J.E., "Curbing the Comedians: Cleon versus Aristophanes and
Syracosius' Decree", CQ n.s. 42, 1992, p. 59. Kleon's intolerance of
attitudes critical of conventional thought is reflected also in the story that
he prosecuted Euripides for impiety, though the sources for this arclate
and unreliable. See Appendix A (F).
For these decrees, see Chapter 2 n. 100.
Thuc. 2.94.4 cf. Diod Sic 12.49. Cf. limitations on movement to and from
Eleusis (IG i2 185) and the paranoia suggested by Aristoph. Ach.7I5ff,
Kn. 475ff, Fr. 359ff. Connor, W.R., "Two Notes on Diopeithes the Seer",
CPhilol. 58, 1963, p. 116-17 .

Schol. on Aristoph. Kn.1085 cf. Connor, W.R., "Two Notes on
Diopeithes the Seer", CPhiIol. 58,1963,p.ll5-17. Cf. on btarpeic,t,
see Chapter 4.4 A2.
Xen. HelL 3.3.3. If the oracle concerning the Spartan kingship were an
'official' one then only the Kings and Pythian ambassadors would have
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T5.Yatai,F.L.,Intellectuals in Politics in the Greek lllorld, especially p. 110-11,

130-32.
76. Ibid. p.120. For a discussion of the political background, see o,sullivan, L.,

"Athenian Impiety Trials in the Late Fourth century BC-, ce 47 , 1997 , p.
136-52.

77. <pt?,"oooqoùpev (and lovers of beauty - rprÀoraÀoùpev) (Thuc. 2.40.r).
78.oir ðr'öpyfrç rôv néÀsç, eI ro0'lôovr1v tr ôpç (jbid.2.37.2).
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Ps.-Plut. Mor. 1136e cf. Pl. Rep.398e-399a' Damon's fragments and

testimonia are collectedinDKI,no.3T, p. 381-84; also biography and

bibliographies in Guthrie, V/.K.C., A History of Greek Philosophy,III, p. 35

n. 1 and Podlecki, A.J., Perikles and His Circle, p. 18-23, 182 n. 19, 20.

PL Rep.400a-c, 424b-c.
Pl. Lach.l97b; Isoc. 15.235.

Pl. Com. fr.207; Isoc. 15.235; ps.-Aristot. P.A'27'4;ps'-Pl. Alc' 1118c.

And. 1.16.
Damon's ostraka: no. 52(K) cf. 53(V) in Brenne, S', Ostrakismos und

Prominenz in Athen: Attische Bürger des 5. Jhs. v. chr. auf den ostraka
(Tyche suppl. 3), Wien, 200t. Also Willemsen, F., & S. Bremme,

"Verzeichnis der Kerameikos-Ostraka" , Ath.Mitt. 106, 1991, p. 147 î.2, P'

150 and Tod, M.N., A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions to the End

of the Fifth Century BC (2nd ed.) (Oxford, 1946),p'93. Cf. two post c.450

ÉC ostraka - MDAI(A) 40,lgl5,2O-2l,IG i2:912; Hamdorf, F.W., in
Hoepner 1976,210 no. Kl00.
Llb. Ap.Soc. 157 . See ChaPter 2.8.

Podlecki, AJ., Perikles and His Circle,p-20'
Pl. Lach.180d. Laches 'dramatic date is between 424 and418 BC and

probably after 421BC (Lane, L, Plato: Early Socratic Dialogues
(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books Ltd,l987),p. 69).Damon was dead by

415 BC if And. 1.16 refers to him.
Plut. Per.3l-32.
On ancient scholars' desire to identify 'deeper' political or personal

motives, see Chapter 1.6 D. Plutarch's use of the term qfÀOtÚpUVVOç to

describe Damon's supposed offence is probably his own turn of phrase. It
and related terms are unattested before the Roman period (e.g. D.H. 4.83.3;

PluL Dion 36.2; see LSJ).

Music's effect on the emotions and sanity (Hom. Il.9'l87ff; Hymn to

Hermes 416-96;Eur. Her, 871-9,892-9;Plut. Mor.238b cf' Aischylos

Eum.306-11,328-33). The drumming associated with Bacchism is another

example. Its effect on morals and behaviour, especially to induce courage

(Terpander fu.12 (ap. Demetrios of Phaleron fr. 191 (W), l4a-b (ap.

Philod. de Mus. 1 F30.31-35 (p. 18 Kemke); 4 col 19-4-19 (p. 85-86

Kemke)); Plut. Lyk.2l, Mor. 238a-d).Its effect on civic harmony
(Terpander fr. 15 (ap. D.S. S.28); Pindar Pyth. 5.65-7;Pl' Rep' 398e ff,
424c). Music was even believed to affect bodily health (Theophr. fr.87
(Wimmer)). Olympiodoros claims that 'Damon taught Perikles the songs by

which he harmonised the city' (In Plat. Alc. Comm. 138.4-11; his authority

is unknown). 'Wallace, R.W., "Private Lives and Public Enemies: Freedom

of Thought in Classical Athens", A.L. Boegehold & A.C. Scafuro (eds.),

Athenian ldentity and Civic ldeologt,p- l4l-42.
See Henry, M.M., Prisoner of History,passim'
There are three other minor sources: schol. on Aristoph. Kn.969; ps.-Luc.

Amor.30; and an anecdote in Syriac, printed in Ehlers, B', Eine

vorplatonische Deutung des sokratischen Eros: Der Dialog Aspasia des

2.
J.

4.

5.

6.

7

8

9

10.

11.

t2

13.

t4.
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15.

Solcratikers Aischines,p. TT n.158). All of these appear to derive from
Aischines (Stadter, P.A., A Commentary on Plutarch's Pericles, p- 297)'
Cf. Is. 6.50; ps.-Dem. 59.85-86, 113-14. Ostwald, M., From Popular
Sovereignty to the Sovereignty of Law,p. 195. The late datum that she

named her 'girls' after the Muses looks like a similar scandalous

fabrication, whatever its source might be (schol. on Hermogenes (Walz
Rhet. Gr. 7,165)).
Mansfeld, J., "The Chronology of Anaxagoras' Athenian Period and the

Date of His Trial, II", Mnem. ser. 4, 33, 1980, p.76. Cf. schol. on Aristoph.
Kn.696 tantalisingly refers to 'Aspasia and her legal protector (rúproç)' -

Stadter, P.A., A Commentary on Plutarch's Pericles, p. 303.
See Chapter 4.3 A.1.

Aristot. Rhet. 1.7,1365a; Thuc. l.lI5.2; Ion of Chios FGH 392F16. Frost,

F.J., "Pericles, Thucydides, Son of Melesias, and Athenian Politics Before
the War", Hist. 13, 1964, p. 396.
Philochoros FGH 328F121. There is a contemporary source for Pheidias'

scandal in Aristophanes (Peace 605).
D.S. 12.39.2;Plut. Per.31-32. Of course, the reliability of this information
depends on the sources' historical rigor: Plutarch regards himself primarily
as a biographer and Diodoros (Ephoros?) shows a tendency to gather related

material together, for instance, treating Themistokles' exile and death and

events in between under the one date (D.S. 11.54-59; Woodbury, L.,
"Anaxagoras and Athens", Phoenix 35, 1981, p. 308 n. 35)'
Stadter, P. A., A Commentary on Plutarch's P ericles, p. 298.
Dover, K.J., "The Freedom of the Intellectual in Greek Society", The

Greelcs and Their Legacy, p. 138. On improper use of comedy as a

historical source, see Chapter 1.6 D.
Plut. Per.31.1,32.3,36.5. Henry, M.M., Prisoner of History,p'70-73.
Perikles' tears at Aspasia's trial is nearly identical to Hypereides' behaviour
at the trial of Phryne (see Chapter 2 n.258), which raises the possibility that
it is really a motif that may or may not reflect fact (Henry, M.M., Prisoner
of History,p.63).
Ibid. p. 42-44.
Ibid. p. 32. It is also possible that Athenaios' citation of Antisthenes should

be confined to the comment on Perikles kissing Aspasia. The reference to

her trial is separate and may belong to Herodikos' Kolr(Ðôoúpsvoç,
which Athenaios follows in the surrounding material (Stadter, P'A', A
Commentary on Plutarch's Pericles, p. 297).

See Chapter 4.3 Al. For bibliographies of pro-and-con the historicity of
Aspasia's trial, see Stadter, P.A., A Commentary on Plutarch's Pericles, p.

297 andHenry, M.M., Prisoner of History,p. 135 n.22.
43817 BC is the most probable date for Anaxagoras' trial, if it occurred,

though this may be due to simple inference by Ephoros, Diodoros and/or

Plutarch (see the discussion on the date of Aspasia's trial). An alternative

dating scheme puts Anaxagoras' departure in the early 440s BC
(V/oodbury, L., "Anaxagoras and Athens", Phoenix 35, 1981, p' 296-305).

Mansfeld constructs a plausible historical context for the trial but this does

not make its fact any more secure ("The Chronology of Anaxagoras'

t6

20.

t9

24.
25.

2t.
22.

23

26.

27.
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Athenian Period and the Date of His Trial, II", Mnem. ser. 4, 33, 1980,

especially p. 80-8a).
Diodoros does cite the 4th century Ephoros as his source for the events

surrounding the start of the Peloponnesian'War, so may have provided

information on Anaxagoras' trial as well (as Jacoby believes - Ephoros

FGH 70F196). However, it is simplistic to think that he mustbe Diodoros'
only source, even apart from Diodoros' own qualification that he

reproduces Ephoros' narrative 'in general' (l2.4ll).
For Diopeithes' decree, and the Greek for this quote, see Chapter 2.2.

Elsewhere Plutarch says that Anaxagoras \Mas brought to trial for impiety
for having said the sun was a stone (Mor. 169e), and that he "was
imprisoned and rescued with difficulty by Pericles ..." (Nic. 23.3). He also

refers to Anaxagoras' imprisonment without giving details (Mor.84f,607Ð.
Plut. Mor820d.
PIut. Per.16.7. Much of Plutarch's information on Anaxagoras seems to be

anecdotal, using terms such as ?uê,yetut and no,petì"qqo¡rev (Plut. Per-

16.7, Lys. 12.2, Mor. 118d. Hershbell, J., "Plutarch and Anaxagoras",lCS
7,1982, p. 150). Plutarch's account of the indictments of Perikles'
associates is framed with expressions of uncertainty (see n. 23 above)'

Derenne, 8., Les Procès d'Impiété, p. 40; Frost, F.J., "Pericles, Thucydides,

Son of Melesias, and Athenian Politics Before the'War", Hist. 13,1964,p.
397-98; V/oodbury,L.,"Aîaxagoras and Athens", Phoenix 35, 1981, p.

304-5.
E.g. Derenne,E., Les Procès d'Impiété, p. 30.

E.g. Davison, J.4., "Protagoras, Democritus, and Anaxagoras", CQ 4'1,

1953, p. 39-45 and Guthrie,'W.K.C., A History of Greek Philosophy,II, P.

322-23.
D.L.2.7 .

Ibid.2.l4-I5. Woodbury, L., "Anaxagoras and Athens", Phoenix 35, 1981,

p.302 n.22.
Anaxagoras' and Perikles' relationship is attested no earlier than a sarcastic

comment by Plato (Phdr.269e-270a cf. chapter 4 n. 160) but came to be

used to explain Perikles' lofty thought and powerful oratory and to illustrate

the magnanimity of his character (Gershenson, D.E' & D.A. Greenberg,

Anaxagoras and the Birth of Physics,p.3ß4\'
Cf. Woodbury,L., "Anaxagoras and Athens", Phoenix 35, 1981, p.312'
Gershenson, D.E. & D.A. Greenberg, Anaxagoras and the Birth of Physics,

p.347-48 and Dover, K.J., "The Freedom of the Intellectual in Greek

Society", The Greelcs and Their Legacy,p' 140-41.

Alkidamas ap. Aristot. Rhet.2.23.11, 1398b cf' n. 30 & 36 above.

Cf. Mansfeld, J., "The Chronology of Anaxagoras' Athenian Period and the

Date of His Trial, II", Mnem. ser. 4, 33, 1980, p. 81.

Apart from those cited in the text, these are the major sources for the action

against Protagoras for imPietY:

...Atheniensium iussu urbe atque agro est exterminatus librique eius in
contione combusti.

30.
31.

32.

33.
34.

3s.
36.

37

38
39

40
4l

42.
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"...[For On the Godsl he was banished by order of the Athenians from
city and countryside, and his books were burned in public assembly."
(Cic. .n/.D. 1.23.63 - DK 80423, tr. M.J. O'Brien in Sprague (ed.), The

Older Sophßts)

ob yrÌp fr'¡veilovto roùç qDolKoùç Kül psrscrlpo¡"áo1û,ç
tóæ rcrl"ou¡révouç... &¡"¡"d KoI llpoxayópa"Ç äguye...

"Men could not abide the natural philosophers and 'visionaries', as they
were then called...Even Protagoras had to go into exile..."
(Plut. Nic.23.3, tr. Perrin, Loeb)

õrd ¡rèv õrj toùto núor1ç yfr¡ç bnò A0r'¡vuirrrv fl},úfi cbç

pèv trveç, Kpteetç, roç ôè bviotç õorfi, Viqou
bnevel0eionç pi Kpleévtt. vrloouç õè bq flæeiprov
&¡reiBcrlv rul ttÌç A0qvuicrtv tplÍperç 9uÀottópevoç
æúoarç 0ol"úttutç bveonop¡révoç Koréôu nÀár¡v bv
&rotirp ptKpô.

"It was for this saying that he was outlawed from the whole earth by the
Athenians; as some say after atrial, but others hold that the decree was

voted against him without the form of a trial. And so he passed from
island to island and from continent to continent, and while trying to
avoid the Athenian triremes which were distributed over every sea, he

was drowned when sailing in a small boat."
(Philostr. Vita Soph. 494,1.10, tr. Wright, Loeb)

ôrd toútnv ôè trjv ûpXrjv toù ouyYpúplroroç b€epÀien
æpòç A0rlovirov' roì td prBl"î' obtoÛ Kü,îéKüDoov bv tf¡
&yopQ, ùæò rct1puKt û,vû,vl,e[ú¡revoL TEctp' brúotou tôv
rertqpávov... &véyvcrl ð' A0rlvqorv bv tf¡ Ebprniõou
o'rriç tì, cäç rlvtç, bv tf¡ Meyorl,eiôou' üÀl"ot bv
Aureiç, paOrltoô trjv qcrlvr'¡v obt{t Xpioovroç
Apyuyopou toù @eoðótou. KorrìYópqoe ô' u,btoÛ
flu0óõrrlpoç flol.u(r1l"ou, e1ç tôv tetpa,rooicrlv'
AprototáÀnç õ' Ebo0l.óv qnotv.

"For this introduction to his bookl2n the Godsl the Athenians expelled

him; and they burned his books in the market-place, after sending round
a herald to collect them from all who had copies in their possession...

[H]e read it at Athens in Euripides' house, or, as some say, in
Megaclides'; others againmake the place the Lyceum and the reader his

disciple Archagoras, Theodotus' son, who gave him the benefit of his

voice. His accuser was Pythodorus, son of Polyzelus, one of the Four
Hundred; Aristotle, however, says it was Euathlos [fr. 67 (Rose)]."
(D.L. 9.52, 54, tr. Hicks, Loeb)
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Aristotle comments that 'men rwere justly disgusted with Protagoras'
promise' (ôrruicrtç bõuo1ápolvov ol ü,v0prrl?Iot rò
flprr:toyópou bfiúYys¡,pü) to make the worse argument appear the

better (Rhet.2.24.ll,1402a).It should be noted that he does not say that
this disgust was widespread, manifested in hostile action or directed at

Protagoras himself.
43. Pl. Meno 91e. Burnet,J., Greek Philosophy: Thales to Plato,p. 111-12 and

Dover, K.J., "The Freedom of the Intellectual in Greek Society", The

Greeks and Their Legacy,p.I43 n. 15.

44. Aristoxenus fr. 131 (W) - DK 6841 ap. D.L.9.40, tr. Hicks, Loeb.
45. A. Momigliano ap. Dover, K.J., "The Freedom of the Intellectual in Greek

Society", The Greel<s and Their Legacy, p. 158 cf.143-45.
46. Philostr. Vita Soph. 494, 1.10; Hesych. Onomat. in schol. on Pl. Rep. 600c

- DK 8042-3.
47. Qrlol õè OrÀó1opoç, æ}.éovtoç ubtoù bç )rrel,iuv, ttlv

v üùv Ko,T û,7rov t roOÎ¡v or... (Philocho ros F G H 328F 217).

48. See n. 42 above.
49. See Chapter 2.8.
50. Aristotle fr. 67 (Rose) ap. D.L. 9.54 cf . Chapter 2 n. 7 .

51. See Chapters 3, 4.1, 4.2 8.4.4.
52. Pl. Ap. l9e, Hipp.Maj.282c, Crat.384b; Xen. Smp. 4.62 cf. Aristoph. C/.

361, Birds 692.
53. Sprague, R.K., The Older Sophists (Columbia: University of South Carolina

Press, 1972),p.71 n. L

54. Satyros fr.39 col. 10, tr. Lefkowitz, M.R., Lives of the Poets (London:
Gerald Duckworth & Co. Ltd, 1981), p. 168 n.12.

55. See Chapter 4.3 Bl.
56. Dover, K.J., "The Freedom of the Intellectual in Greek Society", The

Greeks and Their Legacy, p. 139. On Aristophanes and Kleon, see Chapter
5 B above.

57. Ostwald, M' From Popular Sovereignty to the Sovereignty of Law,p.279.
58. Mejer, J., Diogenes Laertius and His Hellenistic Background, p. 24. For a

bibliography of the 'Diogenes or Anaxagoras' debate, see Mansfeld, J.,

"The Chronology of Anaxagoras' Athenian Period and the Date of His
Tlial,II", Mnem. ser. 4, 33, 1980, p. 21 n. 98.

59. On Demetrios' Apologt of Sokrates, see Chapter 4n.210. Dover, K.J.,
"The Freedom of the Intellectual in Greek Society", The Greeks and Their
Legacy, p. 145-46.

60. Xen. Cyr.1.2.6. Onthe problems of establishing exactly what 'literacy'
means, complicated by writers' habit of using it as shorthand for cultural
sophistication, see Harris, V/.V., Ancient Literacy, p. 5-8.

61. Havelock and Goody give the most extreme form of the thesis that the

adoption of facile tools for literacy led to the development of
intellectualism. See Havelock, E.A., "Prologue to Greek Literacy", C.G'

Boulter, et al. (eds.), Lectures in Memory of Louise Taft Semple (University
of Oklahoma Press, 1973),p. 331-91 and Goody,J.& I. Watt, "The
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62.

63.
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71.
72.
73.

74.

Consequences of Litetacy", J. Goody (ed.), Literacy in Traditional
Societies,p.2T-68 cf. Lévi-Strauss, C., The Savage Mind,p.232-236-
Objections to this thesis, at least in such a bald form, are that there is, in
practice, no clear relationship between the development of skills for literacy
and intellectualism. There is a gap of several hundred years between the

appearance of written Greek and the earliest extended philosophical
writings (see Chapter 1.2 A2). 'l'here is no clear relationship between the

facility of tools for literacy and levels of literary and intellectual
achievement. Non-literate societies differ from literate societies not in their
methods of proof but in the self-consciousness, level of abstraction and

rigour of their arguments (things that are, of course, implicit in writing). See

Goody, J., The Interface Between the Written and the Oral (Cambridge:

C.U.P., 1987), p. 64, 7 2; Harris, W.V., Ancient Literacy, p. 4I) - G.E.R.

Ltoyd views Greek political institutions as the crucial factor in the

development of intellectualism (see Chapter 6 n. 63).
Harris, W.V., Ancient Literacy,p.IT cf.65-66. Thoukydides specifies that

Athenians were uncommonly rusticated before the outbreak of the

Peloponnesian War (2.14.2-|5.2).
'Women reading book scrolls appear on vases from the beginning of the 5th

century. This parallels a growth in interest in art in both literacy and

women, so it does not prove that female education actually increased during

this period (Immerwahr, H.R., "Book Rolls on Attic Vases", C. Henderson

(ed.), Classical, Mediaeval and Renaissance Studies,I,p' 27-28). For a

detailed discussion of female literacy, see Gill, S.G., "Could Greek Women
Read and Write?", H.P. Foley (ed.), Reflections on V[/omen in Antiquity
(N.Y, London & Paris: Gordon & Breach Publishers, 1981), especially p.

223-28. On women in intellectual circles, see Chapter 4.3 Al.
Aristoph. Cl. 18-24, 30-1.
Zenobios Ath.1.43 cf. D.S. 13.33.1.

Eur. fr. 382 (N); Sophokles' Amphiaraus (Athen. 454b-f); Achaios (fr. 33

(N) ap.Athen. 466e-Ð; Kallias' Grammatical Play (Athen. 453c-e).

Agathon fr. a $); Theodektes fr. 6 (N).
Harris, V/.V., Ancient Literacy, p. 109.

Thuc. 2.l3.3-8 cf. Dem. 34.24-5.
Ps.-Dem. 43.18. Harvey, F.D., "Literacy in the Athenian Democracy", REG

79, 1966, p. 596-97, 614-15.
Pl. Krito 50d, Prot.325d-326c;Xen. Mem.2.2'6, Lac.PoL 2'1.

Pl. Laws 689d; Suidas s.v. Harris, V/'V., Ancient Literacy, p.103-4.

Pl. Ap.26d.
Harvey, F.D., "Literacy in the Athenian Democracy", KEG 79' 1966,p'
597-98.
Ibid. p. 59t-92.
Phfi. Arist.7.5, Mor.186a-b. Harvey, F.D., "Literacy in the Athenian

Democracy", REG 79, 1966, p. 592-93.
E.g. And. 1.40; Thuc . 2.2.4 cf. Aristl. Pol. 7.4, 1326b- Harris, V/'V.,
Ancient Literacy, p. 7 8-79.

64.
65.
66.

67.
68.
69.
70.

75.
76.

77
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78.

79.
80.

81.

82.
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The pointed omission of Nikias from the memorial for those who died on
the Sicilian Expedition is one example of the symbolic value of inscriptions
(Paus. 1.29.9).
Cf. Chapter 1,.6 &. n. 153.

Cf. Dem. 20.93. Harvey, F.D., "Literacy in the Athenian Democracy", kEG
79, 1966, p. 598-601.
Decrees for the erasure of official records (IG i2 91.10 ff.; And. 1.77-79);
hoplite andcavalry rolls (Aristoph. Kn.1369-71: Lys. 16.7). Dover, K.J.,
"The Freedom of the Intellectual in Greek Society", The Greeks and Their
Legacy, p. 143-44.
Aristotle gives directions on how to bolster or denigrate written evidence
opportunistically, the same as any other form of evidence (Rhet.1.15.20-5,
I376a-b). The ease of forgery would also discourage the use of written
materials, a common allegation (e.g. Ant. 5.53-56; Isoc. 17.23, 33-34; Is.

1.41; Calhoun, G.M., "Documentary Frauds in Litigation at Athens",
CPhilol. 9, 1914, p. 134-44).
Harvey, F.D., "Literacy in the Athenian Democracy", REG 79,1966,p.
593-96.
Nepos Arist.l cf. n. 76 above.
Chios (Hdt.6.27.2); Astypalaia (Paus. 6.9.6); Eretria or Erouthrai (Ion of
Chios FGH 392F6); Mykalessos (Thuc. 7 .29). There are dubious anecdotes

that refer to schools in Mytilene's 6th century empire (Ailian V.H.7.15) and
Troizen inc.490 BC (Plut. Them.10.4). Aristophanes'reference to the
schooling of those who fought at Marathon may also be anachronistic (Cl.

964-5). Harris, W.V., Ancient Literacy,p.57.
Xen. HeL|.2.4.20.
Harris, V/.V., Ancient Literacy, p. 58-59. On the pictorial evidence, see

Immerwahr, H.R., "Book Rolls on Attic Vases", C. Henderson (ed.),

Clas s ical, Mediaeval and Renais s ance Studies, I, p. 17 .

Laws on hours and morals - Aischines 1.9 cf. Pl. Prot.325d. Solon's law -
Petit, Leges Atticiae,II, 4. Freeman, K.J., Schools of Hellas (N.Y.:
Teachers' College Press, Columbia University, 1969), p. 57-58, 68-69.
D.S. 12. t2.4, 13.3-4.
Protagoras' legislation for Thouria (Herakleides Pont. fr. 150 (V/)).
Diodoros' error may have arisen from the tradition, attested from the early
4th century,thatCharondas was responsible for all legislation in Magna
Graecia (Pl. Rep.599e). Aristotle says that that Charondas' only legal

innovation concerned proceedings for perjury (Po|.2.I2, I274b) (Harris,
V/.V., Ancient Literacy, p. 98).

E.g. Pl. Ap.26d-e; Eupolis fr.327; Nikophon fr. 10.

Xen. Anab.7.5.14.
Harvey, F.D., "Literacy in the Athenian Democracy", KEG 79, 1966,p.
628-29.
Immerwahr, H.R., "Book Rolls on Attic Vases", C. Henderson (ed.),

Classical, Mediqeval and Renaissance Studies,I, p. 48.

Harris, W.V., Ancient Literacy, p. 59 cf. Nikias' desire that his son should
learn Homer by heart - Xen. 9mp.3.5.

83.

84.

8s.

91.
92.
93.

86
87

88

89

90

94

9s
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96.

97.
98.

99.

100.

101.

102.
103.

r04.
105.

106.

t07.

108.

109.

1 10.

111.
TT2.
I 13.

tt4.
1 15.

Euthydemos' library - Xen. Mem.4.2.10. Harris, W.V., Ancient Literacy,p.
82.
Ibid. p. 19, 30.
Aristoph. Kn.189. A Nikochares comedy includes the comment that 'the
unlettered man is lazy' (tov &voî"<púptlrov tòv önovov) (fr. 5;

dating to c.400 BC). This could be the expression of a general sentiment or
from the mouth of some intellectual snob.
Immerwahr, H.R., "Book Rolls on Attic Vases", C. Henderson (ed.),

Classical, Mediaeval and Renaissdnce Studies,I, p. 17 .

Thuc. 1.40.2; And. 1.85-87. Ostwald, M., From Popular Sovereignty to the

Sovereignty of Law, p. 153.

Harris, W.V., Ancient Literacy,p.77 e.g. Aristot. Rhet.1.15.4-8, 1375a-b-

Athenians envisaged unwritten laws as different from the written but, as

laws passed by the Assembly are simply the concrete form of popular

wisdom, a contrast between the two is not to be expected (Ober, J., Mass

and Elite in Democratic Athens,p. 165). See especially Ostwald, M., "'W'as

There a Concept of Agraphos Nomos in Classical Greece?", E.N. Lee,

A.P.D. Mourelatos & R.M. Rorty (eds.), Exegesis and Argument, Phronesis

suppl. I, 1973, p. 7 0-104.
Eur. fr. 578 (¡Ð see Chapters 2.3 A1 & 3 B.

Harris, W.V., Ancient Literacy,p. 62-63,99-100. Phaleas - Aristl' Po|.2.7,
r266b.
Hdt.6.27 cf. 4.138, 8.132.
Homer's redaction (Cic. de Orat.3.34 (137) cf. Lyk.l.l02; ps.-Pl.

Hipparchos 228b; D.L. 1.57); oracles (Hdt. 5.90, 7.6); Hermai (ps.-Pl.

Hipparchos 228b-229d); library (Aul. Gell. N.A.7 '17.1 cf. Athen. 3a);

Harris, V/.V., Ancient Literacy,p.52-53. On the scribe statues, see Payne,

H., & G. Mackworth-Young, Archaic Marble Sculpturefrom the Acropolis,

2nd ed. (London: Cresset Press, 1950), pl. 1 18 &' p. 47 .

Cf. Aischylos Suppl. 944-9.
or'¡poto î,uypú, Ouporp0ópo rroÀ¡"ú,oúpo rúrcov -IJom-Il.
6.168, 169,I78. Cf. Archilochos also refers to a 'grievous dispatch'
(&lvupévn oKDrúÀÐ - fr. 185 (West).

Palamedes: see Chapter2.3 Al & 3 B. Hippolytos: Eur. Hipp- l3LI-2.In
Herodotos e.g. 1.t24-25, 3.128, 6.4 and Thoukydides e.g. I'128-29, 137'

Harris, W.V., Ancient Literacy,p.48 n. 17, p. 88. Allegations of forgery

and improper alteration of both public and private documents are not

uncommon: see n. 82 above.
Ant. 5.53-56.
Pl. Phdr.275a-276b,277e-278b, Ep. Vil 34lc;Xen' Mem- 4.2; Oinopides

DK 116B4; Alkid. Soph. passim; Antisth. fu' 66, 188 cf. Pl. Rep. 377a ff,
595a ff; Xen. Mem.4.6-7; Antisth. fr.61,62,174 (Caizzi)).

Hofstadter,R., Anti-Intellectualism in American Life, p. 309-10.

Beck, F.A.G., Album of Greek Education,p.9.
See n. 65 above. After 380 BC Demosthenes mocks Aischines before a

popular jury for having worked in a school as a young man (Dem. 18.258).

See Chapter 4 n. 88.
See Chapter 2 n.326.
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1 16. Dem. 27.46;Theophr. char.30.14. Forbes, c.A., Teachers' pay in Ancient
Greece,p.29-30,35. Cf. Chapter 4.3 AZ.

117. Aristoph. Kn. 1^5_0ff; Er1 fr 3s2 (N); Agarhon fr. a N); plnt. Arist.7.5,
Mor.I86a-b cf. Lys. 20.11. Harris, V/.V., Ancient Literacy,p.IT.
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